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Dedication 

Dr. Richard DeKeraine Remington 
August 2, 1931 -July 26, 1992 

Chairman, Health Effects Institute 
Research Committee 

1989 to 1992 

Environmental Health Perspectives Supplements 
Volume 101, Supplement4, December 1993 

The Health Effects Institute dedicates the 
Epidemiology Planning Project documents to 
the memory of Dr. Richard D. Remingron, a 
member of the Project Steering Committee 
and chairman of the HEI Research Committee 
fium 1989 until June 1992. 

Dr. Remington was committed to improv
ing the lives of individuals through public 
health research, education, and music. His 
research concentrated on the epidemiology 
and control of cardiovascular diseases, in 
particular hypertension and stroke. He 
served in leadership roles in many local, 
state, and federal health agencies. As vice 
president for research and vice president fOr 
scientific councils, Remington developed the 
"Remington Plan" for reorganizing the 
American Heart Association. He was also a 
past president of the Association of Schools 
of Public Health and a member of The 
National Academy of Sciences' Institute of 
Medicine. At the University of Iowa, Dr. 
Remington served as director of the Institute 
for Health, Behavior and Environmental 
Policy, and he was honored for his contribu
tions to education by being named the 
University of!owa Foundation Distinguished 
Professor of Preventive Medicine and 
Environmental Health. Dr. Remington was 
also an accomplished musician who played 
tuba with the Alamo City Jass Band in San 
Antonio in the early 1960s and more 
recently with the Boll Weevil Jass Band in 
Ann Arbor. 

At HEI, Dr. Remington provided great 
insight and forceful leadership for the 
Research Committee during a time when 
epidemiologic research was moving to the 
forefront of the institute's research agenda. 
He was the staunchest advocate for the role 
of epidemiology in environmental research 
in general and fur the Epidemiology Planning 
Project in particular. His leadership in the 
institute helped bring quality science that 
benefits public health to the regulatory 
process. All those who worked with him at 
HEI are wiser and richer for the experience. 

.:: 
THE HEALTH EFFECTS INSTITUTE 
ENVIRONMENTAL EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PLANNING PROJECT 
STEERING CmfMriTEE 
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Introduction to the Health Effects Institute 
Environmental Epidemiology Planning 
Project Documents 
Aaron J. Cohen 7

' and Leon Gordis2 

1Health Effects Institute, 141 Portland Street, Cambridge, MA 02139; 2Department of Epidemiology, The Johns 
Hopkins University, School of Hygiene and Public Health, 615 North Wolfe Street, Baltimore, MD 21205 

-Environ Health Perspect 1 01(Supp14}:15·-17 (1993). 

In recent years, rhe attention of the scicmific 
community and of the public at large has 
focused more on environmental causes of 
human disease. In response, many branches 
of science have contributed to rhe study of 
rhe health effects of <~nvironmenral pollutants. 
Epidemiology, rhe study of rhe distribution 
and detcrminanrs of human disease, has 
played a unique and critical role in this cfh.HT. 
Data from well-designed and carefully exe
cuted epidemiologic studies can measure the 
effects of poilu tam exposures under the con
ditions most relevant to human experience 
and therefore can be especially informative 
about the causes of human disease. For this 
reason, epidemiologic data can make a 
unique contribution to rcgulatOJy decisions. 

However, epidemiologic research on the 
health effects of environmental pollutants has 
proven difficult to conduct. In epidemiologic 
studies, the amoum of exposure sustained by 
study subjects and the conditions under which 
thar exposure occurs generaJly are beyond the 
direct control of the investigator. Human 
populations are exposed to multiple pollutants 
whose individual, lcr alone joint, effects are not 
known. Under these conditions, inaccurate 
measurement of exposure and rhe effects of 
extraneous factors on disease occurrence often 
present major threats to study validity. 
Epidemiologic research strategic<; and methods 
for improving exposure assessment and for 
measuring health d!Ccrs under such real world 
conditions arc still in their infancy; their matu
ration could provide the basis for substantial 
gains in knowledge about environmental 
causes of human disease, which, in turn, could 
provide a more scientifically sound basis for 
public health policy 

This lntro:.luction was prepared as part of the Environ· 
mental Epidemiology Planning Project of the Health Effects 
Institute, September 1990 ·-September 1992. 

~Author to whom correspondence should be 
addressed. 

In December 1989, the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) asked the Health 
Effects Institute (HEI) to identify research 
needs and opportunities in environmental epi
demiology. Founded in 1980, HEI is a non
profir research institute that fi.mds research on 
the hc.'llrh effects of automotive emissions with 
funds provided in equal amounrs by the EPA 
and the automotive industry. HEI operates 
according to a med1anism designed to assure 
autonomy in the sening of research priorities 
and the disbursement offunds. 

In response to the EPA's n~quest, HEI 
conducted an environmental epidemiology 
planning pwject that brought together epi
demiologists and other heahh and environ
mental scientists ro address four selected 
areas of epidemiologic research. Three of 
these areas, electric and magnetic fields, 
indoor air pollu.tion and other complex 
mixtures, and tropospheric ozone, involve 
environmental exposures of current scien
tific and regularory interest. The fourth, 
merhodologic issues, explores issues in the 
design and conduct of research that have 
implications for the study of health dfects 
of many environmental agents. 

The four general objectives of the plan
ning project were a) to characterize the 
state of, and to identify gaps in, current 
knowledge in selected areas of environmen
tal epidemiology and methodologic issues 
relevant to the design, conduct, analysis, 
and interpretation of environmental epi
demiologic studies; b) to idemit)r research 
needs and opportunities in the selected 
areas of environmental epidemiology; c) to 
communicate the results of the planning 
cffon to rhe scientific and regulatory com
munities and the general public; and d) to 

aid HEI in the development of irs own 
research programs in these research areas. 

Working groups were assembled to 

address each of the four areas of research 

Environmentallieallh Perspectives Supplements 
Volume 101, Supp/ement4, December 7993 

and were asked to produce working papers 
(Appendix A). Drafts of working papers 
were discussed at workshops held during rhe 
spring and summer of 1991, and revisions 
were made based upon rhesc discussions. 
Revised papers were reviewed by two exrer
nal reviewers and an internal HEI reviewer 
(Appendix B). The results of these efforts 
are conraincd in the four sets of collected 
papers thar are published in rhis issue. 

The project was designed to afford key 
researchers the opponunity to address 
important problems in environmental epi
demiology while exploring new avenues for 
epidemiologic research. I-1:El did nor ask 
the working groups to arrive at a consensus 
about their areas of research bur rather, to 
quote University of Nonh Carolina at 
Chapel Hill epidemiologist David Savitz, 
"to focus on rhe frontiers of existing 
knowledge and make recommendations 
about how w extend those frontiers" ( 1 ). 

Hence, the papers do nor necessarily 
reflect the views ofl-IEI or the project's spon
sors, which was intended. Neither was it our 
goal to achieve a uniformity of style or pre
scnration· rather we encouraged the working 
groups t; define' independently both the spe
cific issues they would address and th<~ man
ncr in which they would addrc<;s them. The 
resulcing documents are a collection of papers 
that reflect each aurhor's views as rhey 
emerged from collective discussion with 
members of their working group and the 
reviC>.v process described above. 

Each collection of papers offers thought
ful overviews, insightful critiques of current 
practice, and useful recommendations. 
The Working Group leaders have summa
rized the main conclusions and recommen
dations offered by their working groups in 
separate chapters of each document (1--5). 

Several papers in the "Methodologic 
Issues" document address rhe critical problem 
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COHEN AND GORDIS 

of measurement error in the characterization 
of exposurt and argues for a reexamination of 
the potential contriburion of ecologic or 
aggregate level studies in environm.ental 
epidemiology. Hatch and Thomas (6) 
critically discuss a variety of methods avail
able to the epidemiologisr w characterize 
environmental exposure and dose including 
pharmacokinctic and other models based 
on cxplicir biologic theories, sensitivity 
analyses, and study designs for increasing 
the precision of exposure m.easurem.ent. 
Prentice and Thomas (7) review the sratisri
ul approaches available to accounr {-()r mea-
surement error. The articles by Morgenstern 
and Thomas (8) and Prentice and Thomas 
(7) argue for increased efforts in methods 
research on dw themy, design, and conduct 
of aggregate level srudies for understanding 
and reducing the acknowledged biases that 
impede the usc of a pmemially inl-(mnative 
and efficient approach. Greenland (9) reviews 
the theoretical and practical issues rhar make 
the epidemiologic measurement of the eflCct 
of mulriple exposures so difficult and con~ 
dudes rhal a fixus on the dfccrs of the expo~ 
sure mixture, rather rhan on rhc separate 
d1Ccts of its cmmituems, may be all that can 
be accomplished in most circumstances. 

The current scientif-ic intereSl in the health 
cH-Ccrs of dccrric and magnnic fields stems 
mostly from epidemiologic observarions of 
increased rates of leukemias and central ncr·· 
vous system cancers among children exposed 
in the home and among certain occupational 
groups. The "Electric and Magnetic Fields" 
documenr olfers comprehensive and critical 
reviews of cxisring knowledge about" electric 
and magnetic fields (EMF) healt-h dfecrs in 
two areas that have, umil now, received limited 
attention: adverse reproductive outcomes (10) 
and neurobehavioral effects (11). ln addition, 
Kaune provides a comprehensive background 
discussion of the technical aspects of d1e mea~ 
surement of fields ( 1 2) and then addrc<;sc..<; the 
critical area of exposure characterizarion 
and measurement ( 13) in the context of 
epidemiologic research. 

The co!lccred papers in the "Indoor Air 
and Other Complex Mixtures" docurnent 
considers the daunting task of epidcmio·· 
logically swdying the eHCcrs of simultane~ 
ous exposure to multiple pollutants. An 
important point addressed at length by 
Leadcrer, et al. ( 14) is that improving the 
quality of exposure measurement would 
increase the inf(mnarivcness of srudies of 
multiple exposures, This echoes the views 
of H.atch and Thomas (6) and is empha·· 
sized by Greenland (9). 

The health eff-Cct-s of tropospheric (ground 
!eve!) ozone have been and remain an area of 
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intense research activity f-(w l·1EI and other 
organizations. Nevertheless, it is an area in 
which epidemiologic research on its long~ 
term exposure effecrs is lacking and despcr~ 
atcly needed. The collected papers in the 
"Tropospheric O:;.one" document offers a 
perspective on future epidemiologic research, 
expounded in panicular by 'T'ager (4), that 
focuses on undersmnding rhe pathophysio
logic processes and subclinical abnormalities 
that may constitute a relation between expo·· 
sure and chronic disease. Balmes (15) criri
cally reexamines the evidence, often viewed as 
coni-lining, in search of a relation between 
rhe exacerbation of asthma (e.g., increased 
attack rates) and exposure to ozone, and he 
argues fi:n· more research on this subject. 

lr is noteworthy that because the plan~ 
ning project documents are diverse by 
design common threads run through them. 
A1> noted above, all four documents empha~ 
size the need for mcthodologic advances in 
rhe measurement and characterization of 
environmental exposures for epidemiologic 
n~search. This common emphasis should 
not be surprising to epidemiologists, who 
have acknowledged that for a long time 
exposure assessment is rhe critical weakness 
in environmental epidemiology. Another 
recurring rheme is the need to intcgrare 
observational epidemiologic research with 
experim<..~ntal biologic and clinical research. 
1 n "Indoor Air and Other Complex 
Mixrurcs," Mauderly addresses the respec~ 
rive roles of toxicologic and epidemiologic 
research (16}, Wilensky examines the use of-' 
laboratory~derived markers of early disease 
(17), and McDonnell examines the incor
poration of controlltd human exposure 
studies into epidemiologic research proto
cols (/8). The theme of integration of 
knowledge from experimenral biology and 
epidemiology appears again in "Elearic and 
Magnetic Fields," in which Stevens (/.9) 
proposes biologically based epidemiologic 
research on the carcinogenicity of elecrric and 
magnetic fields and in 'Tropospheric Ozone," 
in which Devlin (20} discusses possible 
approaches to the development of biologic 
markers of exposure to ozone and early 
effects of this exposure. Balmes (15) pro~ 
poses the incorporation of controlled human 
exposure experiments wirhin observational 
study designs. In "Methodologic Issues," 
Hatch and Thomas (6) stress rhe need for 
dw development of epidemiologically useful 
biologic markers of exposure and call the 
attemion of biologists and epidemiologists to 

the necc<>Sary characteristics of such markers 
and potential pitfalls in their use. 

The planning project was a cooperative 
venture between HEI and members of the 

environmental epidemiology research commu~ 
nity. Project oversight was provided by a steer~ 
ing comminec rhat included members of the 
BEl Research and Review Committees 
(Appendix C), several of whom served as 
observers and liaisons between the working 
groups and H.ET staff. The EPA and a diverse 
group of private senor organizations (Appendix 
D) provided financial support· for the project. 
Scientists recomm.ended by the sponsoring 
organiz<1tions served as observers and liaisons 
bet-ween the sponsors and the working 
groups (Appendix A) and offered advice 
and commentary rhroughout· dw project. 

The planning project documents already 
have made a valuable comriburion ro research 
planning at J1EI. We hope rhar others will 
find them thought-provoking and usef1d fi:)r 
planning environmental health research. eg 

Appendices 

Appendix P., Working Group 
Members, HEI Environmental 
Epidemiology Planning l'rojc-ct 

Author~• of tbe Working Group on Methodologic 
Issues. Kennerh .J. Rorlunan, \Y./orking Group 
leader, editor, Epidemiology; Maureen 0. 
Hatch, Columbia University School of Public 
Healrh; Hal Morgenstern, UCLA School of 
Public Healt-h; Raymond Neutra, Ca!ih)rnia 
Depanmem ofHealrh Scrvio .. 'S; Ross L. Premicc, 
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Cenrer; 
Duncan Thomas, Universiry of Southern 
California; and Dimitrios Trichopoulos, 
Harvard Schoo! of Public Hea!rh. 

l!El Steering Committee Lim'sous of the 
Working Group on Metbodologic Issues. 
Richard Remingwn, University of Iowa 
and John 'T'ukey, Princeton Universiry. 

Sponsm· Observers and Liaisom ~f' the 
Working Group on Methodologic Issues. 
John F. Aquavdla, Monsanto Company and 
Gerhard K. Raabe, Mobil Oil Corporation. 

Authors of the Working Group on 
Electric am! Magnetic Fields. David A. 
Savitz, \XIorking Group leader, University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill; William T. 
Kaune, EM Factors; Nigel Panerh, Michigan 
Srate University; Gary Shaw, March of 
Dimes, California Birth DcfCcrs Moniroring 
Program; Jack Siemiatycki, lnstitur Armand~ 
Frappier; and Richard Stevens, Barrcllc 
Pacific Norrhwcsr Laboratories. 

HE! Steering Committee Liaison of the 
Working Group on Electric aud Magnetic 
Fields. Arrhur Upron, New York University. 

Sponsor Observers and Lirtisous of tbe 
~f/orkiug Group 011 Electric find Magnetic 
Field~. Donald A. Greschaw, Ford Motor 
Company and an alrcrnarc, Rebecca Calderon, 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
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Autho1·s of tbe Working G1·oup ou 
Indoor Air aud Other Complex Mixtures. 
Jonathan M. Samet, Working Group leader, 
University of New Mexico Cancer Center; 
Frank Speizer, Working Group leader, 
Harvard Medical School; Douglas Dockety, 
Harvard School of Public Healrh; Sander 
Greenland, UCLA School of Public Health; 
Brian Leaderer, Yale University; Paul Lioy, 
UMDNJ-Roben Wood Johnson Medica! 
School; Joe Mauderly, Inhalation Toxicology 
Research Institute; William F. McDonnell, 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; Carl 
Shy, University of Norrh Carolina at Chapel 
Hill; John Spengi<~r, Harvard School of 
Public Health; Noel Weiss, University of 
Washington; and Timothy Wilcosky, Research 
Triangle Institute. 

HE/ Steering Committee Liaisons of the 
Working Group on Iudoor Air and Other 
Complex Mixtures. Leon Gordis, Johns 
Hopkins University; Curtis Harris, National 
Cancer Institute; and Mark Urell, University 
of Rochester Medical Center. 

Sponsor Observers aud Liaisom of the 
Working Group on Indoor Air and Other 
Complex Mixtures. Irwin H. Billick, Gas 
Research Institute; RobertS. Dyer, U.S. 
Environmcmal Protection Agency; and alter
narcs Neil C. Hawkins, Dow Chemical 
Company and Ronald E. Wyzga, Electrical 
Power Research Institmc. 

Autbon of the Working Group on 
Tropospheric Ozone. Ira Tager, Working 
Group letder, Veterans Administration McdicU 

Center; John Balmes, San Francisco General 
Hospital; David Bates, Vancouver, British 
Columbia, Canada; Robert Devlin, trs. 
Environmental Protection Agency; Morton 
Lippmann, New York University; Alvaro 
Muf1oz, Johns Hopkins Sd1ool ofHyglene and 
Public l.fcalt-h; and Ban D. Ostro, California 
Dcpartmem of Health Services. 

HE/ Steeriug Committee Liaisou of the 
Working Group on Tropospheric Ozone. 
Millicent l-Eggins, National Heart, Lung 
and Blood Institute. 

Sponsor Observers rtnd Liaisons of the 
Working Group on Troposp!Jeric Ozone. 
Jaroslav J. Vosral, General Motors Corporation 
and Barbara Divine, Texaco, Inc. 

Appendix B: Reviewers 

Methodologic Issues. John Bailar, McGill 
University; Lewis Kullcr, University of 
Pittsburgh School of Public Health; and James 
H. Ware, I+uvard School of Public Heahh. 

Electric and Magnetic Fields. Gareth 
Green, Harvard School of Public Health; 
Charles Poole, Boston University School of 
Public Health; and Roy Shore, New York 
University Medical Cent-er, Institute of 
Environmental Medicine. 

Indoor Air and Otber Complex Mixtures. 
Nathaniel Cobb, Centers for Disease Control
CEHIC; Ruth Etzel, Centers for Disease 
Control-CEHIC; Henry Falk, Centers for 
Disease Controi-CEHIC; William E. 
Faycrwcather, DuPont Company; Bernard 
Goldstein, Environmental and Community 

INTRODUC170N 

Medicine, UMDNJ, Robert Wood Johnson 
Medical School; David Mannino, Centers 
for Disease Control; and Roger McClellan, 
Chemical Industry lnsrirute ofToxicology. 

Troposp!Jeric Ozone. Joseph D. Brain, 
liarvard School of Public Health; Patricia 
Buffier, University of Califi:)rnia at Berkeley; 
and Roger Derels, UCLA School of Public 
Health. 

Appendix C: Project Oversight 

HE! Steering Committee. Leon Cordis, 
chairman, Johns Hopkins University, School 
of Public Health; Curtis Harris, National 
Cancer lnsdture; Millicent Higgins, National 
Heart, Lung and Blood Institute; Richard 
Remington, University of Iowa; John Tukey, 
Princeton University; Anhur Upton, New 
York University; and Mark Utcll, University 
of Rochester Medical Center. 

HE1 Staff. Aaron J. Cohen, staff scien
tist; Noreen S. Manzo, administrative coor
dinator; Kathleen M. Nauss, director for 
scientific review and evaluation; Andrew 
Sivak, recent president (1989-1992); and 
Jane Warren, director of research. 

Appendix D: Project Sponsors 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
The American Petroleum Institute, The 
Engine Manufacturers Association, The 
Motor Vehicles Manufacturers Association, 
The Chemical Manufacturers Association, 
The Electrical Power Research Institute, and 
The Gas Research Institute. 

-----·----- ---·-·-----~------
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Methodologic Frontiers in Environmental 
Epidemiology 
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Environmental epidemiology comprises the epidemiologic study of those environmental factors that a1·o outside the irnmediate control of the individ· 
ual. Exposures of interest to environmental epidemiologists include air pollution, water pollution, occupational exposure to plwsical and chemical 
agents, as well as psychosodal elements of env·~ronmental concern. Tile main nlethodologic problem in environmental epidemiology is exposure 
assessment, a problem that extends through all of epidemiologic research but looms as a towering obstacle in environn1ental epidemiology. One of' 
the most promising developments in improving exposure assessment in environmental epidemiology is to find exposure biomarkers, which could 
serve as built-in dosimeters that reflect the biologic footprint left behind by environmental exposures. Beyond exposure assessment. epidemiolo
gists studying environmental exposures face the difficulty of studying small effects that may be disto1ied by confounding that eludes easy control. 
This challenge may prompt reliance on new study designs, such as two-stage designs in wl1icl1 exposure and disease information are collected in the 
first stage. and covariate infmmation is collected on a subset of subjects in state two. Wl1ile the analytic rnet11ods already available for environmental 
epidemiology are powerful, analytic methods for ecologic studies need further development. This workshop outlines the range of methodologic 
issues that environmental epidemiologists must address so tllat their work meets the goals set by scientists and society at large ... -·- Environ Health 
Perspect 10l(Supp14):19~21 (1993). 

Key Words: Environmental epidemiology, epidemiology study designs, exposure assessment 

Introduction 

The environment, for nwst epidemiolo
gists, comprises everything that is not 
generic; so dicr, smoking, and even exercise 
;He considered environmental factors. 
Environmental epidemiology, however, has 
a more restricted connotation, referring to 

those environmental facrors tlur arc our
side the immediate conrrol of the individ
ual. Smoking, therefore, would not be a 
f~lctor included in environmental epidemi
ology, but rhe eHCcrs of tobacco smoke pur 
inro the air by others would be. Other 
exposures of intcrcsr to environmcnral epi
dcmiologisrs include air pollution, water 
pollution, and occupational exposure to 

physical and chemical agents. 
The spn~ad of infectious agents through 

water, foods, or other environmental media 
could be seen as pan of environmental epi
demiology, bur this area has long been 
claimed by infectious disease epidemiolo
gists and docs not suffer from mosr of the 
methodologic problems facing environ
mental epidemiologists. Although there 
arc areas of overlap between infecrious dis
ease and environmental epidemiology, such 
as the suspension of exotic pathogens in 
indoor air or the possibility of environmen
tally spread oncogenic viruses, environmen
tal epidemiologists usually do nor concern 
themselves with infectious agents. 

This manuscript wus prepared as P<llt of tt1e Environ· 
n1ental Epidemiology Planning Project of the Healtl1 
[fleets Institute, Septemb8r 1990- September 1992. 

Environmcnral epidemiology comprises 
the study of more than jusr physical and 
chemical agents, however. Rising health 
consciousness is a social phenomenon, and 
concern about the health of the environ~ 
mcnt itself, as well as its effect on us and 
other species, is a growing preoccupation 
among scientists and nonscientists alike. 
Psychosocial f-ilcrors are increasingly impor
ranr concerns in cnvironmcmal cpidemiol~ 
ogy research: Studies of populations living 
ncar electric power lines or nuclear generat
ing power plants can be neither conducted 
nor imerprcted properly without a clear 
assessment of rhe role of the public's per
ception of environmental health risks. In 
some instances the psychologic reaction of 
the public may be a major component of 
d1c effect of an environmental influence; in 
others, the ability to conduct a study at all, 
and the way in which it should be conduct
ed, are inHucnccd profoundly by publicity 
and public response. 

Why make a distinction between envi~ 
ronmcnral exposures that can be controlled 
by rhe individual and those that are beyond 
his or her control? Those exposures that arc 
beyond individual control arc typic.Jly expo~ 
sures that affect many individuals sinwltane~ 
ously and for which individual exposure may 
be difficult to measure. These conditions 
frequently lend themselves to what some epi
demiologists call ecologic research, using 
aggreg,ue rather rhan individual data. Those 
environmemal studies rhat do have individ
ual people as subjects often have distincrivc 
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methodologic features that derive from rhe 
nature of the exposure. It is as much these 
mcrhodologic disrinctions as the subjecr mat
ter itself that warrant the use of a special term 
f(}r environmental cpid{~miology. Furthermore, 
the most important research gaps in the area 
of environmental epidemiology may be 
methodologic problems. 

Exposure Assessment 
Atop rhc list of methodologic problems is 
the problem of exposure assessrnent, a prob~ 
lcm that extends through all of epidemio
logic research but is a towering obstacle in 
environmemal epidemiology. Romine prac
tice has been to usc crude measures that are 
only tenuously related ro rhe actual exposure 
experienced. Working in a plant, for exam
ple, has often been used as an indicator for 
occupational exposures that arc varied in kind 
and intensity wirhin rhe planr. Community
based s;unpling of air or water has been used 
commonly to approximate individual expo~ 
sure in many studies. Indeed, in ecologic 
research, data may be aggregated over geo
graphic units as hrge as continents. Any exter
nally derived information as a proxy for 
individual exposure introduces measure·· 
ment error that will afTcct the analysis. For 
exposures such as clecrromagnctic fields, 
which vary srrikingly over shon distances, 
measuring an individual's exposure by proxy 
measures is bound to result in substanrial 
errors. For many exposures, a crucial pan of 
the assessment' includes the personal hisrory. 
Such inf-(mnarion is formidable ro obtain 
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after rhc f.'l.Ct and can be obtained prospec·· 
tively only with gargantuan effort. 'T'hcsc 
problems in exposure asscssmcnr arc com~ 
pounded by the problems of low prevalence 
of putative high-risk exposures to the envi
ronmental agcnrs and rhc low frequency of 
many of t:hc outcomes of interest. 

The long induction rime likely to inter·· 
vene between the presumed causal action of 
many environmental agents and rhc resulting 
appearance of disease aggravates the difficul
ties of exposure asscssmcm. With a long time 
interval between exposure and disease, the 
investigator musr either conducr a long, 
expensive prospeclivc srudy or rely on reno-· 
spective mcasurcmcnr of the exposure infor
mation. Retrospective m.casurcmcnt is 
feasible for cenain types of exposure, such as 
occupational exposures hH" which adequate 
employment records and industrial hygiene 
evaluations exist, or smoking for which the 
memo1y of the smoker usually conrains a rea
sonable enough record of the exposure. For 
some exposures, such as ionizing radiation, 
medical records and employment infOrmation 
may give partial information on rhc amount 
and timing of exposure; bur assessing the 
amount of exposure may involve considerable 
guesswork, rnaking retrospective evaluations 
less informative. For certain unrecorded and 
imperceptible exposures, such as clectromag~ 
netic fields, retrospective evaluation can at 
best be highly indirect. 

BetTer methods of assessing environmen
tal exposures are a high priority for rhc future. 
One hope has been to find exposure bio·· 
markers, which ideally might serve as built
in biologic dosimeters, w measure the biologic 
record of past exposure on the individual. An 
attraction of biomarkers is the theoretical 
concept that if a chronic exposure can affecr 
disease risk, there must be a biological foot~ 
prim somewhere in the organism that inter
mediates the causal acrion. The usc of 
biomarkert.· can overcome measurement error 
that stems from an individual's incorrect 
recall or lack of awareness of an exposure. 
'fhe usc of biomarkers also can bypass expo
sure assessment errors arising from variation 
in individual absorption or metabolism of 
exposures by focusing on a later step in the 
causal chain. Chromosomal abnormalities 
among long~lived lymphocytes have been 
used in this way to assess the health effects of 
radiation in the studies of the Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki cohorts, An or her example of this 
usc of biomarkers is the possibility of using 
measurement ofDNAadducts to assess the 
effecrs of tobacco srnokc in target tissues, a 
method that may prove to be much more 
accurate than asking subjects about their 
smoking habits. 
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An additional approach to refining 
exposure measurement is to usc m.ultiple 
measures of exposure routinely until we find 
exposure measures that reflect the exposure 
as completely as the research prob!cm 
demands. Replicate measures of exposure 
also can curb mcasur<~menr uncertainty. T"he 
effect of residual uncertainty can be quami· 
fled by sensitivity analyses that explore the 
irnplications of errors in exposure assessment. 

What arc rhe priority areas for improv
ing methods of exposure assessment in envi~ 
ronmental epidemiology? The following 
areas arc those that should command rhe 
highest attention !These recommendations 
arc discuss(~d in greater detail in the paper by 
Hatch and Thomas (1)]: a) development 
of dosimetric models using a combination of 
diren measurement, biological rnarkers, and 
questionnaire data, and the development of 
new srratcgics for historical dose reconstruc
tion of environmenral exposures; b) dcvel·· 
opmcnt of sensitivit-y analysis and other 
approaches to estimating dose uncertainty, 
including methodology for validation sub
studies; and c) development of methods to 

measure covariates more accurately. 

Study Design 
The range of epidemiologic study designs 
comprises true experiments with randomi:t_cd 
assignment of smdy &ubjc..-x:ts to imcrvcnrion 
groups, as well as nonexpcrimental studies in 
which randomi:.r...arion cannot be relied upon 
to equalize the distorting effect of confi:)Und
ing factors related to both the exposure and 
the outcome. Randomized assignment of 
individuals into groups with different envi
ronmental exposures generally is impractical, 
if not unethical; community intervention tri
als for environmenral exposures have been 
conducted, although seldom (if ever) with 
random assignment. Furthermore, the bene
fits of randomization are heavily diluted 
when the number of randomly assigned 
units is small, as v·.rl~en communities rather 
than individuals arc randomized. 'fhus, 
environmemal epidemiology consists nearly 
exclusively of nonexperimenral epidemiolo
gy. Ideally, such studies usc individuals as 
the unit of measurement; but often 
environmental data are available only for 
groups of individuals, and investigators rurn 
to so-called ecologic studies ro learn what 
rhey can. 

The most basic epidemiologic study 
design, which includes experimental stud~ 
ies, is the cohort study. ln a cohort study, 
a population is characterized as to its expo
sure to an agent of interest, and this popu·· 
lation is then followed to measure the rate 
of occurrence of one or more types of dis-

ease events within variously defined expo·· 
sure cohorrs. Cohort studies may be entirely 
prospecrive, in which case they are expen
sive and usually last a long time, or they 
may be partially or completely retrospec
tive, in which case they are shorter and 
cheaper bur typically have to rely on data 
col!ected before the research plan was con
cocted. Casc~-control studies, although 
they have been described a8 backward 
cohort srudics involving a comparison of 
exposure distributions in cases and con
trols, may be better conceptualized as 
streamlined cohort studies: They involve 
sampling the base popularion, or some fac~ 
simile of it, to learn the distribution of 
exposure within it, enabling the invcstiga~ 
ror ro estimate the rdarivc rate of disease 
occurrence wit-hin each exposure cohort. 
The sampling is usually a big cosHaver. It 
comes at a reasonable pricc·-"only relative 
rates of disease occurrence are calculable, 
unless rhc sampling fractions arc known. If 
the sampling fracrions are known, the 
case~conrrol study can provide estirnates of 
the absolute disease rates, Like cohort stud
ies, case--control studies can be retrospective 
or prospective. 

Ecologic studies differ from the basic 
cohon study in that individual exposure lev
els arc not measured, or such exposure inf-{x
mation, if it is measured, is not linked to 

disease occurrence at the individual level. 
The usual unit of statistical analysis is typi
cally a geographic area, such as census tract, 
county, or state. For each group or region, 
we can estimate the distriburion of individ
ual exposures or at least the average exposure 
level, and we can estimate overall disease 
rates, but we do not have measurements of 
borh exposure level and disease status rhar 
would allow one to estimate directly rhc 
joint distribution of the two variables. 
Therefore, it is impossible to ger direct csti
nlates of the rate of disease in exposed and 
unexposed populations from ecologic data; 
indirect estimates must be obtained. The 
indirect estimation of effects in ecologic 
studies and fundamental methodologic con
cerns, sucb as the control of conf()llnding, 
arc replete with methodologic complications 
that make ecologic studies a highly special
ized methodologic area in epidemiology. 
The need to conduct such 8tudics emanates 
primarily from rhe basic difficulty of obtain
ing high-quality data on environmental 
exposures and covariates. 

The challenge posed by environmemal 
epidemiology cannot be answered simply by 
conducting larger and more expensive stud
ies; the special problems inherenr in this area 
of research may caH f()r new types of study 
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designs intended to address these problems. 
One example is the idea of conducting a 
t\WHtage swdy in which exposure and dis
ease information are collected in the first 
stage, and covariate information is collected 
on a subset of subjects in the second stage. 
This study design should be useful when 
covariate. information is expensive relative to 
information on exposure and disease. The 
results fi-om stage one estimate a crude effect, 
and the inf-Ormation in stage two is used ro 
estimate the cffecr adjusted for covariates. 
Covariate information is collected mosr effi
ciently in casc·-control smdies, and therefore, 
we can look forward to seeing more two
stage studies in which the second srage of the 
investigation is a case--control study. 

Another rype of study that rnerits arren·· 
don is one that focuses on intennediate steps 
in rhc causal path to disease. Such studies 
could give information about the relation 
between acute and chronic effects and pro
vide some results much earlier than more tra
ditional studies. Surveillance systems may be 
worrhwhile so that selection and reponing 
biases can be avoided. As mentioned above, 
dearer understanding of the usc and conduct 
of validation substudies is another important 
priority in study design. Thcoretic.,"li work is 
needed on the validity of estimates from eco
logic analyses to understand the relative 
importance of various assumptions and how 
depanures hom these assumptions affccr tbe 
estimates. Understanding of the interacdon 
of genes and environment will have to grow 
rapidly to keep pace with the information 
explosion about the genome. All rhese areas 
are fertile ground for more theoretical work 
on epidemiologic study dc.;;igns. 

Data Analysis 
For studies on individuals with informa
tion on imporcant confounders and little 
measuremcnr error for the confounders, 
exposure, and outcome variables, the ana
lytic methodology to assess exposure effects 
while controlling for confounding is rea
sonably well developed. Methods exist to 
control for conhHinding and to assess the 
exposure effect even when the exposures 
and confounding factors have complicated 
variations over time. Where analytic prob
lems exist in environrnental epidemiology 
research, it is usually the result of lack of 
information on confounding variables or 
measurement errors in confounders, expo
sure, or outcome variables. Such problems 
arc the major sources of bias in environ
menral epidemiology research, ahhough bias 
also arises f-i·om rhe same sources that af-fect 
all nonexperimental epidemiology, such as 
selection biases and information biases. 

Biases can arise in any study from rhe use 
of in;tppropriate mathematical models in 
an analysis; but this is a particularly impor
tant problem in ecologic studies, because 
they rely on aggregate data. The often·· 
assumed linear relation between exposure 
and disease risk may nor correspond to the 
biologic relation between exposure and dis
ease. Ecologic studies also suffer from bias~ 
cs that distort the estimarion of exposure 
eHCcrs because of heterogeneity of exposure 
status within population aggregates. 

Measurement error usually has been 
taken into account by assuming a value fi:n 
misclassificarion probabilities and recalculat
ing dfecr estimates based on the assumed 
value, rhus allowing a rype of sensitivity 
analysis. Usually rhe misclassification proba
bilities are known from estimates based on 
limited data. A methodologic priority for 
data analysis is the development of methods 
to take account of uncertaimy in the assumed 
values for misclassification probabilitic~, rhus 
progressing from a sensitivity analysis to a 
more direct, corrected c~rimation of exposure 
effects that incorporates measurement error 
and the anached uncerrainty. 

Another important need is improved 
methods f()l" the analysis of ecologic studies, 
especially with regard to controHing conf-Ound
ing. It would be usefiil to develop methods to 
control confounding in aggregate-dam studies 
using information fi-om surveys on individuals. 
Sud1 approaches would call for corresponding 
innovation in data analysis. 

Studies of muhiple exposures face the for
midable rask of separating effects of interac
tions from variations in the induction periods 
and dose-response curves of different expo
sures. There is a need for analysis methods 
that simultaneously account for interactions, 
induction periods, and dose-response in a 
parsimonious £"1Shion. 

The diHiculry and expense of epidemio
logic research on environmental problems 
forces anenrion toward methods fOr aggre
gating rcsulrs over a set of studies when 
appropriate. While many critics of meta
analysis rightly object to the pooling of 
inherently noncomparable work, no one 
argues that literature reviews arc undesir
able. It seems reasonable to review pub
lished work as objectively and quantitatively 
as possible. Meta-analysis should be thoughr 
of simply as a "quantitative literature review," 
as Greenland has called it (2). Meta-analyses 
should rely on the principle rhat the primary 
comparisons from which effect esrimal"es are 
derived should be made within each study 
proper and then given appropriate statisti·· 
cal rrcarmcnt, in terms of adjustment and 
weighting, to combine rcsulrs across studies. 
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Bcner rnethods are needed for adjusting rhe 
individual study-specific results to reduce bias 
before combining with orher results, espe
cially ro take account of errors in exposure 
assessment rhat differ across studies. 

Risk Assessment 
Some people believe that we now live in a 
chemical soup that implacably erodes our 
health, while others believe that we luvc 
engineered an environment that protects us 
from most of the important healrh risks that 
otherwise would have been our f:u·e. In either 
case, however, it is dear that assessing the 
risks of our technological world is becoming 
more complex. 

The complexiry is compounded by the 
imricacy of the public policy issues relaring 
ro environmcnral epidemiology, involving 
economic, political, and social concerns that 
must be rakcn into account along with rhe 
health consequenn~s of environmental expo
sure. Perhaps the broadest and most impor·· 
rant methodologic problem in environmental 
epidemiology is rhe problem of how envi
ronmental epidemiology should be used in 
relation ro or her sources of information to 
address rhese public policy issues. How 
many studies, and of what type, arc needed 
before policy should be promulgated? What 
arc the implicarions of publication bias 
(resulting from a failure to publish studies 
that do not show a relation between envi
ronmental exposures <lnd health problems)? 
How should animal studies be weighed in 
relation to epidemiologic studies? What 
role should the public rake in the conduct of 
research and risk assessment? The answers 
to these questions are important· to us as cit
izens, but they arc usually seen to be out
side the scope of our work as scientists. This 
set of questions should be another priority 
for mcrhodologic research. ~ 
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This paper discusses the principles of study design and related methodologic issues in environmental epidemiology. Emphasis is given to studies 
aimed at evaluating causal hypotheses regarding exposures to suspected health hazards. Following background sections on tile quantitative objec
tives and methods of population-based research, we present the major types of observational designs used in environnmntal epidemiology: first, the 
three basic designs involving the individual as the unit of analysis {i.e., cohort, cross-sectional, and case--control studies} and a brief discussion of 
genetic studies for assessing gene-environment interactions; second, various ecologic designs involving the group or mgion as the unit of analysis. 
Ecologic designs are given special emphasis in this pape1· because of our lack of resources or inability to accurately measure environmental expo
sures in large numbers of individuals. The paper concludes with a section highlighting current design issues in environ1T1ental epidemiology and sev·· 
era I recommendations for future work. -Environ Health Perspect 101 (Suppl4):23~38 {1993). 
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Introduction 

'I11c pu1pose of this article is to discuss the princi
ples of srudy design and related merhodologic 
issues in envimnmental epidemiology. 'll1e kx:us 
is on studies aimed at evaluating caus.."li hypothe
ses regarding exposures to susptu·t-x.l health haz
ards. Because the intended audience for rhis 
document includes scicmists without formal 
training in epidemiology, parts of this anicle 
highlight basic principles of epidemiologic 
researd1. Nevcnhcless, we also ny w summarize 
mmprehensively the c.l.uTent state of the an: and 
make remmmcndarions fOr fi.1ture devclopmenrs 
in srudy design. For more extensive tTCatmem of 
general research principles and methods in epi~ 
dcmiology, the interested reader should consult 
available textbooks in this area ( 1--6), More 
derailed examples of applictdons in environmen~ 
ral epidemiology may !w fixmd in sc·-veral od1er 
books, such as those edited by Leaveiton (7), 
Chiazze et al. ( 8), Goldsmith (9), and Kopflcr 
and Craun (10). 

Population Parruneters 

The major quanrirative objectives of most epi~ 
dcmiologic studies are to estimate two types of 
population parameters: the frequency of dis
ease occurrence in particular populations and 
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the cffccr of a given exposure on disease 
occurrence in a panicular population. 

Measures of disease frequency involve 
rhe occurrence of new cases or dearhs (inci
dence/mortality) or rhe presence of existing 
cases (prevalence). In both applications, 
the number of cases is expressed relative to 
the size of the population from which the 
cases arc identified. With incidence mea
sures, this denominator is the (base) popu
lation at risk (i.e., individuals who arc 
eligible to become cases). Thus, the base 
population of a study (or study base) is the 
grottp of all individuals who, if they devel
oped the disease, would become cases in 
the study (3,11,12). 

Disease incidence, which is central to the 
process of causal inference, can be expressed 
as a cumulative measure (risk) or as a per~ 
son-time measure (rate). The cumulative 
incidence (incidence proponion) or average 
risk in a base population is the probability of 
someone in that population developing the 
disease during a specified period, con<li
tional on not dying first from another dis~ 
case ( 13). The term cumulative incidence 
or cumulative incidence rate also is defined 
somewhat differently as the integral over the 
follow-up period of the hazard (rate) hmc
tion (14), The incidence rate or instanta
neous risk (hazard) is the limit of the average 
risk for a given period, per unit of time, as 
the duration of the period approaches zero. 
The average rate (incidence density) for a 
given period is c.srimared as the number of 
incident evenrs divided by the amount of 
person-time experienced by the base popula~ 
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tion. For example, a rate of 0.001/year 
means that we would expect one new case to 
occur for every 1 000 person-years of follow
up {e.g., 100 disease-free people followed for 
an average of lO years). 

Although there are many quantitative 
methods for expressing the magnitude of a 
statistical association between rwo variables 
(c,g., exposure status and disease occur
rence), we are u.sual!y interested in a special 
class of such measures that reflect the net 
effect of the exposure on disease occurrence 
(i.e., causal parameters). In general, a 
causal parameter for a target population is a 
hypothetical contrast----in the form of a dif~ 
fcrcnce or ratio-between what the fre
quency of disease would be if everyone 
were exposed (at a given level) ro what the 
frequency would be if everyone were unex
posed (often called the reference level) 
{1.5). When this diffCrcnce for a specific 
exposure is not zero {rhe ratio is not one), 
we .say that the exposure is a risk facror for 
thar disease in the target population. In 
practice, we esrimate causal parameters indi
rectly by comparing dise<~se frequency for an 
exposed group with disease frequency for an 
unexposed group. Epidemiologists typicllly 
estimate rhe risk or rare ratio (often called 
the relative risk) by comparing rhe exposed 
population with an unexposed population. 
The key assumption of this statisrical 
approach is that the risk or rate observed 
for the unexposed group is the same (within 
confOunder strara) as rhe risk or rate that 
would have been observed in the exposed 
group if thar group had not been exposed 
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(16). Thus, the (true) risk ratio may be 
interpreted as a causal parameter, which is d1e 
number of cases actually occurring in rhc 
exposed (target) population divided by the 
number of cases that would have occurred in 
the absence of exposure. 

Cenain measures of association, such as 
correlation coefficients and standardized 
regression cocfncients, do not, in general, 
reflect any Gtusal parameters. The reason is 
that the magnitude of these measures depends 
in part on the relative variances of the expo
sure and disease variables, which are influ
enced by rhe sampling strategy (i.e., noncausal 
parameters) (17,18). Another measure of 
associati()n, the odds ratio, is used in cermin 
types of epidemiologic studies (case-control 
designs) to estimate the risk or rare ratio indi
rccdy when we cannot first estimate the inci
dence rate or risk in the exposed and unexposed 
populations U·-6,19,20). 

Problems in Environmental 
Epidemiology 

There are several general problems in envi
ronmental epidemiology that tend to limit 
causal inference and, therefore, shape 
design decisions. 

Long Latent Periods. The interval 
hetween first exposure to an environmental 
risk t-acror (or the start of c.'tusal action of this 
factor) and disease detection (or symptom 
onset) may be many years or even decades. 
Such long latent periods arc partly due to lim
itations of medical technology and incomplete 
surveillance f<Jr detecting disease; yet they are 
also due to a prolonged induclion period in 
which years are needed for the disease process 
to begin (5). The term latent period also is 
used more specifically to indicate the hypo
thetical inteJval between disease initiation and 
detection (5). Refer also to Armenian and 
Lilienfeld (21) who discuss alternative defini
tions of latency. Unfortunately, long latent 
periods produce important practical con
straints on our ability to estimate exposure 
effects. The investigator must either observe 
subjects for many years or rely on retrospec
tive (historical) measurement of key variables. 
The latter alternative may be infeasible fi:n· cer
tain types of exposures or in certain popula
tions. Even when feasible, however, 
retrospective measurement usually increases 
the amount of error with which exposures are 
measured (see below). Fmthennore, the level 
of most environmental exposures and many 
extraneous risk factors changes appreciably or 
unpredictably over time; long latent periods, 
therefore, seriously complicate om ability to 

estimate effects (22). 
Errors of Exposure Measu1·ement. A 

major challenge in environmental epidemi-
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ology is to measure accurately each individ
ual's exposure to hypothesized risk factors 
(i.e., the biologically relevant dose [Thomas 
and Hatch, this issue]). This task is made 
very difficult by the lack of informarion 
about environmental sources of emission, 
the complex pattern of most long~ term 
exposures, the individual's ignorance of pre
vious opponunities for exposure, the lack of 
good biological indic<ttors of exposure level, 
and the lack of sufficient resources to collect 
individual exposure data on large popu!a
rions. 'T'he consequences of exposure mis
measuremenr are probable bias in the 
estimation of effect (see "Sources of 
Epidemiologic Bia._<;") and possible loss of pre
cision and power witb whid1 effects are esti
mated and rested (23,24 ). The problem and 
issues of exposure measurement arc discussed 
more thoroughly by Hatch and Thomas in 
this issue. 

Rare Diseases, Low-Level Exposures, 
and Small Effects. In most epidemiologic 
studies of environmental hazards, statistical 
objectives may be further compromised by 
the infrequent occmrence of the disease or 
outcome of interest, by the low prevalence 
or levels of environmental exposures in the 
general population, and by the search for 
sma!l effects (for which the true rate ratio is 
between 0.5 and 2). A critical consequence 
of these features is usually substantial loss 
of precision and power with which effects 
are estimated and rested. In addition, it 
becomes more difficult for the investigator 
to separate the effect of the exposure of 
interest from the distorting effects of extra
neous factors. Causal inference can then 
be seriously compromised. 

Research Objectives and 
Strategies 
Given the above problems, epidemiologists 
must carefully plan their studies, analyze their 
data, and interpret their findings. Inaccurate 
results rdlect both random errors of estima
tion (chance) and systematic errors or bias. 
An epidemiologically unbiased or valid esti
mate of a causal parameter is one that is 
expected to represent perfectly (aside from 
chance) the true value of the parameter in the 
base population. 

Sources of Epidemiolob>ic Bias 

A common framework for describing the 
validity of epidemiologic research is ro con
sider three sources of bias in the estimation 
of effect; selection bias, information bias, 
and confounding (2). Despite the practi
cal attractiveness of this framework, the 
three types of bias are not entirely separate 
concepts. The amount of confounding, for 

example, can depend on how subjects are 
selected. 

Selection Bias. Selection bias means 
that the way in which subjects are selected 
imo the study population or into the analy
sis (due to losr subjects or missing data) 
distorts the cffccr estimate. In general, this 
problem occurs when either disease srarus 
or exposure srarus inHuences the selecrion 
of subjects to a different extent in rhe 
groups being compared. Selection bias is 
most likely to be problematic when the investi
gator does not identifY the base population 
from which study cases arose. 

Information Bias. Information bias 
means that the nature or quality of measure
ment or dara collection distorts the effect 
estimate. The prima1y source of infonna
rion bias is error in measuring one or more 
variables. When exposure srarus or disease 
status is misdassified, bias usually occurs. If 
the probabilities of misclassificarion of each 
variable are the same for each categ01y of the 
other variable (nondifferential misdassifica
tion) and if the errors for different variables 
are independent, the estimate of effect is 
usually biased toward rhc null value (indi
cating no effect). Possible exceptions to this 
principle of nondiffercntial misclassification 
leading to conservative effecc estimates arise 
when the misclassified exposure variable is 
categorized into more than two groups 
(25). In orhe1· situations involving differ
ential misclassification (unequal misclassifi
cation probabilities) or correlated 
measurement errors, the effect estimate 
may be biased in either direction. In many 
studies, therefore, the magnitude of mis
classification bias is difficult to predict, 
especially when other biases are operating. 

Confomuling. Confounding refers to a 
lack of comparability between exposure 
groups (e.g., exposed versus unexposed) 
such that disease risk would be different 
even if rhe exposure were absent or the 
same in both populations (16). Thus, 
confounding is epidemiologic bias in the 
estimation of a causal parameter (sec 
"Population Parameters"). Because there is 
no empirical method for directly observing 
the presence or magnitude of confounding, 
in practice we attempt to identifY and con
trol for manifestations of confounding. 
This is done by searching for differences 
between exposure groups in the distribu
tion of extraneous risk factors 6:lr rhc dis
case, which arc called confounders. Thus, 
a confounder is a risk factor (or proxy) thar 
is associated with exposure sratus in the 
base popularion. A covariate meeting rhese 
criteria is not a confounder, however, if its 
association with the exposure is due entirely to 
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the eHCct of the exposure on the covariate; 
for example, the covariate might be an 
intermediate variable in the causal pathway 
between the exposure and disease. If rhe 
exposure and covariate are rime~dependcnt 
variables, it is possible for rhat covariate to 

be both a confounder and an intermediate 
variable (see "Cohort Study"). 

'The Need for Covariate Data 

ln addition to the exposure of interest, 
there is the need in vinually all epidemio
logic studies to collect data on other known 
or possible risk factors for the disease. 
These covariates may be relevant w the 
exposure effect in three ways: a) as con
f{mnders, b) as intermediate variables, and 
c) as effect modifiers. 

The effects of confounders must be 
conrrolled or removed analytically ro 
obrain unbiased estimates of causal para
meters. This control is usually achieved 
through srrarification or model fitting. 
The assessmenr and control of inrermediate 
variables can elucidate causal mechanisrns 
that explain exposure effects (26). This 
approach often leads to new etiologic 
hypotheses and new intervention strategies 
for disease prevention. 

\Xlhen rhe exposure-ef-fect rneasure 
varies across categories or levels of another 
factor, we call the second £'lctor an effen 
modifier; this statistical phenomenon is 
called effect modification or an interaction 
effect. The assessment of ef-fect modifica
tion is model-dependent, meaning that it 
depends on what (causal) parameter is used 
to measure the effect (2--6 ). For example, 
an exrraneous risk facror that does not 
modifY the risk ratio for rhe exposure will 
modify the risk difference. 'T'he assessment 
of effect modification is imporrant for 
properly specifYing the predicrors in statis
tical models (2, 14 ), for making inferences 
about possible biological (causal) interac
tions between exposures (e.g., synergy) (5), 
and for generalizing one's result-s to other 
populations (see "Cohort Srudy"). 

lypes of Research 

There are three general design strategies for con
ducting population research: r1) experiments in 
which the investig;ttors randomly assign (ran~ 
domize) subjects to two or more treatment 
(exposure) groups; b) quasi-experiments in 
which the investigators make the assignments 
ro treatment groups nonrandomly; and c) 
observational studies in which the investiga
tors simply observe exposure (treatment) sta
tus in subjects without assignrnent (2). 
Although some epidemiologists dassif)r the 
firsr two types as intervention studies, obser-

variomJ sllldics might also involve the evaluation 
of an intawnt-ion d1at was not implementc-<l or 
controlled by the investigators. Social sciemisrs 
often usc the term quasi-experiment to mean 
any type of nonrandomizcd srudy (27). 

Experiments. In a simple experiment, 
there are usually two trearmenr groups. 
One group is assigned to receive the new 
experimental inrervcntion and rhe other 
(control) group is assigned to receive no 
imcrvenrion, a sham intervemion (placebo), 
or another available intervention. Simple 
randomization of individuals to treatment 
groups implies rhar all possible allocation 
schemes of assigned subjects are equally 
likely (28). Following randomization, the 
investigator f{)llows subjects for subsequent 
disease occurrence or change in outcome st:a
rus. A comparison of risks between treatmem 
groups provides an estimate of a causal 
parameter reflecting the rreatmem effect. 

Because experiments are best suited eth
ically and practically to the study of health 
benefits, not hazards, experiments in envi
ronmental epidemiology would usually be 
limited to the study of prevenrive interven
tions. Furthermore, it is generally impossi
ble or infeasible to randomize subjects 
individually. The only practical alternative, 
therefore, is to randomize by group, where 
the group might be a city, school, work sire, 
etc. (29). The major limitation of group 
randomization is some wirhin-group depen
dence (correlation) of the outcome variable, 
which reduces precision and power (30,31). 
Thus, the effecrive sample size ful!s berween 
the number of randomi1..ed groups and the 
total number of subjects (see Prentice and 
Thomas, this issue). 

As an example, consider the hypothesis 
that the intake of fluoride ions in drinking 
water has a protective effect on the occur
rence of dental caries in children. An 
experiment" might be conducted by ran
domly assigning many water districts (each 
with one fluoride-deficient water supply 
without treatment") either to implement 
sodium fluoride treatment under the con
trol of the investigators or to continue its 
current policy of no treatment for the dura-· 
rion of fi:)llow-up. Assuming the hypothe
sis were true, we would expect the subsequent 
incidence rate of dental caries to be lower 
in the neared districts than in rhe unrreated 
districts. 

Randomization insures a valid compari
son of subjecrs according to intended treat
ment, i.e., assigned treatment, but nor 
according to treatment actually received 
(16,28). That is, randomization of a suffi
cienr number of units (subjects or groups) 
provides some assurance that the assigned 
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treatment groups are comparable with 
respect to inherent risk. This does not imply 
that there can be no confounding in a com
parison of randomly assigned groups. Even 
with perfCcr adherence ro trcatmenr assign
rnenrs and no loss ro follow-up, assigned 
groups might have, by chance, different 
hyporhetical risks in the absence of treat
ment. Nevcrrhdess, such confounding, if it 
exists, is equally likely to be positive or nega
tive; convenrional confidence-interval esti
mates and p values reflecr the possibility of 
this bias, which becomes smaller as the 
(dfecrive) sample size increases (28). This 
protection against· confounding afforded by 
randomization, however, does not apply to 

lack of adherence or loss ro follow-up, borh 
of which usually do nor occur randomly. 
Furthermore, if some subjects cross over 
between treatments (e.g., residents of a fluo~ 
ridat:ed district obtain their water from non
fluoridated districts), a comparison of 
assigned groups will underestimate the true 
treaunent effect even when the crossover is J~Ul
dom (32). A comparison of compliers with 
noncompliers, on the other hand, is e_<;,scmially 
observational and therefore prone to bia'i. 

Quasi-Experiments. A quasi-experiment 
may be done similarly to an experiment by 
comparing two or more nonrandomized 
groups, or it may be done by comparing one or 
more groups over time, before versus after rhe 
intervention is initiated in at least one 
group. With the lancr approach, the com
position of each group may change over 
time so that subjects observed befOre the 
intervention arc not the same subjects 
observed after the imervemion. 

Rewrning to the fluoride hypothesis, a 
quasi-experiment was done in the 1940s 
and 1950s by comparing two similar, 
nearby cities in New York State, both of 
which lacked fluoride treatment before 
1945. Newburgh started sodium fluoride 
treatment in 1945 and continued through
out rhe 10-yr postintcrvention follow-up 
period; Kingston continued to use irs fluo
ride-deficient water without treatment 
(33). The investigators f-Ound that the rate 
of decayed, missing, or filled (DMF) teeth 
in children, ages G to 12, decreased by 
almosr 50% in Newburgh but increased 
slightly in Kingston. 

Because subjecrs were not individually 
randomized in this study, it is possible that 
children in the tTcated group differed from 
children in the comparison group with 
respect to other risk facwrs for tooth decay, 
such as diet. 'T'hus, the investigators' com
parisons might have been confounded. 
Note, however, rhat randomization by city 
would not have reduced this possible bias 
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in the Newburgh-Kingston study, because 
the two assigned treannenr groups would 
be equally noncomparable regardless of 
which cit)' was assigned fluoride treatment. 

ObserVtttional Studies. Unlike cxperi~ 
mcms and quasi-experiments, observational 
studies are commonly used to esrimarc the 
dTecrs of exposures hypothesized to be harm·· 
ful, fixed attributes {e.g., race and genotype), 
ch.tracrerist-ics, bch.wiors or exposures over 
which the investigator has linle or no control 
(e.g., weight, depression, and sunlight expo
sure), and other exposures fOr which manip
ulation or randomization would be unethical 
or infeasible, Observational studies arc often 
conducted with secondary or retrospective 
data (instead of primary prospective data) 
and/or without following individual subjects 
for change in disease starus. For example, 
rhc fluoride hyporhcsis could be rested by 
comparing the prevalence of decayed, miss
ing, or filled teeth in children who live in 
areas supplied by fluoridated water with rhc 
corresponding prevalence in children who 
live in areas supplied by nonfluoridated 
water. Alrhough such a srudy would be less 
expensive and easier to conduct than would 
the previous examples, there are additional 
methodologic problems that could lead to 

bias or misinterpretations. 
The remainder of this article is devoted 

to an elaboration of observational study 
designs. In "Basic Observational Designs," 
we cover the basic designs in which data on 
disease status, exposure status, and all 
covariarcs are collected at the individual 
level; rhar is, the unit of analysis is the indi
vidual (or body part, such as the moth or 
eye). In "Ecological Designs," we cover 
designs in which the unit of analysis is a 
group of individuals, such that information 
is missing on the joint distributions of key 
variables ar the individual level. 

Basic Observational Designs 
Frequently, hypotheses abom environmen
tal risk factors for disease are derived from 
animal studies, clinical observations, repons 
of disease clusters, descriptive findings from 
popularion surveiHance systems, and various 
types of cxp!oratcny studies (e.g., c:asc series, 
mapping studies, and migrant studies). 
Formal testing of rhese hypotheses most 
often proceeds by conducting observational 
studies of the [)'pes described in this section. 

Basic designs in epidemiology may be clas
sified according to two dimensions: type of 
srudy population and type of sampling scheme 
(34). Firsr, the study population is longitudi
nal, involving the detection of incident cvcms 
during a follow-up period; or it is cross-sec
tional, involving the dctenion of prevalent 
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cases at one time. Second, the sampling strat
egy involves complete sclcnion of the cndrc 
population !1-om which study Glses are identi
fied, or it involves incomplcre or case----<:ontrol 
sampling of a fracrion ( < 1 00%) of the non
ca.-'.;es in rhe population from which study cases 
arc idenrif1ed. Case--control sampling, there
fore, implies strarific:u-ion on disease status in 
rhc selection process. Combining dwsc two 
dimensions results in four basic designs: longi
tudinal studies of a corn.plete population 
(cohon studies); cross-sectional studies of a 
complete population (cross-sectional studies); 
longitudinal studies with case-control sam
pling (case-control sn1dics with incident cases); 
and cro&'S-sectional studies with case·-conrrol 
sampling (case--control studies with prevalent 
case.<;). In addition to the..<;e basic designs, we 
also discuss new developments in genetic srud
ies for assessing g<~llL"---Cnvironmenr interactions 
(see "Genetic Stuclie.~"). 

Cohort Study 

A cohort or follow-up study is a longitudi-· 
na! design of a specified population in 
which exposure status is measured for all 
subjects at rhe start of follow··Up (baseline) 
and possibly during follow-up. The entire 
study population-typically persons who 
arc free of the index disease at baseline-
are followed for derection of all incident 
cases or deaths of interest. Thus, the base 
population in rhis design is identic::~! to the 
study population. 

Cohort studies may be entirely prospcc~ 
rive, meaning exposure status and disease 
occurrence arc ascertained for the period 
doting which the srudy is conducted, or 
they may be entirely retrospective (histori
cal), meaning exposure status and disease 
occurrence arc ascertained for a period 
before the study begins. Retrospective data 
arc usually obtained from the subject's 
recall of past evems or from abstracted 
records. Many cohort studies combine 
both data-collection procedures; e.g., rhe 
follow-up period for detecting the disease 
starts before the study and continues 
throughout the study period. Alrhough 
renospcctivc studies are generally much less 
expensive :md time-consuming, prospective 
swdies can be designed ro collect more 
appropriate, complete, and accurate data. 

Exrtmple. Suppose we want to estimate 
rhc possible effecr of prenatal exposure w 
passive smoke (nor rn.arcrnal smoking) on 
rhc risk of lower respirat01y disease during 
the first 3 years of !if-C. \Y./c might identify 
a large group of nonsmoking pregnanr 
women and interview them just before 
delivery about rheir exposure to passive 
smoke during pregnancy and about other 

risk factors for the disease. The assessmcnr 
of passive smoking would involve mcasur·· 
ing exposure at home, work, and elsewhere 
with an attempt ro quanrif)r rhc number of 
smokers, cigarettes, and/or exposure time 
f{w each woman by trimester. Then each 
neonate would be followed by periodic 
examinations and parental reports of symp-· 
wms to his or her third birthday. By estab
lishing a standard set of criteria fOr diagnosing 
new cases of lower respirarory disease <tnd 
by categorizing the passive-smoke exposure 
into two or more categories, we can com
pare the 3~year risk of disease by exposure 
group. ln rhis hypothetical example, the 
experience of each subjen contributes to a 
single <~xposurc group. Since subjects arc 
not randomized ro exposure groups, it is 
important to control analytically for other 
risk f-J.ctors rhat arc associated with expo
sure status in the study (base) popularion. 
For ex<~mplc, we mighr want ro control for 
the child's exposure to passive smoke at 
home; if Mher family members smoked 
during the mother's pregnancy, rhcy arc 
also likely to have smoked during rhc 
child's fmt 3 years of life. On the other 
hand, we should probably not control f(w 
binh weight even if it is a risk f.tcmr for the 
disease, because prenatal smoking affects birth 
weighr. Thus, provided low binh \vcighr is a 
risk factor for lower re..<;piratory disease during 
the first three years of lifC, low birth weight is 
likely t"o be an imennediate variable in rhc 
causal pathway between prenatal exposure ro 
passive smoke and the disea.<>e. 

St1·engths of a Cohort Design. The 
prospective cohort Stlldy is rhe observa
tional design that is most similar ro an 
experirncnt. The major strengths of this 
design derive from rhe fact rhat disease 
occurs and is detected after subjecrs are 
selected and afi·cr exposure status is mea
sured. Thus, we can usually be confident 
rhar rhe exposure preceded the disease (i.e., 
there is no temporal ambiguity). This fea
ture is particularly imporrant when disease 
can also influence exposure status (e.g., 
persons wirh asthma moving to drier, less·· 
polluted areas). Well-designed retrospec
tive cohorr srudic5 al5o lack temporal 
ambiguity of cause and effect. 

Another major strength of the cohon 
design is rhc usual lack of selection bias 
that threatens other basic designs (2). 
Disease status cannot, in principle, inf-lu
ence rhe sclecrion of subjects except, per
haps, in poorly designed retrospective 
cohort studies. Sometimes researchers, 
ignoring this principle, propose random 
sampling ro reduce bias. In fact·, random 
sampling in a cohort study, unlike random 
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assignmenr, docs nor prevent or necessarily 
reduce epidemiologic bias in cA{:ct estima
tion; i.e., randorn sampling generally does 
nor improve comp;uabiliry between expo~ 
sure groups. It docs, however, make rhe 
study popuLnion representative of a larger 
,well-defined source population (sampling 
frarne), which may make one's flndings 
more generalizable. For example, suppose 
we initiated a prospecrivc cohon study of 
lung cancer by mailing quesrionnaires ro a 
random sample of 500,000 adults living in 
a given region served by population cancer 
registries, The questionnaire would request 
information on previous cancer diagnoses, 
exposure variables, and other risk facrMs 
for lung cancer. Following responses by 
I 00,000 sdccrcd residcms, the cancer reg
istries would be used to identify all new 
cases of lung cancer diagnosed among 
respondents during the subsequent 5 years. 
Even though rhc 100,000 respondents will 
differ in many ways from dw 400,000 non~ 
respondents, these differences will not 
cause epidemiologic bias in effecr estima
tion. Nevenhcless, the exposure effecr 
observed f-()r respondents (the base popula-
tion) may nor be gcneraliz;tble to rhe popu~ 
lation of nonrcspondenrs. One possible 
reason for this lack of generalizabiliry is 
rhat rcspondcnrs and nonrcspondcnts differ 
on rhc joinr distribution of one or more 
effect modifiers. 

As we will sec in tlw next two sections, 
rhc s;unc level of nonresponsc in a cross~ 
sectional or case-conrrol study thar we 
assumed in rhe above cohort example 
might seriously threaten the v;didity of 
dfect estimation, Thus, unlike cohort (or 
randomized) st'll<iies, nonrcsponsc in other 
basic designs can easily introduce sclccrion 
bias because study cases have already 
occurred when subjccrs arc selected. As 
noted in "Sources of Epidemiologic Bias," 
selection bias is most likely to be problem
atic when the investigator docs not idcmify the 
base population fi-om which swdy cases arose 
(as in cross~secrional .studies and ccnain 
case-omtrol srudics), 

\flea/messes of a Cohort Design. A 
potential weakness of coh<lrt designs is the 
loss of subjects to follow--up due to death 
from other diseases, lack of participation, 
or migration. Unlike subjcC!' selection, loss 
to fol!ow~up can easily bias effect estima
tion if anririon is associated wirh disease 
risk to a different extent for exposed and 
unexposed groups (2,3.5). Unfortunately, 
we can neither rule our nor conf-Irm such 
bias by comparing losr subjects and fol~ 
lowed subjecrs with respect ro baseline 
characrcristics (including risk 1-iKwrs) (35). 

At best, baseline similariries between lost and 
followed subjects only sumcst that· loss to f(>l-· 
low~up is probably nor a major rlueat to 

validiry, especially if the atTrition rate is low. 
Perhaps the major practic~llimit;uion of 

a cohon design, espcci:1lly prospective stud
ices, is its ineff-iciency for srudying rare our~ 
come events, which is whar most diseases are 
in nonclinical populations. Because expo~ 
sure st"arus and o!'her covari;Hes must be 
observed at rhc sran of follow-up in rhe 
entire srudy population, a rare disease would 
mean that mosr sub jeers will remain non-
ctses. Comparing a small number of cases 
with a large number of noncascs is statisti-
cally and economically inerFicicnr because of 
the diminishing marginal return f-l·om addi
tional noncases, Assuming a fixed sample 
si:lc, rherd(n·e, ir is more efficient to srudy a 
disease with an expected risk of 30<% than ro 
study a disease wirh an expected risk of 1 °;il; 
the fOrmer will result in more precision and 
power for estimating and testing the expo
sure effect. Moreover, substanrial increases 
in rhe sample size to compensate for roo few 
expecred cases is often impracrical or impos-
sible, especially when the size of rhe exposed 
population available for study is limited. 

Time-Dependent E-.:posures. In conven
tional analyses of cohon~srudy data, exposure 
status and orher covariates arc usually rrearcd 
as fixed v:triablcs measured ar baseline. Yet 
the instantaneous and cumulative level of 
m.ost environmcmal exposures changes during 
rhe follow~up period. Consequendy, rhe 
greater the change and rhe longer the f-i:>llow-· 
up, rhe less appropriate arc conventional 
methods of analysis. A common solurion ro 
this problem is ro measure average exposure, 
duration of exposure, or cumulative exposure 
befi>re and during the fi>llow~up period; then 
these variables arc analy:o .. -xi like d1e simple base
line exposure variable, as possible (fixc'Xi) predic~ 
tors of disease occurrence. Unfonunatdy, this 
approach also has merhodolog,ic problems: 
11) if the fiJIJow~up period K>r detecting disease 
overlaps the period during which exposure 
change is measured, rhe rcmporal relationship 
of an exposure--disea.<;c associarion is ambigu
ous. 'V\fe may not know whether exposure 
changes preceded disease occurrence or disease 
preceded changes in exposure level. b) If the 
levels of exposure and/or other risk facrors 
change over time, the associations between rhe 
exposure and these covariates <llso can change; 
then (he amount of confimnding of the esti~ 
mated exposure d-l(n will change. The ana-
lytic method described above, therefore, will 
not·, in general, eliminate confi>tmding due m 
rhese risk f..1ctors (even when (here is no mis~ 
classif-icarion). c) \Xlhcn an extraneous risk 
f.'1ctor aH:Cns subsequent exposure status and is 
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aH-Cned by previous exposure smrus, th;u risk 
f:lcror em be a confOunder and an imermedi~ 
arc variable simultaJH:ously (36,37), For 
example, suppose we want ro estimate rhe 
efFect of exposure durarion on morralit)' from 
a specific disease. lf early symproms of rhc 
disease lead ro termination of exposure, then 
early symproms, which is a risk fiKror f-()r dis
ease mortality, is borh a conf()under <lJH.l an 
intermediate variable of rhc exposure---disease 
relationship. Consequently, srandard merh~ 
ods of analysis will generally lead ro a biased 
estimate of rhe ('.xposure c!-lCcr, whether or nor 
one adjusrs f-(>r the risk fiKtor. 

A st~uistical solution ro the <lbovc prob~ 
!ems was rccenrly developed by Robins 
(36,37) who treats the prolonged or chang~ 
ing predictor variables as time~dcpendcnr 
covariatcs f-(H which repcarcd observations 
are collected during the follow~up. ·rhe 
method involves estimating camal parame
ters f-{)r hypothetical exposure experiences of 
the swdy population (15). For example, we 
might· want ro compare rhe omcomc risk f()r 
all subjects had they remained exposed 
throughour follow-up wirh these subjects 
had rhey remained tuwxposed, controllinp, 
for confounders at the start of each imerval 
(rime stratum). 

Cross-Sectional Study 

A cross~sectional design involves a single 
ascertainment of disease prevalence in a 
study population that is usually sampled 
randomly from a single source population. 
In this sense, rhe source population is rhat 
larger group of individuals who are desig
nat"ed by rhe investigator as being eligible 
for inclusion in rhe study. Generally, in a 
cross-sectional study, we do nor know how 
long prevalent (existing) cases have had rhc 
disease, nor can we idcntif)' rhe base popu
lation (at risk) from which the study cases 
arose. Exposure data on rime~clependcnr 
variables art usually m.easured rerrospcc~ 
rivcly to allow fi)r expected variations in disease 
latency (before detection) and duration of 
expression (after detc"Cl-ion). 

The statistical analysis of cross--sectional 
data typically resembles rhe ;walysis of 
cohort or case-·-comrol data, Instead of 
comparing disease risks for exposed and 
unexposed groups, we compare dise:tse 
prevalences (P), as in a cohon study, or we 
compare the prevalence odds (P/(1-P)), as 
in a case-·conrrol study (see "Casc····Comrol 
Study"), Under cenain conditions or assump~ 
t:ions, the prevalence rario or prevalence 
odds rario is approximately equal w rhc 
ratio of incidence rarcs or risks (i.e., (he 
causal parameter of irncresr) (2,38). For 
example, disease prevalence in a population 
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is a fllilction of borh incidence and the 
dur;nion of dis(~asc. If rhc mean duration 
of discas(~ (frorn onset to recovery or death) 
is known ro be idemio1! for exposed and 
unexposed cases, we can be more conl1dctH 
rhar the prevalence odds ratio approxirnatcs 
the incidence rate rario. 

E"\tlmple. Suppose we wam ro esrimare 
the possible cH-Cct of prenatal exposure to 
passive smoke (as in "Cohon Srudy") on 
birth weight, carcgorizcd for convenience 
imo low (<2500 g) and normal. \YJc iden
tify all live binhs delivered in one ho..,vit·al 
during a given period (the source popula
tion); then we rake a random or quasi-ran
dom sample {<;.g., every third birth). By 
obtaining exposure data retrospectively 
from mothers near the rime of delivery, we 
can compare the prevalence of !ow binh 
weight for infants prenatally exposed and 
unexposed ro passive smoke, controlling 
analyrica!ly for confounders (e.g., maternal 
age, maternal smoking, and prenaral care). 

Even rhough births may be regarded as 
incident events, the infimt's weight at birth is a 
prevalence measure, because we do nm know 
the size of rhe base popu!afion. The causa! 
pararnerer ofimerest is a hypotherical compari
son of retarded development between fetuses 
exposed to passive smoke and those fetuses had 
they nor been exposed. Nor only can we nor 
observe this hypothetical condition of exposed 
fetuses being unexposed, but we do not (or 
cannot) f(lllow the base popubrion; the preva
lence of low birth weight is simply the end 
result of that hypothctic.'ll follow-up. 

Strengths of a Cross-Sectional Design. 
Because then~ is no follow-up, cros%ectional 
studies arc lcs$ time-consuming and cosdy 
than prospecriv<~ cohorr studies. It- is also fea
sible ro examine many exposures and diseases 
in the same study, which m.ctkc" this design 
useful hJr screening new hypotheses. In addi·· 
tion to causal inference, cross-sectional stud·· 
ies are importam descriptively in hea!rh 
administration, planning:, and policy analysis; 
inf(mnarion on disease prevalence is often 
required to assess the nccxi and demand fc.w 
health services and to evaluate inrervenrion 
programs in specific target populations (2). 

Weflknesses of rt Cross-Sectio11al Design. 
A major methodologic limitation of many 
cross-sectional srudics for making causa! 
inferences is temporal ambiguity of cause 
and effecr. Because we usual!y do not know 
the duration of the disease in prevalent cases 
and because exposure starus is measured at 
the same time as disease status, often we 
cannot determine that exposure (or a certain 
accumulation of exposure) preceded disease 
occurrence. One approach for minimizing 
this problem is to col!ecr retrospective expo-
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sure data and inhm11arion on previous med
ical diagnoses and rhc onset of symptoms 
<lssociarcd with the disease under study. 
Not only may thi~; approach be very unin
formative for temporally linking exposure 
and disease, but it is also likely to worsen 
another potential problem, measurement 
error. Reliance on retrospecrivc data increases 
the likelihood and magnitude of measure
nwm errors, which generally leads to infor
mation bias. Furthermore, because all data 
are collected after disease has occurred, it is 
vc1y possible f(w rhc error in me:1suring one 
variable ro be related to rhc orher variable 
(differential misc!assification) or to error in 
measuring the other variable (correb.rcd 
errors). Such possibilities are particularly 
likely in survey research and make potcmia! 
infonnari()n bias severe and unpredictable. 

\\/hen cross-sectional studies arc con
ducted wirhour random sampling, they 
oflCr !inle oppornwity for making statisti·· 
cal inf-Crences about descriprive, popula
tion-specific parameters, e.g., rhe prevalence 
of a disease in a specified sQurcc popularion 
(28). The lack of random sampling may 
also worsen the potential problem of sc!ec·· 
rion bias in effect estimation, which would 
be difficulr ro rule our a priori or ro correct 
in rhe analysis. l::.vcn with random sam
pling, however, disease sratus or exposure 
status can influence the selection of sub
jects di/Terentially by category of the other 
variable. For example, exposed cases may 
be less likely rhan others to be sclccrcd for 
study, perhaps because new exposed cases 
are less likely w survive than new unex
posed cases (i.e., selective survival) or 
because exposed cases arc less likely ro enter 
dw spccitled source population such as a 
hospital (i.e., Berkson's bias) (2). Similarly, 
selection bias can result from the differen
tial participation of selected subjects (i.e., 
response bias). 

Case-Colltrol Study 

Case--control studies arc disringuishcd 1-l·om 
other basic designs by their sampling strat
egy: The investigator selects only a fraction 
of noncases (controls) from the population 
from which rhe cases were identified 
(2,3,5,34,3.9). Sometimes this population is 
not rhe true (primary) base population (our 
of neccs.<.'ity or convenience), and occasion
al!y controls arc assembled without regard 
for the idcnrification of cases. The design 
may be longitudinal, involving incidcnr 
cases, or cross··senional, involving prevalcm 
cases. In both types, rhe invesrigat{)r estab
lishes rhc ratio of controls to cases, which 
does nor depend directly on the frequency 
of disease in rhe population. As in cross··scc-

tiona! studies, exposure data on time-· 
dependem v:~riab!cs are generally measured 
retrospectively ro accounr for cxpcocd varia
tions in disease latency. 

Est.inuttion ofLJfect. Unless rhe crude 
disclsc rate or the size of the base popuJa.
tion is known, we cannot estimate rhe risk 
or rare of rhc disease in the exposed and 
unexposed populations. Nevcrrhclcss, we 
can esrimarc the cfTec:r of the exposure on 
disease by calculating rhe exposure odds 
rario, which computationally is similar ro 
the prevalence odds r;uio in a cross-sec~ 
rional study (2,3,19,20). For rhis est·ima
rion of c!Tecr to be valid, however, rhe 
conrroh must be representative of the base 
population thar gave rise ro rhc study cases. 
In this context, representative means hav
ing a similar disrribution on other di.~case 
risk factors and indicators of disease detcc·· 
tion. The best method f(lf making the con
trols represcnr;trivc in rhis way is ro sample 
rhcm randomly (with or withom matching) 
from rhc base population (sec below). 

Matching. As in any obscrvarional 
study, the investigaror should control ana
lyrically for confounders by snatificarion or 
mode! fitting. lntuirivdy, it would appear 
that one method for achieving rhis control 
is to march conrrols ro cases on extraneous 
risk f.terors (i.e., making controls similar ro 
cases on the joint distribution of these risk 
factors). In a casc····cont-rol srudy, how{~ver, 
it is not the marching alone rhat controls 
for the confounding cHCcts of the marching 
variables; rather, stratificarion in rhe analy
sis eliminates rhis bias (1-6). rn CKt, the 
ncr effect of matching in case··-control srmi.
ies (but not in cohon studies) is to intro
duce selection bias rhar must be conrrollcd 
in rhc analysis. 'l'hus, if the maiching is 
ignored in the analysis, rhe effect estimate 
will usually be biased (2,1, 14). 

The potential advantage of matching in 
the selection of subjects is that it allows the 
investigator to comrol for confounders 
more cfflciently than if marching is not 
useJ (1--6). Yet, in rhis regard, matching 
can be counterproductive if one matches in 
a case"-control study on strong correlates of 
exposure in the base population rhar arc 
not risk f;_1crors (or proxy risk factors) for 
the disease. This rypc of ovcrmarching 
rcwlts in a decrease in 5tatistical eff1cicnC)' 
(i.e., less precision for a given number of 
cases and controls) (1~6} The conditions 
f-(H overmatching, however, arc very differ·· 
em in cohort studies in which unexposed 
subjects arc matched to exposed subjects 
(40). Marching c,1n also be economically 
counrerprodt1crive for achieving. a cen:1in 
minimal precision if it costs more to match 
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than to increase rhc sample size without 
matching (11). 

Popu!.atio11--Baset! Case-C'ontrol Study. 
In a population-based or hybrid case---con
trol study, connols (noncases) are sampled 
directly from the base population rhar gave 
rise to the: cases (39,42). \\/hen rhis design 
involves the follow-up of a large dynamic 
popularion, such as rcsidcnrs of a state, idcn
rifkarion of new cases i~ usually based on 
data w!lened rhrough a population regisny. 
The validity of dTecr estim;Hion depends on 
the complNcncss and accuracy of case ascer
tainment and on careful description of the 
base population. When rhc design involves 
the follow-up of individuals in a fixed 
cohorr (e.g., as a p~ut of a dinicd trial or 
cohorr smdy), identification of new cases is 
done by exams, imervicws, or qucstionnaifes 
administered periodically w each individ
ual in rhe cohort during the follow-up. 
This lancr straregy is now called a nesred 
casc~conrrol study bur also has been called a 
synthetic case----control study (43). 

There are three alrernarive mcrhods for 
selecting comrols in a longirudinal, popularion
based case----control study: a) In density sam
pling, controls arc sdecrcd longitudinally 
throughout the follow-up. Typically, they 
arc individually matched to cases on rime of 
each case's diagnosis or idcmific1tion and 
possibly orhcr facrors; i.e., each control is 
known robe at risk (discasc-fre(:) at the time 
irs m:H"ched case was first idcmified as dis
cased. An advantage of time match in~~ is 
that exposure status is measured at about the 
same time for all subjects in each matched 
scr (1.9). b) ln cumulative sampling, all 
conrrols arc selected at the end of the follow
up period durin~~ which cases are identified. 
Both cumulative- and density-sampling 
mcrhods can be used even when controls arc 
not selected direcdy from the base popula·· 
tion. c) In GlSC-----base or casc::.-cohort sam
pling, all controls are selected fi·om rhc ilxed 
base population at the start of the follow-up 
(42,44,45). An advantage of this method is 
rhat one control group can be used to srudy 
multiple diseases, provided thar prevalcnr 
cases of each disease arc excluded frorn the 
analyses involving thar disease. In both 
case-base and density sampling, it is possible 
for a selected control m subscquenrly develop 
the disease and become a case in the study. 

Ewmzp!e. Suppose we want to estimate 
rhe possible cffccr of prenatal exposure ro 
passive smoke (as in previous examples) on 
rhe risk of sudden inf.·lJ1t death syndrome 
(SIDS). Using hospiral records and birth 
certificate information, we idemil-)' a large 
number of live binhs occurring in a given 
region during a cerrain period. Then this 

b;tse population is followed prospectively, 
using hospital records and/or a popularion 
registry ro idenrify all inf:1.nr deaths. For 
each diagnosed and confirmed else of 
SIDS, we randomly select two live controls 
marched to rhc case on age, race, and date 
of the case's de:nh; thus, conrro!s arc den
siry sampled from rhe follow-up experience 
(risk set) of the base popul:Hion of live 
births. As soon as possible afrer case dcrec
rion, we inrcrview rhe morhers of all sub
jects to co!lccr data on prcn:ual exposure to 

p;1ssivc smoke and other covariatcs. 
Proportiond (C'ase-"Ctmtro/) Study. A 

proportional study is a special type of 
case--control study in which selected con-
trols have developed or died fi-om diseases 
orhcr than rhe index disease under smdy 
(2). By definition, therefore, this is not a 
population-based design, since controls 
(especially deaths) may not be reprcscnra
rive of rhe base population from which 
st"udy cases arose. In a proportional mor
bidity srudy, both cases and controls arc 
sdecred from a clinical popularion such as 
a hospital, clinic, physician's practice, or 
screening program. Conrrols arc selected 
because they have other conditions or symp
roms; rhus, and they arc likely to diHCr fi-om 
the base population of cases in ways thar affect 
disease occurrence or dctecrion. 'l'his situation 
wil! usually occur when the exposure is a risk 
f-acror for those comparison diseases making 
up dw control group. For cxam.ple, we would 
obtain a severely biased estimate of rhe smol<
ing effect in a hospiral-bascd, case--control 
study if controls were sdect·ed from_ emphy
sema pariems because smoking is a srrong risk 
f~Ktor {-()r emphysema. 

Deaths comprise the entire population 
of a proponional mortalit-y ratio (PMR) 
study. A group of deaths fi-om rhc index 
disease (cases) is comp;u-cd with a group of 
deaths from other diseases that mighr 
include selected comparison diseasc(s) or 
all other causes of dearh. Typically, all 
study deaths are identified retrospectively 
from rhe follow-up of a single population, 
such as persons living in a certain region or 
employed by a certain company during a 
given period. Although study deaths arc 
incidcnr events often idenrif-led from a 
defined base population, rhe outcome vari
able in rhis design is pn.:va!ence of disease 
at death; we do not· have the proper denomi
nator to estimate the disease-specific mort<llity 
rate in any (base) population. Furthermore, 
exposure data are nor obtained f(.)J" dw base 
population bur for st-udy dearhs only. 

ln the conventional proportional mortal-· 
ity study, comparison dearhs arc all other 
causes of death occurring in the population. 
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The traditional method of <lnalysis is to 

compute the PMR, which is d1e proportion 
of exposed deaths rcsulring from rhc index 
disease: divided by rhc proportion of unex
posed deaths result"ing frorn. the index dis-· 
case (6). Alternatively, the data are analy~.cd 
as in a Gl.SC-"{:<mtrol smdy; d)e researcher com
purcs the monality odds ratio (16,17). An 
imponanr advantage of the alrernarive 
approach is thar the comparison (conrrol) 
group migh!- be selected to include only those 
diseases rhou[~lu to be unrdared w exposure 
starus. Thi.~ design stntcgy, which also should 
be used in a proportional morbidity study, 
can help reduce selection bias by making 
rhe comparison group more represcnmrive of 
d1e h;lse population. Anorher advanwg,c is d1at 
it allows usc of the many analytic rechniques 
dcvdoped fi)r ClSl'"--control studies ( 18,49). 

Strengths of a Case---Coutrol Design. 
The major advantage of the casc~conrrol 
design over orhcr basic designs is its effi .. 
cicncy for srudying rare diseases, especially 
diseases with long latent periods. A greater 
proportion of srudy co.srs for collening 
exposure and covariate dara can be dcvored 
to cases rather than expending most available 
resources on noncases. Thus, given a fixed 
sample size, case--comrol sampling in a study 
of a rare disease enhances the precision and 
power for estimating and resting the exposure 
cHCct. ln addition, some case--.-.control srud
ics, particularly proportional mona!ity 
designs, rend ro be rclarivcly inexpensive 
and feasible because they can be based on 
readily available data sources. 

Weaknesses of d Case--Control Design. 
A key issue in the design of case--conrrol 
studies is the method and procedures for 
selecring conrrols. Ideally, we would like 
to make each study popubtion-b;lscd, such 
rhar every new case occurrence in a well
defined base population is immediately 
identified by the invesrigarors and conrrols 
are sampled randomly from the base popu
lation. In practice, however, rhis goa! is 
nor so easily accomplished, especially when 
the base is a large, dynamic population that 
cannot be examined periodically. Even 
population surveillance ;tnd registry sys
rems, when they exist, are likely to be very 
incomplete for many diseases, such as 
prosratc cancer, Alzheimer's disease, and 
ischemic hean disuse. If exposed cases are 
more I ikcly or less likely ro be derected or 
reported than unexposed cases, the result-
ing dfcn estimate will be biased. In a 
cohon study, rhis dcrcction problem would 
manifCst as differential disease misclassifica·· 
tion bias; but in a case-~comrol study, the 
detection problem produces a form of 
sdecrion bias thar migh1 involve no dise;lse 
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miscla~siflca.rion in rhe rom! sample and, 
therefore, cannot be corrected after subjecr 
se!ectiQn (.50). To prevcnr such detccrion 
bias, rhe investigator might select contmls 
who, purportedly, underwent the sarnc 
degree of medica! surveillance as did study 
cases (51) (e.g., persons screened for the 
disease or patients ucatcd {-()!" orhcr rdarcd 
conditions). Unforn111a!dy, this approach 
could imroducc another problem by selecting 
fOr the control group individuals with other 
exposure-related conditions (sec the discussion 
of proportional morbidity sttJdics). 'J'hc end 
rcsulr mighr be, for example, ro overcompen
sate for potcmial detcClion bias, producing net 
bias in the opposite direction. In general, in 
rhc absence of perfect population-based merh
ods, investigators must select comrols ro reHcct 
rhc expected magnitudes of various porenrial 
selection problems. 

When there is relatively little variability 
of exposure in the base population, we 
expect imprecise estimation of the exposure 
effect:, even if the exposure is a strong risk 
ClCtor for the disease. Alrhough such incf-.__ 
f-iciency is usually quite apparenr in cohon 
studies, ir may nor be so apparent in 
case·-control studies, especially when the 
investigator d()es not know the exposure 
distribution in the base population. For 
example, if environmental exposure levels 
arc high throughout the region of rhc base 
population, a comparison of cases and con·· 
trois would resuh in an unstable estimate 
of effect and low power. As in cohort stud
ies, the problem is nor ()ne of bias. Limited 
variability of exposure is likdy ro occur 
when exposure status for individual sub
jeers is measured ccologica!ly by a5signing 
to each subject rhe exposure level observed 
for the area in which that subject lives or 
works. Orhet· problems accompanying 
ecologic measurement are discussed in 
"Ecologic Designs." 

Two-Stage Designs. Jusr as cohort 
studies arc ind"ficienr for studying rare dis
cases, case-control studies arc inefficicnr 
for studying rare exposures. When bQth 
disease and exposure arc rare, therefore, any 
basic design might require a very large sam
ple size ro ensure adequate power. One 
solution to rhis problem is a rwo-stage 
design: stage 1 is a basic design in which 
data are collected on exposure and disease 
variables only; in stage 2, covariate data 
and possibly more refined exposure dara 
(with less measurement error) are collected 
on separate random samples of exposed 
cases, exposed noncases, unexposed c-1ses, 
and unexposed noncascs, all of which arc 
identified from stage 1 results (.52,53}. 
Sampling fractions for stage 2 arc set larger 
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for tho8e expo.~ure-diseasc groups that con
tain fewer subjects in stage 1. Thus, the 
investigator can obtain approximately equal 
numbers of the four exposure-disease 
groups in stage 2. Stage 1 resulrs arc used 
ro esrimare the crude (unadjusted) expo
sure cffect, and stage 2 results arc used to 

estimau: rhc d-fcct adjusted f(lr covariarcs 
and possibly a more refined exposure effect. 
The analysis of stage 2 dam considers the 
sampling fractions (52-56). The two
stage design is also advantageous when rhe 
cost of obtaining covariate dat.1 is large rei·· 
ativc ro the cost of obtaining exposure and 
disease data or when covariate data arc 
missing on a majority of subjecrs (.52,.54}. 

Case--Crossover Design. A standard 
crossover design is an experiment or quasi
experimenr in which each subject receives 
both the experimental and control treat
ments at different times (i.e., each subject 
serves as his or her own control) (57). Such 
designs arc seldom used in environmental 
epidemiology because rnanipulation of 
rreannenr srarus (wirh or without random
ization) is usually unethical or infeasible 
and because rhe outcome is usually a rare 
event. Recently, Maclure (58) proposed an 
observational analogue of the crossover 
study called the case-crossover design, 
which may be regarded as a special type of 
pairwise-matched, case--control study. 
This type of design can be used to estimate 
the possible rransicm effect of a brief expo
sure (e.g., coffee drinking) on the subse
quent occurrcnc<c of a rare acute-onset 
disease (e.g, myocardial infarction) thar is 
hypothesized to occur within a short time 
after exposure (i.e., during the effect 
period). All subjects are newly detected 
cases that serve as their O\Vn controls. Thar 
is, for each case, rhc observed odds of being 
exposed during the effect period (e.g., one 
hour before disease onser) is compared 
with the expected odds of being exposed 
during any random period of the same 
duration (assuming no exposure effect). 
The expected exposure odds is estimated 
from rhe subject's rcpon of his usual expo
sure frequency bd(Hc disease occurrence. 
For example, if a person drinks coffee twice 
each day and rhe effect period is 1 hr, the 
cxpecrcd odds of exposure during any 1-hr 
period is l/11. Thus, we would expect 
that, for every 12 cases who drank coffee 
twice each day, one case would have 
occurred by chance within 1 hr of expo·· 
sure. Maclure recommends using standard 
methods of rnatchcd analysis for person
time (cohort) data to combine dam from 
all cases; however, this approach needs fur
rhcr dcvdopmenr w handle the temporal 

autocorrelation of ourcomc ~tatus (i.e., a 
case is either exposed during the effect 
period or unexpostd, hut it cannm be both). 
Alrhough the case---crossover design has not 

y(~r been used ro examine rhc possible 
shorr-rcrm dTecr of an l~nvironmenral 
exposure, this type of study is f-Casiblc if we 
can measure such exposures. 

Genetic Stu.dy 

The study of variation among individuals or 
groups in their sensitivity to environmental 
agents is one of l"he aims of environmental 
epidemiology. Such varial"ion mighr bt due 
to differences in host" characreristics, includ-
ing genetic facrors, or to interactions with 
orher exposures. A complete survey of the 
merhods used to study the gencl"ic determi
nants of disease would be lxyond rhe sc .. ope 
of this report; instead, we wi!l focus on rhe 
approaches rhar might be used ro address the 
issue ofgcnc-environmcnr inrcract·ions. 

Three basic types of in!-(mmuion mighr 
shed light on the generic component of 
such interactions: a classification of the 
subjects' genotypes ar a major locus f(H" dis
case susceptibility; some observable host 
characteristic (phenotype) rhar is geneti
cally derermined and linked with the geno
type that was responsible (-(H· sensitivity; or 
family history as a surrogare for generic (or 
shared cnvironmenral) influences. The 
choice of study design will depend upon 
which of these is sought. 

'fhc first is the most powerful approach, 
and irs feasibility will grow as more and 
more genes arc identified and assays for 
them become available. If rhc genotype is 
observable, it can be considered simply 
anorher risk factor and any of the basic 
design and analysis strategies used in epi
demiology arc applicable. For example, 
Caporaso cr al. (.59) reponed a case-control 
study of lung cancer, in which the rare of 
mcrabolism of the antihypertensive drug 
dcbriwquinc was taken as a phenotypic 
marker for a gene in the cytochrorne P450 
system that is responsible for metabolism of 
carcinogens. It was shov-m that intermediate 
and high merabolizers were ar higher risk of 
lung cancer overall and that there was an inrer
action between metabolic rate and exposure to 

occupational C.'lrcinogens and smoking. In this 
example, the genotype was not observed 
directly bur inferred from the phenotype; but 
recent advances in molecular genetics, such a.<; 

the usc of resrricrion fragment length poly
morphism, arc making direct observation 
increasingly feasible. 

Identifying host characrcrisrics rhat 
interact with cnvironmenral exposures can 
be done in csscnrially the same way. A 
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f-;uniliar example mighr be skin color as a 
rnarker for sensirivity to sunlight in rhc 
production of melanoma. No extensions of 
standard epidemiologic mcrhods would be 
needed to address this question. The only 
subtlet-y in rhis case arises when the gene 
dercrmining rhe host characteristic is not the 
disease susceptibiliry locus but only linked 
ro it (i.e., nearby on rhe same chromosom.c). 
A particular marker ctllde might be associ·· 
:ued with the disease in one family and a dif.. 
ferent allele in another family; but in both 
funilies, the marker and rhc disease would 
be inherited tog{~ther. This possibility 
requires family data and the techniques of 
linkage analysis. To date, such analyses have 
been applied only ro the study of generic 
effects wirhout reference to the environmen~ 
ral covariates, bur statistical techniques that 
would assess such combined effects recently 
have become available (60). 

Before nying to identify a specific major 
gene that is related ro sensitivity ro environ
mental exposures, one should assess whether 
there is any evidence that such sensitivity has 
a generic basis. This also requires collection 
of f-amily dara, but unlike the standard analy
ses aimed at examining rhe main effccr of 
genetics, one would also want to examine 
interactions between f.1mily hisrory and envi
ronmental exposures. Geneticists commonly 
assemble a sma!l number of very large pedi
grees, sometimes selected ro maximize the 
chances rhat a major gene is operating in the 
f3.mi!ies, and subject them to segregation 
analysis to srudy rhe mode of inheritance. 
Again, these analyses seldom account for 
environmental covariates and inreracrions, 
although such methods arc now available. In 
contrast, epidemiologists begin with a large 
population-based series of cases and controls 
and restrio attenrion ro the first- and some
times second-degree family members. Their 
analyses usually are limited ro a simple Eunily 
hisrOJy covariate (e.g., presence of an affected 
member, number of affected members, etc.) 
in standard multivariate risk-factor modds, 
possibly but seldom including interactions 
with environmental covariates. Susser and 
Susser ( 61) have discussed two basic 
approaches to such data: in the case..-con
rrol approach, cases arc compared with con-
trols in terms of their family histories; in the 
cohort approach, the incidence of disease in 
the exposed (case) f3milies is compared with 
the incidence in unexposed (control) fami
lies. Either approach could easily be 
extended to incorporate environmental 
covariates and their inrcracrions with fam
ily history. The only diflCrence is that rhe 
cohort approach requires covariate clara on 
all of the family members, whereas rhe 

case-comrol approadl requires data only on 
the original!y sampled cases and comrols. 
Clearly, the cohort approach is more infor
mative, bur rhc conditions under which rhe 
additional effort warranrs rhe gain in inf()f·· 
marion abour gene .. ·environment interauions 
have not been investigated. 

The rwo major design issues to be 
addressed in such studies are the method of 
ascertainment of families and the informa
tion ro be collected on family members. 
The former has been discussed at great 
length in rhc genetics literature. The basic 
problem is that if families are asccnained 
rhrough aHCcted probands, families wirh mul
tiple cases will rend to be overrepresemed. 
Therefore, various corrections for ascertain
ment arc applied in rhe standard methods 
of genetic analysis. The relevance of these 
approaches to the epidemiologic designs 
for gene-environment interactions requires 
further research. Often, only very limited 
information is collected about family his
tory in epidemiologic studies. The mini
mal information should be an enumeration 
of all affected family members togcrher 
with rhe sex and age of each Eunily n1em
ber at risk; as discussed above, information 
on major risk f3crors for all family mem
bers at risk may also be desirable. Because 
larger and older f3milies are likely ro have 
more familial cases, the presence or num
ber of familial cases is nor suitable as a fam
ily history covariate. Moreover, expressing 
the number affected as a proportion does 
nor solve the problem because multiple 
cases in large families are more infonnarive 
than single cases in small f.1milies. A more 
appropriate comparison is between the 
observed number of familial cases and rhe 
expected number based on the person-time at 
risk, in which the comparison is adjusted for 
age, sex, and other important risk fucrors (62). 

Ecologic Designs 
An ecologic or aggregate study is one in 
which expostire levels of individuals are not 
linked to disease occurrence of those indi
viduals. The net result is that the unit of 
statistical analysis is usually the group, typi
cally persons living in a geographic area such 
as a census tract, county, or state. For each 
group or region, therefore, we know the 
average exposure level or distriburion and 
the disease rare, but we do not know the 
joint distribution of these two vari;lbles. 
Given a dichotomous exposure, for example, 
we would not know the numbers of exposed 
and unexposed cases in each group. Thus, 
we cannot estimate the exposure cffecr 
directly by comparing rhe disease rate hH· 
exposed and unexposed populations. 
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E.colog,ic designs arc. rhe.refore incom
plete (2) in rhe sense rhar rhey lack certain 
informarion ordinarily contained in rhc 
basic designs. As noted in "Problems in 
Environmental Epidemiology," rhe pri
mary reason for this missing information in 
environmcnral epidemiology is our inabil
ity or lack of resources to accurately mea
sure environmental exposures in large 
numbers of individuals. Thus, rhc wide
spread usc of ecologic designs in environ
mental epidemiology rcHecrs a fundamental 
problem of exposure measuremenr. In 
addition, (~cologie srudics represent an 
inexpensive design option for linking avail·" 
able dara sets or record sysrems, even when 
exposures are measured ar rhc individual 
level. The appeal of rhis alternative is d1at 
aggregate summaries of many exposures, 
including sociodemographic and other census 
variables, arc ohcn available for the same 
regions rhat are used ro summari:t.e morbidity 
and monaliry data. 

\Virh the inclusion of covariate data in 
an ecologic study, rhc analysis may be only 
pardy ecologic. 'fhis condition occurs 
when the joint disniburion of two or more, 
but not all, variables is known within 
groups. For example, suppose we want ro 
examine the possible effect of radon expo
sure on lung cancer incidence, controlling 
for age (the covariare). Although we might 
know rhe age distribution of all new cases 
and all persons at risk within each county 
(from tumor registry and census data), we 
would usually not know rhe within-county 
association between radon exposure and 
the other two variables. Sometimes dara 
sets like this arc analyzed with the individ
ual as the unir of analysis, where each indi
vidual is assigned rhe average radon exposure 
level that was measured for the region in 
which he or she lives. Such ecologic measure
ment of exposure means that there is likely to 
be substctntial e.rror in measuring the individ·· 
ual's exposure ro radon, which could result in 
information bias of effect csrimation. 

'l}'pes of Ecologic Studies 

Ecologic studies may be classified inro five 
design types rhat diHCr in several ways, 
including mcrhods of subject selection and 
mcrhods of analysis (2,63). 

Explorlltory Studies. In exploratory 
ecologic srudies, we compare the rare of 
disease among many contiguous regions 
during the s~um~ period, or we compare rhe 
rate over rime in one region. In neither 
approach arc exposures to specific environ
menral facrors measured (for individuals or 
groups). The purpose is ro search for spa
rial or temporal patTerns rhar might suggest 
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an environmental etiology or more specii-ic 
etiologic hypotheses. 

The simplest type of exploratory study 
of spatial parrcrns is a graphical comparison 
of relative rates across all regions (i.e., map
ping study), possibly accompanied by a sta·· 
tistical test f(H the null hypothesis of no 
geographic clusrcring (64). ln mapping 
studies, however, a simple comparison of 
estimated rates across regions is often com
plicated by two statistical issues. First, 
regions wirh smaller numbers of observed 
case:~ show greater variability in the estimated 
rate; rhus, the mosr extreme rates rend to be 
estimared for rhosc regions with the fewest 
cases. Second, nearby regions rend to have 
more similar rates than do disrant regions (i.(C., 
positive amocorrclation). A swisrkal mcd10d 
f(n· dealing with both complications involves 
empirical Bayc' estimation of rates using an 
autoregressive spatial model (6_5 ). 

In certain explorarmy studies of!lpatial par~ 
terns, regions arc characterized in terms of 
general ecologic indicators such as degree of 
urbanization (urban versus rural), degree of 
industrialization (agricultural versus nonagri-
cultural), population density, socioeconomic 
status, and ethnic diversity. The analysis of 
these dara usually involves comparisons of 
regions grouped by one or more ecologic indi-· 
cators. This approach resembles rhe statistic>! 
methods used in multiple-group studies (sec 
"Interpretation of Results"). 

An exploratOI)' ecologic study was con
ducted by Mahoney et al. (66), who com
pared age-standardized monality ratios for 
cancers, by sex, among all cities and towns 
in New York State (exclusive of New York 
City) between 1978 and 1982. By group
ing these regions by quintile of population 
density, they examined the associations 
between density and deaths from all cancer 
sites and selected sites, by sex. They found 
linear associations between increasing pop
ulation density and rota! cancer monality 
in both men and women. Because popula~ 
tion density may reflcn various risk factors 
for different cancers, the authors acknowl
edge rhat their findings are consistcm with 
several alternative explanations. 

An exploratory study of temporal par
terns is generally done by comparing dis
ease rates for a geographically defined 
population over a period of at least 20 
years. A common statistical or graphical 
approach for analyzing such longitudinal 
data is cohort analysis (not to be confused 
wirh the analysis of data from a cohort 
study) (2). The objective of this approach 
is to estimate rhe separate effects of three 
rime-related variables on disease occur
rence: age, period (calendar tirne), and 
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birth cohort (year of birth). Because of the 
linear dependency of these three variables, 
there is an inherent statistical limitation 
(identification problem) with the interpre
tation of cohon~;malysis results. The prob
lem is that each data set has alremativc 
explanations with respect ro the combina-· 
tion of age, period, ;md cohon effect!>. The 
only way to decide which interpretation 
should be accepted is to consider the find
ings in light of orher (prior) knowledge of 
the disease and its determinants. 

A cohort analysis was conducted by I ,cc 
cr al. (67) on mdanon1a mortality among 
white males living in the United States 
between 1951 and 1975. 'T'hey concluded 
that the apparem increase in the melanoma 
mortality rate during that period was due 
primarily to a cohon effect. That is, per-· 
sons born in more recent years carried wirh 
them throughout their lives a higher mor
tality rate than did persons born earlier. In 
a subsequent review paper, Lee ( 68) spent
lares that the cohort effect might rdkcr rhe 
impan of changes in a major risk factor 
operating during youth, such as sunlight 
exposure or burning. 

Space-Time Cluster Study. Space-time 
clustering rd-Crs ro the inreraction between 
place and time of disease occurrenn:, such 
that cases that occur dose in space also occur 
dose in rime (2). Evidence of space--rime 
clustering may suggest person-to-person 
transmission of an infectious agent or the 
cffecrs of point-source exposures, depending 
on the disease and rhc cluster pattern. The 
analytic search for .space--time clusrers 
requires special statistical techniques that 
may or m.ay not incorporate information 
on the base population and covariatcs 
(69,70). Although the unit of analysis for 
rhese methods is usually the individual, 
space--rime duster studies arc classified here 
wirh ecologic designs because closeness in 
space and time is a pmxy measure fix envi
ronmental exposures-·~{ll" at least the opportu
nity f()l" exposures. Thus, use of place and time 
information is analogous ro use of spatial or 
temporal indict tors in the cxploratOJ)' study. 

Space-time duster analyses may be used 
when members of a community perceive a 
duster or excess number of cases of one or 
more diseases in their area. This activity is 
often motivated by rhe suspicion that rhe 
apparent cluster is caused by a specific envi
ronmental exposure, such as chemical wasre, 
pesticides, or electromagnetic fields. When 
investigation begins, rhe first steps are to ver
ify the diagnoses of a!l reported cases and iden
tifY any additional cases in rhc cluster area, 
which must be defined. ln addition to 
space-time duster analyses, the investigators 

will probably want ro compare the dise1se rate 
in the cluster-area population wirh the rare in 
anorher population thought ro be unexposed 
(retrospective cohort study), and they may 
conducr a population-based casc--<::cJntTol study 
to idemif)r risk hKrors for the disease. 

Mu!t-iple-Gt·oup Study. l n a multiple
group ecologic study, we assess rhe ecologic 
association between average exposure level 
or prevalence and the rare of disease among 
many groups or regions. fhis is the most 
frequenrly used ecologic design in environ
menta! epidemiology. Studies arc usua!ly 
conducted by linking separarc sources of 
clara. For example, census and tumor-reg
istry dam might be combined to estimate can
cer rarcs for all counties in a state; orher 
stare records or surveys might be used ro 
estimate average exposure levels by county. 
Statistical methods for estimating exposure 
effects in multiple-group studies arc dis
cussed in "Interpretation of Results" and 
by Prentice and Thomas in this issue. 

Hatch and Susser (71) conducred a mul
tiple-group ecologic study to examine rhc 
association between background gamma racli
arion and childhood cancers between 19"!5 
and 1985 in the region surrounding the 
Three Mile Island nuclear planL Using data 
f!·om a 19"!6 aerial survey, they csrimared the 
average radiation level for each of 69 rracrs in 
the S!lJdy region. The resulrs of their analyses 
showed a positive association b(~tween radia
rion level and the incidence of childhood can
cers. The aurhors were cautious in making 
causaJ inferences, however, because the large 
effect observed for solid rumors, as well as 
leukemia_<;, was not expected. 

Time- Trend Study. In timc-ncnd (or 
time-series) studies, we assess the ecologic 
association between change in averag<~ expo
sure level or prevalence and change in dis
case rate in one geographically defined 
population. The assessment may be done 
by simple graphical displays or by more fur
mal statistical techniques (72-75). Wirh 
either approach, however, rhe interpretation 
of findings is often complicated by two 
issues. First, changes in disease classification 
and diagnostic criteria can produce very 
misleading rcsulrs. Second, rhc latency of 
the disease with respecr to the exposure of 
interest may be long, variable across ca!lcs, 
and/or unknown to the invcstigaror; thus, 
employing an arbitrary or empirically 
defined lag between dw two trends can also 
produce ve1y misleading rcsulrs (76). 

Darby and DoH (77) compared the trends 
of average annual absorbed doses of radiarion 
hllout t-l·om weapons testing and childhood 
leukemia ratc~s in rhrec European counrries 
between 1945 and 1985. Although the 
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leukemia rates varied over rime in c;Kh coun-· 
try, they finmd no convincing evidence rhar 
these ch<1nges were amibutcd ro changes in 
f:Il!our radiation. 

Mixed Study. The mixed ecologic 
design combines the basic fearurcs of rhe 
multiple-group study and the time-rrcnd 
study. The objective is 1"0 ;tsscss rhe CCO·· 

logic association bcrwecn change in aver;tgc 
exposure level or prevalence and change in 
disease rare among many groups. Thus, 
two types of comparisons are nude simul
rancously: change over rime within groups 
and diHCrences among groups. 

For example, Crawford era!. (78) eval
uated rhc hyporhesis that hard drinking 
warcr (i.e., warcr containing m.orc calcium 
and magnesium ions) is a protective risk 
facror for cudiovascular disease (CVD). 
They compared the absolute change in 
CVD morraliry rare between 1948 and 
1961, by age and sex, in 8:-3 British towns. 
The rowns were divided into rhrec groups: 
a) five h:1d experienced increases in wat·er 
hardness; b) six had experienced decreases, 
and c) 72 had experienced litrle or no 
change in water hardness. In all sex--age 
groups, especially for men, rhe authors 
found an inverse association between 
trends in water hardness and CVD morral
it-y. In middle-aged men, {{)r example, the 
increase in CVD monaliry was less in 
towns tlut made their water haHi<:r than in 
rowns rh;u rn:l<k their warer sofrcr. 

Interpretation of Results 

Statistical analysis in a multiple-group study 
usually involves fining the dara to a marhe
marical model {sec Prenrice and Thomas, 
this issu<~). The outcornc variable is a func-
tion of the discas<~ rare in each group; pre
diuors include the aver:lgc exposure level or 
proponion cxposd in each group plus other 
ecologic covariates, the elfects of which rhc 
investigator wants ro control. We show in 
"Control for Covariares" that rhcse covari
ates need nor be con/-{)unders (i.e., at the 
individual level within groups), 

Rcsu!rs of the fitted model can be used 
ro cstim:He the exposure effect, i.e., the 
same causal parameter we would like to 
have cstimarcd had the srudy been con
ducted at the individual level (63,79,80). 
For example, suppose the exposure variable 
is the proponion exposed in each group 
and there arc no covariares. Assuming a 
linear modd, we can use weighted least
squares regression to es!"imate the slope (b) 
and imerccpt ({!). The predicted disease 
rate in a group thar is entirely exposed is 
then a + b(l) ri + b, and d1e prcdicred 
rate in a group that is entirely unexposed is 

r1 + b(O) rl; thcrd{ne, the esrim:ued rate 
ratio is (a + b)! a 1 + b I a. h is important 
to note rhar rhis esrimarion procedure 
implies exrrapolaring the rcsulrs of rhe 
model w both extreme values of the expo~ 
sure variable, either or borh of which rnay 
lie well beyond the observed range. It is 
not surprising, therd(m\ that diH:Crent model 
fimm can lc;l.d to very diffCrcnt csrim<H"CS of 
dl{>n (81). In !~Kt, certain model assumptions 
may lead to rate-ratio csrimates rhat <He 
ncgarive and thus meaningless. 

Ecologic Bias 

The usc of ecologic data ro csrimare causal 
paranwters has a major nwrhodologic limi·· 
ration, called rhe ecological fallacy (82), 
aggregation bias (83 ), cross-level bias ( 84), 
and ecologic bias (85,86 ). Ecologic bias 
refers, in gencr:1l, to the f.1.ilure of ecologic 
csrimates of effect to rdkcr the rrue effect 
at the individual level. Some of rhis bias 
may occur in individual-level studies of the 
same population, but some of it is due 
speciflcalty ro the aggrcgarion of subjects 
into groups. More imporrandy, the magni
tude of ecologic bi:L<; is likely to be more severe 
and less predictable thm is individual-lcvd bias 
in estimating the same effect (63,81,86;87). 
It is very possible, f{)l· example, thar an ecologic 
analysis of a (true) posirivc risk £1.ctor would 
produce an <lpparencly prorective efl"Cct. 

The underlying problem of ecologic 
bias may be regard<~d as a special fOrm of 
information bias resulting from within
group hererogenciry of exposure status, 
which is nor captured in the analysis. For 
example, a positive linear relationship 
between proportion exposed and disease 
rate does nor necessarily mean thar exposed 
individuals arc at greater risk for the disease 
than arc unexposed individuals; r:nher, 
unexposed individuals may be at greater 
risk in groups containing proportionally 
more exposed individuals. The implication 
of rhis laner explanarion is that an individ
ual's group affiliation has an effecr on dis
case occurrence that reflects more than just 
the individual's exposure status. 

A nuthcmatical understanding of eco·· 
logic bias was flrsr provided for correlation 
coefficients by Robinson (88) and later 
extended ro regression coefficients by Duncan 
et a.L (89). Nevertheless, the condirions fx 
valid ecologic estimation and rhc relationship 
between ecologic bias and other method
ologic issues are still not we!l understood. 
Because the results of ecologic analyses :lrc 
often used ro influence policy decisions, as 
well as to make causal inferences, it is 
importanr for researchers to appreciate the 
complexities of ecologic inference. 
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Smtrt'es fif F.cofogir: Bi~Js. Ecologic bias is 
often confused wirh confounding, perhaps 
becmsc regional differences in disease rates 
can be due to variation in rhc distribution of 
cxrrancous risk fKrors across regions. To 
claril)r rhe conh1sion bcrwccn these two con·· 
cepts, Greenland and Morgenstern (86;87,.90) 
show !har ecologic bias em <lrise f!·om rhree 
diHCrent sources. 

Vlit!Jin-G1·oup Confou.nrliug (At tbe 
bufit,idual Lew!). The exposure cHCcr may 
be confounded wirhin groups {as described 
for nonecologic srudics in ''Sources of 
Epidemiologic Bias"). Thus, if d1e within·· 
group em:cr is equally confounded by rhc 
same unmeasured risk factors in every group, 
we can expect the ecologic estimate of dfecr 
to be biased as wdL In general, ecologic esri
rnates will he biased in this way if the net 
wirhin-group bias across groups (due to 
uncontrolled confounders) is nor zero. It is 
possible, rhcrd(m~, for positive confound
ing in certain groups to cancel negative 
conf-{)unding in orher groups. 

The other rwo sources of ecologic bia.s 
a.re unique to rhis design and can be undcr
srood by considering group (or group aHlli
arion) as a nominal predictor of disease 
occurrence at the individual leveL 

ConfOunding by Group. Ecologic bias 
can occur when rhe disease rate in the unex
posed population varies across groups. Since 
average exposure level also typically varies 
across groups, group is a confounder of rhe 
exposun~ c.ffi~cr at the individual level. This 
set of conditions may occur if one or more 
unmeasured risk f3.crors are differentially dis
tributed across groups, even if these risk f.K·· 
tors arc unrelated to exposure status within 
groups and, therefore, are not confOunders at 
rhe individual level. 

Ejfoct Modification by Group. Ecologic 
bias can also occur when the exposure 
cHCct: varies across groups, i.e., when group 
modifies the effect of the exposure ~t rhe 
individual level. This condition may resulr 
from extraneous risk fiKtors (effect modi
fiers) being diffl::rentially distributed across 
groups or by misspccification of rhe modd 
form used to analyze the data. Ecologic 
bias of this type rends to be more severe 
when there is linlc variability in average 
exposure across groups (85), even when 
the effect modificarion is rdal"ively weak 
and there is no conhmnding by group. 

Taken together, the above principles 
imply that there will be no ecologic bias if 
the disease rare in rhe unexposed popula
tion and the exposure effect do not vary 
across groups and if rhcre is no ncr con
founding within groups. Unf()rtunat-ely, it 
is very unlikely !"hat all of these conditions 
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will be mer in one ecologic study. Although 
small depart-ures hom rhcsc conditions may 
result in substantial bias (81,86}, it is also 
possible rhar there will be lin-lc or no bias 
in certain srudics when one or more of 
these conditions arc not met. 

If every group were completely exposed 
or unexposed, there would be no ecologic 
bias anriburablc to confounding or effect 
modification by group. Indeed, if all covari .. 
arcs were measured <H rhe individual level, 
such a study would nor be an ecologic 
design. Thus, t·o reduce ecologic bi;ts, we 
should sdcct regions rhar minimize wirhin
rcgion exposure variation and maximize 
between-region varialion (63,81). One 
strategy for achieving these goals is to choose 
the smallest unit of analysis for which 
required data are available (e.g., census uacts 
or blocks). Unfonunatdy, ccnain clara arc 
seldom available at this level (e.g., personal 
behaviors and biomcdiml factors), and there is 
no guaramce rhat these smaHer units arc more 
homogeneous with respect ro exposure smrus. 
Furrhennore, use of smaller groups might 
increase. the problern of migration between 
groups (sec "Other Mcthodologic Problems"). 

Control for (:Ovariates 

In a srudy conduCled entirely ar the indi
vidual level, an extraneous risk factor pro
duces bias (confounding) in ellCcr estimation 
only if it is associated with exposure status 
in the base population (sec "Sources of 
Epidemiologic Bias"). In a multiple-group 
ecologic study, however, an extraneous risk 
facwr can produce ecologic bias even if it is 
not associated with exposure status within 
regions (at the individual level) (86;87,90). 
Such bias occurs typically because the eco
logic association (across regions) between 
the exposure and risk facror produces con·· 
founding and/or modification of the expo·· 
sure effect by group (see "Ecologic Bias"). 
Conversely, an extraneous risk factor that i.s a 
confounder within regions may not produce 
ecologic bias if the ncr within-group bias is 
zero (sec "Ecologic Bias") or if the risk tacror 
is ecologically uncorrelared wirh the exposure. 

One method to control fcw extraneous risk 
[uxors in em logic studies is ro include predic-
tor terms for these risk f~tctors in the model 
(e.g., the proportion of smokers or the mean 
f.·unily income in each region). Unlonunatcly, 
even when such covariate data are available for 
aU regions, ecologic adjusnnenr usl!ally cannor 
be expected to remove completely the ecologic 
bias produced by these risk factors. In f.-tet, it is 
possible for such ecologic adjusrmcnr to 
increase bia .. <> (86). 

The general conditions under which 
the ecologic control for extraneous risk lac-· 
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tors either increases or decreases bias have 
nor been ddincared. Yet, under certain 
restrictive conditions, ecologic control for 
covariatcs will produce unbiased estimates 
of the exposure effect, provided there arc 
no orher sources of bias (e.g., omcomc mis
classification). If rhc dfCcts of the exposure 
and rhc covariate on disease rate arc exacrly 
additive within every region (i.e., the rare 
di/Terencc for each vari;tblc is commnt 
across levels of rhc Nhcr variable) and if the 
rare conditional on both predictors is 
cxacr!y dHc same in every region, ecologic 
regression of disease rate on rhe mean 
exposure and covariate levels (i.e., mulriplc 
linear regression) will lead ro unbia~'cd esti
mates of both effects (83,84). Under these 
conditions, group aff-iliation does not con~ 
found or modify rhc exposure effect at rhe 
individual level. However, as shown by 
Greenland (81), relatively minor deviations 
hom perfect additivity (linearity) can lead 
to appreciable ecologic bias because eco
logic rate ratios can be extremely sensitive 
ro rhe choice of model form, in contrast to 
individual-level estimates. Furthermore, 
the two conditions noted above arc only 
sufficient f(H· no ecologic bias to occur; eco-
logic bias may be absenr when either or 
both conditions arc not met. 

Richardson and HCmon (91) J·ecendy 
pointed out thar there is another set of 
conditions for which ecologic control of 
covariarcs is possible. If a) the exposure 
and covariatcs are uncorrelared within 
regions, b) their effects on disease arc mul
tiplicative (i.e., the rare rario for each vari-
able is consranr across levels of the other 
variable), and c) the rate conditional on 
both prcdicrors is exacdy dw same in every 
region, then ecologic bias due to the covari
atcs can be rern.oved or largely reduced by 
including product terms in the linear 
modeL Of course, such conditions arc very 
difficult to veri!)' in ecologic studies; if the 
exposure and covariares (od1cr risk f.'lctors) arc 
correlated \Vithin regions, dw covariate.~ will be 
confounders at the individual level and sub
stantial ecologic bias can occur even with 
product terms in the model (81). 

When the dara are nor enrircly ecologic 
(see "Ecologic Designs"), rate srandardiza·· 
rion is another method of-l-en employed to 

adjust f()r extraneous risk factors in ecologic 
studies. For example, if the age distribution 
is known For cases and for the base popu!a-
rion in every region, we can murually st-an
dardize dw rate in every region ro th<~ age 
distribmion of a well--defined (standard) pop~ 
ulation (.5); then we usc the standardized 
rates as the ourcomc variable in dw ecologic 
analysis. Unhrtunat-dy, this method docs 

nor always reduce ecologic bias due to rhc 
variables h)r which the rates arc standardized; 
in lacr, the result may be ro increase bias 
appreciably (86,92). Standardization can be 
expected to reduce ecologic bias only if all 
variables in rhe model (i.e., disease and aU 
predicrors) arc mutually standardized for 
those other confounders (e.g., age) not 
included as predictors in rhe regression 
mode!. This method is ofrcn not f-Casiblc, for 
example, when rhe investigator docs not 
know the age disrriburion of exposed and 
unexposed populations within every region. 

Other Methodologic Problems 

In addirion ro ecologic bias and the rdared 
diFficulties of controlling for cxrran<~ous 
risk factors, there arc other mcthodologic 
problems with ecologic analysis, a few of 
which arc addressed below. 

E">;posure Misclmsification Bias. As 
noted in "Sources of Epidemiologic Bias," 
nondiffercnrial misdassification of expo~ 
sure status in individua!~lcvel studies nearly 
always results in bias toward the null value; 
e.g., the estimated rare ratio will be closer ro 
one than is the true rate ratio. In multiple
group ecologic studies, however, this princi-· 
pic does not hold when the exposure variable 
is formed from rhe aggregated observations 
of all individuals in each region (e.g., the 
proporrion exposed). Brenner ct' a!. (9.3) 
have shown that nondiffercmial misdassifl-
cation of <l binary exposure wit'hin groups 
usually leads ro overestimation of the rate 
ratio (away from the nul! value) in ecologic 
studies, which can be severe. This apparent 
contradiction between ecologic and individual-
level Sludies can be undersrood by considering 
just two regions. Nondifferential exposure 
misdassificarion in both regions will produce 
an estimated difference in exposure prcva·· 
lence that is smaller than the true difference. 
Consequently, t'he cst"imated regression 
coefficient (slope) for the exposure variable 
in a linear ecologic model will be overcsti·· 
mated, leading to overestimation of the rare 
ratio. Lirr!e is known about the impact in eco
logic studies of within-group error in measuring 
conrinuous or mulriple--earcgOJ)' exposures. 

Confouuder Mischzssificatiou. In stud-
ies conducred at the individual level, mis
dassification of a confmmdcr, if nondif-Tcremial 
with rcspccr ro exposure and disease, wil! 
usually reduce our ability to control For rhc 
confounder in rhe analysis (94,95). That 
is, adjustment' will nor complerdy climi-· 
nate the bias due to the confounder. In 
ecologic srudics, however, nondiffcrtcmial 
misclassiflcation of a binary confounder 
within groups does not af-fect our ability ro 
conrro] f-(w dw- confi.mnder (.96). Thus, sur-
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prisingly, nondifTerential misda.ssif1cation of a 
confounder is less problematic in ecologic 
srudies, provided there is no ecologic bias, dnn 
in individual-level smdies. 

Collinmrif:Y· It- is probably more com
rnon in ecologic swdies rhan in other srudies 
for rwo or more predicwrs ro be highly cor
rclared across groups (63,97,98). This issue 
is p<~rticular!y rclevanr with environmental 
f-J.crors, such as the associations between lev
els of dif-fi:renr conr;~minants in air or drink
ing water or associations between diH-(~rcnt 
socioeconomic indicators. The implication 
of such collinearities is thar ir is very diffi
cult-, perhaps impossible, ro sepanne these 
effects starisrically; analyses yield model 
coefficicnrs with very large variances and 
often severely disroncd estimates of eHCcr. 

Temporal Ambiguity of Cause and 
Ejfoct. Usc of incidence data in a cohort 
study usually implies rhar disease occurrence 
did not precede exposure to the hypodw
si?,ed risk f-acwr. Y cr, in mult-iple-group or 
rime-rrcnd ecologic studies usc of incidence 
data provides no such assurance against this 
temporal ambiguity (63). This inferential 
problem is most noublesomc when ir is pos
sible filr disease ro influence exposure starus 
cirher at rhc individual level (see "Cohort 
Smdy") or at the ecologic level (e.g., imer
venrions designtd ro reduce exposure levels 
in areas with high rates of-' disease), 

The problem of rcm_poral ambiguity in 
ecologic studies is furt-her complicated by 
an unknown or variable larent period 
benvccn exposure and disease occurrence. 
The invesrigator can only ancmpt to deal 
with rhis problem by csrablishing a specific 
lag period between observations of average 
exposure and disease rare. Even when the 
average latency is known, however, appro-
priare data may not be available to accom·· 
modare rhc desired lag. 

Migration. Migration of individuals 
into or our of the base population can cause 
selection bias in any type of epidemiologic 
study, because migranrs and nonmigranrs 
may differ on bmh exposure prevalence and 
disease risk. Litrle is known abom the mag
nitude of rhis bias or how it can be reduced 
in ecologic studies, especially when studying 
diseases with long latent periods. One 
approach mighr be to use larger geographic 
groups (e.g., st·ares instead of counrics as 
units of analysis) (99). Unfortunately, this 
approach is also likely ro incn~ase rhc porcn
tial for severe ecologic bias, because it 
makes the groups less homogeneous with 
respccr ro exposure (sec "Ecologic Bias"). 
Another approach mighr be to incorporate 
available data on the distributions of rcsi-
denrial durations within regions, but this 

approach needs more work to provide a 
reliable method of bias reducrion. 

Current Issues and 
Recommendations 
A general goal of epidemiologic research Js 
ro obtain rhe most information abour pos
sible hcalrh ef-'fccrs with n1inimal and/or 
available resources. Given the difficulties 
in estimating e.ffccrs of specific environ-· 
menral exposures in human popuhrions, this 
goal is not easily obtained and optima! research 
srrarcgics arc not readily idcmified. Below, we 
highlight seve~·a! current mcrhodologic issues 
in cnvironmenral epidemiology and make 
some recommendations for f-i.Hurc work. 

St.ud_y Design. No single design best 
meets rhc objecrives of every epidemiologic 
srudy. In practice, smdy objectives arc 
shaped by many facrors-""·"Currenr knowl
edge, previous flndings, insrinnional n1an
darcs, societal values, personal prd-Crences, 
etc. Although a prospective cohon study 
might be expected, in general, to produce 
less bias than would a hospiral--based (pro
portional) casc-~conrrol srudy, the laner 
design might be a rational choice in certain 
situations. Even an ecologic design, despite 
its limitations, might be appropriarc; ir may 
be the only prau·ical option at a given time. 

The challenges of environmental epi
demiology, therefore, cannot be solved 
simply by advocaring the usc of cenain, 
more expensive srudy designs. In addition 
to commining more resources to rhe con
duct of epidemiologic research, we need to 
develop new designs to meet specific objec
tives more efficicnrly. For example, in 
"Case-Control Study," we discussed the 
usc of rwo-srage designs {"() investigate asso
ciarions between rare diseases and rare 
exposures and to control for covariarcs rhat 
arc relatively expensive ro measure. New 
approaches arc also needed to identify 
inrerme.di-are variables in observacional 
designs, ro evaluate interaction effects 
(effect modification) more efhcicntly, and 
to deal with the problems of nonparricipa
tion, nonresponse, and noncompliance. 
Another need in environmental epidemiol-
ogy is to understand berrer the relationship 
between acme biolor,ical changes and 
chronic health effects. For example, we 
might combine cxpcrimcnral and observa
tional n1ethods to determine the cxtenr to 
which shorr-term changes in pulmonary 
funcrion camed by exposure to air pollutants 
lead to chronic rcspirarory disease (2). 

Bins Reduction. In nonrandomi?.cd 
srudics, ir is imponant f-()1' the inws!"igaror 
to deal with confounding in the analysis. 
This is achieved by identifying potential 
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confounders in the design phase and mC<l
suring them accuratdy in the srudy popula
tion. The prevcnrion of sclccrion bias, 
however, is not so straighrforward because 
it depends on idcnrif),ing all cases rhar 
occur in a wdl-dcfincd (base) popularion at 
risk. \\!hen new cases occur infi_-cqu(~ndy 
or when ir is otherwise impractical w rc-· 
examine enough individuals ro detect all 
new evenrs, the prevention of sclecrion bias 
depends on population survcilbnce and moni
toring sysrcms, such as population-based 
rumor registries and industrial surveillance. 
Although these syst-ems may be expensive 
to implcmenr and operate, they arc ofren 
necessat)' to reduce: the rhreat of selection bias. 

Unforrunatcly, population-based sys
tems may not be sufficicnr ro prcvenr selec
tion bias wirh diseases for which detection 
depends critically on care seeking, symp
rom reponing, and complex difTerenrial 
diagnoses. A key problem is rhar nor all 
persons with an illness recognize rhcir 
symptoms and seek medical attcnrion. 
Thus, exposure dlCcts observed for rhesc dis
cases in epidcrniologic st-udies mighr reflect rhc 
dfects of rhe exposure on illness behavior as 
wdl as the dlCcrs on illness occurrence (100). 

Another solution to incomplete or 
inadequate case detection is ro conrrol ana~ 
lytically for merhodologic covariarcs that 
rdkcr differences in il!ness behavior. For 
example, we might measure the individ
ual's tendency to seek medical care and 
rrcat this variable as a confounder. T'he 
measurement of rhis covariate should be 
independent of disease starus; otherwise, 
covariate adjumnent will probably lead to 

bias toward d1c null value. This approach 
needs furrher development and evaluation. 

An alternative srnuegy for studying dis
cases rhar are difflcult to deren in large pop
ulations, such as musculoskclem! conditions, 
is another type of rwo-·srage design. In rhc 
flrst stage, a large population is surveyed 
cross-sectionally or longitudinally by ques
tionnaires or interviews ro identify persons 
with symproms characterist-ic of the disease. 
The second stage involves case-conrrol sam
pling of the population ro compare persons 
with and withour these symptoms (i.e., c<1ses 
and conrrols). In this sragc, subjects ;ne 
given more definirive diagnostic tests ro 
idcnrify true cases of the disease. By com
paring diagnostic test results bcrwecn 
selected cases and controls, dw invcsrigarors 
can assess the validity of their symprom·· 
based criteria, suggest improvemems in clin
ical diagnosis, ;md esrimate exposure dfecrs. 
The latter objective requires rhc develop·· 
ment of sr;ltistica! mcrhods :tppropriatc j-()r 

rhe sampling srrarcgy. 
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Quality oj'Mensm·ement. A~ norcd ear
lier (see "Problems in Environmcnral 
Epidemiology"), :1 major challenge in environ
mental epidemiology is to measure accurately 
each individual's exposure to suspected and 
known risk factors for t"hc disease under 
study. In rhc absence of previously va!i&ucd 
and inexpensive methods f()r measuring expo
sures and covariarcs in large grQups, it has 
bccorn.c common practice ro usc more than 
one method or source of information to mea
sure these variables. Nevertheless, ir usually is 
not dear how diiTcrcnr mcrhods or sources of 
information should be combined ()r what dar:l 
should be combi1wd to minimi?.c measure·· 
ment errors and csrimation bias (4,101,102). 
\Y/c need more m<~thodologic research in rhis 
area ro provide guidelines for the measure
ment of specific exposures in p:micular types 
of populations. One approach that might be 
pursm~d with environmental exposures is to 

combine ecologic data with self-reported data 
on individual behaviors. For example, sup
pose we collect ecologic data on pesticide 
spraying :md distribution throughout a large 
region. \Y/e could then obtain from subjects 
the location of their homes; the t)'[X~ and loca
tion of their work; d1eir use of drinking warer; 
and how often they swim, fish, and partici
pate in other acrivitics that would affect 
their exposure to pesricides in the region. 

Frequendy, an accurate method does 
exist for measuring an exposure, bur rhc 
application of rhis method ro all sub jeers in a 
population is prohibitively expensive or 
infeasible. In such cases, many investigators 
rely on less accurate rncrhods for rhe total 
sample and usc rhe more accurate nwrhod in 
a subsample of subjects. Assuming the accu
rate method is perfectly valid (i.e .. , the gold 
standard), the results of the validation sub .. 
study are used to t}uantify the amount of 
measurement error, which is then used in the 
total sample to correct for misclassiflcation 
bias involving the impcrf-Ccr measure of 
exposure. Some important issues need to be 
considered to make this approach advanta·· 
gcous. First, how many subjects and what 
proportion of the roral sample should be 
included in the substudy (103,104)? 
Second, how should we corrccr for exposure 
misclassificarion in the analysis, especially 
when rhc accurate method may not be pcr
fecdy valid or when the subsample is not rep·· 
resenrarive of the total sample (see also 
Prentice and Thomas, t:his issue)? 

Ecologic biference. Because of inherent 
problems of measurement, most epidemio
logic studies of environmental exposures 
arc at leasr parr!y ecologic. \XIhen all dara, 
except a single exposure, are obtained ar 
the individual level, however, rhe ecologic 
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problem amoums ro possible misclassif1ca~ 
tion bias, which is well undcrsrood and 
often predinable. Yet, when the unit of 
analysis is dw group, the resulting ecologic 
bias is far less predictable and can be rch· 
rivcly severe in magnitude, espcci;,llly when 
or her sources of bias ;ne prcsenr. Thus. in 
genera!, ecologic analyses do nor provide 
very accurate estimates of cHCcL 'T'o make 
ecologic findings more inf{mnal'ive, then'~ 
fore, \Ve need more theoretical work to 

specify the condiriom for which ecologic 
estimates can be expecrcd to be reasonably 
valid. \XIirh this infonnation, W(~ might 
then collect additional data ro check rhose 
key assumptions or to correct ecologic csti
mares. For example, by obraining derailed 
individual-level data on the exposure and 
certain covariates in samples of selected 
groups, we might be able to determine the 
limits of ecologic bias in estimal"ing the 
(~xposure d-fect (see "Control h>r Covariates" 
and Prcnrice and Thom;ts, this issue). 

Essentially, ecologic bias (aside from 
wirhin-group bias) occurs because group affili
ation or rhc average exposure levd of rhe 
group affects disease occurrence indepen
demly of exposure status at: the individual 
level (sec "Ecological Bias"). The structural 
effects of such ecologic variables, if rhey c..'m be 
separated fi·om orher effects ar the individual 
level, might be informative, rather rhan ju;,T a 
source of <~rror. Thus, by including both ceo .. 
logic and individual-lew! predictors (possibly 
of the same exposure) in the analysis, we 
might enhance our undcrsranding of disease 
occurrence, This type of comextual or mult-i
level analysis has been used extensively in 
social science research {10_5---108) but rarely in 
epidemiologic research (109). In addition, if 
the cffecr of a risk factor is known from previ
ous research, rhe results of an ecologic analysis 
involving that risk factor could be used to 

evaluate the porential or realized impacr of a 
population intervention, which may not be 
cornplctcly estimable at the individual level 
(63). A more profound understanding of 
ecologic bia.s, therefore, could yidd bend-its to 
other public-health research. 

Gene~Enviromnent luteractious. Because 
both genetic and environmental factors con
tribure to the eriology of most diseases, we 
would typically expect f-auors of each type ro 
confound and/or modifY the effect of the 
other. \Y/c know, for example, that a combi
nation of both environmcmallpcrsonal £'1crors 
and genetic susceptibilities arc sufficient f-()r 
the development ofcenain diseases. Yet sran·· 
dard methods of epidemiologic research and 
population genetics have not been well ime·· 
grated (110). As indicared in "Ecological 
Bias," we need new med10ds f()r incorporating 

environmental variables in genetic (e.g., link" 
age-) analyses of pedigree data. \XIe also need 
to understand berter rhe relationship between 
those parameters es!'imated in pedigree studies 
and the d-hxt parameters estimated in stan
dard epidemiologic studies; and we need to 
understand berter how rhe esrim~ncs of 
gcne-cnvironmenr interacrions in pedigree 
studies arc biased hy conflmnding, measure
nwm error, and f:unily selection (;t~ccrr;lin
ment). \Xlirh this understanding, we can 
devise new methods ro prevent or control 
bias. Analogously, the usc of funi!y dara in 
standard epidemiologic designs (e.g., history 
of disease and/or irs risk facrors in relatives) 
requires further development in order to han
dle dill{~rcnces in f:unily size and composition 
among subjects. Wirh the reccnr advances in 
molecular genetics, the integration of epi
demiology and population genetics is likdy to 
become more imponam in the future. 

Sample Size ruul Power. As noted in 
"Problems in Environmental Epidcrniology," 
epidemiologic srudics of environmt·ntal 
exposures ofren require large sample sizes to 

derect risk-f;tctor effects with suffici,~nrly 
small starisrical error. To address this con·· 
cern, researchers arc usually expecred to jus
tify their proposed sample size by estimating 
the power of their srudy for tesring one or 
more major hypotheses (i.e., the probability 
of dctecring an associarion of at least a cer·· 
rain magnirudc with a designated Type I 
error--alpha lcvd typically scr at 5%). This 
is a rather snaighrf(mvard procedure when 
the power cstimarion is applied to two 
dichotomous variables (exposure and disease) 
(1,4,111). Yet all observational srudies 
require more complicated analyses 1'0 rnake 
causal inferences-·- e.g., to deal with po!yro
mous, cominuous, or time-dependent expo·· 
sures; covariate adjustmem; the assessmenr of 
intcracrion eHCcts; matching; and other spe
cial design fCatures. Although methods of 
power estimation do exist for many of these 
complicating f-Catures, they require additional 
specific..'1tions (assurnptions) about which the 
investigator is not likely to have adequate 
infimnation. Further development of these 
methods would be useful, therefore, to iden-
tify techniques that are both pracrical and 
informative in specific simarions, including 
ecologic studies for which sample size 
requircmenrs have rcn:ived linlc anenrion. 

One parameter the investigator rnust 
specify to justify the proposed sample size 
is the magnitude of efltn cxpeCI·cd in rhe 
dara or rhe minimum effccr regarded as 
importanr to dcrecL In the absence of pre
vious epidemiologic studies involving simi·
lar exposure levels, the expected dTcct is 
generally specif-ied rather arbirrarily (e.g., a 
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rate ratio of 2). Sometimes, however, there 
arc cxposure-·-responsc findings from ani·· 
mal studies or occupational srudies with 
higher exposure levels, which could be used 
ro estimate the environmental exposure 
effect expecrcd in dw base population. 
This <lpproach, which also requires further 
development, might allow research funds 
robe allocated more judiciously. 

Data Analysis. Many of the recent 
dcvdopmcnrs and ideas for new study 
designs and data collection that were dis~ 
cussed in rhis arride require parallel develop
mcms in statistical rncrhods. For exan1plc, 
the analyst might" have ro deal \Vith complex 
sampling strategies {as in two-stage de~igns); 
missing, misclassificd, and/or aggregated 
data on relevant variables; rimc .. dependent 

covariates; lag periods between first expo
sure and disease detenion; incomplete case 
detccrion; and a limited sample size rhar 
severely restricrs the number of covariarcs 
trcared simultaneously. Several of rhesc 
i~sues arc covered further by T-hrch and 
Thomas and by Prentice and Thomas in 
rhis issue. eg 
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Introduction 

Nearly all swdy of rhc heahh consequences 
of environmental and lifest-yle exposures in 
human popularions is purdy obscrvarional. 
'This means thar rhc validity of rhc compari
son of disease rates between more exposed 
and less or noncxposcd persons is dependent 
on the assumption that disease ntes in rhe 
two groups arc comparable in dw absence of 
such exposure. This comparability assump
rion can be we;tkencd somewhar by rhc 
measmcmenr and accommodation of otlwr 
facrors rhar are associat(~d with disease risk 
and that have a differem distribution in the 
compared exposure groups. lf such con
founding facrors are accurately measured 
and adequately acknowledged in the data 
analysis, it is then sufficicm that in rhe 
absence of rhc exposure or imcrcst, dw 
groups being compared have common dis
case rarcs conditional on dw values of-' rhc 
confounding Etctors. Lack of validity (i.e., 
bias) in resting or estimation can be expected 
if rhcre arc unidenriflcd confcHmding Etctors, if 
rhc recorded conf()unding flctors are measured 
with error, or if rhe rreannem of individual 
confOunding r.tcwrs is inadequate (e.g., linear 
allowance f-()r confOunders having dfccrs thar 
arc substantially nonlinear). Bias also can be 
inrroduced if the exposure variables of inrercst 
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or rhe health dh~cts under swdy arc nor mea
sured accurately. In pranicc these sources of 
bias can be reduced, but it is unlikely rhar they 
will be compbcly eliminated. 

The sources of bias mentioned here arc 
rhe principal reasons why epidemiologic 
cohort studies, among orhcrs, may yield 
inaccurare and conHicring results. Concern 
abour residual, unconrrollcd conh)tlnding 
em never be completely eliminared in any 
noncxpcrimenral study. Hence, such stud·· 
ics arc mosr reliable for rhc detection of 
moderate ro large healrh effects (e.g., 
incrc:m: in disease incidence by a f-;tcror of 
two or more among highly exposed per~ 
sons) rhar arc unlikely ro be qualirarively 
affected by modesr confounding. There is 
also a strong role for the replication of 
rcsulrs in diverse popularion.s rhar arc pre
sumed ro have differenr porenti<lls for 
severe conh)Unding. Iris wonh noting rhat 
cxpcrimcmal studies also have imponam 
practical limitations in rhc conrext of cnvi~ 
ronmenral epidemiology. Data analysis 
merhods f()J' cohon sl'Udies with accurate 
and complcre assessmcnr of exposure vari·· 
ablcs, confounding f-;1crcns, and potential 
health consequences arc well developed, as 
summarized in "E-xposure-Response Estimate 
in Cohort Srudics," below. 

(:_tSL"--COnt-roJ studies in which exposure and 
confi)Unding £1crors arc assessed rctrospcnivdy 
arc subjecr to all of the bi<1Se8 noted above, as 
well as to recall bias, which occurs when dis~ 
cased individuals (clses) and disease-free indi~ 
viduals (controls) diffcrenrially recall their 
exposures, rheir confimndcrs, or rheir hcalrh 
outcome . .Aggregate data studies, rd(:ncd ro 
later in this paper as ecologic studies, attempt 
to relate the exposure <md confounding f-actor 
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experience of groups ro their corresponding 
disease rates. Such studies may be subjcel" w 
additional biases if the statisrical model for 
the group disease rare docs not equal rhe 
average of valid disease rare models for rhc 
individuals being ag__~rcgatcd. 

.App:uem disagreemcnr between environ~ 
menral epidemiologic srudies can also arise, 
not from bias, bur fi·om lack of power com
bined with auenrion to poinr estimates rarhcr 
than conf-idence limits. The ability ro derccr 
an association between rhc levels of an expo
sure variable or exposure hisrory and rhc risl, 
of a disease depends primarily on rhe observed 
number of disease evems in the study sample, 
on d1c range of exposures in the sample, :md 
on rhe srrcngth of association berween expo·· 
sure and disease. The disrribmion of expo
sures in rhc study cohorr or in the cohotT 
fl·om which cases and controls arc sdccred fi)r 
a casc--.-conrrol swdy also has impormnr influ~ 
cnces on study power. \X!hilc random mea
surement error in (univariate) exposure 
assessmem will nor invalidate, under weak 
conditions, a test for the hypothesis that no 
association betwec~n exposure and dise<1se 
exists, rest power may be reduced consider
ably by such measurement errors. .Also, esri~ 
mates of dose-~ .. rcsponse parameters may be 
substantially distorted (usually biased down
ward), including the possibility of a loss of 
monotoniciry of dosc·~·responsc trends {1). 
Thus, rhc proper analysis and inrcrprerarion 
of environmental epidemiologic srudies rely 
heavily on the invesrigaror' s asscssmem of the 
magnitude of both potcmial biases and study 
power in rhe absence of .such biases. For 
practic:d reasons, dw power of spcci/1c stud
ics will often be rather low, and knowledge 
o[ disease mechanisms and measurement 
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propcrrics will be roo limited to place useful 
bounds on potential biases. Hence, there arc 
imponanr uses for fimnal tcsrs of the equality 
of cxposure-·~·disca&'C aswciarions fit>m two or 
more studies in differing popularions and f()r 
techniques used in combining the results of 
several studies. This topic will be discussed in 
the sccrion titled "Comparing and Combining 
the Results of Several Studies." 

The following section describes srarisrical
and biological-based models rhat can serve 
as the basis for exposure-disease analyses. 

Models for Disease 
Occurrence 
The simplcsr cohort studies occur when 
exposure rakes place in one insranr, as in 
Japanese atomic bomb survivors, or is con
statu over the individual's lifetime, as in 
some animal inhalation experinu:nts. 
However, most exposures, and most con~ 
founders, arc complex functions of rime 
and demand a more complicated mathe
matical description. Our discussion of 
descriptive disease occurrence models 
begins wirh the over-simplified case. 

Let A0(t) denore rhe instantaneous rate 
of occurrence of a study disease or other 
health-related event for subjens of age t 
who have nor received the exposure of 
inrerest. This means that if N such per
sons, a!! at age 1, were observed for a short 
time dt, rhe expected number of disease 
occurrences would be NA0(t)dt; If a per
son of age 1 received an exposure Z, the 
insrantaneous occurrence rate \Vould be 
altered from A0(t) to A(t!Z), rhe (instan
taneous) relative risk is ),.(t- ;Z) I A0(t). 
These rares are nonnegative and, provided 
neit-her is zero, one can rake the logarithm 
of rhis relative risk. It is often convenient 
and useful to assume the logarithm of the 
relarive risk to be a linear funcrion of expo
sure and confounding factor measure
ments. This is equivalent t-o modeling rhc 
relative risk as an exponential function, 
exp(X~), where the vector X" (X1, •.. ,X

1
,), 

which replaces rhe more general Z, cons1sts 
of carefully chosen (and usually incom
plete) measures of exposure or confounding 
facrors, wirh X"" (0, ... ,0) corresponding to 
no exposure and standard values for con
founders. The coefficients n3 1, ... ,(~f), 
regression coefricicnrs that comprise the 
vecror ~ (or, more precisely, irs transpose 
~T), then tel! us about rhc impact of each 
Xi on relative risk when rhc other Xs arc 
held fixed. 

The result is a simple proporrional ha:r .. ,--uds 
(or Cox) model 

1c(tiZ) + 1c 0(t)cxp(X[l) Ill 
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which is used widely in the analysis of Gli!
ure time data (2). In order to deal with 
complications inherent in most environ
menta! epidemiologic .studies, one mu8t 
generalize this discussion and complicarc 
the appearance of some formulae, bur be 
cm{ul not to change rhe essentials of the 
approach. Such generalization follows lll 

the nexr subsection. 

Descriptive Rela<ive-Risk Models 
As above, ler A0 (t) denote the instanta
neous rate of a study disease (or other 
health-related problem) at age t in the 
absence of rhe exposure of interesr. A per~ 
son of <~ge t may have received exposun~s 
z(u) at cenain ages u < t. One can refer ro 
Z(t) == {z(u), u < t} as the person's expo
sun~ history up ro age t. Funhcrmore, one 
can allow the vecror z(u) to include the val
ues of confounding factors at age u, so that 
7(t) indudcs both exposure and confounding 
Gtctor histories up to age t; The disease rate at 
age tis A{ t I Z{t) }, a fimction of this exposure 
and confounder histmy. The relative risk asso
ciated with hisrory Z(t) is rhen the ratio 
A{ t I Z(t)} I A0(t). Because this ratio is non
negative, it em be, and often is, modeled using 
an exponenrial function exp{X(t)~}, where 
X(t) " {X 1(t), ... ,Xp<t)J. This function con
sists of data~analysr~defined functions of Z(t) 
and t, with X(t) s {0, ... ,0) again correspond
ing ro no exposure and srandard conf()under 
histories, while ~:r == cr~l····>~p) is a corre
sponding vector of relative-risk parameters ro 
be estimated. 

This relative risk (RR) regression model 

also called the Cox~regression model or 
{inaccurately called) the proporrional haz
ards model (2-4) or an approximation to 
these models, forms the basis for most 
descriprive analyses of environmenra! epi
demiologic studies. As a simple example to 
illustrate rbe notation, consider the relation
ship between exposure to ionizing radiation 
and the rate of a certain cancer in the atomic 
bomb-exposed populations in Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki. One could define 

as the gamma and neutron exposures f-Or a 
person at age u0 in 194-5 when the exposure 
occurred and as z(u) = 0 orherwise. A speci-· 
f-ication X(t) = z(u0 ) then assumes a log~rela
tive risk fi.mction that is linear in gamma and 
neurron exposure levels. The regression 
model can be relaxed to allow, for example, 
the relarive risk to depend on age at exposure 

and time since exposure and ro allow f<)r non-
linear dependencies of the log-relative risk on 
gamma and neurron exposure. 

A-:, noted above, the hi8tories of potential 
confounding factors can also be included in 
Z(t), in which case X(t) will include f-\mc
tions of borh the exposures of inrcrest and 
orhcr Factors, while producr rcrms be1W(~en 
the two will allow the relative risk associared 
with a given exposure hi&TOJ)' ro depend on 
the value of other variables. This allowance 
is termed cf-f<~ct modiflcarion in epidemio
logic parlance. Confounding r-;tctors may 
also be conrrollcd by means of srratification 
rather than, or in addition to, regression 
modeling using the descriptive model 

?c{ tl Z(t )} " Ao,(t)exp{ X(t )[l} 11] 

where the baseline rare \J(Ill) is allowed to vary 
across a number of strat-a defined as functions 
of age (t) and confcmnding f-actor values. 

Relative--risk forms orher than cxponenrial 
also may be considered in the above models. 
In particular, the linear form J + X(t)~ often 
is felt to be theoretically and em.piricaly 
more appropriate i-Or certain carcinogenic 
exposures and h<1s been used widely in radia~ 
tion literature, sometimes with the addition 
of quadratic renns. Absolute rather than 
relative-risk models, such as 

also have been used in modeling radiation 
effects, although rhere is a consensus thar ir 
generally does nor fit well without the addi
tion of rerms for rhc modif-Jing dfccr of age 
at exposure and latency. Jr may also be use~ 
ful for modeling certain rare diseases such as 
mesothelioma, for which the baseline rare 
in the absence of asbestos exposure is virtu
ally zero. In all of rhcsc alternatives to the 
standard exponential relarivc~risk model, 
cstimares of the relative-risk parameters and 
baseline rates <~re often found to have poor 
statistical propenics. However, quite general 
programs that usc likelihood-based methods 
to obtain appropriate confidence limits (5) 
arc now available m fit a broad class of rclarive
and absolute-risk models with combinations of 
linear and exponernial terms. 

Suppose thar rhe regression vector X.(t) 
in rhe above unstratified model consists 
only of functions of the exposure variable 
under study, and let pr{X(t)) denote the 
probability density for value X(t) in the 
source popu!arion of the modeled regrcs·· 
sion vector. In addition to estimating the 
relarivc--risk function, one may be inter·· 
esred in rhc fraction of rhe dis(~ase inci
dence at age t rhar may be attributed to 
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exposure. If the disease rate for all study sub·
jens was reduced to rhe baseline rate /~0 (t), 
rhen the oven1ll incidence at age t would be 
reduced by the attributable proportion 

AR(t) "J A0(t) [exp{X(r)fl}--1] 

pr{X(t) }dX(t)l J A0(t) 

cxp{X(r)fl} pr{X(t) }dX(t). 161 

A similar expression can be written for the 
anriburablc proportion under rhc srrariflcd 
rdative~risk model. 

In some applications of these relative-risk 
models, it is convenient" to deflne the basic 
time variable t to be chronologic1l time or 
time hom C:'ntl)' imo a ccnain cohon rather 
than age, which is accommodated through 
stratification or regression modeling. For 
example, in a cohon srudy with covariate 
information collected at specified poinrs in 
chronological rime, such a definition can 
help ensure comparability of the covariate 
(i.e., exposure and confi.)tmding) information 
on all study sub jeers at a given value oft: 

There arc distinct adv;mrages in using haz
ard rates or instantaneous disease rates, 
f~.o{ tjZ(t)}, in our fOrmulae rather rhanddis
ease rates over some specified age or time 
period, in part because the imerpretation of 
these latTer rates will depend on the duration 
of the age period or time period in question, 
which will vary inevirably from srudy ro 
study. Ncvenhelcss, in some studies one 
observes only whedwr disease occurs in a cer·· 
rain time period rather than rhe actual rimes 
or ages of disease occurrence. Let D c- 1 
dcnore disease occurrence during a prescribed 
disease ascert:linment period for a smdy and 
f) "' 0 denote lack of occurrence. Ignoring 
issues such as competing risks and losses ro 
fi)llow-up, one may choose ro model the dis
case probabilities pr{D ,~ 1! Z(t0)j by an 
cxponenrial-fiH"m odds-r<Hio model in which 

pr{lh I I Z(t0 )} ( pr( D = I I Z(to) = Zo} 

-~~rTf)= o I Z(~~0f:t;,{J)uj Z(tol ::-z~} 
== cxp{X(t0)~}, [7] 

where Z(t0 ) denotes a subject's exposure 
and confOunding fKtor history at age f(J at 
d1e beginning of dw ascertainment period, 
and Z 0 de.nores the standard, or base, 
covariate history. This odds-ratio model can 
be rewritten as a logistic regression model 

pr{lh I IZ(t0 )} 

= cxp{<~(Z0 ) + X(to)fl} 

where the fimcrion ,t(/0) may, for example, 
be defined to rake value a!" whenever the srudy 
subjecr fitlls in stratum s, which is dd!ncd as 
a funcrion of potential conf(mnding factor 
values at t 0. 

The above rdative~risk and odds-ratio 
models arc purely descriptive models. 
Their ;lpplicnion is intended as <ln aid for 
summarizing and displaying aspects of 
large, complex data sets. In some situa
rions, such as a regulatory decision con·· 
ccrning rhe safe level of a certain exposure, 
it will be esscnrial to bring to bear any 
available biologic or mechanisric knowl
edge on the inference problem. Such 
knowledge could be used, f<H· example, ro 
specif)t a hmn for rhe relative risk at age /. 
as certain elements of X(t0) approach zero, 
where these dements caprure the dosage, dura
tion, or orhcr aspects of the exposure in ques
tion. Similarly, knowledge or assumption 
abom the pcninenr biological mechanisms 
could be used ro derive models fi)r A{ t IZ(t)} 
of fimns orhcr than rhose memioncd above. 
The next subsection overviews two classes of 
carcinogenesis models that have been proposed 
on mechanistic or biological grounds. 

Mechanistic and Biologically 
Based Models 

EI-Tons to describe a disease process in terms 
of deterministic or stocha:;tic models have 
focused mostly on modds for the spread of 
infecrious diseases in a population and mod·· 
ds fin carcinogenesis. Some of the work on 
carcinogenesis models, as outlined below, 
may be pertinent to other diseases. 

Much of the C<lrly work on mathematical 
models for cancer was reviewed in a classic 
paper by Annlrage and DoH (6 ). Whitrcmore 
and Keller (7) also provide a comprehen·· 
sive review. A major conrribution of rhc 
Armitage and Doll paper is the use of rhe 
multisrage model of carcinogenesis. This 
model is based on the assumptions that 
cancer results from a single cell line under
going a series of discre!"e, heritable changes 
(e.g., poim mutations, chromosomal breaks 
or rranslocarions, or other types of copying 
errors) in a particular sequence, and rhc 
rates of such trmsitions do not depend 
explicir!y on age, although rhey may be 
affected by exposure to carcinogens or by 
factors thar modif)r the rate of cell division. 
As a consequence of these and some addi
tional assumptions, it can be shown thar 
rhe age-specific incidenn~ rate is predicted 
to v~uy approximately as the (k- J )"''power 
of age, where k is the number of transitions 
required (usually estimated to be about 5 
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to 7 f(H adult tumors). lf a carcinogenic 
exposure occurs ar a consranr rate over time, 
the incidence will vary approximately as a 
polynomial funcrion of dose rare of order 
equal ro the number of dose··depcndcm 
rransitions. If exposure is insr:u1taneous or 
varies over rime, rhc incidence rate will be 
modified by age at exposure and/or rime 
since exposure, depending upon which 
stage(s) is dose .. Jependent. 

Umi! reccnrly, mosr of the empirical 
ksts of these predictions have been done by 
fitting dw model to aggregare dara on pop·· 
ularion age-specific rates, or to broadly·· 
grouped data on cohons, strarified by dose, 
:tge at exposure, or rime since exposure. A 
problem with this approach is the difficulty 
of scpamting the effects of dose rare, age at 
firsr exposure, durarion of exposure, time 
since last cxposure, ~md attained age, all of 
which influence rhe predictions of rhe 
model. Simple comparisons of one factor 
wirhom controlling the orher f:Ktors can be 
misleading. This is less of a problem when 
;mimal bioassay dam arc used, as rhesc arc 
usually limited ro constant, liferime, dose 
regimens. I1owevcr, such data arc nor 
inf<m11arive about whether rhe carcinogen 
acts ar an early or late stage. Nevertheless, 
rhe approach has been used for risk-assess
ment purposes by many regulatoJy agencies. 
The default approach advocated by the U.S. 
Environment;'!! Protecrion Agency (EPA) and 
orhers involves fltring the multisrage model to 

available epidemiologic or mxicologic data 
and using an upper confidence limit on the 
estimated slope coefficient (scaled for species 
differences in weight and life span) ro com
pure rhe lif(~time excess risk in humans. The 
scientific and statistical validity of this 
approach is conrroversial (8,9). 

With rhe development of general reb
rive-risk models ("Descriptive Relative-Risk 
Models" above), it has become possible to 
rest the multisrage and other models by Ot
ting them directly to data on individuals. 
This offers great advantages for dealing 
with tinw-dependcnt exposures, which arc 
rhe most infonnarive about the stage at 
which a co1rcinogen acts. This approach has 
been applied to dara on occupational expo
sures ro asbestos (10), arsenic (1 1), and ben
zene (12); on the atomic bomb survivors 
(13); and on smoking (14), with varying 
results, The three occupational applications 
all were consistent with a single stage of 
:tcrion (relatively late for asbestos and 
:olrscnic, early fOr benzene), whik: the radia
tion and sm.oking data both showed signs 
of two srages being afTccrcd. 

The multistage model has several important 
limitations, including its inability to accoum 
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fix leukemia and childhood mncct:'i, the genet
ics of cancer, and the distinction between 
mechanisms of initiation and promorion. lt 
also has been cririci1.cd fl.1r irs need for as many 
as 5 ro 7 stages ro accounr f-(lr the steep age 
dependence, when only nvo or three have been 
established !n cxpcrimcnral systems. 
Moolgavkar and Knudson (15) have pro
posed an alternative mode! thu- addresses these 
issues. This model assumes rhat two mma
rional cvenrs arc required and the cell lines that 
have experienced rhc flrsr event may be ar a 
comperirivc advantage (prolifcrarion) or disad
vanragc (repair) relative ro normal cells. 
Carcinogens might acr by affecting either 
mutation rat<~s or prolifCration rates. Major 
gene cfiCcrs arc accounrcd f()r by assuming that 
individuals who inherit the gene begin life 
with all cells in the intermcdiare stage. This 
mode! has been successful in fitting epidemio
logic data on smoking (15,16"), brcasl' cancer 
(17), and radon (18). In the latter example, 
data from an experimental study of rats 
exposed to radon were fitted to the model and 
radon was found to have an dlCct on both the 
mutation and prolifCration rarcs. However, 
the interpretation of this result- is complic·.mxi 
by the authors' usc, hx both of these depen
dencies, of a power function dose-·responsc 
relationship with a ve1y low exponcnr rather 
rhan a simple linear dose-response. Thomas 
(19) has proposed a variant of this model that 
adds an additional stage ro the process to ny to 

explain the di/TCrcncc in the modil)ring eHCo 
of dose rate and d1e duration of exposure f()l' 

different types of radiation; so f~r, no attempt 
has been made to test this model. 

With rhc rapid growth in our understand
ing of the fundamental biology of cancer, fur
rhcr development of methods to validare 
these mechanistic ideas and, where appropri
ate, to incorporate them into rhc analysis of 
epidernio!ogic data would be wonhwhilc. 
Most of the models rhar have been consid
ered seriously are sufficiently general that 
some parameter values can be f<nmd to pro
vide an adequarc Gt to epidemiologic data 
sers. 'fhus, these models arc not easily Cllsi
ficd as a ch<;s, and ir is unlikely that one could 
choose among rhcm on purely sratistical 
grounds. Instead, their utility lie..<; in the types 
of comparisons that c.1n be made within the 
context of a particular modcl-whcd1er a car
cinogen acts at an early or a late stage in the 
multistage model or as an initiator or a pro
morer in the two-sragc model, for cxampk. 
Their real value, therefore, lies in their ability 
to organize a complex set of hyporbcses inro a 
unified framework and ro suggest empirical 
rc~ts, in populations of humans or animals, of 
mechanistic ideas suggested by observations 
at rhc cellular level. Research cHOns to iden·· 
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rif)r and measure the :lSSUmt~d biological enti
ties on the pathway to cancer cell formation 
seem particularly well morivared. 

Exposure-Response 
Estimation in Cohort Studies 

Relative-Risk ami Odds-Ratio 
Estimation 

Consider dw unsrratiflcd rclativc-ri:d< regres
sion model of "Relative-Risk Models." A 
cohorr study involves the sclccrion of a sam
ple of individuals fi·om rhe popularion under 
study, succeeded by a f()Jlow-up 1'0 observe 
disease occurrence. The relative-risk parame
ter B can be esrimated by maximizing a par
tial likelihood fi.mcrion L([3) rhat is a product 
over all disease occurrence linKs (ages) rhat 
appear in the sample of the rario of the rch· 
tive risk fOr rhe subjecr developing disease ro 
rhc sum of the relative ride..<> for all subjects at 
risk at thar time (20). The corresponding 
likelihood function under the above strarilled 
relative-risk model is simply rhc prodtJCt over 
strata of the stratum-specific likelihood func
tions. Note that this estimation procedure is 
quire general in that exposure variables, con·· 
founding variables, and stratum assignmems 
each can vary with follow-up time. The prin
cipal assumprion underlying this estimation 
procedure requires rhc set of subjects at: risk 
fix disease ar any f()llow-up rime ro be repre
sentative of the base population, conditional 
on rhe covariate hisrory and strarum assign
ment. This ;L~stunption will be satisflcd, f<)r 
example, if study subjecrs arc sampled ran
domly and independently from rhe study 
population, and if rarcs of censoring (e.g., 
losses to follow-up) at a given follow-up tinw 
depend most on rhe covariate histories and 
stratum assignmcnrs at that time. Also, 
under weak conditions, L(B) can be manipu~ 
lated as if ir were an ordina1y likelihood func
rion for asymptoric inference on r3 (21,22). 
Various computer programs arc available now 
for rhe esrimarion of B, and, therefore, also of 
the relative-risk process cxp{ X(t)B}. 

The score statistic U( B0 ), dell ned as rhe 
value at !3 :~ Bo of the derivative with respect to 
~of log L(~ 0), can be used to te<t [l ,, f\1, If 
Bo;:: 0 and X(t) consists only of indicator vari
ables to distinguish exposure groups, then 
U([3 0 ) "' U(O) is known as the log rank 
srarisric. Other choices of X(t) yield other 
fJ.miliar, censored dam rest· statistics, incltlding 
generalizarions of the \Xlilcoxon statistic. 

Suppose now that there is no possibility 
of early censorship in the cohort srudy 
rhroughour the follow-up. The odds-ratio 
pamrncter )3 in rlw logistic regression model 
of "Relative-Risk Models," along with the 
location patamercrs a., ,~ cz(Z0 ), can be csti-

maced by a likelihood hmction L ( r3) rhar i.s 
simply rhe product over all study subjects of 
the logistic regression probabilities pr(D "' 
ll Z(i0)) tOr subjcct·s developing disease, and 
one minus such probabilities f()r orhcr srudy 
subjects. Computer programs are widely 
available h}r infCrcnce on [3 fi·om this likeli
hood function. If there arc h~w disease events 
in srramm s, ir is preferable to diminare (Zs by 
conditioning on the number of such events 
prior to applying standard likelihood 
proccdurts fi.)r the estimation of[3 (23). 

'fhc likclih()od functions jusr described 
may seem esoteric m readers not having a st·a
tistical backgrol!nd. The main point ro note, 
however, is rhat t~stimation of relative-risk 
and odds-ratio paramcrers in rhc very flexible 
models of "Relative-Risk Models" is now 
rominc, and suitable software is available. Of 
course, the odds-ratio parameter will approach 
the relative-risk pararnctcr if the disease 
acquisition period dt becomes short. This 
occurs because rhc odds of disease, 

pr{Do liZ(tJ} / [I- pr{lh liZ(tJ}] 

19] 

then typically approaches A{ t! Z(t0) }tit> fi·om 
which the exponential-form odds rario 
approaches a corresponding exponential-form 
relarivc risk with identical regression parameter. 

Estimation of the relative-risk regression 
parameter [3 may be compurarional!y 
demanding if there are many distinct disease 
incidence times and if the regression venor 
and stratum assignmcm depend on time. 
However, if each A0 Jt) is dellned robe con
stant over a partition of rhc time axis and X(t) 
is tcstricred ro be constanr within t:he dcmenrs 
of this partil"ion, then B can be estimared in a 
computationally simple fashion using Poisson 
regression methods. Sec Preston er al. (24) 
fix application of such methods to radiation 
dose-·response estimation fmm the Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki cohons. 

Particular care is required if these C'irima
tion procedures arc applied to cohorts having 
few cases or if rnost cases occur wirhin a 
small ponion of the overall range of expo
SUITS. Asymptotic f()J'Jmdae f()r inrerval esri
marion on [3 may rhen be inaccurare and 
more specialized procedures (e.g., rcsampling 
methods) may be required. In fact, there has 
been linle study of cohorr clara configura
tions under which such asymproric formulae 
will provide adcquare approximations. 

Kalbfleisch and Prentice (.3) and Cox 
and Oakes ( 4) provide detailed accoums of 
the rheory and application of n..:lal'iW>risk 
regression models. 
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Disease Rate F::Stimation 
and Graphical Models 

Denore by 

A 0 ,(t) ~ J' )c 0 Ju)du, I IOI 
ro.,. 

the cumuLuive baseline disease rate in stra·· 
rum J in the srrariflcd model of "Relative
Risk Models" over the range of ages t?:. t 0 _,. 

represented in rhe cohorr. A simple non
parametric esrim:ttor of A 0)t) can then be 
defined :ls rhe sum over all disease occur·· 
renee times in stratum s of rhe rario of the 
number of strarum J fa!lurcs to rhe sum of 
rhe rclarive risks for all subjects at risk in 
srratum sat thar rime, wirh all relative risks 
evaluated at rhar [3 which maximizes L([3). 

As wirh ordinary regression nwrhods, 
modcl~checking procedures are imponanr 
to the application of relative-risk and odds-
ratio models. Such procedures naturally 
focus on the assumed relative-risk process, 
exp{X(t)[3}, bectuse other aspects of the 
model essentially arc nonparamctric. For 
example, the postulated J"ciativc-risk func·· 
rion can be generalized by adding 
well-selected addirional clemcnrs to X(t) 
and tesring the hypothesis thar correspond
ing coefi-icicnts equal zero. Computationally 
feasible methods also have been developed 
for approximating rhc influence of each 
study subject or each age group on f3-esti
marion, in order ro highlight questionable 
data points and ro highlight vulnerabilities 
of the inference to model assumptions 
(25 ). Graphical procedures particularly 
are useful. In addition to the usual !-ypes of 
plots of influence (i.e., sensitivity) values 
and residuals, plots of scp:uare csrimares of 
A 0,.(t) for subsets of the cohon can pro
vide useful visual checks on proportionality 
and other relative-risk assumprions (3). 

The ftct !ha.r rhc basclil1{~ rares /~.- 0 ,-(s)arc 
unres!Ticrcd is an imponam source of robust·· 
ness in respect to fl·csrimation. Specifically, 
relative-risk estimation is unlikely to be 
al-fencd much if the intensit-y of ascertain
ment" of disease events in the cohort varies 
somewhat across time or arnong strata. 
Similarly, location shifts in the modeled 
regression vecror X(t) across different values 
of t would not affccr [3-cstimation in the 
exponential-form relative-risk model. 
However, more general measurement error 
in the ascertainment of X(t) may have a 
profound ciTCct on relative-risk csrimarion. 

Measurement Error in Exposure 
Variables and Confounding Factors 

Epidemiologists have long recognized that 
errors in rhe measurement of rhc study 
variables, including misclassirication in rhe 

case of c~1rcgorica! variables, can lead to biased 
tests and estimates of the associarions under 
srudy. Mcasuremcnr error in the exposure 
histories or conf(mnding factor histories may 
be of particular imponancc in cnviromnemal 
epidemiologic applicarions. Unf-(}Jtunatcly, 
the methodology for avoiding bias due to 

measurement error is still at a rudimenwry 
stage of development. 

Consider the unstratified relative~risk 
regression model of "Relative·· Risk Models" 
and suppose thar rarher than rhc covariate 
hiswry Z(t) one observes an estimate \V(t). 
The disease rate function at age (or chrono
logical time) t, given the observed covariarc 
history \V(t) can then be written (26) 

ic{t;W'(t)}, 
A0 (t)E[cxp{X(t)fl} I W'(t)], 

I I II 

where the expectation also is conditional 
on lack of disease occurrence or censorship 
prior to t. In fact, this induced relative-risk 
model also requires 

),{t;Z(t), W'(t)} ~ ic{t;Z(t)} 112] 

so rhar the \\'l(t) is unreLucd to disease risk, 
given the true covariate history L(t). 
Unf<.)ntmarcly, rhc expectation in A~ t; VV'(t.)} 
generally depends on the baseline rarcs A0 (tt}, 
u :;;; t, which complicates rhc esrimation. 
However, in cohort srudies in which the 
cumularivc probability of disease occurrence 
is small, l"his dependence usually can be 
ignored and estimation of [3 can be based on 
a likelihood function in the form described 
above upon spccif)ring a measuremenr error 
distribution for X(t) given W'(t), 1-i·om which 
A{ t; Wl(t)} can be calculated. 

Specification of rhe distribmion of X(t) 
given V1(t.) would seem to be a hazardous 
undertaking unless there is a subsamplc in 
which both Z(t) and W1(t) are available. In 
rhe presence of such a validation sample, 
simulrancmJs inference on rebtivc-·risk para
mcrcrs and measurcmem error distribution 
parameters is possible (27), though fi1rther 

development is necessary bcfotc such esrima
rion can be viewed as routine. More diHicult 
issues arise if a true validation sample is nor 
available. A rcliabili!-y sample, in which sepa
rate estim~Hes Ui'1(t) and W"2(t) of Z(t) arc 
nbraincd on a cohon subsample ar two (or 
more) points in time, permits insight inro 
some aspects of measurement error di:mibu~ 
lion, bur addirional strong assumptions arc 
required for the esrimation of-' [3. 

Even if the exposures under study arc 
precisely esrimarcd and pcninenr con
f-()Unding ftcwrs arc idenrified, severe con·· 
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f(mnding, m.ay occur if conf(mnding f.Ktor 
histories arc measured wirh error (28), as is 
obvious if one considers an exJrcme sirua
tion in which n1easurement error produces 
a totally useless confounding factor esti
mate. This bias is likely to be more acure if 
the exposure and confounding fiKror values 
appearing in X(i) arc highly correlated. 

A hypotherical cohort srudy of prcnaml 
exposure w passive smoking in rclarion to 

rhc risk of lower respirarory disease during 
the first 3 years of life provided illusrrarion 
in Morgenstern and Thomas, this volume. 
Any elevation in the odds of lower 1-cspira·· 
tory disease among more heavily exposed 
neon:nes may be severely attenuated by 
inaccuracies in exposure assessment in such 
a study. An analysis that controls for pas
sive smoke exposure during the first 3 years 
of life, an exposure that would of-i·cn be 
highly corrclarcd with prenatal exposure, 
may be dominated by measurement error 
and be totally unreliable. A more practical 
illustration of the impact of measurement" 
error is seen in rhe analysis of rhe mortality 
rarcs of various cancers in relation to 
gamma and neutron exposures in the 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki cohorrs. Individual 
exposure estimates were constructed based 
on each study subject's location :md shield
ing information as early as 1960. These 
estimates have continued to be rcl-lned in 
succeeding years through the use of improved 
models for the yields of the two bombs and 
more sophisticated models for rhe f(mna
tion, transmission, and attenuation of 
gamma and ncurron radiation. Many of 
the analyses of these cohorts simply com
bine gamma and neutron exposures into a 
single roral dose csdmare. T'hc correspond
ing cancer monality analyses have been 
af-fected somewhat by the changes in total 
dose estimates from one dosimetJy sysrem 
to the next (e.g., in the magnitude of ele
vated relative risl.:s and the apparcnr shape 
of the dose·· response curves), whereas 
analyses that arrcmpr to estimate simulta
neously the effect of gamma and neutron 
exposures on relative risk have been com
plcrcly changed by dose esrimare modi fica·· 
tions. This illustrates the difficulty of 
reliably estimating exposure-disease associa
tions when there are two or more exposure 
variables thar arc each measured wirh error 
(random or systemaric) or, analogously, 
when there arc exposure and confounding 
variables each measured with error. Very 
similar issues arise in epidemiologic srudics 
of noncnvironmcntal EKtors; for example, 
they arise in ancmpts ro separate rhe dJCct"s of 
fiu and calories on cancer risk in nutTitional 
epidemiology, or ro scp;1rarc l"hc ciTects of 
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types of f.:·u by degree of saturation on cancer 
risk in nutritional epidemiology (29). 

Some recent work has concentrated on 
developing mcrhods to adjust associarions 
1-()r the effects of measurement errors when 
their distributions arc known. A very gcn~ 
era] framework f(}!" attacking rhis problem 
has been ourlincd by Clayron (30), who 
specifics the problem in rcnns of compo
nent models: the disease model <h~scribes 
the dependence of disease risk on true 
exposures and other factors; the mcasurc
rn.cnr error model describes rhc rd:uionship 
lwrwccn nue and measured exposures and 
any modifying factors; and the exposure 
model describes rhc population distribu
tion of true exposures. These three modcb 
are combined in a maximum likelihood 
framework, and approaches to estimating 
the parameters of the disease model arc 
dtscribed. Unfortunately, rhc approach is 
mathematically intracrablc in its general 
form, but useful progress has been made in 
some special cases. For categorical vari
ables, Greenland and Klcinbaum (31) 
described a method based on applying the 
inverse of a matrix of known misclassifl.ca~ 
tion rates ro rhe subject counts by mea
sured exposure and disease classifications. 
Hui and Walt:cr (32) have considered the 
case in which replicate measurements of 
exposure are available, and rhey usc a form 
of log-linear model for the resulting 
four-way contingency table (couming true 
exposure as an unobserved dimension), 
For continuous variables, Prentice (26 ), 
Pierce er al. (33), Whittemore (34 ), 
Sposto ct al. {.3_5), and others have dis
CLJssed approaches rhat replace the mea
sured doses wirh empirical Bayes csrimates 
of rhe true dose and usc these in standard 
analyses. For a general review of these 
approaches, see Armstrong (36) and 
Thomas et al. (37). Another recent devel
opment involves combining nonpanmerric 
density estimation technic]UCS with a com
purational device known as Gibbs sampling 
to overcome the nacrabiliry problems in 
the Clayton approach and avoid the need 
for parametric assumptions about the dis
tribution of true doses. This method has 
been applied to data on srudies of leukemia 
and thyroid disease in Utah residents 
downwind of the Nevada Test Site 
(38,39). These approaches arc in an early 
stage of dcvdopmenr, but they offer the 
prospect of removing the bias due to 1nis-· 
classification, correct·ing the shapes of 
dose-response curves, adjusting h>r covari
arcs, and examining interaction effects, a!! 
while allowing for the additional uncertain
tics due ro unccnaintics in exposure esri-
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mate!>. Furrhcr developments along these 
lines are highly desirable. 

Mosr of the literature on correcting for 
measurement error!> has assumed rhat the 
misdassif1cation rates were known and were 
constant across subjcct·s. In practice, only 
esrimat"C\~ of rhcsc error distributions are avail-· 
able, either from earlier validation studies, 
fi·om replicme measuremcms, fi·om gold sran·· 
dard measurcmcnrs on a subset" of rhc sub
jects, or hom theoreticalunccrrainry analysis. 
Methods need to be developed ro account for 
uncertainties in tht estimates of thc~c misdas~ 
siflcation rates (40). As a design issue, rhe 
optimal a!loc:ltion of rcsm!rces between high
quality measurements on a subset and larger 
numbers of approximate mcasurcmcnrs 
should be considered (41,42). A unique 
aspect of dw Utah filllout studies is the avail~ 
ability of individual-speciflc uncertainty csti~ 
mates based on elaborate sensirivity analyses 
of the exposure pathways. This has allowed 
subjects with more precise exposure estimates 
ro be given heavier wcighr in the analysis. 
Whether such eHi:>ns arc warranted in terms 
of improved precision needs to be considered. 

In summary, covariate m.casurement 
errors can bias severely the results of envi~ 
ronn1ental epidemiologic studies. Improved 
analyric methods for accommodaring ran·· 
dom, nondiffcrenrial covariare measurement 
errors arc required. Such mcthodologic 
developments might narurally f(xus on the 
porenrial for obtaining a uue validation 
sample, on validation study design, and on 
rhe incorporation of validation srudy data in 
the overaH estimation pnKcdure (27). 

Exposure-Response 
Estimation Under 
Case-Control and Other 
Sampling Procedures 
Relarivc~risk and odds~ratio estimation 
often can be carried our more economically 
by sampling only subjects developing the 
study disease (the cases) or a random sam
ple thereof, along with a suitably matched 
sample of subjects without disease (the 
controls). 'T'ypically covariate histories 
Z(t), where tis the age (time) of case or 
control ascenainmcnt, then have to be 
obtained retrospectively. 

Consider the snatified rdarive··risk model 
of "Relative-Risk Models" and suppose that 
each case has one or more randomly selected 
controls that an~ marched on age at ascertain·· 
ment· (t) and stratum (J). Given rhe covari
ate hisrorics {Z1(t), ... , Z 111 (t)) fi:>r a case and 
irs (m·-1) age~ and Slratum~m<1rched controls, 
the probability that c~xposurc history zl (t) 
corrc~ponds to the GlSC is simply the relative 
risk at t for rhc case divided by the sum of 

such relative risks f(>r the m-marched subjco~~ 
(including the case). Hence, the relativ(:-risk 
parameter [3 can be estimated by maxjmizing 
the likelihood function L( [.i), which is 
formed by multiplying these ratios for aU 
matched casc~cotnrol sets (43). To avoid 
srrict marching on (t,s), re!axarions of this 
sampling scheme arc possible. 

Similarly, rhe odds-ral"io parameter [3 in 
rhe logisric rcgre8sion model of "Relative
Risk Models" can be estimated under 
case-control sampling by maximizing rhc 
resuhing logistic regression likelihood func-
tion by acring as rhough a prospective 
srudy had been conducrcd, though the esri~ 
mares oF O:J no longer reHecr disease inci·· 
dencc probabi!lties (23). In fact, the 
baseline rates A0 ,.(rs) and (J,_, in the rdarivc
risk and odds-ratio regression models of 
"Relative-Risk Models" cannot be idcnrificd 
from case·····COntrol data in the absence of 
additional information on case and conrrol 
sampling hacrions. 

In general, rdative~ri.~k and odds~rario 
parameter estimates from case·-·conrrol 
studies will be subject to rhe same biases as 
cohort studies. They also may be subject 
to recal! bias if exposures or other covariate 
histories arc differentially reca!led by cases 
and controls or if they involve measure~ 
ment$ that arc :dfecred by disease occur·· 
renee or its sequelae. T'hcrc are ofren 
various practical steps rhar can be taken to 

minimize bias in ascertaining the covariate 
hisrories Z(t) (e.g., interviewers blinded ro 
case or conrrol status), but usually it is not 
possible~ to identify n~sidual recall bi:1s 
because the requirement ro obtain prcdiag~ 
nosis and postdiagnosis covariate histories 
on a suHicicnt sample of cases would often 
eliminate much of the efficiency of the 
case-comrol design. 

As with the cohort swdy design, nondif
ferentia! measurement errors !cad to rhc 
expectation 

Elexp{X(t)}JIV(r)], ]13] 

where X(t) is the rruc and \V(t) is the mea~ 
sured regression vector at age t, as rhe identi
fiable rclarivc~risk funcrion qnder age·· and 
8trawm~marched case~conrrol sampling. To 
the exrenr that a reprcsenrative validation 
sample can be asccrraincd rcrrospcctivc!y, 
there will be a potential to conduct valid rela~ 
rive-risk estimation fi·om this type of study 
wirhout making funhcr assumptions. 

A case-cohon (case--base) sampling pro~ 
ccdure can also be considered as a means of 
reducing dw cosr or simplif),ing rhc logis·· 
tics of a cohort srudy. With this design, 
covariate hisrorics Z(t) arc assembled only 
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for cases and a (srratified) random sample 
of the srudy cohort. This sampling procc~ 
dure has advantages if several end points 
(diseases) are to be studied in relation to an 
exposure. Also, dw subcohon may be used 
to monitor exposures and other variables 
during the study's follow-up. However, 
esrimation may be less efficient than esri·· 
marion based on a case··-control study with 
a comparable number of study subjects if 
cases and subcohort members arc nor well 
matched (44,45), Jnd recall bias rypical!y 
will be an issue. Prenrice (46) has developed 
a procedure fiH· estimating the rdarive-risk 
and odds-ratio parameters fium case-cohort 
samples, and, in contrast to case~conrrol sam
pling, baseline rates also can be estimated 
withour external information. Comparisons 
and rdlnernenrs of these sampling proc<> 
dures are worthwhile rescard1 activities. Note 
also rhat the use of so-called rwo-srage dc<;igns 
( 47,48) can lead ro further valuable efficiency 
gains in some case-comrol study applications. 

Exposure-Response 
Estimation in Aggregate Data 
(Ecologic) Studies 
As discussed previously, sometimes it will be 
economical and convenient w examine an 
exposure--disease association by relating the 
disease rates among several groups of indi·· 
viduals to aspects of the exposure experience 
of each group. Such studies can be referred 
to as aggregate data studies since they 
involve rhe disease rates and exposures for 
the aggregate, mrher rhan for individuals. 
These studies also are commonly rdCrred to 
as ecological studies since groups having dif
fering exposure histories are somerirnes 
defined on an ecologic or geographic basis. 

Denot"e by A!.·i(t) the age- and sex-spe
cific disease rare in the fth group during 
(chronological) time period t. A multiple 
group study involves the analysis of esti
mates ofAk/t), I?"' l, ... ,Kduring a fixed 
rime period; a time trend study involves 
estimates of Aki(t), t"' 1, ... , Tin a single 
population, while a mixed smdy involves 
estimates of A ki(t) at several values of both 
k and t: An exponential-form relative-risk 
model for Ak1(t) can be written, in the 
notation of"Rdative-Risk Models," as 

from which the average disease rate Ak(t) 
for the nk(t) individuals in group kduring 
time period tis 

Ilk(!) 

7c,(t) "7c,0 (t)[ Lexp{Xki(t)~} I n,(r)] 
hl 

'' 7c,0 (t)exp{£,(r)[l} 

11/i(l) 

[ Lcxp{ J,, (t)[l} I n1Jt)], 115] 

where 

and 

Let _r;/t) dcnore the observed age- and sex-spe
cific disease incidence rate in group ;, during 
time period t; a.<:> may be available fium a dis
ease register or other admininstrarivc source. 
From the above expression for Ak(t), one 
expects a regression of log Jik(t) on Xf(t) fi>r 
various v;Uues of k or t(or bod1) to yield biased 
extimares of rhe relative-risk parameter f3, 
because of the influences of the residuals 
dk/t), even if the logarithms of the baseline 
rates AkO(t) can be reg::mled as independent 
random variables with a common mean. This 
specificadon bias will be small if the dk/t) val
ues arc small, that is, if rhe exposure and other 
regression variables have little variation witJ1in 
groups. Such bias presumably can be reduced 
by extending the regression equation to 

include averages of squares and of higher pow
ers of the dki(t) terms, rhough d1ere does not 
appear to have been specific study of this 
approach. A closely related approach would 
replace the exponential-form relative-risk 
model by a lincar-f<>nn model, so thlt 

and 

fi-om which the regression ofyk(t) on Xk(t), 
under ccrrain random-effects assumptions on 
the baseline rates {Ak0 (t)}, will yield valid 
estimates of rhe linear relative-risk parameters 
(49). Note, however, that an exponenrial
fimn relative-risk model often might be more 
parsimonious dun a linear-form model in 
environmental epidemiologic applications so 
that the regression vector in a linear relative
risk model may need to be quire lengthy and 
involve, for example, the average of product 
terms between exposure and potential con
founding factors in order to adequately 
describe the data. In a mulrigroup study, it 
may be sensible ro a.<;sume the A0 (t) terms arc 
independent random variables with a com
mon mean fi)r k == 1, ... ,/(, thought ir often 
may be useful to allow for the possibility of 
correlation among groups in a sirnilar geo
graphic area. In rime-trend and mixed stud
ies, however, it will typically be essential to 

model, or otherwise acconunodate, the corre
lation structure among A ko(t), t"" I, ... , Tat 
any Hxcd k. Inadequate modeling of the 
{Ak0 (t)} may lead to aggregation bias. 
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These types of dara analysis methods helVe 
received very litde attention in the scientific 
literature and constitute an imporram gap in 
rhe collection of methods perrinenr to envi-· 
ron mental epidemiologic applications. 

Aggregate data studies involving rhe sim
ple linear regression of disease rates or the 
logarithm of disease rates on average expo·· 
sures and average values of porential con
founding factors can often be conducted 
quickly and cheaply and can play a useful 
role in hyporhesis general'ion. It- is obvi
ous, however, that more comprehensive 
data sources and more sophisticated dara 
analyses typically will be required if aggre
gate dara srudies are to contribute reliably 
to rhe identification and estimation of 
exposure-disease associations. Better data 
could come from randomly sampling e;tch 
of the compared groups in order to obtain 
esrimares, Xk(t) of acceptable precision for 
usc in a linear relative-risk model or to obtain 
estimates of the average of exp{ XkAt)~}, i"' 
J, ... ,llk(t) for use in an exponential relative
risk model. Random measurement error in 
rhe ascertainment of individual exposure 
and confounding f:tcrors could impact sub
stantially survey design. Better data analy
ses may arise from the application of 
so-called marginal methods (50,5 I) to 

mean and covariance models for the set of 
)' k(t) or logy f.,(t) values being analyzed. 

Most effort to dare concerning aggregate 
data studies has been direct'ed to identif)ring 
the biases that may arise from aggregation, 
confounding, and other sources (52,53). It
seems timely to direct a major effon to the 
development of procedures w prevent (or 
greatly reduce) such biases and, hence, to 

evaluate whether aggregate data studies can 
play a more fundamental and useful role in 
environmental epidemiologic studies and in 
epidemioligic research more gener<1lly. 

Comparing and Combining 
the Results of Several Studies 
Studies of a certain exposure-{lisease associa~ 
tion may, for a variety of practical reasons, 
be lacking in power, and they m:ty be sub
ject to biases that can differ according to the 
population under study, rhe type of study 
dc~ign, and the rigor of rhe investigation. J! 
follows that tests of agreement among the 
results of various studies and rhe formal 
combining of results from pertinent studies 
can play an important role in :w overall 
exposure·-dis{~ase association assessment. 

Under ideal conditions, each of the types 
of studies described above can yield a valid 
estimate~ of rhe logarithm of the relative risk 
associar<~d wirh a specified exposure hisrory, 
as well as an esrimare G 2 of its vari:mcc. The 
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PRENTICE AND THOMAS 

logarithm is used here, because its cstimarc is 
likely to adhere more closely ro a normal dis:.: 
triburion (wirh mean [3) rhan rhc estimate d-1 
of the relative risk itself. Suppose m-indcpcn
dcnt snKiics yield (scalar) log--rcl;uivc risk esti
mates ofB1, ... ,r:hwirh corresponding v;1riancc 
csrimarcs6 1, .. , 0 2 

estimates a weighted mean of [3/s, which 
reduces to a common~) if all f:\'s arc iden
tical. To obrain rhc most stable csrima!c of 
rhis common mean, one can f-OHow devel
opments arising from Cochran's (54) 
introduction of partial weighting, thereby 
avoiding weights 6 ·-~':f. a--~, which may be 
roo small. 

1 

' 

If a!! the f31s arc the same and the [3; arc 
independent and normally distributed, then 

will have a chi-square di.~triburion with 
m-1 degrees of freedom, thereby giving a 
simple tcsr of""all [3 1 '" f3" (assuming each (3; 
is distribured normally). If the [3/s are nor 
identical, then at-procedure can be used to 

ser confidence limits f(JI" the weighted mean 

13" 'La '"I 'La 2 1221 I IJI I 

Confidence limits on f~arc approximately 

where tv is a critical value of t on V (sornc
what less rhan m) degrees of freedom. These 
limits arc often conservative, particularly 
when the~~ follow longer-tailed distriburions. 

There are various reasons why rhe chi
square test described may provide evidence 
of heterogeneity of the relative-risk {~stimates 
from the m studies. For example, studies of 
the same type (e.g., m-cohon studies) may 
have diffCrentia!ly controlled ({)I" confound
ing or may have defined and measured 
exposure differently. Swdies of different 
types (e.g., 111-cohon, case-control and 
aggregate studies) have different sources of 
potenrial bias, for cxampk recall bias f()l" 

case-conrro! studie,~ and aggregarion bias in 
ecologic studies. Hence, it may be useful 
first to comrast and combine studies of the 
same type and rhen ro examine whel"her the 
Sllmmary estimates of f3 from each srudy 
rype arc heterogenous. l n respecr to studies 
of the same type, the overview, or merana!y
sis, may be strengthened by analyY,ing the 
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raw data from each study in a unif(mn 1()1"

mar, which would maximize dwir compa
rability in rcrms of confounding conrrol 
and exposure modeling. A fundamental 
principle of such analyses is that the para·· 
meter estimate ~ is based only on rhc com
bination of within··srudy information, as is 
rhe case for 1 he heterogeneity rest and the 
log··rdative risk estimate described above. 

McasurLmCIH error in exposure and in 
covariare assessmem may be a particularly 
imponanr source of heterogeneity among 
relative-risk estimates. For example, ran
dom measurement error may <Hrenuare 
severely or orherwisc distort relative-risk 
estim:u·cs in a cohon or Cl.se-conrrol study 
if, for example, exposure assessnwnr is 
based on data provided by individual inter
views (e.g., !ocarion and shielding informa
tion in rhe I-1iroshima and Nagc1saki 
cohorts), bur such artcnuarion may not be 
an issue in an aggregate dara study if rhc 
desired averages (sec "Exposure-Response 
Estimation in Aggregate Data Srudics") can 
be estimated precisely. In this circum
stance, some efforr to dcanenuate rhe ana·· 
lyric study relative-risk csrimates, or ro 
anenuatc equally rhc aggregate data rela
tive-risk estimates, is essential prior to the 
comparison of these estimates. See 
Prentice and Sheppard (.5.5) for a rccenr 
anempr w study the consisrency of intern a·· 
tiona! disease rate, time-trend, case--control 
and cohor!· studies in the dicta!)~ carcino
gl~nesis area. Note also that f~ will be 
biased as an estimator of [3 if the available 
log-relative risk estimat·es B1, ••• ,~m are a 
biased sample of csrimares from existing 
studies, which may arise if there is so-called 
publication bias in which relative-risk esti
mates that are significandy diHCrenr from 
unity are more likely to be reponed in the 
scientific literature. Sec Yusufet a!. (.56.) f(H· 
a discussion of some issues in rhc conduct of 
such meranalyscs. 

Other Data Analysis Topics 
The above presemarion emphasized rime to 

disease endpoints and corresponding relative
risk and odds-ratio models. In some areas of 
environmental epidemiologic research (e.g., 
rcspiratcH)' epidemiology or neuroepidemi·· 
ology), imponant" endp()ints arc continu
ous. Much of rhe corresponding data 
analysis meth{)dology is well established 
and does not need ro be discussed here. 
However, methods for handling measure
ment error wirh. conrinuous data (.57) also 
require much additional development. 
Recent advances in the methods for analy
sis of longirudinal dara (50) for discrete or 
continuous data are also quire relev<lnt w rhe 

analysis of certain types or environmenral 
epidemiologic (bta. 

Preceding sections also have not addrcssL"<.i 
the simulmneous :ma!ysis of two or more end·· 
points. For example, in respiratory epidemiol
ogy, there may be several measures of lung 
function, and a data analysis goal may be ro 
summari:;.c exposure di:Ccts over several con:t·· 
bred measures of change in lung function. 
'J'hc esrirnaring equation :t])j)I"O<tche.s men~ 
tinned <lbovc (.50,51) provide an approach to 
such problems with discrete or conrinuous 
outcomes, bur work could be done to compare 
these methods to univariate merhods based on 
some summary endpoim. Methods for dw 
analysis of correlated G1ilure rime data currently 
arc nor well est~1.blished, though rnuch s~:<wisti
cal research is undenwy presently. See, for 
example, Clayton and Cuzick (.58), Wei era!. 
(59), and Prentice and Cai (60) hr recent 
contributions. Correlated Elilure .... -timc meth
ods also are required f()r the investigation of 
generic f:.1.ctors or gene--{'nvironmenr imerac·" 
tions under certain t)1)es of study designs. For 
example, in a pedigree cohort swdy, it typ
ically wi!l be essential to allow for depen
dence bcnvecn the disease occurrence times 
of family members when studying environ
mental exposure effects in relation to 
genetic indicators of susceptibility. 

Morgenstern ;md Thomas, in this volume, 
mention certain designs other rhan rhose dis~ 
cussed thus Gu- in this arride, as weH as the 
use of biomarker cndpoinrs. Corresponding 
data analysis issues and methods will be 
mentioned only briefly here. 

It was noted that expcrimenral designs arc 
pmctica! occasionally in environmental epi
dern.iologic research. The relative-risk and 
odds-ratio regression methods described above 
apply equally well fi)r the comparison of dis
ease incidence (or mortality) rates between ran·· 
domizarion groups in individually randomized 
designs. However, a group·· randomized design 
(e.g., wirh community a~ the unit of random~ 
i:t.ation) is more likely ro be feasible, in which 
case it is essenrial to acknowledge rhe possibil
ity of correlation among rhe responses (e.g., 
disease incidence rimes) of subjects in the 
same randomi'l ... 1tion group, which require rhe 
use of rhe type of correlated Elilure-time 
methocb mentioned above. 

In rhe discussion of ecologic designs it was 
noted that descriptive studies of rhe cluster
ing of disease (e.g., in space or rime) can play 
a useful role in rhe generation of environ~ 
mental health hypotheses. These types of 
srudies also have specialize-d data-analytic 
i.ssue8 and n1erhods. Starisrical analysis has 
!in!e ro offer in rlw evenr of an isolared dus
ter discovered by ad hoc methods. Clusters 
within which rhe disease coums subsmnrially 
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exceed expected counts perhaps are besr 
addressed by direct- f-ieldwork ro idemil)' a 
putative cause. On rhc odwr hand, hypoth(> 
scs of a general t"endcncy ro dusrer can be 
addressed srarisrically by using methods 
thar compare the number of cases in ecr
u in neighborhoods of each cast: to the 
expected number of cases, while also raking 
account of popu!arion density. Local 
neighborhood resrs ;Ilso are available wirh 
Glse--control sampling. Sec Rorhman (61) 
and orhcr papers in rhis volume f-()r discussions 
of discasc~clttst-c~ring methods. 

The design chaprcr (in rhis issue) also 
cmphasiz{~S cross-sectional studies for the 
cstimarion of prevalence rates. The logistic 
regression methods ourlincd in "Relative~ 
Risk and Odds-Rario Estimarion" may be 
used to relate prevalence probabilities ro 
retrospectively obrained exposure and con .. 
founding 1-~Kror histories. Of course, such 
prevalence probabilities reflect aspens of 
both disease incidence and disease dura~ 
rion, and therefore, may be difficult to 
Jnrcrprcr. Keiding (62) provides a compre
hensive discussion of the rdarionships 
between prevalence probabilities, incidence 
rares, and disease durations and of the pos
sibility of deriving csrimarcs of agc.-spccific 
incidence from cross-s<:ctional studies. 

As discussed previously, biomarkers may 
serve uscfu!ly as exposure indicators or as 
early indicators of disease (sec Hatch and 
Thomas, rhis volume). An example of a 
biomarker as an imermcdiarc cndpoinr is 
seen in chromosomal abnormalities in rhc 
radiarion~cxposcd cohorts of Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki. The rates of such abnormalirics 
among long-lived lymphocytes (usually 100 
cells cx;unincd for each subjcn) h;lvc played 
a useful role in assessing the health effects of 
radiarion exposure in these populations. 
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The correlation among the chromosomal 
cvcnrs in cells hom the same study subjecr 
has a srrong inOucncc on dose .. -rcsponsc 
analyses in this application (35,63). Recent 
advances in rhc ability ro srudy the cellular 
;md molecular mechanisms involved when 
responding ro exposure and disease patho-
genesis will lead incvirably 1"0 greater usc of 
biomarkers and biological nw;isun~mcnl in 
environmcnt;d epidemiologic studies. 
Hence, dara analysis m<:rhods rhat incorpo .. 
rare such measurements in a biologically 
meaningful f-i1shion arc required. Suirable 
mcrhods for dose-·rcsponsc analysis with 
biomarker cndpoinrs will vary according to 

rhc type of cndpoinr(s) involved. Recent 
estimating equation approaches (50,51) 
often rnay he useful for such an;dyses. 
Circumstances under which a biomarker 
cndpoim can substiwtc for disease occur
rence and yield valid dose-response rests 
and estimares is also of considerable inrer
csr. Sec Prenrice (64) for the introduction 
and discussion of such criteria. 

Finally, ir seems worth noting rhat the 
intcrprerarion of relative-risk estimates from 
a study may depend on prior knowledge and 
on st·udy goals. ]~or example, if such csrima
rion rakes place in rhc conrcxr of a study 
spcciflcally designed to conflrm a panicular 
association, rhe corresponding test·s and con
fidence intervals are more appropriately 
rakcn at bee value rhan if rhc rdarivc risk is 
cstimarcd in a purely cxplorarory contcxr 
wlHcrcin various other exposures <1lso arc 
examined in rdarion to disease risk. In rhis 
latter situation, fimnal mer hods may be used 
to acknowledge the multiple hyporhcses 
being examined, bur precise statisrical meth
ods for doing so in a general way arc nor 
available. (So-called Bonferroni methods 
arc available widely and may be precise 
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enough.) Also, one is often ncirhcr in a 
purely cxplorawry nor a purdy conf1nnatory 
mode in dam analysis. 

Summary 
Recommendations 
Perhaps the single mosr imporranr dara 
analysis research need in environmental 
epidemiology concerns the development" or 
improved methods ro accommodare mea .. 
surcmcnr errors in exposure assessment. 
E/l{)ns aimed at rhe design and usc of vali .. 
clarion studies would be panicubrly useful, 
as would studies ro documcm rhc scope ~l.nd 
magnitude of mcasurcm.cnr error influences. 

A second imponant need concerns 
improved mnhods for rhc conduct and 
~uulysis of aggrcgare data (ecologic) studies. 
The dcvdopmem of snatcgics for comrol
ling potential conhunding, particularly by 
using individual surveys in mulrigroup 
srudies, along with corresponding innova~ 
tive data analysis methods, will be impor·· 
ranr. Empirical srudics rhar illustrate 
various analytic and aggregate dara analyses 
of real dara scrs also would be valuable. 

Other pcrtinenr topics f-{H· data analysis 
research include rhe development of improved 
mcrhods for meta-analyses when studies of 
different rypcs with diH-Cring potcnrial for 
measurement error biases are available, the 
development of f-lexible dat<l analysis meth
ods, and the study of properties of analyses 
based on biom:u·kcr indicarors of exposure 
or biomarker end points. Studies that eva] .. 
uare and compare strategies ftll' rhe control 
of confounding also merir continuing 
atTention in environmental epidemiology 
as in other ohservarional research areas. 
Further work on biologically based marhc .. 
matical models for cancer and for other 
disease also would be well morivatcd. eg 
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Measuring Environmental 
Exposure and Dose 

Concepts 

Environmental exposures can occur as a 
result of contact wirh a variety of dements 
(air, warer, soil) rhat, in nun, inHuencc the 
pathways for exposure (inhalation, inges·· 
tion, dermal). Individuals' inreracrions 
with rhcsc clemeiHs arc complex, and 
therd·l.nc it is not surprising rhat exposure 
assessmenr <lnd dose esrimarion ~1.re formi
dable challenges w rhosc invcsrigaring the 

health effects of cnvironmemal agents. 
The conceprs of exposure and dose have 

been daboratcd in a series of rccc!H publica
tions issued by rhe Board on Environmemal 
Studies and Toxicolor.:y of the National 
Academy of Sciences (1,2). The term expo
sure refers ro the concenrnttion of an agent at 
rhe boundary between an individual and the 
environment as well as dw duration of comact 
between rhe two, bur dose refers to the 
amount actually dcposircd or absorbed in the 
body over a given time period. Although 
intnna! dose is rhc ideal measure fi·om the sci
cmific srandpoinr, regulation can deal only 
with external exposures, and therefore one 
may wanr to measure both exposure and dose. 
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Individuals' exposures nuy be modified 
by facrors such as activiry patTerns, which 
determine cncounrers with various sources 
of exposure; bioavailabiliry of the agenr in 
time and place; and the rat"e at which expo
sure occurs (e.g., a relatively constant rare 
versus a variable rate). From a given expo-· 
sure, a person's resulranr dose will depend 
on host characreristics, such as age, sex, and 
mct<lholism. It also wi!l refl<~cr the suscep
tibility of rarget tissue ar the rime of expo
sure; any shielding provided by the body 
(e.g., rhc placenta, rhe blood-brain barrier) 
or modulation by buildings rhat aucnU<H<~ 
exposure ro elecrric fields and gamma ra(fi·· 
arion bur can be a source of exposure ro 
radon; and rhe effecr of concurrent expo
sun~s, such <lS cigarene smoking or medica
tions. ln addjrion, only pattic-ular components 
of rhe dose may be relevant ro health eHCcrs. 
For calculating dose-response relationships, 
rhis biologically effective dose is what 
ought ro be quantifi<~d. Bm in many 
instances ir may be difficult to define whar 
the biologically effective dose is, much less 
measure it. In any evenr, the ddinirion is 
time-dependent and subjecr ro change along 
wirh the state of sciemillc knowledge, just as 
measurement capabilities change wirh new 
technology. Epidemiologists undoubtedly 
need to prepare for a new generation of 
studies in which measurement of variables 
will involve data at rhc level of the gene. A 
commitment of resources, such as talent and 
fundin£

1
, could improve the scare of the art in 

exposure and dose assessment and potentially 
yield bcner estimation of exposure--response 
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rdarionships and more effccrive mc:lSill"CS 

of environmcnra! protection. 
In the past, the mcrhods used ro assign 

exposures in environmental healrh studies 
were quite crude, and ro some <~xtenr rhey 
still arc (e.g, pesticide usage patterns, resi
dence near a point source of pollution). 
Even in studies where disease has been 
ascenained ar rhe individual level, exposure 
measures may be ecologic in nature and 
based on average levels for a group. \X!hen 
rhe group is defined in geographic rerms, 
exposure levels might be estin1ated from 
values recorded by environmental sampling 
in a subject's general vicinity. However, 
recent research has shown that· correlations 
somerimcs are weak between readings from 
area monitors and subjects' exposures mea
sured using personal monitors (3), which 
arc presumed to relate more closely ro the 
true dose. Discrepancies between readings 
from personal and areawide samples can 
result from heterogeneity of exposures, 
from poor placemenr of samplers kg., air 
monitors at elevations well above rhe 
brearhing zone), or from failure ro rake 
account of human activity p<lncrns ~md 
other sources of exposure. 

Exposure monitoring systems can be and 
arc being improved, however. Newer 
approaches include sampling rhe microenvi .. 
ronmcnts where exposure principally occurs, 
including indoor environments kg., bed
rooms and living rooms in studies of radon 
and electric and magnetic fields), as wc!l as 
toral exposure moniroring in which all 
potenri~~lly relevant microenvironmcnts arc 
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sampled ( 4,_5). 'l'hc Ia ncr approach is par
ticularly imponam for ubiquitous com
pounds like the polycyclic aromaric 
hydrocarbons. To some cxtcnr, personal 
cxposurt monitoring is also beginning to be 
incorporarcd into environmental health 
srudies. In addition to t·hcsc arrcmprs ro 
improve cxrcrnally derived measures of' 
exposure, df<lrtS arc being made ro estimate 
inrcmal dose using strategies like empirical 
dosimetric modeli11g, pharmacokincric 
modeling, and biologic markers. 

Such cff-(ms arc imponam. The f-iiilurc to 

assign individual exposure and dose accu-· 
rarely leads ro mcasurcmcnr errors wirh con
sequent ei-Tccrs on measures of association 
(and, ultimately, risk asscssmcnrs) rhar will 
differ depending on whether the error is ran·· 
dom or systematic and whether rhc unir of 
analysis is the individual or the group. 
Systemaric error in exposure measurement 
can introduce bias eirher toward or away 
from the null. Random error tends ro bias 
resulrs toward the null, <llrhough exceptions 
to the rule can be found in unusual circum
stances (6 ), For ecologic studies in which 
exposure is a binary variable derived from 
combinarions of individual observarions, the 
rule stating random error generally biases 
results t()ward rhe null may not hold (7). 

Given rhc consequences of error in esti
mating exposure, ir is imporrant to try ro 
increase accuracy of measurement at the 
design stage of a srudy. How, then, docs 
an invesrigaror decide when the usc of a 
surrogate exposure measure (i.e., an error·· 
prone measure) is acceptable, and when ir 
is nor? Rosner et al. have shown (8) that 
fi:H· correlations berween surrogate and true 
measures of exposure. less than 0.8, the 
odds rarios csrimared by logistic regression 
will differ markedly for the surrogate and 
the true exposure measure, while much less 
bias will occur when correlations between 
rhe two measures arc 0.8 or greater. In tJivo 
ribia lead levels measured by X-ray Huores
cence have been proposed as a good surro
gate hJr cumulative blood lead levels on the 
basis of a correlation coefficient: of 0.84 
(9). For dietary exposures, however, the 
correlation between food frequency ques
tionnaires and less error-prone nwthods 
(food records, measurements in food or 
biological samples) is only around 0.5 (10); 
yet food frequency questionnaires continue 
to be applied in large-scale studies, only 
occasionally with correction of risk esti
mates for error in measurement. On the 
other hand, rhc r;tilure to find a corrdarion 
(acrual coefficients not given) between cur·· 
rem adipose tissue or serum dioxin levels 
and surrogate measures of past exposure ro 
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Agenr Orange in Vit~tnam (11,12) aHi.:cted 
a decision not ro conduct further research 
using exposure surrogates b:tsed on troop 
location and herbicide spraying records. 
'T'hese examples underscore the need to be 
explicit about criteria f(n acceptable surrogate 
measures, as wcH as rhc m~ed to rake error 
imo accounr when surrogates arc used, even 
while emphasizing rhe development of betTer 
approaches to exposure-dose assessment. 

In the fdlowing secrion, we describe mcrh·· 
ods designed to reduce error in exposure mea
surement insofar as is currcndy possible 
(approaches such as dosimetric modeling, 
pharmacokincric modeling, biologic markers, 
and usc of mulrip!c measur(~S), as well as 
approaches to assessing the residual unccrrain
ties in the estimated dose. Even rhe best of the 
cmTem methods will not yield a measure thar 
is completely error-free, and it is therefore 
importam to recogni:.>,c and characteJ·ize the 
residual error in measurcm.ent so that it· can be 
considered in analysis of the data. 

Measurement Approaches 

Exposure or Dose Modeling 

Estimating a subject's exposure to an envi
ronmental agent involves combining infor
mation about possible sources of exposure 
(usually obtained from the subject, from 
5ome other respondent, or from records) 
with an assessment of the likely degree of 
exposure from each source, 

When an exposure under study is envi
ronmental, rhcre may be multiple pathways 
by which a person might be exposed and it 
can be importanr to consider all elements 
and a!! routes. For example, rcsidenrs 
downwind of the Nevada Test Sire could 
have been exposed to t'Xternal gamma radia
tion from the passing f-allout cloud itself, 
from ingesting contaminated milk or 
vegetables, or, in the case of inhmts, from 
in mero exposures or breasr--feeding. For 
each of these pathways, several different 
radionudides might need to be considered. 
After eliminating parhways rhat would be 
expected w make a negligible comribution 
ro the total dose, one can estimate the 
likdy dose rare per unit of exposure to each 
pathway. In the falhut example, this 
involved consideration of ll) source term, 
the amount and type of radionuclide 
released; b) the environmental transport, 
dispersion from the source to sites of depo
sition; c) rate or radioactive decay and envi
ronmental dispersion of the radionudides; 
d) Emn management pracriccs leading ro 
contamination of dairy cattle or vegetables; 
e) estimates of the uptake of radionuclidcs 
by vegetables and milk;/) disrribution of 

milk and vegct·ables to consumers; and g) 
upraktc by the rargct organ h·om ingested 
radionudides. To calcubrc an individual's 
dose, this informalion was then combined 
with cxrcnsive questionnaire data on breast
feeding and marenul and individual con
sumption of milk and vegetables at various 
ages. For some subjects, modifications 
were needed to allow for homegrown veg
etables or backyard co\vs or goats. For sub
jects with incomplete exposure in{·(mnation, 
distributions of deG1ult values specific to rheir 
particular circumstances (age, sex, location, 
ere.) were developed. Similar calcularions 
were perhmncd f()l· each of over 1 00 nuclear 
tesrs, and the results rhcn were summed to 

produce esrimares of each sub jeer's total 
dose (13). 

The process described above is Gtr more 
complex rhan has been rhc norm in envi
ronmental epidemiology, hut it rcpresenrs 
rhe currenr srare of the an in environmen
tal dose assessmem. Less rdlned, but per·· 
haps less costly, approaches to exposure-dose 
modeling (often for households or geo
graphic areas rather dun for individuals) 
have been based on Gaussian-dispersion 
modeling of airborne emissions (14-16), 
hydrogeologic modeling of \Vaterbornc 
exposures (1 7), and isopleth modeling or 
soil contaminants (18). Assuming that 
dosimerry models arc reasonably accurate, 
such approaches should decrease bias aris
ing from measurement error and increase 
preoswn. Asiiessmcnt of the validity of 
dosimetry models should be made whenever 
possible. For example, an environmental dis·· 
persion model of emissions ar the rime of the 
accidenr at the Three Mile Island nuclear 
plant was validated by rhe readings from 
off-site rhcnnoluminescenr dosimeters. 

Dosimetric modeling mcrhods arc likely 
to be used more frequenrly in future envi
ronmental health srudies. A question is 
wherher the effon required bOlh in terms of 
dw inf{mnation that must be col!ecrcd from 
study subjecrs and/or by environmental sam
pling and the effi)J"t involved in development 
of the dosimetl"ic model itself are warranted 
by rhe gain in precision or reduction in bias 
of riH: exposure estimates. Information on 
this poinr could be obtained by comparing 
rhe poinr and interval estimates of associa
tions observed using gold standard dose esri
lnates with those that would be obtained 
using cruder m.ethods. Such comparisons 
could be made in existing data sets. 
Understanding when rhe gains from dosi
mcrric modeling arc substamial and when 
they arc only marginal would be useful 111 

establishing methodologic standards of 
practice. 
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Some other issues related ro dosimcny arc 
exemplified by studies of cancer and electric 
and magneric fields (EMFs). The initial 
hyporhesis about EMFs was derived from 
observations showing apparenr excesses of 
leukemia (and some orher cancers) borb in 
children living ncar electric power lines rh<n 
would be cxpecred to generare high magnetic 
f-ields (19) and in cermin classes of electrical 
workers (20). In both the residenrial and 
occupational settings, it has been diHiculr to 
establish whether the magnetic fields are rhc 
responsible agenr. \XIhile subsequent srudies 
have demonstrated that ccnain electrical 
wiring configurations and cenain categories 
of electrical work are associated with higher 
than average (iclds, so far no convincing asso~ 
ciations have been found between leukemia 
risk and individuals' exposure w electric or 
magnetic fields determined by area measure·· 
ments. No studies using personal dosimeuy 
have yet been reponed. 

Four possible explanations are suggested 
for the failure to <~srablish a dear associa~ 
rion between cancer and measured field 
strengths. First, it may be due to their 
exrreme variability in space and rime. Any 
necessarily short-term measuremenr (24 hr 
or a week in a small number of locations) is 
a poor surrogate for lifetime dose; under 
this explanation, household wiring classifi
cadons and job rides may be more stable 
measures of long-term exposure. Second, 
the failure to detect an association with 
measured fields may reflect a failure to 
measure the biologically relevant parameter 
(e.g., peaks, rransienrs, resonance between 
static and oscillacing fields rather than the 
time-weighted average). Studies of repro
ductive outcomes, where rhe period of 
exposure is much shorter than for cancer 
and where there may be a particular time 
window of vulnerability, could help indi
cate whether the discrepancy in associa
tions with wire codes and measured fields is 
due to their capruring different rime frames 
or differenr dimensions of EMFs. A third 
explanation for the associations of cancer 
with wiring conllgurarions, but nor with 
measured ftclds, relates w selection bias 
(lower sclecrion probabilities for conrrols 
living ncar wiring with high current conflg
urarions). Founh, the surrogate exposure 
measures (wire codes, job tides) may be 
confounded by other correlated risk fac
tors. This controversy is still far from 
resolved, but consideration of selection bias 
and possible confounders together with 
careful assessment of all potentially salient 
aspects of electric and magncric fidds and 
of the variability of dw different measure
ments should shed light on rhe issue. 

The EMF example underscores the need 
for nuking multiple measures of exposure. 
In panicular, it argues for conrinuing to 
include surrogate measures along with gold 
standard measures in srudies of health 
effects unril the relations between the sur
rogate and crirerion measures are well 
understood and there is certainty about the 
true gold standard (i.e., unril the corrccr 
biologic mechanism is known). Subsritming 
an incorrecr gold standard h)r a surrogate 
measure can actually increase measurement 
error. One analytic approach t"O using 
multiple measures that has been proposed 
as a means of increasing validity is to 
restrict analysis to subjecrs who arc classi
fied as exposed or unexposed by two differ
ent, if imperfect, exposure measures (21). 
This dearly risks some loss in pmwr since 
subjects with discordant results on the two 
measures arc excluded from analysis. 
Another proposed approach is to estimate 
the misclassification probabilities for each 
measure and from rhcm to estimate the 
prevalence of exposure (22). 

Some mention of personal monitors 
should also be made. While these do nor 
provide a measure of resulting body burden, 
as biologic markers are meant to do, per
sonal monitors may measure the inrcnsity of 
an individual's total exposure ro airborne 
agents better than fixed-site area monitors. 
This is not always the case, however, partic
ularly in studies of long-term exposures or 
where areawide concentrations are fairly 
uniform. The TEAM study (Total Exposure 
Assessment Methodology) conducted by the 
U.S. Environmental Protecrion Agency 
(EPA) found that personal air monitors were 
acceptable tO subjects from 7 to 85 years of 
age (23). Investigators studying dfects of 
exposure to EMFs and indoor air pollu
tants on children arc anxious to develop 
personal monitors that can be used with 
children under age seven, including rod-
dlers. At presenr, personal monirors f{)r 
EMFs arc in the form of wristbands and 
may not be suitable for very young chil
dren. ·rechnology for personal exposure 
moniroring is still evolving, but it will 
rarely be feasible to apply personal expo
sure monitoring to all subjects and all rele
vant rime periods. Therefore, methodologic 
approaches arc needed for combining col
lected exposure data with personal samplers 
and environmental monitors. 

Phannacokinetic Modeling 
Pharmacokinctic modeling is an approach to 

dosimetry dut incorporar(~s information 
about the imernal pharmacologic processes 
thar ensue once an agenr reaches the portal(s) 
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of entry into an individual's body (24 ). 
These include uptake inro the circulation; 
distTiburion within the body; and metabo
lism, swr::tge, and elimination. These mod
els can be simple, involving only one body 
compartment, or complex, involving mul-· 
riple body comparrmenrs. ln either case, 
compart·mental rate relarionships arc used 
in the model's equations w estimate con
centrations at critical tissues. Such models 
arc also useful as guides to temporally rele
vant and efficient ambient sampling (24 ). 
Pharmacokinctic modeling of exposure and 
dose may be viewed as a counterpart ro 
biologically based disease models. 

Biologic Markers 

Because of the dif{lcuhy of obraining accu
rate and unbiased exposure information 
from study subjects and rhc diHiculty of esti
mating rhe doses that such exposures might 
produce, rhcre has been great interest in (he 
development of biologic markers. These 
may be defined as "cellular, biochemical, or 
molecular alterations thar arc measurable in 
biological media, such as human tissue, cells, 
or fluids" (2.5). If used appropriately, bio
logic markers allow for considerable 
improvement in measurement of dose. 
First, they may obviate the errors arising 
from subjccrs' lack of knowledge, memory 
failure, biased recall, or deliberate misinfor
mation (26 ). Second, even when subject 
repons of exposure are. accurate, individuals 
may va1y considerably in uprake and han
dling of a material; the error introduced by 
such individual variation can be reduced or 
removed by using markers rhar provide an 
estimate of the dose to a particular individ
ual. Third, some markers can be used to 
detect biological interactions between rhe 
exposure of interest and critical tissues; 
DNA adducrs are an example of this type of 
marker. In studying environmental tobacco 
smoke, for instance, one can·-·in addition 
to asking about maternal smoking during 
pregnancy-actually measure smoking
related DNA adducts in placentae (27) and, 
where the fct"us is lost, in critical organs such 
as fetal lung or liver (28). Another advan
tage of biologic markers is that generally 
they give a qu;tntitative, or at least scmi
qu;tmirarive, estimate of dose. 'l"hey also 
can serve as the gold standard for other 
inf(mnation sources, rhus providing a basis 
for error allowance procedures in studies 
that rely on less accurate exposure measures 
due ro the cost of the marker. 

Other Biologic Dosimeters 

Ccnain signs or symptoms can also be 
viewed as biologic dosimcrers. For example, 
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in rhc cohort of aromic bomb survivors, ir 
has been reported that subjecrs with a his
rory of epilarion have a 2.5-fo!d srecpcr 
dose-··rcsponsc curve for leukemia rhan 
those without (29). This can be inter
preted either as an indicator of their greater 
radiosensitivity or as an indicat-or of miscS·· 
rimarion of rhcir doses, perhaps as a result 
of dif-ferences in shielding nor accounrcd for 
by available dosimetry data. 

To be useful in cnvironmcnral epidemiol
ogy srudics, a biologic exposure marker 
should be clearly bct-rcr than anamne·.1-ic dara 
or cnvironmcmal measures; should aHow f<H· 
diffcn•ntiarion bctw(~Cn exposure levels; 
should be applicable on a large scale; or if roo 
costly for largc·-scalc usc, should ar least be 
acceptable to subjects in a validation sub
study. Before markers arc used in epidemio
logic research, rheir sensitivity and specificity 
should be known From borh the laboratory 
and epidemiologic perspectives; reproducibil
ity of results wirhin and between laboramrics 
must also be known; and, very imporrandy, 
the particular rime Frame they reAect and dur
ing which rhcy can be measured in vivo musr 
be established (25) so rhar rhcy provide 
interpretable data regarding time and dose. 

Ar present, Few exposure markers satisfy 
these requirements. Some markers may pro
vide a record of cumulative exposure (e.g., 
bone lead mcasuremem, mercury or cocaine 
measurements in hair), but mosr can assess 
only relatively recent exposures. Srudies of 
biologic markers that usc a case~·COIHrol 
design and a cross-secrional m.arker of expo
sure can be difficult to interpret because of 
ambiguity about the rcmporal sequence of 
the m<H"kcr and the disease [e.g., wherhcr 
selenium levels in breasr cancer cases arc 
cause {)r consequence (30)]. Indeed, such 
studies can be misleading. Vincis and 
Caporaso (31) have described how a 
casc~·connol study nesrcd in a cohort 
allowed Wald and his colleagues (32) to 
make usc of rhe time between initial coHcc~ 
rion of specimens from members of rhc 
cohort and subsequent' onset of cancer ro 
clarify the rime order in rhc relationship with 
blood retinol. Although analysis considering 
only the early cases of cancer ~,;uggesrcd thar 
blood retinol might be protcC['iVC", ultimately 
ir was apparent that some metabolic change 
associated with rhe disease was acting w 
reduce retinol levels, rather rhan vice versa. 
In addition to such problems in interpreta
tion, biological measurements arc often 
costly to perform. Funhermorc, the need to 

obtain SJ.WCimcns can reduce the cooperation 
of subjects and inrroduce rhe potential for 
selection bias to occur through initial refusal 
or later anrition, although these problems 
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are probably nor insurmountable if rhcy arc 
anticipated and addressed. 

Use of Multiple Measures 

When the biological basis of an association 
is poorly understood, ir can be very hdpful 
to have various types of exposure measure~ 
mcnts available. Or, as mentioned previously 
in connection with persona! exposure moni·· 
wring, ir may be necessary to rely on anmhcr 
source of exposure infl:mnarion for portions 
of the study period. The obvious approach is 
ro analyzL each type of me:1surcmenr sepa
rately, but there may be merit in combining 
rhem into an index, if only to reduce mca
sun~mem <:rror. Complicarions can arise if all 
measurements are nor available on rhc same 
subjects. Any associations observed might be 
due to diHCrences in the nw~!.<>urcmcms or ro 
differences in rhc subgroups oF subjects f()l" 

whom rhe mcasuremenrs arc available. In a 
srudy oF childhood leukemia and electric and 
magnetic fields, London er a!. (33) reponed 
the results separately for various summaries of 
24-hr bedroom dosimetry, spot measure
ments ar various locations, and wiring config
urations. Hovvevcr, drawing on all of these 
data, they also developed regression models 
for magnetic fields at various locations based 
on attributes of the wiring and used the val
ues prcdicred by these models as the time
weighted average fields hlr all houses lived in. 
Thus, predicted values were used both ro 
replace existing measurcmcms and to impute 
missing values. The rationale behind the 
approach is to avoid the loss of inFormation 
and possible selcnion bias associated with 
restricting analysis to subjects with dara for all 
measurements made (34). One a!rcrnative is 
to retain measurements where they exisr and 
to impute only the missing values, !caving 
open the possibility of stratifying on data 
quality in the analysis. Other approaches 
undoubtedly can be devised, and it would be 
desirable ro compare their validity using data 
sets in which exposure::----rcsponse relationships 
arc well und<.~rsrood and where more than 
one measure of expo5ure exists. 

Other Issues in Measurement 
of Exposure 

'laking Account of Critical Perio<l< for 
ExposuTe 

A principal problem in environmental epi
demiology has been that the inaccuracy in 
measurement generally (although not 
always) operates in the direcrion of overes
rin1<Hing txposure and therefore underesti
mates risk or perhaps misses health cHCcrs 
alrogcthcr. For exam.ple, when assigning 
the same levd of exposure ro all l 000 resi-

dents living within five miles of a roxie 
dump site when only 100, say, were truly 
exposed and the other 900 were eirhcr tllWX

poscd or exposed at very low levels, one 
would be c:crrain to calculate an observed 
relative risk for exposure thar would be 
lower than rhc true risk. Hence the impor
rancc of increasing rhc accuracy of exposure 
definitions and mcasurcmenr is obvious. 
Rothman and Poole have pointed our (3.5) 
rhar it is also important to usc inf(mnarion 
on critical periods for exposure, either in 
the de.~ign phase of a srudy, in the analysis 
phase, or in both. For example, in a study 
of Down's syndrome, parental exposures 
occurring after the f-Cnilization period arc 
presumably irrelev<lnt to the outcome; in 
facr, rhere is mounting evidence that mosr 
cases of Down's are traceable to errors at 
rhe rime of rhe iirst meiotic division in rhe 
maternal germ cdl (:36). By removing aU 
cxpo&"urcs rhar arc nor of biologic conse
quence from rhe estimate of association, 
one can expect the magnitude of the esti
mated association ro increase. JYl.orcovLr, 
information on known critical periods 
might be used to test whether an associa
tion appears to be spurious. If an associa·· 
rion were !-C.mnd not only during rhe critical 
period but also for exposure during noncritical 
periods, then the association might be due ro 
recall bias, or it could be reAccring aurocorrda
rions in exposure stams. Multivariate analysis 
of rhc cffecls oF exposure in various crit"ic~11 and 
noncritical periods could, in principle, over
come rhis problem, provided there arc enough 
exposed subjects with diffcrenr temporal 
panerns of exposure to be informative. 

Talcing Account of Migration ln. and 
Out of Exposed Areas 

The problem of in- and our-migration Js 
frequently raised as an issue in inrcrprcring 
results of studies that define exposure in 
terms of rime and place. Although several 
swdies have considered the efFects of popu·· 
!arion migrarion on rhe validity and preci
sion of estimated associations between 
exposure and disease (37) and have described 
when and in what direction bias is likely to 

arise, these issues are still not undersrood 
well. Perhaps rnore simulations or empiri
cal demonstrations :me needed ro improve 
the general level of comprehension about 
rhc effects of population mobility on geo
graphic studies. ln the case of specifiC 
studies, it would hdp ro know something 
abom duration of residence or at least age·· 
specific duration panerns in an area. One 
recenr suggcsrion is to estimate by various 
means the fraction ( {) of time spcnr by a 
subjecr in a panicuhu: place and ro assign f{)r 
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the remaining fraction ( l ~·"f) the average 
exposure f()r some rota! refcrenr area (38). 

A%"essing Past Exposure 

A major problem in many environmenral 
health studies is the difficulty of csrimaring 
past exposures when only present-day mea
surements are available. Often, some dara on 
subjects' pasl exposures can be obrained by 
questionnaire or review of existing records. 
For example, in occupational studies, payroll 
records arc used to assemble a job hisrory. 
The usc of records from years pasr w es!·ablish 
exposure sr;uus has rhe impolTant advamagc 
of obviating recall bias, although it may intro·· 
ducc irs own problems (e.g., missing records 
or less specificity in records from c:1rly years). 
Estimating the actual historical exposure lev
els is more difllcult than simply classifying 
exposure starus, and ir often involves a large 
degree of judgnwnr. Clearly, the more his
mrical data there arc on variation in exposure 
levels over time and place, the better. Study 
of such patterns of variation em suggest mod
els for predic!'ing exposures at times for which 
no measurements are available. For example, 
in a study of salivary tumors and demal X
rays, Prcsron-Manin ct al. (39) reviewed 58 
studies thar described doses fl·om various pro
cedures at various rimes and, while taking 
into account the dates of introduction of new 
technologies, used regression analysis to 

develop models fOr the expected dose as a 
function of calendar year. ln occuparional 
settings, rhc subjecrivc experience of long
service workers has been used to compare 
currenr exposures wirh those in the distant 
past. Similar strategies (i.e., tracking techno
logical devc!opmems, usc of knowledgeable 
infi:mnant.-.;) need to be applied in the assess
ment of past environmental exposures. Por 
example, in a case-----comrol study of colorecral 
cancer and water chlorination among worncn 
teachers in New York State, Lawrence cr al. 
(40) used current water sampling in conjunc
tion with records from water treatment plams 
covering the previous 20 years in a mathe
matical model to cstimare cumulative expo .. 
sures to chloroform in drinking water at 
home and at work. 

Uses of Existing 
Environmental Databases 

One limitarion on assessing past environ
mental exposures is that reviews of exisring 
data bases at the narional and state level 
srepcatcdly have f()Und them to be inade
quate f-{)r epidemiologic purposes because of 
insufficient dara poinrs to a.<>SC.% variability, lack 
of a standardized Quality Assessmcnt/QualiLy 
C::.onnul prorocol, incomplc!-c geographic a>Ver
age, and missing information (41). EtTons 

are underway to modify rhe major air and 
water data bases ro make them more useful 
for furure environmental health studies. 

Exisring cnvironment;,ll data banks could 
also be used to define strata within which 
to conducr sample surveys. Surveys of 
individuals within these ecological exposure 
groupings would help document human 
activity parrcrns and could indican: rbe dis-
tribution of exposure and imponanr con .. 
founding of cffecr-modii-);ing variables in 
each srrarum. Potentially, such stratified
sample surveys might provide rhe basis f(H· 

constructing an environment-exposure 
matrix simil:1r ro the job-exposure m<-ltrices 
used in occupational studies. Such expo
sure matrices are generally asstuned to have 
a "Berkson error" structure ( 42), in which 
rhc average of the rrue doses for all subjects 
in an exposure assignment group is equal 
to rhe assigned value. As a consequence, if 
the true dose-response is linear, the cst"i
matcd slope of a linear relationship will not 
be biased toward the null. 

Estimating Dose Uncertainties 
A major concern among environmental cpi
demiologisrs is the influence of errors in expo
sure estimates on associarions with disease and 
methods of dealing wirh such errors. The best 
cure f()r rhis problem is to avoid measurement 
error in the first place. \XIhcn this is nor feasi
ble (and it" ofr:en may not be, particularly in 
investigating common source exposures sud1 
a.<; roxie dump sit-es), ir is hdph!! to be able to 

quantify the direction and magnitude of the 
errors. This can be done in a number of ways, 
including a) validarion smdie_<; on a subset of 
the srudy sample or a pilot sample to compare 
the measurements to be made in the field with 
a gold standard, b) replication of mcasurc
mcms to assess within-subject variability, c) 
multiple types of measuremems to assess 
validity, and d) sensitivity analysis to esti
mate rhc infiuence of various unknowns or 
uncertain parameters on the estimated 
doses. The goal might be either to describe 
the distriburion of exposure errors across 
the population (or subgroups there of) or 
to obtain an estimate of rhe precision of 
each subjecr's exposure assignment. 

Because a gold-standard a.<>say is ofi-cn nor 
feasible for use in the l-ield (because of cost, 
time, acceprabiliry, ere.), validation studies 
usually muse be limited m a rdarively small 
number of subjects. The resulting estimates of 
error disrriburions may be imprecise (13), 
although this will be less of a problem if the 
data are treated as cominuous and if parame
ters for sensitivity and spedf-icity do not have 
to be estimated (8). Noncd1de.~s, sample sil'k.S 

f{lr validation srudic~ that are needed to insure 
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good estimate:; of cl1c error rates in held mea
surements should be codculated carefully. 
Orhcr considcr;.uiom are to insure that the 
mcasuremcm error process in the S<-lmple used 
for validating rhe f-ield measure is similar ro 
rhar in rhc rarger population for rhe full 
study and to avoid sclecrjon bias in rhc vaJi .. 
dation study, which might arise if require
ments associated wirh usc of rhe gold 
standard measure arc very demanding and 
participation rares are consequcndy low. In 
the New Jersey case-·conrrol s!mly of radon 
and lung cancer among women, in-home 
radon measurements were obtained for only 
40% of rhe houses ungeted, and smoking 
rares diflCrcd among those with measured 
and unmeasured homes, raising the possibil
ity of selection bias (44). If dara on disease 
arc collected on validity study participants, 
pmenrial selection bias can be examined by 
tcsring for heterogeneity in the risk c.'>timates. 

Replicate measurements arc useful for 
describing repeatability (45) but cannot 
assess other components of error, such as sub
jeers' tendency ro consistendy overreport or 
underreport exposures. I-1aving diffcrcm 
types of measurements available nny be more 
useful in estimating misclassification proba
bilities, even if none of the measures is error
free. Sec, for insrancc, Hui and Walter's 
maximum likelihood method f-()r estimating 
error rates with two independent assessmenrs 
of exposure (22). 

Sensitivity analyses can take a number of 
fimns. The basic idea is to consider a range 
of plausible values for each of the unknowns 
in the exposure assignmenr process. If there 
arc only a few unknowns, one mip)H consider 
each of them and cvaluare their influence on 
either rhe individual exposure assignments or 
the final dosc'--rcsponse relation. If there arc 
many, one can estimate the distribution of 
assigned doses, either analyrically or by 
Mome Cu·lo simulation. The latter approach 
was used in the studies around the Nevada 
Test Site because of the complexiry of rhe 
dosimetry algorithm. Components of uncer
tainty that were considered include rhe source 
term, environmcmal transport, fanning prac
tices and distribution, and defuult va!ues fi)r 
individuals' missing data. A series of sensidv
i!y analyses were also Gtrried om on a mathc
marical modd that csrimared the relative 
g<~ographic distribution of exposure to acci
dent emissions at Three Mile Island by exam
ining variations in modeling assumptions for 
their cHCct on the base case (46). Parameters 
considered were the source term, the degree 
of plume rise, wind shifts, and residual error 
weighting. In addition, a Bayesian analysis 
was used to quanrify uncertainty abour rhc 
rime-rcle1se pau-crn. 
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Measuring Outcome of 
Environmental Exposures 

Definitional Issues 

As strong cffens of cnvironmcnt;t! exposure 
have been identified and dealt with, envi
ronmental epidemiology increasingly has 
become a search for weaker associations. It 
is all the rnorc important, rh<~rcforc, to 
improve measl!rcmcm of outcome through 
careful dcflnirion and avoidance or rcduc-· 
tion of error (35). In dcflning study end 
points, the aim should be ro spccif-), rhe 
hcalrh omcome of intercsr a!> precisely as 
possible in order to avoid funhcr dilution 
of a weak association through inclusion or 
irrclcvanr cases. ln fact, ir may be desirable 
to consider subgroups of disease that arc 
criologica!ly homogeneous and rhat arc 
believed to be responsive to rhc exposure of 
inrercsr on rhc basis of theory or prior 
observations (e.g., certain histopathol{)gic 
types of lung cancer and radon; leukemia 
types and subt-ypes with ionizing radiation 
and EMFs). 'fhis can presem somerhing of 
a dilemma, however, because sraristical 
power for examining subgroups is likely ro 
be low unless the difference in effccr size 
arnong subgroups is sufficienr to off~et the 
reduced sample si'l.e. 

The virrues of lumping versus splitting 
frequently come up for discussion in rhe 
conrext of .studies or congenital anomalies. 
Ir is unlikely that an exposure would affect 
all types of cong<cnital defects. With mater
nal cocaine usc during pregn;-U1cy, for 
example, defects involving vascular disrup
tion seem to be implicarcd. However, a 
biological basis fix positing subgroups of 
intcresr is ohen lacking; empirical Bayesian 
approaches may be useful in helping ro for~ 
mulate relevant subgroupings. In any 
event, the numbers in particular case 
groups arc likely ro be small for al! but a 
few categories. If sufflcicndy large series 
cannot fCasibly be accrued in a single study, 
mulrisite (even multinational) projccrs may 
need to be mounted, or more reliance may 
need to be placed on mcra~analyscs com-· 
bining results from several studies. Which 
of rhese st:rategies ro pursue should be dis·· 
cussed by groups of invcsrigamrs studying 
the same exposure, and their potcnrial 
funding sources. 

Disease omcomcs in environmental epi~ 
dcmiology can be measured on a conrinu~ 
ous scale or cncgorically as incident or 
prevalent cases or as deaths. ln<:idence data 
arc usually preferable For investigating eti
ology since prevalence or monaliry dara 
may be influenced by facrors affecring 
duration of disease and survival as wdl as 

rhose relating to cause. However, inci~ 
dence dara arc often less easily accessed 
than morrality dara, and they can be sub~ 
ject· ro arrii-Jcrual variations in ascermin
mcnt--···as a result of screening programs, 
for example. \X'hc:ther incidence or mona]-. 
iry is rhe more reliable indicator of health 
status and in whar age groups ir is reliable 
have been discussed cxrcnsivc!y bur not 
resolved. See, for example, the recent 
papers by Doll (47) and by Davis et al. 
(48) abour cancer rime rrends. It might be 
helpful to have a scr oF recommended 
approaches f~n rrcnd analysis rhar were 
developed by a group of dispassionare 
methodologists. For etiologic srudics, inci·· 
dcncc clara seem conceptually superior; 
when monality clara arc used, considcra·· 
rion needs ro be given ro accounting for 
influences on survival since rhesc might 
correlate with exposure. 

ln some areas of research, such as repro~ 
ducrion and dcvdopmcnr, different our
comes can occur depending on the riming 
and dose of exposure. In such circum-· 
stances, it may be important ro examine 
several end points. Extending population
based registration sysrcms to cover more 
outcomes than cancer and binh ddCcts and 
to cover rn.orc geographic areas potemiaUy 
could be useful for cnvironment<ll studies in 
several respecls: in idcnrificarion of cases, in 
va!idarion of self--reponed inhmnation, and 
in ascertaining disease status or migrams. 

Biologic Effect Markers and Other 
Early Indicators of Disease 
Biologic effect markers potentially have a 
number of advantages as srudy end poinrs, 
parricularly if rhcy arc strongly prognostic 
of disease in ways nor explained by avail~ 
able exposure inf-(Hmarion--for example, 
by re!lccring susccpribiliry or the action oF 
cof3.ctors (26 ). While some cffca markers 
arc actually subclinical events (e.g., bio
chemical rests of occult pregnancy loss), 
oft-en markers of effect correlate only 
weakly with disease. Serum alpha-1-C:ropro
tcin is a uschd marker for liver cancer as 
well as a prenatal marker for neural rube 
def-(;cts. Markers rhat are nor as clc:l.rly pre·· 
dictive of risk, particularly ar the individual 
level, can lead ro problems of interpretation 
and to needless anxiety fOr those individu
als f~lund to have elevated levels. The pre
mature application of a poorly standardized 
cytological assay on a group of already con~ 
cerncd rcsidenrs at Love Canal is a case in 
poim. Calls have been made repeatedly ro 
carry out longitudinal studies, in cxperi·· 
menral animals and humans, rhat will mea
sure rhc positive prcdicrivc value of such 

markers bch.1re applying rhcm in f-lcld srud
ics; bur these have been largely ignored. 
The Scandinavian countries, however, have 
moumcJ a collaborative prospective study 
of cancer in a cohort of 3190 individuals 
who have been rested f"or sister chrom;Hid 
exch:ll1ges (SCEs), structural chromosome 
abcrra!"ions, or borh. A rcpon based on a 
13-ycar f~)llow up of 800 subjects in the 
Finnish portion of the data (19) found a 
moderat<;, srati.srically significant posirive 
associarion between cancer risk and duo·· 
mosome abr:rrcttions (SMR :-· 2.65; 9.')1Yb Cl 
1.2., 5.0); there was a positive tn~nd (SMR 
2.06; 95% CI 0.8, 4.2.) f-(x SCI~~~. Additional 
prospecrivc srudics of this kind arc needed m 
csrablish rhc relationships between markers 
and disease in order to assure their appro~ 
priarc usc and inrcqwcrarion. In addition, 
determining when a marker muld serve as 
rhc basis for preventive healt-h measures 
directed at a distal end point such as cancer 
is an important issue; sec Prcnricc (50) for 
a useful discussion of rhis and a proposed 
opcrarional criterion for surrogate response 
variables. 

Orhcr potential advamagcs of biologic 
d-Tccr markers arc rhcir usc in dassif-)ring 
disease more precisely and in sugge.sring 
mechanisms of acrion, such as those relat·· 
ing to susceptible subpopularions. For 
example, biologic markers that distinguish 
slow from Etsr accryhnors have indicated 
that rhc enzyme N-an~tyltransferase plays 
an importanr role in bladder cancers 
induced by exposure ro aromatic amincs 
(.51,52). Mcthodologic needs in rhe area 
of effect markers include artenri()n ro 
sources of variability, borh biological and 
laborarol-y~rclarcd, and to logistical issues, 
such as how ro achieve reasonable partici~ 
pation rates when the eiTcct marker requires 
a demanding regimen. 'fhrcc current studies 
of early pregnancy loss illustrate rhis bncr 
problem. 'fwo of the swdics ask panicipanrs 
h_)r daily urin_c samples. The third study 
uses a modif-ied specimen collection scheme 
requiring urine samples only rwicc 
monthly, at the beginning of menses. 
Preliminary data indicate higher response 
rarcs h)r rhc study wirh dw simplified col
lection protocol. \'Vhcthcr the variability 
in enrollment is due to the differing 
demands on t;rudy subjects or ro other wni~ 
able aspects of rhc three srudics (such as the 
perceived salience of rhe ropic in the target 
population) is not known. Sysrcnwtic 
research is needed ro dercrmine how to 
achieve cooperation i11 stud its that use bio~ 
logic markers and how to provide fi.1r calcu·· 
!ating or csrimating rhc cxrcnr and 
magnirude of selection bias. 
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Su bdinical End Points 

Whar role should physiologic changes (e.g., 
nerve conduction velocity, T~ccll subsets, 
sperm count) have in environmental hcalrh 
assessments? Ir has been argued rhat fum>· 
rional ah:crarions and nonspecific symproms 
are likely ro be more fl·cqucm consequences of 
low~lcvcl environmcnral exposures rhan 
fi·ank disease (_53). However, baseline rates 
and normal ranges f-()r such end poinrs may 
be lacking. Objccrivc methods of assess-· 
mcnr to remove d1c porcnrial {-{lr biased 
recall m<l)' be ar an early stage of dcvc!op-
mcm, and interpretation of results in terms 
of risk ro groups and ro individuals frc
qucndy is problcmaric, particularly as assay 
improvement allows for discriminating 
funaion more and more minurcly. These 
mcthodolol~ic limitations can be <l.ddressed~· 
semen evaluation is a case in point (although 
the clinical significance of altered semen 
quality is still not dcar··cut)--howevcr, 
substantial rime and cffon will be required. 

Measuring Confounders and 
Effect Modifiers 

Effect on Risk I~timates If 
Inadequately c~ntrollcd 

A confounding variable is one rhar, if nor con~ 
trolled appropriately, will rend m diston rhc 
cxposure·-discase association. For example, 
when studying whether hottschold exposure ro 
radon is <l cause of lung cancer, one should be 
concerned about rhe possible confl.)unding 
eHCct of sn1oking. Smoking is dearly a major 
risk facror for lung cancer. If houS('$ with high 
radon levels arc more likely ro be inhabited by 
smokers, then this would produce an apparem 
rcLnionship between radon and lung cancer 
c.ven if there were no cau.d effect. The con·· 
verse also could happen; if smokers tended to 

live in !ow-·radon houses, then one might f;lil 
to f-ind an association between l~K!on and lung 
cancer if it re::tlly were present. 

The strategies commonly used by epi
demiologists to control confi:lUnding include 
resrricrion (e.g., ro nonsmokers), matching, 
or statistical adjusrmenr. All of rhcse 
approaches presume thar the confounding 
variable has been correctly measured. 
Greenland (54) has poimed out rhat errors 
in measurement of a confounding variable 
will tend to cause pani-al loss of an ability 
to eliminate confi.)UIH_1ing bias; hH example, 
if the true odds ratio (adjusted fi)l· rhe true 
confounder) is 2.0 and rhc crude odds ratio 
(unadjusred) is 4.0, then the odds ratio 
adjusted for an incorrectly or cruddy mea~ 
surcd confounder might be 3.0. This 
inrermediate ourcome can only be counred 
upon in a case in which rhe errors in mea .. 

suring the con/-(nmder ;lrC random (unre
bred to exposure or disc:1se srarus); in en-her 
cases, rhe adjusted odds ratio could be fur
ther hom rhe trmh than rhc unadjusred odds 
ratio. Kupper (55) has shown rhar an inac~ 
curare surrogate confounder can produce 
seriously misleading inferences. 

A factor like smoking, in addition ro 
being a conf-(nwdcr, could also act as an 
eHf.·n modi!-lcr"-that is, a variable that 
modifies the snength of the association 
between exposure and disease. A major 
question in rhe radon literature is whether 
rhe joint efl(~crs of smoking and radon 
exposure arc multiplic;Hivc, additive, or 
some intermediate possibility. If they acr 

additivdy, for example, then radon expo
sure would produce rhe same addirional 
risk of lung cancer in smokers and non~ 
smokers; but because lung cancer is rare in 
nonsmokers, ir would follow that radon 
exposure might account f(w a much larger 
proponion of lung cancers in that group. 
Conversely, if the two exposures act muhi"· 
plicativcly, the proportional increase in 
lung cancer rates due to radon exposure 
would be rhe same in smokers and non
smokers; bur because of the higher rates in 
smokers, the absolure increase would be 
larger in smokers. This issue thcrefiwe has 
imporranr risk assessment and public healt-h 
policy implications, Again, Creenland (54) 
has shown that errors in measurement of a 
covariate can distorr irs modif-)ring eH·Cct 
and possibly iMroduce an apparent interac
tion where none exists. Diet and cooking 
habits in rebrion to allaroxin exposure, and 
showering habits in rcbrion ro radon arc 
additional examples of poremially important 
confounding or d-T-<xt~modiJ)ring variables in 
environmenral epidemiology. 

Approaches to Measuring Comrnon 
Confounders and Modifiers 

The implicnions of rhc previous section 
are that card-i_tl measuremcm of strong con~ 
founders or modif-Iers should be given as 
much atrenrion as the exposure and disease 
variables. I r h1llows that some of the same 
approaches discussed in the sections on 
measurement" of exposure and disease, such 
as use of mulriplc measures and biologic 
markers, will perrain here as well. 

Conrinuinr~ witl1 the example of smoking, 
it is nor sufficicnr simply to dassif)r subjects 
by rheir present starus as current, former, or 
1wver smokers. As long ;IS smoking is a risk 
[Kror for dw disease under swdy, one usu
ally tries ro ob!'ain inf-(mnarion on ar least 
the ages at sraning and stopping and the 
average daily amount of smoking. These 
daw can be used to compute pack-years (the 
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producr of"amoum and dur;nion), which is 
a stronger predictor of lung cancer risk 
than currenr status. ln some orher cases, 
however, such ;1 product rerm may acru<llly 
increase error. Better yer, nonlinear multi~ 
variate models could be used to allow f<)r 
the joint cHCcts of age at st:uting, durarion 
and inrcnsiry of smoking, and rime since 
quining. Other modif),ing fKmrs might 
include changes in level of smoking over 
rime, usc of f-ilrer cigarencs, and depth of 
inhalation. However, incorporating multi~ 
ple modif-)ring f<Kl'Ors imo an analysis needs 
ro be done wirh considerable thought to 

produce models rhar are biologically p!ausi·· 
ble. Rourinc inclusion of inrcranion terms 
in ;l mu!riple logistic regression analysis can 
produce models in which ex~smokcrs even·· 
rually become :H lower risk rhan never 
smokers, or lighr smokers have the same 
dependence on durarion or age at stan as 
heavy smokers. Usc of general risk models 
based on biolog,ic:tlly plausible rheories is an 
atrranivc alternative. 

Even rhe most complerc smoking history 
is sri!l likely to be misclassified, and rhe 
errors might well be related ro the exposure 
or disease variables under study. In an 
occupational study of radon exposure and 
lung cancer, h1r example, miners with lung 
cancer might preferentially underrepon 
their smoking histories to avoid prejudicing 
a compensation claim. For these reasons, 
rhere has heen great interest in developing 
unbiased merhods of assessing porenrial 
conhnmdcrs. Biological measures, such as 
urill<ll')' corinine f-()r smoking or 4-amino
biphenyl~DNA adduct's, arc very attractive 
for rh is purpose. Other approaches were 
discussed above, in the section on exposure 
mcasuremcnr. The disadv,~nragc of mosr 
of rhese methods is that they measure only 
rccem exposure and lifnimc exposure will 
still be misclassif-ied. The development of 
nwthods for combining information from 
differenr types of measuremems could be 
very usefuL Also discussed previously in the 
exposure measuremenr sccrion, and equ:dly 
relevant here, is the need to assess and 
allow for me;,1sureme1H error in con
founders and ef-1-(~cr modifiers whenever 
possible. Thcrcf-()re, consideration should 
be given to mounting vali(btion substudics 
to quantify measurement error in import<ll1t 
covariatcs. 

Susceptibility 

Vadarion within a population in sensitivity 
to an exposure of intercsr can be subst;Jl1·· 
rial. Khoury er al. (56) estimated rhc pro~ 
portion of susceptible individuals in rhe 
population for cig;trcrrc~induccd cancers at 
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several sites; rhc proportions varied from 
< 1% for oral and esophageal cancer up to 

13% for cancer of the lung. Bias in risk 
esrimarcs will arise if individuals wirh simi
lar exposures bur different susceptibilities 
are treated the same. There arc a number 
of epidemiologic designs for assessing sensi
rivity to environmental exposures. As a 
mcasurcmenr problem, the central issue is 
whether rhc marker fl1r sensitivity being ex;:am
ined is a measurement of rhc genotype itself, 
some host d1aracterisric, or fumily history. 

The ability to classifY genotypes directly 
has profound implications for idcntif)ring 
scnsirivc individuals. The obvious diffj .. 
culty is that there arc millions of generic 
loci, for which only a relatively small nuJ11·· 

ber have probes available and only a fCw 
migh1 be relevant to any particular disease. 
Thus, some prior knowledge that a locus 
has a role in the disease process is essential 
before embarking on a search for inrerac·· 
tions with possible environmental expo
SUITS. Even so, the inf(mnation for idcnrifying 
genetically susceptible individuals may 
involve invasive and costly rcsrs. 

Recognirion of phenotypically distinguish~ 
able subgroups of the population rhar have 
different baseline risks of disease or sensitivi·· 
ties to environmemal exposures C.'ln theref<)re 
be vety useful for public health protecl"ion. 
The measurement issues rhat arise here are 
essentially no different from those for any 
other effecr modifier, <L'> discussed above. 

For family history as a marker of suscep~ 
tibility to a disease, tht:' basic minima! 
information that needs to be collected is 
the identification of rhe family members 
with the disease and the number, ages, and 
relationships of farnily members at risk. 
This information should be collected sys
tematically for all first--degree relatives (par
ents, siblings, and offspring), and possibly 
for all second-degree relatives. As the 
objective is to examine family hisrory as a 
marker of sensitivity to an environmental 
exposure, every effort should be made to 
obtain exposure information on all relatives, 
not just the affected ones. 
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Introduction 
In any study of the hcalrh cff-'ects of expo~ 
sure mixtures, it is natural to ask whether 
or not observed cffec[S are due to inrerac
tions of the mixtures' components; for 
example, one may inquire whether or nor 
rhe effecr of one component is modified by 
the effect of another (effecr modification). 
Four major problems in addressing such a 
question are: a) The term "interaction" 
has no single definition but requires pre
cise definition in order ro be studied; b) 
even when it is precisely defined, there is 
often little swdy power to det-ect interac
tion; c) interactions arc incvirably con
founded with dose-response and latency 
relationships; and d) measuremenr errors, 
even if independent and nondifferential 
(random), may severely disrorr interacrion 
assessment. This paper reviews these four 
problems and provides references to derailed 
literature on rhe problems. Definitions of 
the cenual concepts are reviewed first in 
order to provide a basis for precise prob
lem statemenrs. Next, the problems are 
described and illustrated in the context of 
evaluating effects of household radon 
exposure and environmeJHal tobacco 
smoke (passive smoking). Finally, meth
ods for dealing with the problems are 
reviewed. 

Issues concerning mechanisms of 
interaction are not addressed here. As 
recently discussed by Thompson {1), epi
demiologic data are limited inherently in 
their ability to discriminate among such 
mechanisms, because differenr mecha
nisms may predict identical parrerns of 
disease. This problem is a logical one and 
persists even if the problems discussed 
here are eliminated. 

This manuscript was pmpared as part of the Environ· 
mental Ep:demiology P!ann·lng Project of the Health Effects 
Institute, September 199() ... SepternlX!r 1992, 

I would like to thank W. Douglas Thompson and 
INa Hertz,Picciotto for their helpful comments on this 
paper. 

Definitions 

Main Effects and C..ausal EffCcts 
A source of ambiguity in the srudy of inter
actions (and indeed in the srudy of any 
effects) is the exiscence of multiple defini
tions of the term effect. Two major defini
tions exist. Ironically, both seem to have 
developed from rhe pioneering work on 
experimental design conducted by Fisher, 
Neyman, and others during the period 
between the first and second world wars. 

The first definition, the parametric def
inition, is by far the most common today: 
An effect is a coefficient of a study exposure 
in a generali:t.ed linear model for the out
come of inreresr. [A generalized linear 
model is simply a linear model for some 
transformation of the expected outcome 
(2).] As an example , consider a log-linear 
(mulriplicarive) model for the rate R (in 
cases per person-year) of lung cancer in a 
cohon of married nonsmokers, given a cer
tain exposure ro spousal tobacco smoke x 
and radon level z, within a stratum k 
defined by some combination of age, sex, 
and (possibly) other determinants of lung 
cancer: 

or, equivalently, 

Here, I?"" 1, 2, 3, ... simply indexes the var
ious strata created by subdividing the 
cohort into subcohorts homogeneous on 
age, sex, etc., and ak represents the log rate 
among strawm-k subjects who have no 
smoke or radon exposure (x"" 0 and z"' 0). 

The coefficients ~ and y of x and z tradi
tionally arc called the main effects of smoke 
and radon. This term suggests that ~ and y 
represent some sort of causal action of smoke 
and radon on lung cancer rares. Such an 
interprerarion could, however, be mislead
ing. For example, the magnitude of f3 and y 
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would be affecred by a failure to strati~' on 
some cause of lung cancer that is disrribured 
differentially across levels of radon and 
smoke exposure. For example, if asbestos 
exposure were associated with radon and 
smoke exposure in this cohort but rhe strati
fication did not include asbestos, one would 
say that the G'lusal effect of smoke and radon 
was confounded with the asbestos effect, or 
rhat there was confounding by asbestos in 
the above model and in effect estimates 
derived hom the modeL 

The parametric definition arose in the 
context of randomized experiments in agri
cultural research. Given randomiz;tl"ion, rhe 
definition is not very misleading. Jf subjects 
had been randomized to the various smoke 
and radon levels, one would not expect smoke 
or radon robe associated with any porenrial 
confounder such as asbesws. Unfortunately, 
a c;wsal interpretation of~ andy requires 
(among other things) absence of confound
ing; given the difficulty of assuring the latter 
condit-ion, references ro ~ and y as main effects 
should be regarded as rradirional rather rhan 
careful usage. 

The difficulty with the parametric defini·· 
tion stems from the fuct that model 1 describes 
many different subcohorts of the same cohort 
(one subcohort for eve1y level of smoke and 
radon in the total cohort). That is, model 1 
is a descriptive model with no causal or bio
logical contem. lt only describes how rhe rate 
varies across subcohorrs exposed to different 
levels of smoke and radon; it docs not 
describe how any of the subcohorts would 
respond if smoke or radon levels were altered 
(unless, fortuitously, there is no confounding 
within the analysis strata). If, say, xis mea
sured in "pack-decades smoked by spouse," a 
coefficient of~ == 0.182 only says that the rate 
in subcohon-s (strat-a) with one pack-decade 
of spousal smoking is on average exp(O. 182) 
"' 1.2 rimes higher rh;m in subcohorts wirh 
no spousal smoking; it does nor say that this 
elevated rare is caused by the environmental 
tobacco smoke. 
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The second major definition of cffccr, 
rhe counterfacrual definition, attcmprs to 
deal cxplicirly wirh the preceding problem. A 
Gtu8al effect l~ defined as a contrast of the our
come of a single subject under rwo diffCrcnr 
exposure conditions. Consider a married man 
in our cohort of nonsmokers. Suppose this 
man would have comractcd lung cancer ar 
age 85 if he had no smoke or radon exposure. 
However, since his marriage at age 20, he has 
been living with his wifC who smokes a pack 
a day in a house that produces 1 \XILM/year 
of radon-progeny exposure; rhe~·c cxpo8urcs 
result in his developing lung cancer at age 55. 
'Jlms, the cmsal effe-ct ofhis actual smoke-radon 
exposure (relative ro no exposure) on his inci
<knce rime is ··-30 years; rhar is, he contracted 
lung cancer {became an incident case of lung 
cancer) 30 years sooner than he would have in 
the absence of both exposures. Note that rhe 
condition of no exposure is counterCKtual: It
refers to what would have happened if, con
tra!)' to fact, the man had not been exposed ro 
either smoke or radon. 

Counterf-ilctual models for causal effects 
extend at least as far back as rhe 1920s but 
have only seen extensive devcloprnem over 
the last fCw decades (3). Modern develop
ment began in philosophy literature ( 4) 
and in educational statistics (5); another 
line of development' was introduced into 
epidemiology by Rothman (6). In the 
ensuing decade, epidemiologists have 
employed counrerfactual models ro def-ine 
biological interactions (7-9), confounding 
(10), and intermediate eiTects {11,12). 

'T"he present disclJssion ignores the 
problem of competing risks, rhat is, our
come events rhat remove a subject from 
risk of the outcome of interest. For lung 
cancer, a!! such compcring risks arc deaths 
from other causes, such as a car crash. 
Proper conceptualization of competing 
risks in a causal rramework is somewhat 
conrrovcrsial (1.3,14). To avoid complexi
ties in presentation, the remaining discus·· 
sion assumes thar within levels of radon, 
smoking, nge, sex, and other controlled 
covariates, competing risks occur indcpcn
denrly of lung cancer. This assumption 
allows one ro interpret all lung cancer inci
dence rimes as expected times, given no 
competing risks occur. Nevcnhclcss, in 
any application, the assumption would 
need to be cvaluared critically against any 
available background knowledge. 

Statistical Interaction 

In the rheory surrounding generalized lin-

refers to multiplicarion, not the n~su!t of a 
chemical reanion.) Continuing our 
smoke--radon example, consider rhe model 

ln the conrext of rhis model, the interaction 
of smoke and radon usual!y refers to the 
coenlcient 0 of the product xz of smoke and 
radon level; often, rhr. entire product term 
Oxz is called an interaction renn. If model l 
is correct, it is said that no exposure interac
tions or nonlineariries ar<: present on rhe 
log--linear or mulriplicativc scale. 

Such usage of the rcrm inreracrion has been 
criticized on several grounds ( 1.5-1 7). One 
criticism is thar such usage is algebraic, divorced 
from any consideration of what constitutes 
interaction or synergy on rhe biologicnllcvcl. 
Another criricism is rhar such usage renders the 
presence or absence of inrcraction entirely 
dcpendem on rhc fOrm of the srarisrical model 
one chooses; for the same data, interaction may 
appear to be present when using one model but 
absent when using another. 

To il!usrratc the last point, suppose the 
lung cancer rates in our cohort follow the 
no-interaction log-linear model [1] with f3 "" 
0. 1 82 per pack-decade spousal usc and y = 

0.693 per 100 working-!cvd monrhs (WLM) 
radon-progeny exposure. Then the expected 
rates in stratum I? will be Rwo '" exp(ak) 
among subjects with no exposure, 

Rklo '" cxp(a., + (),} 82) '" 1.2cxp(<Y.1) [3] 

among subjects with one pack-decade of 
spousal-smoke exposure bur no radon
progeny exposure, 

R, 0, '" cxp(a.,. + 0.693) "2.0cxp(a.1) [4] 

among subjects with no spousal--smoke 
exposure but 100 WLM radon-progeny 
exposure, and 

11, 11 ,,, cxp(CY.1 + 0.182 + 0.693) 
"2Acxp(a.1) [5] 

among subjects with one pack-decade of 
spous:tl-smokc exposure and 100 \XILM 
radon-progeny exposure. \X'hcn expressing 
these hmr rates in the formar of a linear 
excess-rate-ratio model 

one finds rhar 

car modeling, one commonly sees inH~!"<K~ R;,. 10 "' 1.2exp(fxk) :·= (1 + [~*)exp(a1J, [7] 
rions defined as the coefficienrs of exposure 
products in the mode!. ("Product" here R/:Ol ""' 2.0exp(aA,) =-: (1 ·!· y~)exp(ak), [81 

and 

R111 "' 2.4exp(a.k) 
"(I + fl"' + y'' + 8")exp(<Y.1). [9] 

Tlw rate among the unexposed, c-xp(aA_), can·· 
eels out of these three equations; this n:'$ults in 
three simple linear equations with solutions f3* 
"' 0.2, y"' "' 1.0, and 0*· "' 1.2. In orher words, 
although no imeraction is present when rhc 
rates are expressed in a log-lin.e;u mode! (i.e., 0 
~, 0), inreraction is pre..<;ent when the I~lle ratios 
arc expressed in a linear model (i.e., 0'~" -:t- 0). 

Causal Interactions 

A different concept of interaction arises 
under the counrerf~lctual model of dTccts. 
Con~;ider again rhc man who developed 
lung cancer at age 55 after living 35 years 
with a wife who smoked a pack a day, in a 
house rhat produced 1 \X'LM/year of radon
progeny exposure. It was assumed that this 
man would have survived ro develop lung 
cancer at age 85 only if all smoke panicles 
and radon progeny in his h,m~chold air had 
been removed (e.g., filtered) from the air he 
breathed. 

Now ask whether or not the lung rumor 
he developed (ar age 55) would have 
occll!"rcd lat:cJ" (if ar all) if all the smolu~ par
tides but none of rhc radon progeny had 
been removed from the air. If the answer is 
yes, one says that spousal smoke advanced 
the incidence rime of rhe subjecr's lung can
cer. Also ask whether or nor the tumor 
would have occurred later (if at all) if none 
of rhc smoke panicles but all rhe radon 
progeny had b(x~n removed. If the answer to 

this question is yes, one may say thar the 
radon advanced the incidence rime. If rhc 
answer ro both questions is yes, so that both 
exposures contributed to the advance in 
incidence rirnc, one rnay say rhar the f"ilctors 
cxhibiH:~d cooperative interaction (causal 
coaction, or synergism) in advancing the 
subjccr's incidence time. 

To extend the example, suppose the sub~ 
jeer would have developed lung cancer at age 
70 if only the smoke panicles had been 
removed and at age 65 if only the radon 
progeny had been removed. The advance in 
incidence rime from 65 in the presence of 
smoke alone to age 55 in the presence of both 
exposures reprcsenrs a ponion of rhc total 
advance (of 30 years) that rcquire.d rhe pres
ence of both exposures ro occur. Thus, rhe 
portion of rhe advance from 65 to 55 rnay be 
called the interacdon cHCcr or coaction of the 
two exposures. 

Coaction is a special case of a more 
general concept of causal inreracrion or 
interdependence of causal effects, which 
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formalizes (in the counrerfKtual framework) 
concepts such as synergy, antagonism, and 
competitive acrion. Greenland and Poole (9) 
review this counrerf-3.ctual theory and derive 
irs connection to rhe sufficienr-componcnr 
causal theo1y of Rothman. Under the coun
rerfanual theory, an instance of synergism 
between two h1crors is ddlned as an insrance 
of disease in an individual rhar would nor 
have occurred (by a specified time) if either 
or both factors h<ld been absent. The con
nection to the above example is that lung 
cancer would nor have occunwl by age 55 if 
cidwr or both factors (35 pack-ye:us of 
spousal smoke exposure and 35 WLM of 
radon exposure) had been absem. 

NMe that the preceding counrcrfactual 
concept of synergism docs nor correspond w 
mechanism-based concepts of interanion r for 
example, see (l)J. Certain mechanisms do, 
however, predict response patterns consistenr 
wirh this concept when interaction is presem. 

Connections among Definitions 
of Effects and lntera<:tion 

The definition of coaction just given bears 
no resemblance to the statisrical definition of 
interaction; in particular, rhe concept of 
coaction is connected only indirectly to the 
statistical model for the rates. In rcnns of 
incidence time, the definition of coacrion 
conflicts wid1 the common definition of syn
erb'Y as a rota! effect greater than the sum of 
rhe separate effects: In rhc (~xample, the 
advance of lung-cancer time when both 
exposures arc present 00 years) is less than 
the sum of rhe advance when only radon is 
present (85 - 70 "' 15 years) and d1e advance 
when only smoke is prescm (85 ··- 65 "' 20 
years). Nevertheless, there is a connection 
among these concepts when the problem is 
reformulated in terms of incidence proponions 
(i.e., average risks of disease). 

As an illustration of rhis connecrion, 
consider rhe subcohon of male nonsmokers 
whose exposure histories (up ro the rime 
they comract lung cancer) are, say, x "' I 
pack/day spousal cigarette usc and z "' 1 
WLM/year radon-progeny exposure, srarr
ing at age 20. Ler l(

2
(t) be the actual pro

portion of rhis subcohort contracting lung 
cancer by age t Define the three counter·· 
f.1ctual proportions Rx0(t) = proportion of 
the subcohort contracting lung cancer by 
age t if only the radon progeny had been 
removed from rhe environment; R02(t) = 

proportion of the subcohort contracting 
lung cancer by age t if only the tobacco 
smoke had been removed; and R00 (t) "'pro
portion of rhe subcohon contracting lung 
cancer by age t if both the radon progeny 
and the smoke had been removed. From 

the four proportions just delined, one can 
compute two average-risk differences as 
measures of rhe effecrs radon and smoke 
would have had in the absence of the other, 

li/J,.0(t) •·• 11,0(1) ·· 1100(t) (radon) [I 0] 

and 

JID0,(t) •• 110,(t) ·-l~)()(t) (smoke) [II] 

whid1 are enrirdy coumerfactual, anJ a diltCr-· 
cncc that mea.'\lll"CS their anu:ll combined dk'(:t, 

JID,(t) • 1/jt) -/100(t). [12] 

It can be shown that superaddidvity of the 
differences, 

IID,jt) > 11D"1(t) + IID0jt) [13] 

can occur only if, in some subjects, radon 
and smoke causally interact in some of rhe 
cohort members; that is, only if coaction 
has occurred in some members (8,9). 
Narc, however, rhar the converse is nor 
true: Coaction may take place without 
superadditiviry occurring (8,9). 

It follows that an upper one-sided resr 
of rhe additivity condition 

may be regarded as a rest fin the occurrence 
of coaction. Various forms of rhis conclu
sion, and rests of addirivity (model 14) as a 
test for synergism, can be f(mnd in the phar
macology literature as f.1r back as the 1920s 
( 18). The idea did nor seem to attract notice 
in the epidemiologic literature until the 
1970s; sec Rothman (15), Koopman (7), 
and Miettinen (8) f(n· some early formula
tions. Inequality 1.3 conforms ro d1e com
mon norion of synergy as a combined effect 
exceeding the sum of separate effects; note, 
however, rhar the effect referred to here is the 
effect ofthe exposures on an entire, homoge
neously exposed subcohon. ln conrrasr, the 
eHCct referred to in the definition of coacrion 
refers to a single subject. 

Inequality 13 also conforms w rhe ddl
nirion of srarisrical interaction if one 
adopts an additive model for the average 
risks. To see this, define 

o:(r)" 1<(,0(t), p(x,t) 
"RD,. 0(t),y(z,t) ~ RD0,(t), [15] 

and 

o(x,z;t)" [RDjt)- RD,0(t)- JID0 ~(t)j. 
[16] 
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Then, with a lit-rle algebra, we sec rhar 
inequality 13 implies 

R.,.jt). a(t) + rJ(x,t) + y(z,t) + o(x,z,t) 

with 

o(x,z,t)>O. [17] 

Thus, as before, super;lddiriviry of 
eHCns (in panicubr, an additive-risk model 
with two causal exposures and a positive 
product term) implies the presence of 
inreracrion. Although the countcrfacrual 
and statistical dcllnirions do not otherwise 
coincide, rhc superadditive case is, fortu
IUtely, rhe one of primary concern in rhe 
study of environmental and occuparional 
hazards, for it is this case that is usually of 
mosr public-health concern (16~17). 

The counterfactual proportions Rx0(t), 
R02(t), and R00(t) used for cmpiric;d resting 
of additivity would ordinarily be estimared 
fi-om comparison groups that are subjecr ro 
rhe various combinations of exposure. For 
example, R00 (t) would be estimared from a 
subcohort with no (or negligible) smoke and 
radon exposure. This estimate must be 
adjusted for possible confCmnding. 

In observational epidemiology, adequate 
adjustment may be difficult or impossible to 

achieve. There arc usually roo few subjects 
to allow simulraneous stratification on all 
important adjusrmenr variables (conf()unders) 
and detailed comp;uison of exposure groups 
(alt-hough this problem generally is dealt 
with by using statistical models to estimate 
rhe average risks). More intractably, some 
important confounders may be impractical 
to measure accurately or ro measure at :ill, 
and thus may remain unconrrolled. 
Problems arising [rom confounder mismca
surement are well recognized in the epi
demiologic literature, however (19-21), 
and will nor be a poinr of focus here. 
Instead, larer sections will discuss the impli·· 
cations of exposure measurement problems 
fOr rhc assessment of interaction. 

Some Problems in Interaction 
Assessment 

The Power and. Precision Problem 

In epidemiologic settings, rhc power ro derecl 
st:Histical imcractions is typically an order of 
magnitude less than the power to detect m;1in 
effects; see Greenland (22) and Breslow and 
Day (23) f()r examples. Similarly, rhe vari
ance of rhe inreracrion estim;tre will be an 
order of magnitude greater than the variance 
of the main-·effects estimate under a no~inrer-· 
acrion model. 
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An intuition for rhesc rcsulrs nuy be 
obtained by corn paring variance formulas for 
csrimarc~ of main dTcct and intcranion when 
both exposures x and z arc dichoromous with 
lcvds l (exposed) and 0 (unexposed). Here 
we consider the basic lincaH·isk model 

which may be viewed as a special case of' 
model 17. If there is only one stratum and 
8 is assumed to be zero (no imcracrion), rhc 
usual estimates of [3 will have a variance 
approximately equal to vl t~)/( vl + \!()) 
where V1 and \1(1 arc the variances of the 
cstimarcs of Rkll -- RkoJ and Rt·HJ - R;,oo· 
In contrast, rhe usual estimates of 0 will 
have a variance equal ro V1 + \~1 . The rario 
of dH~ Ia ncr variance to the f-Irst is ( Vl + 

\.'())2/ vl \!(), which cquab 4 if vl "" \!{) and 
will be larger if Vi "f: \.'(1• Thus, in this sim
ple case, rhe precision of th(c imeracrion esti
mate will be no more than a qua!TCr rbar of 
the usual main-effect estimate. An identi
cal rcsulr is obtained if one considcr5 a log·· 
linear rare model such as model I (2:)), 

Sit-uations involving continuous expo
sure measurements arc considerably more 
complex, but nevertheless reveal that con
siderably larger study sizes arc needed to 
study interactions than are required to 
derccr cHf.:cts (24). We wi!l return to this 
issue in the discussion of designs for the 
study of inreractions. 

Confounding of Interaction 
and Dose-Response 

In common epidemiologic us-1ge, dosc~response 
refers to the changes in risk produced by 
changes in a single exposure, whereas interac
tion rd-Crs to changes in risk produced by two 
or more exposures. Thomas (2.5) has pointed 
out that a major problem in the assessment of 
borh dose-response and interaction is their 
tendency to confound one another, as well as 
their tendency to confound and be con~ 
f()undcd with larcncy cstimares. For example, 
consider the f111l quadratic generalization of 
rnodcll8 to continuous c>:posurcs, 

Rhz ""' Clk + Blx+ f32x2 + Ylz + Y2z2 + Oxz. 
[19] 

In practice, x and z may be centered (that is, 
have their sample means subtracted off their 
observed values) ro minimize corrclarion 
among the cocfficiem estimates. Even if this 
1s done, however, the quadratic 
dose-response terms x2 and z2 will usually b,~ 
highly correlated wirh the interaction (prod·· 
ucr) term xz; conscquemly, if j32 and y2 arc 
nonzero, x2 and z2 will act as conf-l.1tmders fi)r 
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.x.z, .~o thar a biased e.srimare of 0 will result if 
x2 or z.2 is omined from the model. In a 
symmetric fashion, ornission of xz will bias 
the r32 and y2 estimates if 0 is nonzero. 

More generally, failure to adequately 
model dose··· response and latency em lead to 
bias in inreracrion estimates and vice-versa. 
Perhaps a more illuminating way to view this 
problem is to recogni1.c that dose···responsc, 
latt~nq', and intcrac!"ion assessment arc <Ktu~ 
ally facets of a single task, namely assessment 
of the shape of the joint titne-dependcnr 
dose-response surEKc relating incidence ro 
bot:h exposures. For example, model 19 
specifies that this surface is quadratic; with~ 
out specific prior knowledge abour com
bined smoke and radon effects, rherc would 
be no basis for omining any tenD from rhc 
model (unless rhc data dearly indicated a 
rerm was negligible). 

Of course, rrwdcl 19 is Gl.irly rcsrrictive as 
is irs log-linear analogue (obtained by replac
ing l~w. with !og

1
,Rxz), and does not cncom·· 

pass the possibility of transforming x and z ro 
improve model accuracy and to model laten
cy. Some alternative modeling approaches 
wilt be discussed below. The presenr point is 
that dose--response and intcracrion llhould be 
viewed in a unified f-ashion if one wishe.<> ro 
avoid higher-order confounding. 

Measurement Errors 

In ordinary language, a measurement error 
is simply rhc an of recording <HI incorrect 
value for some variable on some subject. 
Statistical theory is concerned with the dis
tribution of rhcse errors in the study popu
lation and the relationship between true 
and measured values. For example, one 
may ask a number of quesrions involving 
the measured and nue values for cnviron
menr<li tobacco smoke, such as: 11) Whar is 
the distribution of true values x among 
subjecrs with meast1red values x 11/ b) 
Whar is the distribution of measmed values 
X111 among subjects with true values .x·? c) 
Do th(~ errors in the measured values x

111 

vary systematically across levels oF the true 
values x of smoke? (If nor, the smoke 
errors arc said ro be additivcly homoge~ 
ncQus.) d) Do the errors in rhe measured 
values x 111 vary systematically across levels of 
or her variables? (If so, the errors arc said to 

be differential; if nor, the errors are said ro 
be nondiHCrcnrial.) e) Arc rhc errors in rhe 
measured values .\~11 of smoke associated wid1 
the errors in rhe measured values ::<111 of 
radon? (If not, the errors in the two variables 
arc said to be independent of each orher.) 

An analogous lisr can be nude for the 
errms in measuring lung cancer incidence 
time. 'fraditionally, however, disease out·· 

comes have been rreatcd as dichotomies 
(diseased/not diseased), and errors in disease 
measurement have been treated as di<lgnos
tic errors, which are evaluated in terms of 
sensiriviry (probability of rruc posirivc 
among cases) and specificity (probability of' 
tTue negative among noncascs). 

The above lisring docs not exhaust the 
possibilities, and hence it may be clear rhar 
rhc topic of measurement error, and all irs 
possible effects, can become exceedingly 
complex. It should nor be surprising rhen 
thar most studies on dw topic are li.mired 
in scope and usually make several simplify
ing assumptions. Most commonly, errors 
arc assumed robe independent and nondif~ 
fCremial, so rhar the answers to questions d 
and e and the analogous questions for dis
ease are ncgat·ivc. One rarion;l!c hr such 
an assumption in methodo!ogic studies is 
that if wme bias arises f-!·om wei!-behaved 
(independent nondifferenrial) errors, rhc 
same sorr of bias or worse should be 
expected if the errors arc nor we11 behaved. 
Alrhough this rationale is nor valid univcr~ 
sally (26), investigators often ancmpt to 

ensure thar rhesc errors will be independent 
and nondifferenrial, and so such errors are 
worth srudying in (ktail. 

Neverrhclcss, ir should be recognizt:d 
rhat optimistic conclusions based on assurn·· 
ing independent nondiffcrcntial errors can
not be extended ro dependent or difh~rcntial 
errors, and rhar rhc errors actually occurring 
in a study can become diflCrenrial under 
ordinary circumstances. Consider. for 
example, exposure measurements over rime. 
Such measurements oft-en are based on his
torical records or, worse, subject memory. 
ln such situations, exposure measurements 
for rh': more distant past may be less accu
rate dun mcasurerncnrs for more recent 
exposure; if ,~o, accuracy of cumulative 
exposure measurement will vary with any 
variable correlated wirh calendar rime, such 
as anorhcr exposure. Even if the intrinsic 
accuracy of the exposure measurements do 
not vary over rime, the degree of bias pro
duced by measurement errors may still vary 
over rime (27). Similar problems will arise 
if accuracy of outcorne measuremcnr (e.g., 
disease diagnosis) varies over rime. 

The Impact of Measurement Errors 

The impact of mcasuremcnr errors on 
main-effect estimates has been srudied 
extensively, especially br situations involv~ 
ing indepcndenr nondiffcrcnrial error. 
One well-known result is that indcpcndenr 
nondifTerentia! errors in the classification oF 
a dichotomous exposure and C()variarc can"· 
not produce bias away fl·om rhe null value 
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of rhe exposure effect; for example, any bias 
produced by such error in rhe estimate of f3 
in model 1 will be rowards zero. This 
result, while useful, is often stared without 
mention of rhe assumptions of independenr 
errors and dichotomous exposure. 

Unfortunately, violations of cirher 
assumption can result in bias away hom rhe 
null; Dosemeci et al. (28) show rhar indc
pcndcnr nondiHCrenrial dassiflcation error 
can produce bias away hom the null if the 
exposure has as f-Cw as rhree levels. Ir is nor 
dear, however, how often such bias occurs 
in pracrice, and rhere arc a number of spe
cial error models under which rhe est'imarcd 
coefficients in linear or log-linear models 
can only be biased towards the null. For 
example, t·his is so under the classical model, 
in which the measured value X

111 
is given by 

.>:111 "' x + Ex, where x is the true value, i\ is 
the x error, and x and i\ arc normally dis
trihured with E.\· independenr of all orhcr 
variables (including ,\)-~rhar is, the error is 
indcpendcnr, additivcly homogeneous, non
differential, and normal. Although these 
conditions are restricrive, the rcsulr extends 
m various cases involving nonnonnal expo
sures and errors. Extension to multiplicative 
errors, with xm ,~ x · r..-- and x· and 1\. srricdy 
positive, f()llows by using log(xn;) = log(x1 ) + 
log(£) in place of x111 as rhe regressor vari~ 
able. These and other results For special 
models :uc reviewed by Armstrong (29). 
Lubin ct al. (2.5) specifically consider mod-· 
ds for radon 111(casurcmenr ro ewluate rhe 
impacr of measurement errors in studies of 
robacco smoke, radon, and lung cancer. 

The impacr of measurement errors on 
imeraction estimarcs has been studied less 
thoroughly. Independent nondiff-Crential 
dassifJCation errors can produce spurious 
appearances of inreraction <:md can mask 
true inreracrions, depending on other fea
tun~s of situation (19). More generally, rhe 
interaction coefllcient 0 in models 17 and 
18 may be biased towards or away from the 
null by independent nondiffercnrial errors 
in the swdy covariates (regressors); errors in 
disease dassi!lcation may fun-her aggravate 
such biases, rhus dimming rhe entire shape 
of rhc dose-response surface. These resulrs 
easily extend to situations involving arbitral)' 
polyromous or continuous exposures 
(Appendix). Nevertheless, rhcre arc a num
ber of special cases in which nondiffercnrial 
independent error will not af-fect rhe validity 
of tesrs l-Or inreracrion, and may rarely or 
never produce bias away from the nul!; for 
example, if rhc true values were distributed 
jointly and normally and if the errors were 
independent, additivdy homogeneous, non
differential, and norm;:ll (thar is, if x 111 c-, :x: + 

£_\. and zm "' z + £2_, where x, z arc bivariate 
normal and fhe errors E_\~ E2• are normal and 
indcpcndcm of x, z, and each orher), or if 
the errors were independent, nondifferen·· 
rial, and x and z were not associated wirh 
each other (Appendix). 

The distortion of dosL"---responsc and inrer
act·ion cstimarcs produced by mcasuremenr 
error depends heavily on the particulars of 
rhc. Hudy disrribution of exposures and errors. 
Thus, rarhcr than rely on :my general (and 
possibly misleading) conclusions, ir may be 
best to evaluate the effects of measuremcnr 
error on a study-specific basis, using meth
ods ofrhe son discussed in rhe next section. 
In rhe particular case ofcnvironmcmal robacco 
smoke and radon, measurement" errors may 
render the srudy ofinrer<Ktions inh~asible due 
to attenuated power (24 ); a similar conclu
sion may apply to most" odwr epidemiologic 
studies of environmental exposures. 

Coping with the Problems 

Designs for Assessing· Interactions 
and DosL"-Response 

In sl"udies involving primary subject selection, 
power for derecrion of intcracrions can be 
increased by using special sampling plans. 
Unf-{)lTtmatdy, a major obsradc in employing 
such designs is that they require a priori speci
ficuion of a number of parameters that may 
be only vaguely known, if at all. For cohort 
studies, one must be- able m specif), likely val
ues for rhe intercept and mai1H':ffecr p:Irame
ters (e.g., a, f3, y in modd 18) in rhe model 
of inreresr, as well as a value f-{)r the i!ltcrac
rion parameter (0) for which one wishes to 

maximize power or precision. For casc····con
rrol studies, the interccpr need nor be speci
fted, but one musr have some idea of the 
exposure disrriburions in rhe population 
serving as the source of cases and controls. 

A considerable amount of literature exists 
/()1" choosing optimal designs, at least in the 
cohorr 11-amework; Seber and Wild (30) pro
vide references w the linear-mode! lircnuure 
and also review design methods {-()r nonlinear 
models. Alrhough this lircrarure is highly 
technical, a few general conclusions C<l11 be 
drawn, especially in the special case of srudy·· 
ing departures from risk or rate addiriviry. 

The optimal design f(H detening depar
tttres from additivity will nor corresj)ond to 
rhe optimal design 6:)1" detecting dcpanurcs 
from linearity of rhe dose-,response curve 
for each exposure. Nor will either of rhese 
designs correspond w the optimal design 
f-(lr detecting main effecrs; however, rhe 
presence of main effects will hopd-ldly have 
been e-stablished before embarking on a 
specialized swdy o{ imer:Krions. 
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Because one will have to simulrancously 
consider inrcracrion and dose---response, as 
explained earlier, it may be best ro select 
subjects ro maximil',c precision of dw esti-
marcd dose-n:sponsc sm·Face. In rhis 
approach, inrcracrion reprcsenrs bur o1w of 
several potcnria!ly imponant deparrures 
from linearity of the joinr dose-----response 
suri-;Ke rel:u-ing smoke (x) and radon (z) to 
risk. For example, consider the quadratic
risk modd given in model 19. A good 
design for studying such a modd would 
sdcn subjects ro enhanC(' rhe precision of 
estimates f{)l" !32 and y2, as we!l as 8. 

More generally, one would want to 
allow h)r n:sponse surf--;tccs other than qua·· 
draric, including perhaps unanticiparcd 
shapes. One simple cohort design to help 
achieve rhis end would try and i.nsurc that 
subjcus arc disrribmed evenly across rhe 
joinr range of smoke and radon levels (rhar 
is, ;<cross rhc combinations of x and z). 

The case----G)lltrol siruarion is nor addressed 
as easily, fbr it is the case------control rario rather 
than the joint exposure distribution that is 
controlled by dw investigator. Nevertheless, 
if one is willing ro sacrifice the ability w csri
mare the main d·hxr of one of the exposures, 
one also may manipulate the marginal distri
bution of thar exposure by, for example, 
case·-conrrol m;,nching; sec Smith and Day 
(31) and Thomas and Crecnland (.32) for 
some elementary srudics of rhe impacr of 
marching on interacrion asscssmcnr in rhe 
contcxr of log-linear inreracrions. For inrer
anion asscssmcnr, one can expect rhar cer
tain highly variable marching ratios will 
offer more precision than fixed ratios: 
Relatively few conrrols per case would be 
needed in st-rat:l with many cases, but rela-
tively many controls per case would be 
needed in strata with few cases. 

Jf one already knows dw joint distriburion 
of disease and one of the exposures in fhc source 
population, ir may be most· cH1ciem to employ a 
rwo-st"age design rather than a conventional 
matched design; sec Cain and Bre-slow (33) fix 
fL111lwr discussion of rhis point. 

Modeling Interactions 
and Dose-Response 

The confounding of interactions and 
dose-response can be overcome if one has 
accurate information on the values of rhe 
variables (here, smoke and radon) over a 
reasonably broad range of combinations of 
the variables. Even wirh accurate and 
broad-ranging measurements, however, 
one must rake cue to employ a model form 
flexible enough to accurately approxim;lre 
the true dose-response surface. Because 
the shape of rhe true surface usually is 
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unknown (and is in fact what is under 
study), a safe strategy would be to employ 
as Hcxible a model form as practicaL 

The most flexible approaches available 
arc nonparametric regression rncthods, 
such as bivariate smoothers; for examples, 
sec Hastic and Tibshirani (34). Unfonunarc!y, 
these methods are not yet implemented 
widely i11 software, are impractical for han·· 
d!ing more than a fCw regres-SOr$, and can 
require fairly large samples for reasonable 
performance. An easier approach, with 
somewhat less flcxibilty, is generalized 
additive modeling (34). As an example, 
the gcncralizcd~addirivc analogue of mode! 
1 would be 

log,.(R,") "a.,+ B(x) + y(z), !20] 

where PCx) and y(x) arc now unspecified 
functions of x and z that will be estimated 
from the data. Unlike model 1, which con
strains dosc~response to be log linear, model 
20 allows the dose-response fOr smoke and 
radon to be any shape at all. Both models I 
and 20 do, however, imply that the shape for 
the smoke dose--response docs not change 
across levels of radon or covariatcs, and the 
shape for the radon dose·· .. responsc docs nor 
change across levels of smoke or covariates; 
this set of constraints is called the no-addi
tive-interaction or parallelism condition. 
Model 20 is easily fir using the GAIM soft
ware package (35). To generalize model 20 
to aHow for departures from additivity, one 
may add a product-term funnion to obtain 

log,.(llkx,) = a.,+ [l(x) + y(z) + 8(xz). [21] 

This is one of several possible generalized-addi
tive analogues of model 1. Unlike model 20, 
it doc.s nor constrain the dost-'--response sur!~ce 
to comain parallel dose--response curves. 

All the models given so f:1r imply that 
the shape of the do.5C·-responsc surface docs 
not change across rhc covariate snata (i.e., 
there is no additive interaction with covari·· 
arcs). To get around this restriction, one 
could model the covariate effects in detail 
and add inreraction terms between the 
covariates and exposures to the model. 
Among the drawbacks of this strategy is rhar 
rhc resulting model may have too many 
terms fi:n· the fitring procedure m work. 
Even if the model can be fir, the individual 
terms may be estimated with little accuracy. 
The individual terms also may be diHicu!t to 

interpret, although rhis need not be a prob·· 
iem if one focuses on graphs of the response 
surf.1Ces instead of on model terms. 

Further extensions of the above models 
may be obtained by considering other 
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transformations of the ourcomc measure, as 
in the additive logir model in which 

logitllkx, ''a.,+ B(x) + y(z), !22] 

where logir R '"' log,.IR/(1-···R)]. One also 
may employ incidence times or rates in place 
of risks as the ourcomc measure in dw above 
rnodcls. The Iauer models often fir beucr 
and may even obviate the need for product 
terms in the model. They also allow for 
straightforward incorporation of rime-depen
dent exposures in rhe model, an obvious 
advantage in longitudinal studies of exposures 
sud1 as smoke and radon. Nevertheless, tests 
of the no~coaction hypothesis sdll correspond 
ro testing the fir of an additive-risk model 
(such as model!? or 18) (36 ). 

Unforl"unatdy, additive-risk models can
nor be fit ro case--control data unl<:ss one has 
sufficient external information ro reconstruct 
the population risks from the data. For 
unmatched studies, all one needs is an esti·· 
mare of the crude disease rate in the source 
population of cases and controls or knowl~ 
edge of rhe case and control sample fractions. 
For matched studies, one must have the 
crude rates or sampling fractions within levels 
of the matching factors. Given this informa
tion, however, one may fit the same variety of 
modd f(mm as used for cohort data (37). 

For furrher discussions of modeling 
issues and rechniques sec Breslow and Day 
(2.3), McCullagh and Neider (2), and 
Hastic and 'fibshirani (34 ). Less technical 
overviews of modeling arc given by 
Greenland (38) and Chcckoway et al. (39). 

Evaluating and Correcting for 
Measurement Error 

'l'he best means of coping with measurement 
error is, of course, not to have it. Because 
this ideal is not attainable in typical environ
mental and occupational studies, evaluation 
of measurement error and irs effects is an 
essential component of any informative 
study. Most evaluations are limited to nar
rative review of facwrs influencing errors and 
the implications for bias; most commonly, 
these evaluations comprise arguments that 
exposure-measurement errors were indepen
dent and nondifferenria! and hence pro
duced only bias mwards the null. As shown 
earlier, however, such arguments arc of little 
usc in inreraction assessment, because inde
pendent, nondifferential misclassification 
may bias interaction terms in any direction. 

Much more can be done if data arc 
available about the accuracy of the expo·· 
sure and covariate measuremenrs in the 
study. In the best situation a validation 
subsrudy is conducted in which exposure is 

remeasured in a subsample of subjects 
using criterion methods, that is, merhods 
more accurate than the general methods 
applied to all subjects. 'fhe associarion of 
rhe criterion and general measurements, as 
estimated from the validation substudy, 
may rhcn be used to correcr coefficient esti
mates obrained from the full study cohort. 
Correction methods also may be applied if 
the crircrion··general measurement associa~ 
tion is estimated fi·om data external to the 
study (although, in rhc latter case, one 
musr assurne that this association is the 
same in borh the study and the external 
data). There is now an cxrraordinary vari
ety of validation-based correction methods 
available (fOr example 40~42). 

If a criterion measurement is una vail~ 
able, it" ~Till may be possible to obtain a 
more limited correction of coefficient esti
mates using a reliability subsrudy in which 
replications of rhc general measuremcnr arc 
obtained on a subsample of subjects. 
Again, there is a variety of reliability-based 
correction methods (e.g., ref. 43). 

If neither validation data nor reliability 
data arc available, bur some educated 
guesses can be made about the disrribu-· 
tions of exposure and covariate errors, one 
may conduct a sensirivity analysis of the 
study results. In such an analysis, various 
hypothesized error disrriburions arc used to 
correct the srudy results; one rhus sees how 
sensitive estimates are to assumptions 
about the error disrribution. 'T'his analysis 
is conducted easily under various simplify
ing assumptions (29). If the study vari
ables arc discrete, matrix fl.nmulas for cor
recting comingency-tablc results can be 
applied (40, Appendix), and these arc pro·· 
grammed easily in matrix languages such as 
GAUSS, SC, S-PLUS, and SAS JML. 

Conclusions 
Given the diHi.cu!ties inherent in attempting 
to study interactions with epidemiologic data, 
design and analysis is best focused on accu·· 
rate estimation of the entire dose-response 
surface relating incidence to covariat(~S, rather 
than on isolated aspects of rhis surface, such 
as starisrical interaction. One may, of course, 
rest the departure of the data from surfaces 
predicted by various causal models, such as 
rhe no-coaction model (7,9) or the simple 
independent-action model ( 44), but the power 
and validity of these tests will be nearly opti·
ma! under the same conditions that insure 
accuracy of dose~response estimation, such 
as well-balanced exposure distributions and 
accurate cxpostue measurement. 

Flexible modeling and, where possible, 
quamirative evaluation of measurement error 
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will hdp achieve the lnost accunue assess·· 
mcnt of intcraGion possible with available 
data. Nevertheless, bcc.1.use of limitations of 
power and because of distortions produced 
by measurement' error, one should be cau
rious about lhe potential of environmcmal 
epidemiology for interacrion assessment. 

= (J. · I + f1L_,·z xP(x,z I x111 ,Zm) 

+ y"'f.xz zP (.x·,z I x111'z11) 

Thus, except in certain special cases, 

IID(x,,z,) i' /ID(x,,O) + IID(O,z,). 127] 
'"a.+ p.x-(x,11,zm) + yi(x111 ,z11). 

I2AJ 

Appendix 
For simplicity, suppose we have just one srra
rum, and ler P(x,)' I x111 ,Z"') be the probabil
ity that a subject with measured smoke and 
radon exposures Xm and zm has true levels x 

and z; note rhar )2xzP(x>}'l X 111,z,) '" 1 (here, 
L.\-z indicates rhe sum over all possible values 
ofxand z). Let 

Now let RD(xm,z·
111

) "' R(x
111

,Z111 ) -- R(O,O) 
he rhe risk difference between subjccrs wirh 
Jneasurcd levels x·

111
,z,, and subjecrs measured 

as having no exposure. Then 

thar is, rhe risks based on the measured 
exposures need nor be additive, and this is 
so even if the measurement error is inde
pend<:Ilt' and nondiffcrcnrial and the risks 
based on rhc rrue exposures arc addirivc. 

Additivity will be preserved (i.<~., 25 
will equal 26 under model 18 with 0"' 0) if 
the me;m true lcvds .X and i depend on rhe 
m.e.asured levels X111 and z111 in an additive 
fashion, for then 

RD(x
111

,z
111

) 

"' Q i llt·(xm,z111 ) + yi (.J.::·111,z111 ) 

- (u + fl.<(O,O) + yi(O,O)j 

,, B[i(x,,z,) · x(O,O)] ,X(x
111

,z
111
)- .1:-(0,0) 

= .\'(x
111

,0) + ,i(O,z
111

) -- 2,\?(0,0) 

128] , y[z(x,,z,)] ···· i(O,o)]; 125] 

and 1n contrast', for subjects rneasurcd as and 
exposed to only one of rhc rwo exposures, 
we have i(x

111
,z

111
) "" i(O,O) 

"".i(xm,O) + i(O,z,1J -·- 2i(0,0) 

RD(x111,0) + RD(O,z111 ) 
129] be the me::ms of the true smoke and melon levels 

among subjects with measmed levcls X111 and z,,; 
let Rxz be rhe aver<:Ige risk among subject-s with 
rrue levels xand z; and suppose R,,·z follows the 
no-interaction linetHisk modcl (mOOd 18 with 
8 :::: 0). Then the average risk among subjew; 
with measured levels xm and zm will be 

,, B[<(x,,O)- ,;;(0,0)] This would occur, f(n example, if rhe 
errors were independent nondiffcremial and 
x and z were unassociated, or if x and z were 
bivariate norrna! and their respecrive errors 
were independent normal with homoge~ 
neous variance. Additivity also will be pre~ 
served under "Berkson error" !sec Armstrong 
(29) for discussion of Berkson error in the 
comext ofmaiJHo:fi-(xr estimates]. ~ 

+ y[z(x,O) ···· i(O,O)j 

+ B[x(O,z,) ·· .\'(0,0)] 

R(x,11,z,,) oc·. Lxz P(x,z I x"',z111 )R_\·z 

+ y[i(O,z,) · i(O,O)j 

"B[.ic(x,,O) + .i'(O,z,) · 2x(O,O)] 

+ y[i(x
111

,0) + i(O,zm) -- 2i(O,O)]. 

"L,, P(x,z I x,,z,) (<Y. < flx + yz) 
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Risk Assessment Policy Needs 
Go Beyond Research Needs 
So f:1r we luve discussed areas of exposure 
analysis, study design, and data analysis in 
which methodological improvements arc 
ne<~ded and worthy of research support. For 
rhe mosr part, this support will go to indi
vidual researchers w help finance the time 
spent developing and testing new methods. 

In this paper we discuss scientific activities, 
such as the systematic and consistent smnma
ri?...alion of a body of evidence, the decision ro 
initiate more srudy, and dw conclusion that 
enough is enough. 

These are issues of risk assessment policy 
and research srratcgy, and while not as value 
laden as risk management (which we do not 
address in rhis docum.cnt), they arc by 
nawre a matter of scicnriflc consensus. For 
this reason, support {-()r the formation of a 
risk assessment policy often involves devel
opment of draft documents by governmen
tal and nongovernmental scientists and the 
systematic review and development of pro
cedure by groups of researchers. We begin 
by raising some of the issues of a risk assscss·· 
ment policy and discuss in the last section 
how this policy or related research needs 
could be supported. To place these consid
erations in contexr, we must remember rhat 
most risk assessment must proceed with 
only animal data. Therefore, the issues 
raised here, though important, apply to a 
small proporrion of regula wry decisions. 

This manuscript was prepared as part of the Environ
mental Epidemiology Planning Pmject of the Health 
Effects Institute, September 1990- SGptember 1992. 

• Author to whom correspondence should be 
addressed. 

Putting It Ail Together: 
Methodological Issues in 
Weighing a Body of Evidence 

Repeated strong epidemiologic'll findings can 
implicate a remediable environmcmal exposure 
even without supporting animal toxicological 
evidence or identifying a responsible agent. An 
example would be rhe well-known strong asso
ciation between carcinoma of the nasal sinus 
and cabinet making (1). Industrial hygienic 
precautions G'ln be instituted even before a bet
ter understanding of the responsible mecha
nism is clarified. Here, epidemiology alone 
suffices to drive regulation. Strong consistent 
resuhs require no ingenuity to summarize. 

More frequently, the hum~m epidemiolog
ical results arc not distinguish;tble from the 
null, or the dose---response slope is so low that 
bias or confl.mnding could plausibly account 
fonhcobserved association. Alternatively, the 
results may implicate something in the general 
environment thar G11lnot be avoided by some 
easy measure that could, like a G'lbinetmakers 
dust mask, be applied without an understand
ing of d1e rc..'iponsible agem. In this case, usu
ally orher disciplines are needed to pinpoint 
the ofl-Cnding agent and its means of control. 
For all of these reasons, most environmental 
policy is set after considering dw integrated 
information from clinical medicine, basic 
physical and biologid science, ·animal toxicol
ogy, exposure analysis, and a body of epidcmi·· 
ological evidence. When all of this evidence 
points toward rhe same conclusion, policy 
decisions are simplified. Ofi:en, however, rhe 
evidence is conHicting. Some studies are called 
posirive, and others are said robe negative, rhar 
is, indistinguishable fi-om d1e null. 

The terms positive and negative suggcsr 
a solidity that is misleading. One school of 
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thought reserves these rcrms for statistically 
signiflcanr associations and rends to view 
any association that does not achieve the 
preset p value ro be as good as no association 
at all. Another school suggests thar infimna
rion from all studies should be pooled and 
the decision ro believe the results should be 
based on Bayesian approaches rhat consider 
prior plausibility and the cost of a ftlse posi
tive or a false negative rcsulr. This issue 
becomes particularly difficult when, as is rhe 
case in the current debate about low-frequency 
electromagnetic f-ields (2), the body of posi
tive epidemiological evidence has very weak 
biological plausibility. Intuitively ir is clear 
rhat a higher relative risk or a greater num
ber of confirmatory studies arc necessary i-Or 
such a situadon dwn would be fi:)r an agem 
that is similar to a previously swdied agcnr 
whose mechanism of acrion is well under
srood. The acceptance of erionite as a car-· 
cinogenic mineral fiber comes ro mind. The 
documentation of two villages wirh a rate 
ratio of 9000 and one animal study demon
strating carcinogenicity was sufficient for rhe 
Inremarional Agency for Research on Cancer 
(JAJZC) (3) ro list erionire as a carcinogen. 
The biological plausibility weighed heavily 
here. Methodological research imo how one 
uses cpiderniological and other types of infOr
marion to update prior probability assessments 
practically and intelligibly for environmental 
decision makers is, rherefore, of high priority. 

Agents that act by nonthrcshold mecha
nisms, as is the c::L'ie wirh many carcinogens, 
could conceivably produce unacceptable 
numbers of disease in the popularion when 
there is widespread exposure. This could 
happen even when rhc exposures are so low 
rhar rhc increase in relative risk is undetecmblc. 
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NEUTRA AND TRICHPOPULOS 

Alrhough epidemiological slUdies <.:annot rule 
our eff{ns of societal concern in this siruation, 
such neg.ulvc or null studies can somtlimes help 
assess whether humans have higher or lower 
sensitivity to an agent than expected on rhc basis 
of animal bioassays. This is a special topic 
within rhe problem of sumnl<Hizing evidence. 

Anorhcr problem that often faces those 
who arc trying to weigh a body of evidence 
is that negarivc studies (nor disringuishablc 
from the null) arc thought to be less likely 
ro be published than posirivc srudics. 
Censoring may occur ar rhe level of rhc 
researcher or the journal. For example, a 
researcher may suggest a positive associa~ 
rion between a disease outcome and a vari
able that was not originally included in the 
main hypothesis. The researcher probably 
would not report a surprising lack of asso
ciation under the same circumstances. An 
aurhor whos<~ main hypothesis was nor sup
poned in a srudy may decide not to submit 
an anide or may become discouraged after 
receiving routine editorial criticisms. All of 
this could skew the available evidence. 
This problem has been discussed previously 
(4 ). Iris rime to sec if rhe phenomenon is 
substantial and to evaluate which, if any, 
potential remedies should be applied. 

Contexts in which Follow-up 
Environmental Epidemiologic 
Studies are Recommended 
The usual motivation for academically based 
epidemiologic research is to pursue a credible 
hypothesis in a setting that promises a high 
likelihood of providing a persuasive answer 
because the amount of exposure, the size of 
rhe study population, and the ability to con-
no! bias and conf(mnding arc all favorable. 
R(~se;u-ch priorities from funding agencies 
thus give as much :nremion to feasibility as 
to the potential importance of the project 
being funded. Hypotheses often derive from 
basic science considerations or from animal 
or other epidemiological evidence. Public 
agencies, on the other hand, arc often 
dircx:red ro cany out studies whose ;mswer 
would be of great policy intcresr even though 
the low biological credibility of rhe rested 
hypothesis or rhc conditions of study milirat-e 
against the likelihood of a persuasive result. 

Frequently, one or a few studies initiated 
in either way arc not considered persuasive. 
When current epidemiological information 
is insufficicnr, one is faced wirh the problem 
of deciding if any additional epidemiological 
study is likely ro be helpful (for example, 
where animal evidence suggests the possibil
ity of an dkct large enough to be of social 
concern bur roo small to be detected roxico~ 
logically or epidemiologically under usual 
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exposure scenarios). If epidemiology of-fers 
hope for demonstrating an effect, how 
strong must a collection of positive studies 
be m in1plicate an agent or csrimate its 
porency in humans? How strong musr a 
co!h~ction of negative studies be to give a 
clean bill of health ro an agenr that is 
thought to acr by a mechanism that should 
display a threshold of effect? In regularory 
toxicology, no single 5tudy is ever consid
ered definitive. Insread, a specil1ed number 
of statistically significant studies in several 
species and laboratoJ)' ,~etting-~ is rourinc!y 
required. This policy is pursued regardless 
of considerations such as strength of effect, 
prior plausibility, or the social cost<:> of fitlsc 
positive or negative resulrs. While this pro
oxiurc would nor be advocated for epidemi-
ology, it docs remind us thar no single study, 
especiaHy a screening swdy, is likely ro be 
definitive and rhat initiaring an investigation 
for scientihc or public policy reasons usually 
commits one to a sequence of srudic<> umil a 
body of evidence has accumulated. The prin
ciples that guide the iniriation and termination 
of this commitment need duciJation. 

When concerned segments of rhe public 
demand a study in a particular setting, f()r 
instance rhe Love Canal or large areas of Los 
Angeles where there is aerial application of 
mahuhion for the Mediterranean fruit Hy, 
they often have a legitimate desire to partici~ 
pate in rhe design, conduct, and imcrprcra
tion of rhc result-s. They often have unique 
"shoe leather" experience as to routes of 
exposure, hypotheses about effects that they 
wish to be addressed, and susceptibility to 
and concerns about potential conHicrs of 
interest in the analysis process. Often the 
results (or media interpretation of the 
results) from one such location can have 
profi)llnd impact on national policy. 

Several methodological research questions 
arise from rhe involvement of members of the 
public. How well do various techniques of 
involvement work, pranically, for citi'l£11 sat~ 
isG.ction, and with regard to avoiding bias in 
5tudy result<>? How docs the prc5entation of 
cpidemiologiml results and rhc social scning 
in which that presentation takes place inHu~ 
encc the understanding and acceptance of 
results? How can one safely assume that a 
local community correctly registers and 
remembers study re~·ulrs carried our on its 
behalf, given that irs perception of the results 
influences local and national policy? 

The availability of morbidity and monaliry 
dara bases offers both opportunities and dilcm~ 
mas. Academic epidemiology has tradirionally 
tLJrned ro available data bases to look for 
unsuspecrcd variations with regard ro person, 
place, and rime as a first step to unearthing the 

activity of some (-:.<usal agcm. This approach 
was {)ft·en uscfi.!l in rhc early days of infectious 
disease epidemiology; and rcC(~nt!y there have 
been some successes in China, where sharp 
regional variations in chronic disease rate$ (.5) 
have led to rhe discovery of causal agents of 
indoor air pollurion [fCmalc lung cancer in 
southern China (6' )J or ddlciencics or excesses 
in trace dements !selenium (7)]. 

Despite these isolared inst·anccs and the 
usefiJlncss of rhese data b:L~es in occupational 
and life--style epidemiology, ir is striking how 
diflicult it is to hnd examples in modern devel~ 
oped countries in which the routine surveil
lance of morbidity and mortality f()r temporal 
or spatial variations has led to the discovc1y of 
new causal fucrors in d1e physical cnvironmcnr. 
These sources of inhmnation have been more 
useful for following the course and control of 
disease of known origin and h>r resting specific 
hypotheses that arose from other considera
tions. Despite rhis unpromising record, there 
arc politicians and sciemists who have high 
hopes f()r screening studies based on rhe analy~ 
sis of routine data. This em be fnJirfi.J] even 
when rhere is no biologically based hyporhe5is, 
but the opponunity for chance associations 
fi·om multiple comparisons is grcar. In a more 
hyporhesis-testing mode, one em explore exist~ 
ing data ro ask whether a single locality (or all 
localities) containing some environmental haz
ard has (or have) higher rates of a particular 
disease. The opportunities for chance <L%ocia-
rions afrcr multiple comparisons also arc great. 
The availability of such data also f<tcilitates the 
generic clustering study in which one asks if a 
disease clusters more rhan chance or demo-
graphic5 would suggest. The answer allows the 
researcher to asse5s the hypothesis that a disease 
is spread from person to person or fiom a 
point source. The traditional academic 
hypothcsis--generaring srraregies thus have 
potential for initiating a wild~goose chase in 
environmental epidemiology. There is a neeJ 
fcx a dear rationale for initiating such cndectvors 
\vhilc considering the subsequent commltmcm 
it entails. 

Methodological Research 
Questions 
We have raised some research and policy 
issues rhat arise when summarizing epidemi-
ological evidence or deciding to initiate new 
srudics in service to the regulatory process. 
\Yie will briefly discuss them bdow. 

How can funding agencies advance the 
state of knowledge and the quality of practices 
in these several areas? As mcnrioned befi)rc, 
science policy requires a consensus process and, 
therefore, requires rhe support of researchers 
working as a group. Efficiency dictates that 
some researchers he supported to prepare the 
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groundwork or oversee and sumnurii'.e the 
consensus process while others arc supported 
to panicipate in it. Care should be given ro 
inviting participants with a range of disciplines 
and backgrounds so rhat persons wirh various 
kinds of practical experience arc balanced by 
individuals who arc nor grounded in d1c more 
traditional ways of doing or thinking abour 
things. A wricty of mechanisms could be 
appropriate fOr the dilTCrent areas dealt with 
below. These indude supporring outside sci
cmisr.s to work with government scicnrisL~ l'O 

develop draft guidelines or work out discus~ 
sions of che rationale for approaching a panic
ular problem. They include RFP support fOr 
individuals, the intensive work group sessions 
ro n~solve a problem procedure, or a work
shop or conference to summarize a consen
sus. While supporr for such activities em 

be as costly as support for laboratory or 
clinical research, the yield can be useful for 
the regulatory and scientific proc<~sscs. 

Epidemiological Evidence 

How should a body of epidemiologictl c"Videncc 
be summarized for hazard idemificadon and 
dose-response puqx>SCS? How should biologi
cal bad<ground infnnnation be incorporated? 

These questions concern more than statis
tical mera-analysis. There arc some vc1y inter
esting issues relating ro the ability of the 
human mind to integrate large bodies of infor
mation and summarize them in consist-ent 
ways. Prior opinions often inHuencc the inter
pretation and weight of evidence. This area 
may benefit from an analysis of expert behav
ior and artificial intelligence. The issue of posi
tive and negative studies arises. It is inappropriate 
to pass each study rhrough a test of starisrical 
significance and contrast rhc number of posi
tive and neg:uivc studies. What alrernarives arc 
there ro the semantic~ of this terminology and 
the practices that arise from thern? To the 
extent that the process beco111es more explicit, 
hidden biases will be less imponanr and the 
process will be less arbitmy and ctpricious for 
regulatmy purposes. 
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The Price of Sample Infmmation 

When should epidemiological swdy be sup·· 
poned rather rhan laboratory or clinical 
srudy, and how many studies of varying 
kind and si'lJ:'. arc needed to determine that 
a hazard exists at current doses or that a 
hnard is unlikely at cxisring doses? 

W c cannot hope fOr a cut-and~dricd pro
cedure to make d1csc dcrcrminarions, but the 
demenrs that should go into such decisions 
need broader and more fundamental discus
sion and understanding. We need ro bring 
together decision analysts, epidemiologists, sta
tisricians, regularory lawyers, and wxicologists 
to smdy case histories and to propose theoreti·
cally sound and practical approach~-~ ro decid
ing when ro starr and how Jnuch is enough. A 
published discussion of rhc issues, similar ro 
the National Research Council's (NRC) risk 
assessmenr/risk management report of 1983 
(8), may reduce the fr-equency of false positive 
and negarive epidcmiologic.al srudics, inappro
priate waiting for unneeded studies, and the 
misuse of an inadcquare number of negative or 
positive swdics to make decisions. 

Documenting and Remedying 
Negative Publication Bias 

Dcspire thoughtful discussions of the allega
tion that negative studies arc lc.ss likdy ro be 
published, the cxrcnr of the problem and rea·· 
sons (if any) f()r it have not been fully docu
mented. Once this is bener understood, along 
with the likely uses of negative resulrs, alterna
tive approaches should be proposed and a mar
ker survey conducted to determine the 
acceptability of the alternatives. A journal of 
abstracts is one option, and a peer-reviewed 
electronic data base with abstracts keyed into 
electronically retrievable detailed documenra~ 
tion is anod1er. The benefit of understanding 
and remedying rhis problem is that negative 
studies, and reviewers' concerns about them, 
would be available as societal decisions arc 
being made. However, an obvious danger is 
that negative srudies may be ncgarive because 
they arc poorly concc:ived or poorly executed. 

RISK ASSESSMENT POLICY 

The Implications of Involving the 
Public 

\XIhat evidence claims thar public concern or 
involverncm can improve or bias srudy results 
or influence response rates? Once a srudy is 
done, what is the prevalence of knowledge 
abour irs results, and what is the duration of 
rhar knowkdgc? What intcrvcnrions influence 
this? Here lies the borderland becween epi
demiology and evaluation research, similar to 

research in antismoking or contraception c.'lm .. 
paigns, except that segments of the public may 
view eHCu-ivc ellOrrs to disseminate epidcmio .. 
logical research information as propaganda f-(>r 
cnvironme.nral inaction. The benefits of a bet
ter undcrscanding would be improved public 
health practice and public decision making 
based on evidence rather than misconccprion. 
A C.1V(~at must be given here. Environmentally 
cautious actions arc often wananrcd even in 
the filce of negative epidemiological results rhar 
arc wdl disseminated and understood by the 
public. It is nonetheless hclpfill to be dear, for 
future reference, as to whether epidemiological 
evidence inHuenccd rhe decision. 

Why Epidemiology Must Be Skeptical 

Theory can predicr rhat a certain propor
tion of comparisons will be sratisrically sig~ 
nificam or that <l shared methodological 
flaw can produce a false associarion in mul
tiple studies. Bur both rhe scientif-ic com .. 
munity and the general public arc more 
convinced by empirical dcmonstrarions of 
these theoretical predictions. hn example, 
in how many occupational studies is a vari
able like monrh of birrh associated with 
disease? How many examples can we find 
in which several studies seemed to impli
cate an agent but subsequent studies failed 
l'O confirm the initial findings? Case stud
ies like these can help journalisrs, the pub
lic, and decision makers to better undcrsrand 
the importance of a solid body of evidence 
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We developed a series of articles concerning epiderniologic research on potential health effects of electric and magnetic fields. Our goal was to 
identify methodological issues that have arisen through past studies of cancer. reproduction, and neurobehavioral outcomes in order to suggest 
strategies to extend knowledge. Following an ove1view of relevant physics and engineering principles, cancer epidemiology of electric and magnetic 
fields is discussed separately with a focus on epidemiologic methods and cancer biology, respectively. Reproductive healt!l studies, many of which 
focus on exposure from video display terminals are then summarized, followed by an evaluation of the limited literature on neurobehavioral out
comes, including suicide and depression. Methodological issues in exposure assessment are discussed, focusing on the challenges in residential 
exposure assessment and interpretation of \fl.lire configuration codes. An overview offers recorr1mendations for priorities across these topic areas, 
emphasizing the importance of resolving tt1e question of wire codes and childhood cancer. Collectively, these articles provide an array of obse!Va
tions and suggestions regarding the epidemiologic literature, recognizing the potential benefits to science and public policy. -~ Environ Health 
Perspect 101 (Suppl4):71-72.{1993). 
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Introduction 
The sciemific literature on potenria! health 
effects of electric and magnetic fields has 
evolved haphazardly, like many research 
pursuits. The origins of the epidemiologic 
evidence can be traced to srudies of neu
ropsychological symptoms in Sovier electri
cal workers in the 1960s (1,2), with an 
important study of power lines and child
hood cance.r published by Wertheimer and 
Leeper in 1979 (3). Through the 1980s, 
the pace and scope of epidemiologic research 
accelerated to the point that there arc now 
perhaps a dm:en major ongoing epidemio
logic studies focused on cancer and a 
smaller number addressing reproduction 
and neuropsychological function. 

In an arrempt ro conceprualizc and 
org;mize bener the evolving evidence, we 
have developed a series of articles. The 
imcnr was nor ro review comprehensively 
the past research or ro draw specific conclu
sions for decision-making purposes, but 
rather to focus on the frontiers of existing 
knowledge and make rccomm.endations fOr 
how to extend those fronriers. Some 
degree of subjecrivity is required w abstract 
the important observations from rhe litera
ture and make recommendations about 
which of the many possible approaches is 
most likely to advance our understanding. 
Individual authors undoubrcdly lnve differ
ent priorities about what would constitute 

Tl1is manuscript was prepared as part of the Environ
mental Epidemiology Planning Project of the Health 
Effects Institute, SeptembGr 1990 ··· Septenlber 1992. 

an excit'ing discovery, but we all share an 
interesr in the fundamemal questions of 
whether exposures to power-frequency 
electric and magnetic fields affCct human 
health in clinically importanr ways. 

Overview of Articles 
To orient readers unfamiliar with the physic..<> 
and engineering aspects of electric and mag
netic fields, the articles begin with Kaunc's 
"Inrroduction ro Power-Frequency Electric 
and Magneric Fields" (4). This defines the 
key concepts, idCmifies principal sources of 
electric and magnetic fields and the levels of 
exposure typica!ly encountered, analyzes how 
these fields affecr humans, and describes the 
technology available for environmenral mea
surements. The shielding of electric but not 
magnetic fields by biological tissues is noted, 
with some discussion of the processes by 
which the weak fields of concem might 
induce biologic.tl effects. 

Two chapters are devoted specifically to 
the study of cancer in relation w electric and 
magnetic field exposure. In "Epidemiologic 
Studies of Electric and Magnetic Fields and 
Cancer: Strategies for Extending Knowledge" 
(5), I focus on epidemiologic design and 
analysis issues th;u are in need of examination 
and improvement. The recommendation is 
made for two specific efforrs concerning 
residential exposures and cancer: a cornpre
hcnsive evaluation of sources and parterns 
of individual magnetic field exposures ro 
idemif·Y exposure sources most worthy of 
SllJdy and to clarifY the role of "wire codes" 
(based on power lines outside rhe residence) 
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;ts an exposure source, and an examination of 
rhe sociology and geography of wire codes ro 
evaluare confounding or sdecrion bias or the 
possibility that wire codes influence cancer 
rhrough mechanisms other than magnetic 
fields. Studies of occupational electric and 
magnetic field exposure would benefit from 
;tdditional surveys of exposure patterns in 
diverse industrial senings and from addi
tional empirical evidence on rhe patterns of 
cancer risk in rdarion to those exposures. 

Stevens considers "Biologically Based 
Epidemiological Studies of Elccnic Power 
and Cancer" (6 ), in which he relates rhe 
indirecr evidence from srudies of DNA 
transcription and translation, calcium bal
ance in cells, and pineal production of mcla
ronin ro modern concepts of cancer biology. 
The potential role of electric ;uH.l magnetic 
fields in the carcinogenic process is exam
ined in the context of a two-stage model for 
carcinogenesis, consisting of murarion of DNA 
and cell growth. Integration of laboratory 
evidence with this model of carcinogenesis 
leads ro the following recommendations: 
fl) given a number of points at which clec
rric and magnetic fields mighr operate, 
exposures over a broad time period should 
be considered; /J) effects on calcium balance 
encourage studies of acute nonlymphocytic 
leukemia; c) influences on pineal function 
suggest studies of hormone-dependent cH1·· 

cers (female breast, prostate) be conducted 
in conjunction with an evaluation of orher 
influences on pineal function; and d) alrer
ation of calcium homeostasis might lead to 
oxidative stress, which encourages srudy of 
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the interactive role of radialion and other 
agents rhar induce oxidative stress. 

Shaw and Croen's article on "Human 
Adverse Reproductive Outcomes and 
Electromagnetic Field Exposure: Review 
of Epidemiologic Studies" (7) sysrcmati~ 
cally reviews rhe epidemiologic evidence 
from exposures in residences, in workplaces, 
and to specific electrical devices such as dec-· 
rric blankets and video display terminaLs. 
Serious methodological deficiencies exist in 
many of the studies, especially those exam
ining exposures orlwr- th:ln video display f(~r·· 
minals, so that research directions cannot be 
articulated with a higb degree of specificity 
and confidence. Noncrhdcss, recommenda
tions are made for: a) addressing rhe sug
gestion from laboratory studies of a possible 
adverse effect on growth by studying sdecred 
congenital anomalies, intrauterine growrh 
retardation, and chromosomally normal 
spontaneous abortions; b) consideration of 
paternal residential exposure in relation to 
reproductive outcomes; and c) application 
to reproductive health outcomes of the 
exposure assessment methods for residemial 
and occupational settings previously applied 
ro cancer, ideally incorporating diverse 
sources of exposure. 

"Neurobehavioral Effects of Power 
Frequency Electromagnetic Fields" by 
Panerh (8) summarizes the evidence for 
potential adverse effects on a number of 
indices of neurological and psychological 
parameters. The unique challenges of 
studying behavior and cognition include 
the problem of laboratory ani facts, the sub
dcty and transiency of rn.any outcomes of 
interest, and the strong inHucnce of social 
factors. The literature on neurobehavioral 
testing of experirn.entaHy exposed subjecrs, 
assessments of occupationally exposed 
workers, and the studies associating residen·· 
tia! exposure with suicide are reviewed. 
Laboratory evidence suggesting eHCcts on 
calcium efflux does nor generate specific 
predictions, whereas the potential role of 
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electric and magnetic fields in pineal fi.wc·· 
tion and circadian rhyrhms points direcdy 
toward depression as a plausible outcome. 
Thus, the recommendation is nude rhar 
prospective studies of occupational expo·· 
sure and depression be conducted, rather 
than pursuing additional smdies of cogni·· 
rion in occupationally exposed groups, for 
which the results have been largely negative, 
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demial exposures, fi.)r which the social class 
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wire code than is average magnetic field. 

Siemiatycki offers his perspective on 
"Problems and Priorities in Epidemiologic 
Research on Human Health Effects Related 
to Wiring Code and Elecrric and Magnetic 
Fields" (10). He argues that the most press
ing need is to verify the finding· that wire 
codes are associated with childhood cancer 
because rhat possibility is the dominant basis 
for public concern. This could be achieved 
by reexamining data from past studies as well 
as by launching additional case--control stud
ies that arc responsive to concerns abour con-

trol selection and incorporate measured fields 
and appliance exposures. Additional efforts 
arc recommended for: a) reexamination of 
completed studies of wire codes and child
hood cancer, b) new studies ro examine the 
reported association between wire codc.."S and 
childhood cancer, c) med10dological research 
to evaluate the relation of wire codes to mea
sured fields and indicators of historical expo
sure, rl) occuparional studies of cancer, e) 
documentation of exposure patrems in work
en; outside rhc electric utility indusuy,f) ani·· 
mal carcinogenicity studies, g) a broad smvey 
of residential exposure and ecological studies 
of cancer; h) study ofneurobehavioral efrCcrs, 
i) reproductive health studies f(Kusing on 
r<~sidenrial wire codes primarily and other 
sources secondarily, and j) studies of adult 
cancer in rdarion to nonoccuparional expo
sure, with items rl to f of high priority and g 
to j of lower prioril)'· Cu!Tenr impediments 
to the conduct of environmenral epidemiol
ogy are noted, wirh the suggestion that 
large-scale monitoring systelll.s are needed. 

In all chapters, the authors were encour
aged to express their own take on the lirera
ture and avoid rhe noncommittal rone of 
m.any previous committee recommenda
tions. Neither the individual articles not the 
summary represents a consensus but, rather, 
the product of individual \vork and critical 
re.~ponses to the ideas at several sreps along 
rhe way. As a result, these chapters offer 
perspectives with which dw reader may well 
disagree, but beet use rhe underlying assump
tions that lead to the recommendations are 
provided, the debate itself should be a pro
ductive one. 'I'here was a consensus among 
Working Group members, however, about 
the basic premise that the research area is 
important (in parr, because the public has 
decided that it is) and thar well-·dcsigned 
and carefully conducted epidemiologic 
research will be bcnefici<~l to scientists and 
those concerned wirh the formulation of 
public policy on this issue. og 
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Introduction To Power-Frequency Electric 
and Magnetic Fields 
W.T. Kaune 
EM Factors, 530 Lee Boulevard, Richland, WA 99352 

This paper introduces the reader to eloctr·ic and IT\agnotic fields, particularly those f'ields produced by electric power systems and other sources using 
frequencies in tho power··frequoncy range. Electric fields are produced by electric charges; a magnetic field also is produced if these charges are in 
motion. Electf'ic fields exeri forces on other charges; if in motion, these charges will experience magnetic forces. Powedrequency electric and 
magnetic fields induce electric CUITents in conducting bodies such as living organisms. The current density vector is used to describe tile distribution 
of current witllin a body. Tile suliace of the hurl1an body is an excellent shield for power-frequency elect(IC fields, but power-frequency magnetic 
fields penetrate without significant attenuation; the electric fields induced inside the body by either exposure are comparable in n1agnitude. Electric 
fields induced inside a human by rnost environmental electric and magnetic fields appear to be small in magnitude compared to levels naturally 
occurring in living tissues. Detection of such fields thus would seem to require the existence of unknown biological mechanisms. Complete charac·· 
terization of a power-frequency field requims measurement of the magnitudes and electrical phases of the fundamental and harmonic amplitudes of 
its three vector components. Most available instrLnnentation measures only a small subset, or some weighted average, of these quantities. Hand
held survey meters !lave been used widely to measure power .. frequency electric and rnagnetic fields. Automated data .. acquisition systems have 
come into use more recently to make electric- and magnetic-field recordings, covering periods of hours to days, in residences and other environ
ments. Some of these systems are pOI"table and can be worn by individuals for personal-exposure rneasumments_ - Environ Healtll Perspect 
101 (Suppl4):73--81 (1993). 

Key Words: 6D··Hz, health effects, epidemiology, tutmial 

Introduction 

Terms and concept~ commonly used in cl1c dis
cussion of powcr-frcqueJK)' dccrric and mag
netic fields are introduced here. 'llw intcr..lctions 
of these fields with matter, particularly living tis
sue'S, <llso are discussed. Finally, parameters that 
describe power .. frcquency fields arc listed and 
instruments dc"Veloped ro m~sure one or more 
of these parameters are described. 

Electric Fields 

Definition 

One of the fundamental properties of the 
panicles thar make up marrcr is their elec
tric charges. Electrons and prorons have 
negative and positive charge, respectively. 
Experiments have shown that the magni
tudes of charges carried by these rwo parti· 
des are equal in magniwde. Funhermore, 
these particles seem ro possess the smallest 
unit of electric charge that can be isolared: 
No smaller charge has ever been observed, 
and all larger charges apparcndy consist of 
inregral multiples of the ele.ctronic charge. 
In the Standard International (SI) system of 
units, the electronic char§e (i.e., charge of an 
dectron)is-1.60x10 ... 1 coulombs(C). 

Electrically charged particles exert forces 
on each other. If rwo panicles have charges 

of the opposite sign (e.g., a proton and an 
electron), the force between them is ~mrac
rive. Otherwise, the force is repulsive. The 
electrical force between electrons and pro .. 
rons binds together rhc constituent part·i
cles of atoms and molecules. Electrical 
fbrces between charges are discussed using 
the conccpr of the electric field. 

The electric field produced at a given 
point in space by a system of one or more 
electrically charged bodies is defined as the 
force rhar is exerted on a very small rest body 
placed at this point and canying a charge of 
exactly I C (Fig. 1). The electric field can be 
rcprescnred by an arrow that points in rhe 
direction of the electric force on rhe rest 
body and whose length is in propordon to 

Electrically 
charged body 

l 

D 
R 

rhc strength of the electric force. These 
arrows are called vecrors and will be denoted 
by lcners primed in bold[dcc; the magniwde 
of a vector (i.e., irs length) will be dcnored by 
rhe same letter in normal l)'pefacc. Thus, an 
decrric field will be denoted by E; while its 
magnirude will be written Ji: 

The fiH·ce, 1~ in units of ncwrons (N), 
on any small panicle placed in ~111 electric 
field is given by the equation F '" qE: where 
q is the particle's charge. Note dur rhc 
force on a positive charge is in the same 
direction as the electric fidel, while rhc 
force on a negative charge is in the opposite 
direction. By definirion, the fundamental 
units of the electric field are fi)l"cc divided 
by charge, rhat is, ncwrons per coulomb 

Test body 

1 
®II& 

________,! 

't 
Electric 

field 

This rwmuscript was prepared as part of the Environ· 
mental Epidemiology Plannin9 Project of the Health 
Effects Institute, Septernt)er 1990 ·-September 1992. Figure 1. Electric fi<-)ld is fo1·ce exerted on small test body carrying unit charge of 1 coulomb. 
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Table 1. Terms commonly used to describe 
frequency ranges below 300 kHz. 

Terrn Frequency range 

Extremely low frequencv 
Power frequency 
Very low frequency 
Low frequency 

3Hz···3kHz 
50 Hz 1000Hz 
3kHz-30kHz 

30 kHz ··· 300 kHz 

(N/C). (A~· will be explained ~·honly, the 
units of volts per meter arc used more 
comrn<>niy for dccnic fields.) 

A second concept rhat i~· intimarcly 
related ro the clccrric field is rhc electric 
potential. The value of rhe p<Hcntial at a 
single point has no significance, bur the 
difference in potcnrial between two poims 
is related directly to rhe physical work (i.e., 
force acting through a distance) the electric 
field will do moving an clcnric charge 
between rhc two poinrs. It is interesting 
that potential diHCrcnces generally arc eas
ier to measure than clccrric flclds, even 
though their deflnition is more abstract. lt 
is customary to dcfim~ the pmenrial so that 
the earth (i.e., ground) is at zero. 

Elcuric potential has been given its own 
unit, the volt (V). However, because paten~ 
rial difference is dell ned in terms of t-he work 
done by the electric field in moving a test 
body between two points, it also has the 
units of work per unit charge, that is, {-()rce 
per unit charge multiplied by distance. 
Because the units of an electric field arc force 
per unit charge, we see that vohs "' electric 
flcld X meters. Thus, an alternative set of 
electric-field units is volts per meter (V/m). 

Electrically conducting materials comain 
atoms and molecules with loosely bound 
electrons that can move from atom to atom 
under the inHuence of a force. Such move
mem, which will occur, for example, when 
an electric field is applied to the material, 
constitutes an electric current. The current 
passing through a specified cross-section of a 
body is defined as the total electric charge 
crossing this plane in one second. The fun~ 
damcmal unit of electric current is charge 
per unit time; in rhc SI system., this is given 
the name ampere, abbreviated A. 

Ofi:cn, the disrribmion of cmrem within 
a body is of more interest than the total 

currcm through the body. This distribution 
is specified using rhc CUJTent-densiry vecror, 
), whose direction is dnt of current How at a 
parricular point and whose magnitude is 
equal to OJ IDA, where 0/ is the current cross~ 
ing a very small surGtce clement of area OA 
orienred perpendicular to}. The units of 
currcnr density arc amperes per sqtw·c mcrcr, 
or A/n/. J is directly proportional to E in a 
wide variety of materials. That is, J "' DE 
(Ohm's law), where rhe constant of propor
tionality, 0, is called rhe elenrical conductiv~ 
iry of rhc medium. The unit~ of 0 arc 
siemens per meter (Siin). 

Living tissues are elecnical conductors. 
Conductivities of living ris$ucs, as mea
sured by several groups, lie in the approxi
mate range 0.01 ro 1.5 S/m (1-3). By 
comparison, rhc conductivity of copper is 
abour 60,000,000 S/m. 

Electric fields whose magnitude and 
direction remain consram as time passes arc 
called static. Mathematicians have shown 
that any quantity rhat changes over time 
may be represented as rhc sum of a (possi~ 
b!y infinite) number of sinusoidal funcrions 
of rin1e, each characterized by a different 
frequency and magnitude. The frequency 
of a sinusoid is the number of complete 
cycles it goes through in one second. The 
Sl unit of frequency is the hcrt?. {Hz), 
where 1 Hz corresponds to exactly one 
complete cyde in one second. Frequency 
ranges are often categorized by terms such 
as extremely low frequency, very low frc .. 
qucncy, etc. Table 1 defines the terms 
used ro describe the frequency ranges of 
interest in this report ( 4 ). 

Sinusoids approximately dcsCJ"ibe the 
rime behavior of the volt-ages and currents 
produced by the electric generators used ro 
energize decrric power systems. 'T'hcsc 
generators operate at the power f!w1uencies 
of 50 or 60 Hz. 

Electric-Field Sources 
Experiments show that a venic.'ll, almost sta
tic, electric field exists in the lower portion of 
the earth's atmosphere. The source of this 
field is electric charge carried from the 
ground to the upper atmosphere by thun
derstorm activity. 'The mean strength of 

Table 2. Typical electric and magnetic field strengths at ground level under electrie~power 
transmission lines. 

Voltage, kV Current, A Electric field, kV/!T\ 

115 200 I,. 
·' 230 300 7..5 

345 400 3.4 
500 Li50 G.l 
765 750 10.0 

Magnetic field, p T 

5.0 
G.1 
G.ll 
11.4 

10.0 

the ground··levcl atmospheric ekcrric field is 
abour 130 V/m (5). Cround-levc! field 
strengths in excess of 100 kV/m (i.e., 100,000 
V/m) have been obst.'tved on Oar, unobstructed 
surhKcs d11ring thundersl'Orms (5,6 ). 

Electric fields with frequencies above 
a botH 30 Hz and extending above l 00 
GI--lz (i.e., 1 X 10 11 Hz) predominantly 
have man··made sources. Considerable 
dara have been published on electric fields 
produced by high~volrage transmission 
lines (7-9). Table 2 gives f-ield inrensirics 
produced by typical power lines opcraring 
at several voltage levels (10). These dara 
show that rhc hugest elccrric fields pro
duced at ground level by electric rransmis~ 
sion li1WS now in service are about 10 
kV/m. Electric fields under even higher 
volmgc power lines that may be built in the 
future probably will not exceed this value 
significanrly because of the need to lirnit 
shock hazard8 to pcl:<>onncl in the vicinity 
of the lines. However, as line volt-ages arc 
increased, the widths of !and on either side 
of-' transmission lines that arc exposed to 

fields larger than, for example, 1 kV/m are 
increased. Ground-level electric fields 
found in subst-ations or or her electric power 
faciliries usually do nor exceed substamial!y 
the values listed in Table 2. 

Work has been conducred in a number 
of countries to derermine rhe actual expo~ 
sures to electric f-ields of humans working 
and living in rhe vicinities of aansmission 
lines and other clecrric~powcr faciliries 
(1 J .... J6 ). This work has demonstrated 
that it is very difficult to estimate exposure 
using unpertmbed field values (i.e., fields 
measured wirh no humans present) and 
simple estimates of a person's location as a 
function of rirne. 

Another prominent source of electric 
fields in the extremely low frequency and 
very low frequency ranges is video display 
terminals ( VDT). The display of infonna
rion by a VDT is accomplished using a 
cathode ray tube (CRT). A beam of elec
trons, originating at the rear of a cn.:r, is 
directed onto the interior surface of its 
screen. 'T'he result is a spor of light ar rhe 
point of impact who~c intensity depends 
on the current in the electron beam. 
Magnetic f-ields arc used to sweep the spot 
horizontally and vertically on the screen, 

Static electric fields are produced by clec
rrical charging of the screen of a VDT. 
Changes in the data being displayed by the 
VDT may result in modulation ()f rhese fields, 
usually at fi·cque.ncics near 60Hz. Finally, rhc 
circuiuy used to generate the high voltages 
required by VDT produces c!ccrric f-ields at 
frequencies in rhe range of abour 12 kHz to 
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Table 3. Electric and magnetic fields produced 30 em in front of video display terminals (VOn. 
Fields produced by VDT differ greatly, so values listed below are not characteristic of all units. 

Type of field Frequency Value 

Electric8 OHz 51500V/m 
Electric ELFb ~OV/m 

Electric VLfC s'JV/m 
Magnetic ELFd 50.7 ~T 
Magnetic VLF0 50.25 ~T 

80ne·half hour afterturn on 
bExtremely low frequency range, produced by changes in data being displayed by VDT 
CVery low frequency range, produced by fly·back transformer and associated circuitry 
dExtremely low frequency range, produced by vertical sweep circuitry 
"Very low frequency range, produced by horizontal sweep circuitry 

35 kHz. Table 3 summarizes electric field 
data from several publications {17-19). 

There are, of course, many sources of 
electric fields in occupational and residential 
settings. Bowman et al. (20) have published 
the results of an electric {and magnetic) field 
survey of electrical occupations. They 
found that electric-field levels in most elec
trical occupations were similar to those in 
residential environments, except for occu
pations such as power line workers that 
involved work around very high voltages. 
General residential electric-field measure
ments have been published (21). One of the 
stronger electric-field sources in residences is 
electric blankets (22). 

If necessary, shielding can be used to 
reduce the electric fields produced by com
mon environmental sources. Throughout 
the frequency range of interest to this 
paper, a highly effective shield can be con
structed by enclosing the source of interest 
in practically any conducting material. 

Electric-Fteld. Coupling to 
Living Organisms 
Exposure of a living organism to an electric 
field is normally specified by the unper
turbed field strength, that is, the field 
strength measured or calculated with the 
subject removed &om the system. The use 
of this field to describe exposure is conve
nient, because it is relatively easy to measure 
or calculate. But, because of field perturba
tions, the unperturbed field is not equal to 
either the electric field that acrually acts on 
the outer surface of the body or the electric 
field that is induced inside the body. 

Electric fields with frequencies extend
ing from 0 Hz to well above 300 kHz are 
altered strongly in the vicinity of almost 
any conducting body, including the bodies 
of humans or other living organisms. This 
perturbation occurs because the applied 
field, E, induces an electric charge density 
on the surface of the exposed body that 

generates a second electric field, E'. The 
total electric field is E + E'. Inside a con
ducting body, E and E' are nearly equal in 
magnitude but are directed oppositely. 
Consequently, their sum can be much 
smaller than either alone. In fact, for living 
tissues exposed to power-frequency electric 
fields, this cancellation is almost complete: 
The electric field induced inside the body is 
reduced relative to that outside it by at least 
a factor of 10,000 and, in most areas, by 
more than a factor of 1 million (23). 

Outside the body, E and E' may add 
rather than caned, so the applied field is 
enhanced. This enhancement tends to be 
greatest at the outer surface of the most 
sharply curved parts of the body. For exam· 
pie, the fidd at the top of the head of a per
son standing on the ground under a power 
line is enhanced by a factor of 15 to 20 (24 ). 

Biophysical Analysis ofEI.ectric-Ftdd 
Coupling 
As discussed previously, the electric field 
acting on the surface of the body of a 
human or animal is enhanced over most of 
the body surface relative to the unper
turbed electric field. Power-frequency elec
tric fields can be perceived by humans (25) 
and by animals (26-28). One known 
mechanism of perception is hair stimula
tion {piloerection), that is, oscillatory hair 
movement by electric forces. The fre
quency of this vibration can be equal to or 
double the frequency of the applied electric 
field (29,30), depending on relative humid
ity and, possibly, other factors. Other modes 
of field perception have been investigated by 
Weigel et al. (31). 

Another well-known mechanism of 
interaction between electric fields and bio
logical tissues is the direct stimulation of 
excitable {e.g., neural) cells by the induction 
of voltages across their membranes suffi
cient to trigger their depolarizations. Such 
stimulation underlies the physiological 
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responses of perception, shock, and electro
cution that result &om exposure to progres
sively larger electric currents. Most research 
on this mechanism covers electric-shock 
hazards (32). The basic dosimetric quan
tity is the current density in the affected 
part of the body. The threshold power-fre
quency current density required to stimulate 
most excitable cells is about 10 to 20 A/m2• 

Very long nerve cells oriented parallel to the 
current-density vector may be sensitive to 
values as small as about 1 A /m2 (33-36). 

It is clear that the current densities 
directly induced in humans or other living 
organisms by externally applied power-fre
quency electric or magnetic fields with mag
nitudes similar to environmental levels are 
much smaller than levels required to excite 
neural tissues . For example, Kaune and 
Phillips (37) estimate that the current den
sity induced in the ankle of a human standing 
on one foot directly under a higher voltage 
electric-power transmission line could be as 
high as 0.04 A/m2

, a value only about 4% of 
the levd needed to excite very long nerve cells. 

A person standing near a higher voltage 
transmission line may be exposed to a sub
stantial body current (> 0.001 A) when 
touching a vety large conducting object such 
as a truck or bus (38,39). To prevent electric 
shock hazards, the National Electrical Safety 
Code ( 40) requires that higher voltage elec
tric-power rransmission lines be designed so 
that their electric fields will not induce cur
rents exceeding 0.005 A between the body of 
a grounded person and a bus or large truck. 

Bernhardt (35) argued that extracdlular 
electric fields induced by external fields 
could not be judged safe, a priori, unless 
they were substantially weaker than the 
fields generated by endogenous biological 
processes in living tissues. This author used 
electrocardiographic and electroencephalo
graphic data to estimate endogenous fields 
in the brain and torso and arrived at a lower 
limit current density of about 0.001 A/m2• 

Bernhardt's criterion, if valid, exempts most 
envirorunenral human exposures from being 
of concern. However, current densities 
exceeding Bernhardt's limit are induced in 
the torso of a human standing under a 
higher voltage transmission line (41). 

Several researchers ( 42, 43) have 
pointed out recently that electric potentials 
arising across cell membranes from intrin
sic thermal charge-density fluctuations are 
much larger than levels induced by most 
environmental electric and magnetic field 
sources. Some argue that this means that 
biological effects from such exposures are 
impossible. However, there is now sub
stantial amount of literature indicating that 
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exposure of various living organisms to 
power-frequency electric or magnetic fields 
leads to various biological responses. 
Living tissues apparently possess some 
mechanism that enables them to detect sig
nals below the ambient cellular noise. 
Cooperative interaction mechanisms 
involving the joint response of many cells 
are one possibility ( 44--46). 

Magnetic Fields 

Defmition 

Magnetic fields, like electric fields, are pro
duced by electric charge but only electric 
charge in physical motion. Magnetic fields 
exert forces on other charges but, again, only 
charges in motion. Because the most common 
manifestation of electric charge in motion is an 
electric current, it is often said that magnetic 
fields are produced by electric currents and 
interact with other electric currents. 

The magnitude, F, of the force acting 
on an electric charge moving perpendicular 
to the direction of a magnetic field is equal 
to the product of the magnitude, v, of the 
particle's velocity, the magnitude of its 
charge, lql, and the strength, B, of the 
field's magnetic flux density (Fig. 2), that 
is, F lqlvB. (More generally, F = lqlvB 
sine, where e is the angle between the 
directions of the velocity and the magnetic 
field.) Because the direction of this force is 
perpendicular to both the directions of the 
magnetic field and the particle's velocity, it 
can cause the particle neither to speed up 
nor slow down. That is, the magnetic 
field, by itself, can deliver no energy to a 
system with which it is interacring. 

Time-varying magnetic fields generate 
electric fields through a process known as 
magnetic induction. The physical law that 
governs this phenomenon is Faraday's law. 
These electric fields can impart energy to a 

? 
Magnetic 

field I 

Force 
~ 

Test body 

---- ··-----

Figure 2. Force on small test body moving in 
a direction perpendicular to a magnetic field. 
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body with which they are interacting. The 
electric currents induced in the body of a 
human exposed to a time varying magnetic 
field are known as eddy currents. 

The complete specification of a mag
netic field requires two vector quantities, 
the magnetic field intensity and magnetic 
flux density. Fortunately, these two are 
almost equivalent except in ferromagnetic 
materials such as iron. For purposes of 
describing human exposure, either may be 
used. In the SI system of units, the mag
netic field intensity and flux density have 
units of amperes per meter (Aim) and tesla 
(T), respectively. The standard symbols for 
these two quantities are H (field intensity) 
and B (flux density). In vacuum, air, and 
to a lesser but still fully adequate approxi
mation in nonmagnetic materials such as 
living tissues, B/ H = 4rr: x 10-7. 

At this time, most papers report the mag
netic flux density in work related to low-fre
quency biological effects. A complication is 
that both the SI and CGS (i.e., centimeter
gram-second) systems of units have been and 
are still being used to report flux-density val
ues. The CGS unit of flux density is the 
gauss (G), which equals exactly 0.0001 T. 
Magnetic flux densities found in typical 
residential environments have strengths of 
about 1 milligauss (1 mG = 0.001 G) or, 
equivalently, 0.1 microtesla (i.e., 0.1 !lT). 

Magnetic-Field Sources 

The earth produces a static magnetic field 
known as the geomagnetic field. The 
strength of this field varies from about 30 
!lT (0.3 G) to 70 !lT (0.7 G). Natural 
phenomena, such as thunderstorms and 
solar activity, produce time-varying mag
netic fields with frequencies in the power
frequency range (47). Such fields are 
usually low strength, approximately 0.01 
!lT (0.1 mG). However, during intense 
magnetic storms (i.e., fluctuations in the 
earth's magnetic field resulting from solar 
activity), these fields can reach intensities of 
about 0.5 !lT (5 mG) (48). 

Of greater importance, in the context of 
possible biological effects, are the numerous 
static and alternating magnetic fields arising 
from man-made sources. In the lowest 
intensity range, generally less than 0.3 !lT (3 
mG), are alternating fields found in home 
and office environments (49,50,21). 
Electric blankets are one home source whose 
use can lead to sustained exposure to mag
netic fields with somewhat elevated levels. 
Delpizzo (51) measured and calculated that 
a user would be exposed to a magnetic field 
produced by an Australian electric blanket 
of about 0.25 !lT. Because U.S. blankets 

operate at lower voltage, and thus require 
more current, their fields are perhaps 2 to 3 
times larger. Recently, electric blanket 
designs have been developed that produce 
only greatly reduced magnetic-field levels. 

Higher flux densities can be produced by 
industrial processes using large magnets, 
induction motors, or heating devices. Particle 
accelerators use large magnets for several pur
poses (i.e., beam steering, momentum analy
sis of particles). Bowman et a!. (20) recently 
published a survey of magnetic-field levels 
measured in the work areas of workers classi
fied as electrical workers. The authors found 
these magnetic fields to be elevated signifi
cantly relative to those in typical residences. 
For example, arc welders were exposed to 
magnetic fields with a geometric mean of 
4.1 !lT (41 mG). Lovsund and co-workers 
(52) documented alternating magnetic fields 
from 8 to 70 mT (SO to 700 G) in the steel 
industry in Sweden. 

Significant developments in specific 
areas of medical care have allowed the use 
of very strong static and pulsed magnetic 
fields for various diagnostic and treatment 
procedures (53,54 ). Static and pulsed flux 
densities from these new technologies range 
from about 0.5 to 2 T (5000-20,000 G) 
and 1 to 10 mT (10--100 G), respectively. 

Electric power lines are a common 
source of power-frequency magnetic fields in 
developed societies (55-57). Table 2 lists 
typical magnetic field levels produced at 
ground level under various classes of trans
mission lines. The magnetic field produced 
by a single long, linear current-carrying con
ductor decreases in magnitude in proportion 
to the distance from the source. Partial can
cellations between the magnetic fields pro
duced by the multiple conductors of electric 
power lines result in the dependence between 
field strength, B, and distance, R, from the 
source being approximately B oc 1 I R2 . A 
method was developed recently for analyz
ing magnetic fields produced by such 
sources that enables fower lines with decay 
characteristics ofl I R· or 11 R4 to be designed 
easily (58). Such lines produce substantially 
reduced magnetic-field levels. 

Another prominent source of magnetic 
fields with frequencies in the extremely low 
frequency and very low frequency ranges is 
VDTs. As noted earlier, the display of infor
mation by a VDT is accomplished using a 
CRT. A beam of electrons, originating at the 
rear of a CRT, is directed onto the interior 
surface of the display screen, producing a spot 
of light at the point of impact. The intensity 
of this spot is related to the current in the 
electron beam. Magnetic fields are used to 
sweep the spot quickly horizontally back and 
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forth across the screen. (The spot is moved 
from left to right at a constant rate and, at the 
end of this sweep, is returned to the left edge 
very quiddy.) The number of complete hori
zontal traversals that occurs in one second is 
referred to as the horizontal sweep frequency. 
VDTs in use have horizontal sweep frequen
cies ranging from about 12 to 60 kHz. Users 
of VDTs and others in the vicinity may be 
exposed to the magnetic field used to control 
the horizontal movement of the unit's elec
tron beam. The spatial orientation of this 
leakage magnetic field tends to be vertical. 

As the electron beam is swept repeatedly 
and horizontally across the screen of a 
CRT, it also is swept slowly, vertically 
down the screen by a second magnetic field. 
The vertical sweep frequencies in VDTs 
now in use range from about 50 to 75 Hz. 
This frequency is the fundamental fre
quency of the leakage magnetic field from 
the vertical sweep circuitry. The spatial ori
entation of this field tends to be horizontal. 
Table 3 summarizes published values of 
magnetic fields produced 30 em from the 
screens of an assortment ofVDTs. 

In contrast to the electric field ease, it is 
quite difficult to construct magnetic-field 
shields of much effectiveness for frequencies 
in the power-frequency range. Ferromagnetic 
materials ean be used to construct shields, but 
these shields tend to be physically large, very 
heavy, and of limited effectiveness. 
Substantial thicknesses of conducting materi
als also ean provide magnetic-field shielding. 
A simple rule for such shields is that their 
thicknesses shoQld be large with respect to the 
length 712Vfa in meters, wherefand a are 
frequency (Hz) and the shield conductivity 
(S/m), respectively. 

Magnetic-Field Coupling to 
Living Organisms 

In contrast to electric-field exposure, the 
bodies of humans, animals, and other liv
ing organisms cause almost no perturbation 
in a power-frequency magnetic field to 
which they are exposed. Faraday's law of 
induction states that time-varying magnetic 
fields generate electric fields through induc
tion. Therefore, a living organism exposed 
to a magnetic field also will be exposed to 
an induced electric field that causes cur·· 
rents (called eddy currents) to flow in its 
body. These currents circulate in closed 
loops that tend to lie in planes perpendicular 
to the direction of the magnetic field. 

Biophysical Analysis of Magnetic-.Field 
Coupling 

Alternating magnetic fields induce electric 
fields inside the bodies of exposed humans 

and animals. External alternating electric 
fields also induce electric fields inside bod
ies. The distributions of the fields induced 
by these two types of exposure are differ
ent, but at the level of the cell there would 
appear to be no fundamental difference. 
Thus, the biophysical analysis provided 
earlier in this paper for electric-field induc
tion also can be applied to the electric fields 
induced by alternating magnetic fields. 

How large must a magnetic field be to 
induce current densities sufficient to poten
tially stimulate excitable cells? Magnetic 
induction of currents can be modeled using 
a simple ellipsoidal approximation of a man. 
A typical man has a height of 1.7 m, a mass 
of 70 kg (59), and a body-width-to-body
thickness ratio of about two. An ellipsoid 
with sernimajor axes of 0.85 em, 0.20 em, 
and 0.10 em has the same body height, the 
same width-to-thickness ratio, and a body 
volume of about 7.1 X 104 cm 3. The 
maximum current density, frnax' induced in 
this model when exposed to a horizontal 
magnetic field, B, is given by the formula 

fmax = 1.2 X 10-5 aBf; [1] 

where the tissue conductivity, a, has a value 
of 0.2 S/m and the frequency, f; is 60 Hz. 
As discussed earlier, a minimum current 
density of about 1 A/m2 is required to excite 
long nerve cells. According to Equation 1, a 
whole-body magnetic field of about 0.07 T 
(700 G) would be required to achieve this 
level of induced current density. This flux 
density is much larger than magnetic flux 
densities produced by electric-power £'lcili
ties. It is possible that exposures to fields of 
this size may occur in certain specialized 
industrial environments. However, these 
exposures normally would involve only 
small parts of the body and, thus, would not 
result in the induction of current densities as 
large as the values calculated with Equation 
1 for whole-body exposures. 

In addition to the induction, magnetic 
fields exert forces on charged particles that 
are in motion within a living organism. 
The most prevalent types of motion in 
matter are the motion of electrons in 
atoms, nucleons in nuclei, and the intrinsic 
spins of these particles. These motions lead 
to the existence of magnetic dipole 
moments that may be either permanent or 
induced by the applied magnetic field. A 
magnetic dipole in a magnetic field experi
ences a torque that attempts to align it par
allel to the applied field. However, this 
alignment is resisted by random thermal 
motiou and a statistical distribution of 
dipole directions is thereby established. 
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The alignment of a dipole with a magnetic 
field can be calculated (54, 60). At body 
temperature (3TC) and at a magnetic flux 
density of about 30 JJ-T (0.3 G) that is 
characteristic of a heavily loaded transmis
sion line, alignment is less than about 10-8 

for electronic and nuclear magnetic 
moments that might occur in living tissues. 
Obviously, the effect on the magnetic 
dipoles that are part of the body of a sub
ject exposed to such a magnetic field is very 
small. Of course, every single dipole is 
subject to this effect and, conceivably, 
some sort of process might exist that is sen
sitive to the average response of a large 
number of dipoles. 

Charged particles also are carried by the 
bulk motion of various parts of the body. 
For example, charged ions are carried by 
blood flow. These ions are both positively 
and negatively charged and will experience 
magnetic forces in opposite directions, 
resulting in a separation of the two polari
ties of electric charge and, therefore, in the 
generation of electric potentials. These 
potentials can produce artifacts in the elec
trocardiograms of rats ( 61) exposed to sta
tic magnetic fields with flux densities above 
0.3 T (3000 G). 

One proposed mechanism of interaction 
between ac magnetic fields and living organ
isms is ion cyclotron resonance (62). There 
are several versions of this mechanism. The 
simplest proposes that there is an interaction 
between applied alternating and static mag
netic fields that may cause a biological 
response if the frequency, j,' of the ac field is 
dose to the cyclotron resonance frequency, 
fo, defined by the equation 

[2] 

where q and m are the charge and mass of a 
biological ion of interest and Bo is the 
strength of the static magnetic field. In 
most situations, the static field is just the 
earth's magnetic field, which varies in flux 
density from about 30 to 70 JJ-T over the 
surface of the earth. (Values outside this 
range can be found in the vicinity of ferro
magnetic materials, such as those used in 
the construction of larger buildings.) 

The name ion cyclotron resonance stems 
from the fact that a charged particle, such as 
an ion, traveling in a vacuum perpendicular 
to a static magnetic field will follow a circular 
path and will make J; complete orbits in 1 
sec. However, because ions in living tissues 
are not traveling in a vacuum but are, 
instead, moving through a highly viscous 
medium, attempts to apply this interaction 
picture have not been successful. However, 
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Table 4. Cyclotron resonance frequencies (Hz) for ions of biological interest and for static 
magnetic flux densities characteristic of various locations on the surface of earth. 

field vector follows as a function of time. 
This condition is given the name elliptical 
polarization. If the peak (or, equivalently, 
RMS) magnitudes of the x and)' components 
are equal, the ellipse becomes a circle, and we 
have the limiting case of circular polarization. 

I on 30 J.lT 

Lit 66 

Na+ 20 
Mg1+ 38 
c1- 13 
K+ 12 

Ca1' 23 

empirically, Equation 2 does describe certain 
behaviors of several biological systems ( 62). 

Table 4 lists cyclotron resonance fre
quencies for a number of ions of biological 
interest and for static magnetic flux densi
ties characteristic of those found on the sur
face of the earth. Note that the resonant 
frequencies of certain ions (Li+, Mg2

+, 

Ca2+) are near the power-line frequencies of 
50 or 60 Hz at some locations on the earth. 

Characterizing Power
Frequency Fields 
This section describes methods for character
izing power-frequency electric and magnetic 
fields, and it describes several instruments 
that have been developed for this purpose. 

Quantities Characterizing Power
Frequency Fields 

Power frequency fields (either electric or 
magnetic) are vectors and therefore have 
lengths (magnitudes) and directions. Vectors 
can be decomposed into three orthogonal 
components that are usually labeled the x, )', 
and z components. Thus, three numbers 
(three measurements) are needed to charac
terize fully a field at any instant in time. 
However, fields of interest to this paper 
usually are not constant in time. 

The next simplest case is when each 
component of a power-frequency field is a 
sinusoidal fi.mction of time: B,,(t) = Mk 
sin(2rcft + <j>1J, where the index !? denotes 
the vector component (i.e., x, )', or z) under 
discussion, Mk is the peak magnitude of 
this component, Jis the field's frequency, t 
is time, and <p is the phase angle of this 
component. Assuming the frequency is 
known, measurement of two parameters 
(Mk and <)>) are needed to characterize each 
component of a power-frequency field. 

Field magnitudes are almost always 
expressed in terms of root-mean-square (RMS) 
values rather than peale values. The relation
ship benveen these two values is (Mrmsl ,, = 

Mk tV 2 . An RMS value can sometimes be 
interpreted as a measure of the time-averaged 
energy associated with the magnetic field. 
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Static magnetic flux density 

50 J.!T 70 J.!T 

111 155 

33 47 

63 88 

22 30 

20 27 

38 54 

Generally, the actual value of the phase 
angle of any component of a vector field is 
of no particular significance, but the relative 
phase angles between components are 
important. To see this, consider a field that 
has only nonzero x and)' components. 
First, suppose that the x and)' components 
are in phase (i.e., <l>x = <J>y). The two com
ponents' time behaviors will mimic each 
other: They will pass through zero at the 
same time, will reach their maximum values 
at the same time, and so on. This behavior 
is shown in the left side of Figure 3. It is 
not hard to see that, as time proceeds, the 
tip of the magnetic field vector will trace 
out a straight line that passes through the 
origin (Fig. 3). Accordingly, this state is 
referred to as linear polarization. 

In the second case, assume the relative 
phase angle between the two components is 
90°. Then, as shown in the right side of 
Figure 3, the time behaviors of the two com
ponents will be out of step. As one compo
nent reaches its maximum value, the other 
will pass through zero, and vice versa. 
Because the two components are never simul
taneously zero, the total magnetic field always 
is different from zero. Figure 3 shows the 
elliptical path that the tip of the magnetic 

B,V\ --~~"--. r---v· V 

The complete specification of a sinusoidal 
vector field thus requires the measurement of 
five quantities, three magnitudes, and two rel
ative phase angles. Unfortunately, the situa
tion often is more complicated because the 
power-frequency magnetic fields under study 
arc distorted from pure sinusoids. Because 
this distortion tends to be the same, cycle 
after cycle, each component of a power-fre
quency field can be viewed as the sum of 
many different sinusoids, with the frequency 
of each successive term in this series being 
equal to the next larger integral multiple of 
the power frequency (50 or 60Hz). That is, 

Bk = Mk1 sin[2n(j)t+ <1>k1] 

+ M~e2 sin[2rc(2/)t+ <1>k2] 

+ Mk3 sin[2rc(3/)t+ <1>k3] + .... 

[3] 

The first term in this series, which 
involves just the power-frequency, is called 
the fundamental, and the terms involving 
integral multiples of this frequency are called 
harmonics. The second (third, fourth, ... ) 
harmonic is the term whose frequency is 2 
(3, 4, ... ) times the power frequency. 

Clearly, complete characterization of a 
power-frequency magnetic field is a formi
dable task requiring very sophisticated 
instrumentation. Instead, most instruments 
measure some average of the parameters 
that fully describe a power-frequency field. 

The simplest type of meter responds 
only to the component of an electric or 

B,V\ _ _6_ __ 
~---~-----v--·-··v 

ByV\ 6__ By[\ ___ 6__ __ ( r-v----u 1-v · · v-

B, 

Figure 3. Left and right sides of figure show temporal and spatial patterns of components of 
linearly and circularly polarized vectors, respectively. 
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magnetic field that is parallel to the axis of 
the meter's probe. \'V'hile some meters are 
designed to respond only to the 60-Hz fun
damental, by using filters to reject all the 
terms in Equation 3 except the first, it is 
more common for a meter to accept a range 
of frequencies extending from about 30 to 
40 Hz to a few hundred to a few thousand 
hertz. These latter meters have come to be 
referred to as broad-band instruments. 

There are several ways to characterize 
the magnitude of a harmonically distorted 
signal. Some meters, known as average
responding meters, measure the average 
over a few cycles of the absolute value of 
the signal under study. Other meters mea·· 
sure the rms magnitude. Average respond
ing meters are calibrated to display RMS 
values but do so without error only if there 
are no harmonics present. 

There are several ways that a single-axis 
field meter, such as described in the preceding 
paragraph, ~<n be used to characterize a three
dimensional electric or magnetic field. In one 
approach, the probe of the meter would be 
oriented in space to obtain the largest reading 
possible. This value is called the maximum 
field strength. Alternatively, the probe can be 
oriented in three perpendicular directions to 
measure the x, y, and z components of field 
strength. Then, a measure of the total field 
strength called the resultant field can be 
calculated using the formula 

The maximum and resultant values are the 
same for linearly polarized fields. Otherwise, 
the resultant is always larger. In the extreme 
case of circular polarization, the resultant is 
41 o/o larger than the maximum value. 

Survey Field Meters 

A survey meter is a handheld instrument 
used to measure the electric or magnetic field 
at a particular point. The value so measured 
is displayed using either an analog or a digital 
display. Survey meters have no memory 
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capability. Thus, any values that are to be 
retained must be written down by the user. 

An interesting feature of some commer
cial meters is that their frequency responses 
can be set to be either flat or linear. With a 
flat response, all fields within the instru
ment's bandwidth are weighted equally. For 
example, a 0.1 J.lT (1 mG) magnetic field 
would be measured as 0.1 J.lT no matter 
what its frequency (as long as it was in the 
meter's bandwidth). With a linear response, 
this same field would be measured as 0.1 J.lT 
if its frequency were 60 Hz and 1.0 J.lT if 
its frequency were 600 Hz. By measuring 
with both bandwidths, qualitative informa
tion can be obtained about the harmonic 
distortion of the field under study. 

Automated Data Acquisition Systems 

Automated data acquisition systems are 
designed to be placed to acquire electric- or 
magnetic-field data for extended periods of 
time. The first oystem that was used in homes 
(21) was vety large and consisted of several 
units that had to be wired together. Recent 
systems are much more sophisticated and can 
be used to characterize fully the magnitudes 
and phases of the fund<unental and harmonics 
of all three vector components of the electric 
or magnetic field under study ( 63). 

Personal Exposure Meters 

Personal exposure meters can measure elec
tric and/or magnetic fields while being 
worn by an individual. They therefore 
must be battery powered, small, and of low 
weight. The most powerful personal expo
sure meters available at this time essentially 
are battery-powered portable data acquisi
tion systems. These meters incorporate on
board microcomputers and can be linked 
to other computers for the transfer of data. 

Summary 
An electrically charged particle exposed to an 
electric and a magnetic field will experience a 
force on it. If the panicle is at rest, this force 
will be due to the electric field. Otherwise, 
both electric and magnetic forces will be 

present. All the electrically charged particles 
in living tissues will experience forces when 
exposed to electric and/or magnetic fields. 
Because living tissues are conductors, these 
forces will cause electric currents to flow. 

Electric fields are specified by their field 
strengths in volts per meter (V/m). In the 
power-frequency region, magnetic fields are 
specified most often by their flux densities 
in units of tesla or gauss. 

Static electric and magnetic fields are pro
duced by the earth. In addition, very low lev
els of these fields are produced naturally with 
fi-equencies in the power-frequency range (i.e., 
50-1000 Hz). Much stronger electric and 
magnetic fields are a byproduct of human use 
of electric power. The strengths of the electric 
and magnetic fields found in typical residences 
in developed countries lie in the approximate 
ranges of 0 to 10 V/m and 0 to 1 J.lT (0-10 
mG), respectively. Electric and magnetic fields 
under high-voltage electric power transmission 
lines can reach levels as high as 10,000 V/m 
and 30 J.lT, respectively. Even stronger 
magnetic fields can be found in certain 
occupational environments. 

Because the body of a person is a good 
conductor at power frequencies, its interior is 
shielded strongly from electric fields. The 
electric field induced inside most parts of the 
body by an external electric field is reduced by 
at least a factor of 1 million. This field is too 
small to excite nerve cells and is, apparently, 
considerably smaller than fields that naturally 
occur in tissues. Biological effects caused by 
such fields must be due to mechanisms of 
interaction not yet understood. 

In contrast to electric-field exposure, 
power-frequency magnetic fields penetrate 
living tissues without significant perturba
tion and induce circulating electric fields 
and currents in the body of an exposed 
human. The sizes of these induced electric 
fields are similar to those induced by elec
tric-field exposure. Moving particles 
within the body also will interact directly 
with the applied magnetic field, but the 
strength of this interaction is small relative 
to thermal interactions. eg 
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Epidemiologic Studies of Electric and Magnetic 
Fields and Cancer: Strategies for 
Extending Knowledge 
David A Savitz 
Department of Epidemiology, Campus Box 7400, School of Public Health, University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7400 

Epidemiologic research concerning electric and magnetic fields in relation to cancer has focused on the potential etiologic roles of residential expo
sure on childhood cancer and occupational exposure on adult leukemia and brain cancer. Futu1·e residential studies must concentrate on exposure 
assessment that is enl1anced by developing models of l1istorical exposure, assessment of tile relation between magnetic fields and wi1·e codes, and 
consideration of alternate exposure indices. Study design issues deserving attention include possible biases in random digit dialing control selection, 
consideration of the temporal course of exposure and disease, and acquisition of the necessary information to assess the potential value of ecologic 
studies. Highest priorities are cornprellensive evaluation of exposure patterns and sources and examination of the sociology and geograplw of resi
dential wire codes. Future occupational studies should also concentrate on irnproved exposure assessment with increased attention to nonutility 
wmkef populations and development of histol"ical exposure indicators that are supet·ior to job titles alone. Potential carcinogens in t11e workplace that 
could act as confounders need to be mom car·efulfy examined. The temporal relation between exposure and disease and possible effect modifica" 
tion by other workplace agents should be incorporated into future studies. The most pressing need is for measufement of exposure patterns in a 
variety of worker populations and performance of traditional epidemiologic evaluations of cancer occurrence. The principal source of bias toward tlfe 
null is nondifferential miscfassification of exposure witll improvements expected to enhunce any Hue etiologic association that is present. Biases 
away trornthe null might include biased control selection in residential studies and chemical carcinogens acting as confounders in occupational studies. 
-··-·Environ Health Perspect 101 (Suppl4):83-91 (1993). 
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Introduction 

A number of reviews of the epidemiologic lit~ 
eraturc on elccrric and magneric fields and 
cancer have been developed over the lasr scV·· 

era] years. In comrasr ro substantive reviews 
that seek to summarize evidence and draw 
conclusions (1,2) or those rhat explore 
mcrhodologic issues to assist in drawing con
clusions about the evidence (3,4), this paper 
has the limited goals of defining current 
knowkdge for the purpose of identifying, gaps 
that future epidemiologic studies can fill. 

Residential Exposure to 
Magnetic Fields and Cancer 

Synopsis of Evidence 

\Venheimer and Leeper (5) were the first 
ro consider a possible relation between resi
dential exposures to magnetic fields and 
cancer. They found that children who had 
died of cancer lived in homes imputed to 

This manuscript was p1epared as pa11 of thG Environ· 
mental Epidemiology Planning Project of the Health 
Effects Institute, September 1990- SGptember 1992. 

The autho1 would like to acknowledge the con· 
structive reviews and discussion with the other 
members of the Working Group, including Williarn 
Kaune, Nigel Paneth, Gary Shaw. Richard Stevens, 
and Gspecially Jack Siemiatycki and Charles Poole. 

have elevated magnetic He!ds based on 
wiring configuration codes more frequently 
dun conrrols. Power lines in the vicinity 
of the home were examined ro estimate 
current flow and distance ro the home<; as a 
marker of long-term average magnetic field 
levels in the home. 

'fhe approach to classif}ring wiring was 
presemed in greater dNail in a study of 
adult· cancer (6) and has been used, with 
little modification, in several subsequent 
studies. Observable characteristics of the 
power lines serve as the basis for estimating 
the typical current flow along the lines in 
order to assign a wiring class based on such 
factors as the number of phases, the thick
ness of the wires, and the number of service 
drops between rransformeh. Categorizing 
the homes into levels rhey labeled as very 
high current conflgurarion, ordinary high 
current conf-iguration, ordinary low current 
conf-igurarion, and very low current config
uration combines the wiring class with an 
estimate of rhe distance from the wires ro 
the home. Homes in neighborhoods 
served by buried wires have been consid
ered a separate, low-exposure, group. 
Diagrams and a more detailed description 
arc provided in this volume by Kaune (7). 

Subsequent studies of childhood cancer 
have provided mixed suppon. A case-control 
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study of leukemia in Rhode Island (8) was 
reponed as negative based on an exposure 
classification system taken hom rhar devel
oped by Wenheimer and Leeper (5) for 
Denver. In addition to concerns with the 
applicability of the Denver system to Rhode 
Island and reliance on analyses of residences 
rather than persons, the different occupancy 
dates for cases and controls appear to have 
biased rheir measures of association mward 
the null, i.e., toward the absence of any 
associarion (9). 

Tomenius (10) conducted a study in 
Stockholm in which homes were classified 
based on proximity ro electrical construc
tions and magnetic field measurements ar 
their front doors. Electrical constructions 
(specifically, above-ground power lines) 
were Jl1ore common near case than control 
homes, and measured fields above 3 mG 
were more common among cases nor near 
electrical conslTucrions rhan comparable 
controls. Average magnetic f-ields were vir~ 
tually identical for case and control homes. 
The positive association based on measured 
fields was rc.~rricted ro ne1vous system cancers 
with an inverse association fi)tmd for leukemia. 

A second srudy in Denver (I I) sup
poned rhe hypothesis rhat children living 
in homes with higher wiring configurations 
or higher measured in··home magneric 
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Table 1. Comparison of results for measured nl<Jgnetic fields and wiring confi9umtion codes: residc~n1ial characteristics nnd childhood cancer. 

Savitz et al. ( 11) London et al. ( 13) 

Measure 

Spot measurement 
of low povvet 
maonetic field (mG) 

2~·hr measurement 
of mao netic field (mG) 

Wire configuration 
wde 

Exposure level 

0--<0.65 
O.GS -<1.0 
1.0 ·-<7 .5 
25·1 

Undetwound 
Very low 
Ordinary low 
Ordinaty high 
Vety hioh 

fidds under low power usc were ar increased 
risk of developing cancer, alrhough the 
magnitude of as.wKiation (odds ratios of 
1.5-2.0) was lower rhan had been reponed 
by \Xlcrthcimcr and L<~cpcr (odds ratios of 
2.0-3.0) (Table 1 ). No association was 
found for clccrric fields or magnclic fields 
mea.surcd under high power usc condi
tions. These rcsulrs were not due to con·· 
f(xmding by prenatal and childhood exposures 
reponed by parents, but nonresponse and dif.· 
fcrential mobility of controls constitute 
important limimrions in this study. 

Myers ct al. (12) recenrly provided results 
from a study conducted in the early 1980s 
in England. They inrerpreted their re;ults 
as providing lirt!c evidence 1"0 support an 
a5sociation between childhood leukemia 
and residential clectrornagneric field expo· 
sure, but rheir primary control group con
sisted of children with solid tissue tumors 
and diseases also porcnrially affected by this 
exp(:~.~ure. Elevated exposures were ex!Temdy 
rare, but there was modest evidence of 
increased risk with increased exposure. 

The study completed most recently is 
methodologically the strongest and has a 
major bearing on rhc direction of future 
rese;-lrch. London ct a!. (1.3) rcccnrly reponed 
the results of a casc--conrrol srudy of child
hood leukemia and residential magnetic 
flc!d exposure in Los Angeles County. The 
major improvements over Savitz-. et a!. (I 1) 
consisted of the usc of controls sclecrcd 
concurrcndy with case identification and a 
much rnorc complete and extensive array of 
in-home magnetic field measurements. 
The results showed a dear association of 
wire codes with leukemia with more lim
ired evidence of an association based on 

84 

011 

1.0 
1.3 
1.3 
1.~i 

1.0 
I.G 
1.0 
1.5 
1.2 

95% Cl 

11.7~1.~ 

0.7~23 

0.6 :l.G 

0.8~3.1 

0.7···15 
0.9·-2~ 
0 9-5.1 

borh spor measurements of magnetic f-ields 
and 24-hr mcasur<~mems of magnetic llc!ds 
(Table 1 ). In spite of rhtir presumably 
greater accuracy as a rdlecrion of long-term 
hisrorical exposures, measurements take11 
over a 24-hr period f.tilcd ro dcm<mstr."lrc a 
notably strongn association with disease 
rhan did spot measurements. 

ln addirion to these srudies of ambient 
background rnagnetic fields in homes, one 
study of childhood cancer reponed on use 
of dccrrical appliances by the morher dur
ing pregnancy and by the child (14). 
Electric blanker use by the mother during 
pregnancy and by the child was associated 
with a modcsrly increased risk of develop
ing childhood cancer, when:as heated water 
beds, bedside clee!Tic clocks, and other 
appliances used by rhc mother or child 
were nor associarcd wirh increased risk. 

'll1cre have been several studies of residen
tial exposures and adulr G!llcers. \Xlcnheimer 
and Leeper (6) found modest positive associ
ations between wiring codes and several types 
of cancer. Slihscqucnt srudies of residenrial 
exposures have been limited in quality of 
exposure assessment (I 5) or size (1 6) and 
generally arc nor supportive of such a link. 
Presron-Martin et al. (17) evaluarcd clecrric 
blanket usc in relation to adult myelogenous 
leukemia and f{)llnd no association. 

Exposure Assessment Needs 

If there is a causal relation between some 
aspect of electric or magnetic field exposure 
and cancer, rhere is no reason ro believe 
thar the exposure indicators used in past 
studies have caprured ir with precision. 
Modesr associarions in past studies may be 
masking a much more substantial effect 

Exposur·e level 

0 OJ? 
1132~~1) 67 
D.GU~ 1.2~ 

1.:61 

<D.GU 
U.GI1 I.IB 
1.19--2.()7 
2.6U·i 

Undmground 
+ Vety low 
Ordinary low 
Ordinary high 
Very high 

OF! 

10 
1.0 
14 
1.1 

1.0 
0.1 
0.9 
1.5 

1.0 
0.9 
H 
1.2 

95% Ci 

0.6---U 
0./--2.9 
05'"·2.8 

0.4----1.2 
0.5···1.7 
073.3 

0.5 ··1.7 
0.8···2.6 
11U 

thar h:1s been dilured by nondifTerentiai 
misdassihcarion, since our exposure indica·· 
tors aH: only imperfect proxies for the 
porem exposure. 'fhis misclassification 
may operate on several levels, including the 
incorrect exposure merric (e.g., averages 
rather rhan peaks), failure ro measure expo
sure comprehensively (e.g., ignoring sources 
other than the home), measuring exposure 
ar rhe wrong period in rhc subject's life, as 
well a5 the familiar inability ro measure 
precisely even in the desired places and rimes. 
Several straregics that· would prod1ICe stronger 
measures of associations if such cff-(~cts arc 
actually present ar{: available w improve 
exposure dassif1cation. 

Models of Historical l: . ."xjwsures. All 
srudies have relied on hisrorical exposure 
reconstruction, including both the casc--om
trol studies and the cohort study (1.5). 
Insaumenration exists for rdarivdy conve
nient acquisition of r{~al-rime individual 
exposure profiles over periods of several 
days (7). In spire of suggestions to col!ect 
individual-k:vd data for prospective investi
gations ( 18), the rarity of rhe cancers rhar 
have been studied ro dare dicrares that 
future studies arc likely to continue to 
assess exposures retrospectively. Thus, rhc 
challenge !:aced by invcsrigarors is h()w ro 
reconsrruct an exposure hisrory in the 
absence of dirccr measurements during the 
hisrorical periods of interest. 

One approach would be to develop pre
dictive models of exposure in which dw 
model inputs arc amenable to historical 
ascertainment. The sources of electric and 
magnetic fields rhar we encounrcr in our 
daily lives arc diverse and probably wo com·· 
plex ro assess based solely on physics and 
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engineering principles, Ir mighr be more 
fruitful ro develop statistical cqual'ions t!Ht 
re.!a[t patterns of locuion and activity to 
measured fields. For example, derailed 
diaries could be maintained in parallel wid1 
real-rime mcasurcmenrs of {]cld srrcngrhs br 
a sizable and diverse population of children 
or adults outside the context of a specifJC 
case-control study. Sraristical models ro 
estimare various field parameters of interest 
rhcn could be developed based on locations 
and activiti<es. 'l'hc predictors in those mod·· 
cis would have to be amenable to historical 
asscssmenr in order w be useful, recognizing 
rhar in reality some would be (e.g., usc of 
electric blankets) and some would nor (e.g., 
how dose the child sat to dw television). 

Sud1 an approach would be enhanced by 
methods for reconsrruct'ing historical exposures 
within rhe most imponam (i.e., frequenrly 
occupied) environments. \\lire configurarion 
codes were intended as historically stable 
markers of in-home exposures, because power 
lines <~re r<1n:ly modified (.5). Alrhough the 
wire codes have been demonsrrated w be asso
ciated with current magnel'ic fields in homes, 
the strength of prediction is quite limited. The 
Sl'ructurc of rhe original Wertheimer and 
Leeper (.5,6) wire code was developed intu
itively. Funl1er examination of whether there arc 
berrer ways to intew~ue inf(mnation on observ
able characrerisric~ of the wiring using physics 
and engineering principles should be under·· 
taken, and empirical estimation [such as rhat 
developed by Kaunc er al. (/9)] oHCrs promise 
{()!· making more accurate inferences Gum the 
historically srable dcnrical consrrunions. 

Exposure sources other than the ambient 
levels f(mnd in homes also should be consid
ered, There is no informacion on whether 
some variant of a wiring configuration code 
could be developed for schools or commerci<ll 
buildings where substantial periods of time arc 
spent. Appliance use cenainly has rhe pmcn
rial to be incorporated into a comprehensive 
historical exposure assessment 

Wire Codes versus Measuremmts. The 
repon by London er al. (13) of a clear asso
ciation of childhood leukemia with wire 
codes and a weaker association with mea
sured magnetic fields, even taken over a 
24-hr period, highlights rhc need ro better 
undcrsrand what aspects of pas[ and pre
senr exposure an~ rcflened by each (7). 
The logistical considerations arc as fi.Jl!ows: 
a) bertcr response for wire codes (passive 
on the part ()f the respond em') than foi· 
in-home mcasurernems (requiring the. 
respondcm's cooperation), which would 
increase st·udy size and diminish rhe poten .. 
tial for bias; b) greater expense {-()J· in-home 
mcasurcmenrs due w scheduling incf-Yicicn-

cies and equipment; and c) kss need f-(>r 
engineering expertise to usc a meter rhan ro 
develop a wire coding mcdwdology. 

The key unanswered qucsrion remains 
rhe validity of rhe different strategies as 
indicators of hisrorical exposure. Prospective 
srudics arc needed and would be simple ro 
conducr. A panel of homes, wirhom con .. 
cem f<n rhc hc:drh srarus of their occu·· 
panrs, could be recruit-ed fOJ" lont;-term 
ev;lluarion with ;l banery of measurements 
and wiring characterisrics. Periodic repeat 
measuremems would monitor changes over 
time. This should be coupled wirh incli-
vidual monitoring of occupants of select-ed 
homes so rhar the residential informarion 
could be undersrood in the context of 
other exposure sources. The effect of dif
fering parterns of room use over rime, 
modification in the use of rooms and dH~ir 
physical arrangement', and changes due ro 
shift:s in rhc occupants could be assessed 
empirically for their bearing on hisrorical 
exposure reconsrruction. If predictable 
relations were hJund, they could be queried 
and incorporated into exposure assessment 
protocols. On the other hand, even if such 
sources of inaccuracy could not be reme
died, at least rhcy could be quanrificd and 
considered in inrerprer:uion of results. The 
necessary database would be rather tedious 
to iniriarc and mainrain, bur it would be of 
great value with the passage of rime. 

Alternative E-qJOsure Parameters tlnd 
Sources, For a number of practical and 
rheoretical reasons, interest has Gxused on 
long-rerm average magnetic fields in homes. 
Because magnetic fields are largdy unper
turbed by trees, building materials, ere., the 
power lines have a systematic relation w 
in--home fields. Electric fields, equally 
ubiquirous, have no m<~rker analogous to 
wire codes that would allow their effects to 
be examined. Empirical approaches to 
examining exposure sources might yield 
some historically applic<~blc indicators of 
elccrric field exposure, although this is 
unlikely based on a knowledge of exposure 
sources and past epidemiologic srudy 
results (I ],]9). 

The specific ;ntributes of rhe magnetic 
fields predicted by wiring codes also renuin 
mysreriou.s (7). The rdarion of wire codes ro 
peaks, rransienrs, various percentiles, rime 
above or below postulared thresholds, etc. 
could be examined ro assisr in interpreta
tion. That ulrimarely may suggest modiG
cadons to wire codes to serve <~S surrogares 
f(w differem types of indices. Guidance for 
laboratory investigators could be much 
more speciflc if rhe i-iclds predicted by wire 
codes were bencr undersrood. 
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Finally, addirional examination of appli
:tncc-based exposures is warranred. The 
effectiveness of asking abour rhc usc of such 
devices seems straightforward, bur rhc valid
ity of self-report on use of key appliances, 
including patTerns of use (e.g., proximity m 
television ser), warrant's examination. 'fhe 
yield, in rcnns of refincmenrs in exposure 
classification, from more sophisricatcd 
inquiries should be evaluated: Is ir worrh-· 
while ro ask the brand of' video display termi-
nal or the sening on which clectTic blankets 
arc used? It- seems likely rhar appliances rhar 
do nor comribure to average magnetic field 
srill may coJuribute substantially to other 
indices, such as peaks or rime above a given 
level (e.g., hair dryers). Such questions could 
be examined as pan of an effim ro develop 
statistical models of exposure st'aning wirh an 
effort to completely reconstruct sources of 
dccrric and magnetic Gelds. 

Health End Points 

Srudics of borh childhood and adult can
cers have followed traditional approaches 
to disease classification. For childhood 
cancer, in particubr, rarity of rhe disease 
has led to broader groupings than might be 
desirable. These groupings may dilure any 
effects of decrric and magnetic field expo
sures on cancer subtypes. In some instances, 
all childhood cancers have been grouped 
together, although mosr investigators have 
also examined subtypes such as acut·e lym
phocytic leukemia, lymphomas, brain 
ntmors, etc. More attenrion should be paid 
ro examining more refined disease subtypes. 
For example, among leukemias rhere is 
some suggestion that differem cyrogenctic 
subtypes have different etiologies (20), 
This implication encourages the evaluation 
of the role of electric and magnetic fields f-(H· 
those subtypes. Histologic carcgories of 
brain cancer recendy have been shown ro 
have markedly different associations with 
electrical occupations (21) and should be 
examined wirh respect to rcsidenti<~l cxpo
stues as well. The pracrical challenge is 
assembling srudy populations that are large 
enough to have suH1cient precision in exam
ining subgroups. This also applies to rhe 
myriad fOrms of childhood cancer thar arc 
G~r too rare to consider in individu;d srudies 
(e.g., OS!'eosarcoma, Wilms' rumor). Mem
analysis using data from several completed 
smdies would be one possible approach. 

Although occupational lit-erature sug-
gests that electric and magncric fields nMy 
be rehued to !eukcmi<~ and brain cancer, 
these implications have not been pursued 
extensively in studies of residcnrial expo
sun's. There have been some smdies f(Kuscd 
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on residential magnetic field exposure and 
adult leukemia (16,22), and some studies 
of all forms of cancer ( 6, 15). Although the 
results of residential studies have been 
largely negative, this avenue ought not be 
abandoned for several reasons. There is no 
biological reason to believe that childhood 
cancers are uniquely susceptible to mag
netic fields. Given the rarity of childhood 
cancers and the consequent difficulty in 
conducting research, adult cancers are also 
worthy of concern. The continued support 
for a role of occupational exposures in the 
etiology of leukemia, especially acute 
myeloid leukemia; brain cancer; and, to a 
lesser degree, melanoma and lymphoma 
would encourage closer examination of res
idential exposures. Studies of residential 
exposure and adult brain cancer would be 
warranted by the evidence but have not yet 
been undertaken. 

\Xlhen biological understanding of the 
effects of electric and magnetic fields has 
progressed sufficiently, early, more highly 
prevalent disease indicators (biomarkers) of 
electric and magnetic field exposure may be 
identified. If such outcomes were suffi
ciently frequent, then prospective studies in 
which individual subjects would be moni
tored over days, or even weeks, for the 
development of the end point of interest 
could be developed, or banks of biological 
specimens could be exploited for nested 
case-control studies. Even if the marker 
were simply an integrator of exposure rather 
than a marker of a step in disease develop
ment, it potentially would be of value in 
identifying the most biologically potent 
aspect of exposure and in assisting in the 
design of studies of the more clinically sig
nificant end points. Some biological corre
late of melatonin could serve as such a 
marker if more persuasive evidence linking 
the exposures and disease of interest to this 
pathway were to accrue, but a number of 
logistical issues would need to be overcome 
(23). Unfortunately, there are no other 
obvious candidates on the horizon, because 
the classic markers of genotoxicity (chromo
somal aberrations, sister chromatid exchange, 
micronuclei) would not be expected to be 
usefi.tl in spite of some evidence for increased 
micronuclei formation among mice exposed 
to electric fields (24). 

CAJnsiderations in Study Design 

Several features of the past studies of resi
dential magnetic field exposure and cancer 
have not been examined adequately as a 
potential basis for biased results. This 
includes several potential positive biases 
(which would produce spuriously elevated 
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associations) and negative biases (which would 
produce spuriously reduced associations). 

Control Selection and Wire Codes. The 
process of control selection in childhood 
cancer studies raises a number of concerns 
regarding the extent to which an unbiased 
sample from the study base has been 
attained. Several different methods have 
been used, including birth certificate con
trols (5, 8), population register controls 
( 1 0), and random digit dialing controls 
(11, 13). Success in obtaining controls who 
are a random sample of the population 
from which the cases arose is difficult to 
demonstrate, given how little is known 
about the important determinants of expo
sure. In the study by Savitz et al. (1 I), for 
example, differential mobility of cases and 
controls may have introduced bias, but the 
presence or absence of such bias could not 
be demonstrated directly. In contrast, 
London et al. (13) obtained controls con
currently with case identification and 
obtained similar patterns of association, 
which suggests that differential mobility 
does not account for the pattern of results 
found by Savitz et al. (II). 

Methodological evaluation of control 
selection for studies of residential magnetic 
field exposure should be undertaken. 
Because of our limited knowledge of the 
causes of childhood cancer as well as 
leukemia and brain cancer in adults, the 
exploration should extend beyond known 
risk factors to include: a) examination of a 
number of household characteristics in 
relation to magnetic fields, including 
socioeconomic characteristics, availability 
of a telephone, household composition 
(number and ages of children, etc.), pat
terns of residential movement and duration 
of occupancy, age of housing, and procliv
ity to participate in surveys; b) revaluation 
of the recently completed studies that used 
random digit dialing to assess the extent to 
which controls represented the general 
community and, particularly, households 
with children; and c) examination of alter
native control selection strategies such as 
telephone directories, school records, and 
door-to-door canvassing. The costs of vari
ous alternatives and the yield of information 
should be examined. 

Nonresponse and incomplete coverage 
are always possible sources of bias worthy 
of consideration. Although random digit 
dialing is a well-accepted technique, when 
the screening nontesponsc and interview 
refusal rates are combined the losses can be 
rather severe (25). However, one of the 
advantages of using wiring codes as an expo
sure marker is that identifYing an eligible 

address is sufficient to obtain the code; the 
home can be coded even if the respondent 
ultimately declines to be interviewed or 
allow in-home field measurements. The 
critical unknown relation is between non
response and wire code, and it is that 
uncertainty that makes evaluation of sclec-· 
tion bias an important avenue to pursue. 

A second product from a thorough 
examination of correlates of residential 
magnetic field exposures in the community 
would be improved guidance regarding 
possible confounders. Our knowledge of 
the etiology of childhood cancers in partic
ular is quite limited. One approach to 
exploring possible confounders is to learn 
more about the characteristics of persons 
who live in homes classified as having ele
vated exposures. These characteristics would 
not, of course, necessarily be confounders, 
but they would satisfy at least one of the 
necessary criteria and could then be evalu
ated for their independent association with 
cancer risk. 

Given the prominence of wire codes as 
a marker of cancer risk and the severely 
limited understanding of their implica
tions, a broader evaluation of the sociology 
and geography of wire codes seems to be 
essential to identifY the most valid approach 
to control selection and confounding. 
Understanding the patterns of wire codes 
within the community in broad and com
prehensive terms of the spatial distribution 
of wires and wire codes, demographic and 
behavioral aspects of those who choose to 
live in homes of varying wire codes, and a 
comprehensive evaluation of empirical cor
relates of wire codes would serve several 
important research needs. Such knowledge 
would address a number of key method
ological concerns simultaneously: the like
lihood of selection bias in past case-control 
studies due to the constitution of the con
trol group; suitable methods for selection 
of controls in future case-control studies; 
the likelihood of confounding by other 
exposures associated with wire codes; and 
the possibility that the impact of wire code 
on cancer risk is mediated through some
thing other than the average magnetic field 
in the home. 

Timing of Exposure. Timing of expo
sure, based either on when it occurs during 
the day or when it occurs during the indi
vidual's life, has received little attention. 
The possibility of an effect on melatonin 
synthesis suggests an emphasis on night
time exposures, which is implicit in resi
dential studies and would be especially 
applicable to studies of electric blankets and 
heated water beds [although it is questionable 
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whether the pineal gland is exposed from 
such sources (26)]. No studies of child
hood cancer have examined adequately the 
temporal relation between exposure and 
disease by hypothesizing and testing expected 
induction and latent periods. Clearly, the 
temporal sequence of events leading to cancer 
is briefer than the corresponding multidecade 
process in adults. 

There has been some cmsory considera
tion of this issue in several studies (5,11), 
but none have obtained the desired lifetime 
residential exposure histoq to allow com
prehensive evaluation of all potentially 
important time windows. Given om igno
rance of the temporal course of disease 
induction, all exposure preceding disease is 
of potential interest, but presumably, some 
etiologically irrelevant exposures have been 
included in past studies and obscured any eti
ologic effects (27). The only well-established 
environmental cause of childhood cancer, 
exposure to ionizing radiation, has been shown 
to operate in utero (28), although the 
mechanisms of this type of exposure would 
be quite different than the possible effect of 
magnetic fields. Nonetheless, exposures in utero 
constitute one period of particulm interest. 

Logistically, assembling such lifetime 
histories is challenging and requires a resi
dentially stable population. Urban areas 
with highly mobile populations such as Los 
Angeles or Denver arc not good choices on 
this criterion, and many of the formerly 
occupied homes are outside the study 
region. On the other hand, without changes 
in residence, isolation of any effects of 
exposure in specified periods of life is 
impossible. Passive exposure assessment 
procedures (e.g., wire configuration codes) 
are more amenable to gathering a complete 
exposure hist01y than procedures requiring 
respondent cooperation (e.g., in-home 
measurements). The presumption that any 
effects of magnetic fields only operate late 
in the etiologic process should be scrutinized 
since it seems to be based largely on the 
inability of such fields to cause mutations. 

Ecologic Studies. Studies of disease pat
terns in populations over time or space, in 
which the group's magnetic field exposure 
is related to its cancer incidence, should be 
considered in spite of the well-known chal
lenges posed by the ecologic fallacy (29) 
and from exposure misclassification (30). 
A principal motivation is to respond to 
critics who argue that secular changes in 
the use of electric power have been dra
matic through this century and have pro
duced a marked increase in electric and 
magnetic field exposure that has not yielded 
a corresponding increase in the cancers of 

concern (31). Obviously, this scenario 
would apply only if magnetic £1elds were a 
veq strong contributor to cancer risk and if 
magnetic fields increased as electric power 
use increased, but such analyses still could 
place some upper bound on the magnitude 
of association. 

This possibility could be examined 
empirically by isolating each of the assump
tions and consequences. The argument 
that exposures have risen proportionately 
to the use of electric power has not been 
tested, and theoretical arguments against 
such a rise include the increasing suburban
ization of America (with larger yards and 
greater distance from power lines), greater 
use of underground lines, higher voltages 
on lines, and more electricity-efficient 
appliances (such as microwave ovens and 
digital clocks). Wertheimer and Leeper's 
(9) examination of data from the Rhode 
Island study suggested that more recently 
occupied homes (which tended to be more 
suburban) had lower wire configuration 
codes on average. 

Although historical measurements of 
individual exposures in the past are not 
available, the pattern of wire codes over 
time could be easily examined in several 
ways. Data on wiring configurations from 
the earliest studies conducted in the late 
1970s could be com pared to those con
ducted in the present, yielding a 1 0-· to 15-
year contrast. The housing stock at differ
ent historical periods could be estimated 
based on county tax assessment records to 
simulate the mix of wire codes in different 
historical periods. E.ven within completed 
studies, the elates of occupancy could be 
examined in relation to the wire codes of 
the homes. 

Historical data on the cancers of inter
est are also necessary to conduct a study of 
time trends. A few cancer registries, such 
as the one in Connecticut, go back far 
enough in time. Mortality from childhood 
cancers (especially leukemias) has been so 
markedly changed by effective treatments 
that mortality data do not adequately 
reflect incidence. Additional challenges to 
making valid comparisons across long 
spans of time are posed by improving qual
ity of diagnosis and the techniques used to 
classifY cancers in different eras. 

A study of geographic variation in residen
tial exposure is more promising because 
potential confounders are likely to vaty less 
markedly across the United States at the 
present time than over lengthy periods of 
interest. If there are systematic spatial dif
ferences in average exposure based on 
region, urban-rural differences, etc., then 
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ecologic studies could examine efficiently 
the corresponding patterns of cancer inci
dence and mortality. For example, high 
current configurations appear to be more 
common in Los Angeles than Denver 
(11,13). Perhaps in large midwestern and 
northeastern cities, the prevalence of homes 
with such configurations may be greater 
still. Although limited to detecting gross 
differences, assessment of geographic pat
terns in mortality could yield some infor
mation if marked exposure gradients are 
present. The usual considerations in assess
ing the value of ecological studies apply: 
the opportunity to study wide exposure 
variation and a veq different set of method
ological concerns relative to those that 
apply to studies of individuals (32) is bal
anced against the effort required to con
duct the research. The effort required to 
characterize spatial and temporal variation 
in exposure accurately is not known at pre
sent; but if not unduly demanding, it 
would at least produce a systematic evalua
tion of the argument that secular trends in 
exposure demonstrate the implausibility of 
an etiologic association with cancer. 

An additional benefit of such an evaluation 
would be its use in pinpointing areas in which 
research might be most profitably conducted. 
Limited numbers of homes in the highest 
exposure groups have decreased the precision 
of all past studies, so areas with greater preva
lence of higher magnetic field exposure would 
be most favorable for research. 

Research Priorities on. Residential 
Exposures 

The preceding sections have sought to 
define comprehensively the issues deserving 
consideration and empirical research in 
order to advance our understanding of resi
dential magnetic field exposures and can
cer. Ideally, the reader should have sufficient 
information to reach independent conclu
sions regarding priorities. However, sug
gestions for the most pressing research 
needs are offered. 

Two types of methodologic studies are 
needed to better interpret past studies and 
design fi.tture ones: assessment of individual 
magnetic field exposure sources and patterns 
and determination of correlates of wire code 
in the community. Either or both of these 
might be embedded into an ongoing study or 
conducted independently. 

Evaluation of exposure sources through 
personal monitors and diaries combined 
with wire codes and home measurements 
would simultaneously define the exposure 
sources most worthy of study, address the 
relation between wire code and personal 
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exposure, and allow examination of differ
ent exposure mcrrics. Past studies relying 
on only one exposure source (e.g., wire 
codes, elccrric blankets) could be reinter
preted and future studies could focus on 
rhc most applicable exposures. Possible 
efforts to reduce exposures would also hen·· 
dir from knowledge of how exposures arc 
acrua!ly incurred. 

Knowing rhc partcrns of wire codes in 
the community is essential to evaluating rlw
ories of confounding, selection bias, ;md 
alternative causal pathways. Con!~mnding 
would occur if wire codes were associated 
wirh an indepcndcnr cause of cancer; sclcc
rion bias would occur if study parricip:uns 
arc unrcprcscnrarivc of the target popula
tion; and an alternative causal parhway 
would operare if wire codes do nor cause 
cancer through the resuhing magnetic held 
exposure. Considerarion of the sociological, 
geographical, and behavioral correlates of 
wire codes would provide empirical guid
ance to those who interpret smdics rhat eval
uate the possibility of bias as well as those 
who design future studies. It may seem 
more cfficienr ro measure a!! possible con
founders and adjust for them or ro choose 
directly rhe correct control group, bm with
out a clearer understanding of the likelihood 
of error, rhe inevitable design trade-o/I<; can-
1101 be made intclligendy. Comrol groups, 
for example, may be sdecred in a limited 
number of ways, with random digir dialing 
the most popular for logistical reasons. The 
relationships among telephone access, social 
class, willingness to panicipare in SLuveys, and 
wire codes would be substantially valuable in 
determining whether some more oncrus 
method of control sdecrion is truly needed or 
whether srudiel) need to be conducred in 
locales in which popu!arion registers arc avail
able. Without the pcnincm background 
inf(mnation on vulnerability to selection bias, 
seknion of a single, appropriate, and credible 
control group is vinually impos~iblc. 

Occupational Exposure 

Synopsis of Evidence 

There has been a large number of studies in 
which job tides presumed to be indicative of 
above--background exposure ro electric and 
magncric flelds have been examined in rela
tion to cancer. Most commonly, such stud
ies have focused on leukemia and brain 
cancer. The evidence has been revkwed in 
several publications (1,2,.33-35). Most 
reviewers share rhc conclusion that· rhese 
reports generally support an association 
between work in electrical occupations and 
the risk of leukemia, especially acute myeloid 
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leukemia, and brain cancer. Magnimdcs of 
association vary greatly hom nu!l to sizable 
increases, but elevations in risk on the order 
of 1.5 ro 2.0 arc commonly reponed, espe
cially in proportionare rn.onality, incidence, 
and case···<omro! studies. Most cohorr studies 
have not hmnd the associations to ex1sr ro the 
same degree. Given the lack of sophist"icuion 
in exposure assignment, the degree of consis
tency across diverse populations is 11otable. 
Other cancers, such as melanoma (36,37), 
lymphoma (38), and male breast cancer 
(39-41) have been implicated, bur with 
less replication. 

The structure of these swdics has included 
rq~isny-bascd ex.'1minarions of tnoportionare 
mortality or incidence, registry~ and commu~ 
nity-based case-control srudics, and historical 
cohort studies among electrical workers. 
St~uting with Milham's (42) report, all have 
used job ride as the exposure surrogate wirh 
some rdincmenrs in t-erms of more sophisti·· 
cared classification sysrems ( 43) but largely 
relying on an intuitively developed listing of 
jobs thought ro entail elevated electric and 
magnetic fields (e.g., electrician, lineman, 
television repairman). 

A separate avenue of research on occu
pational exposures and cancer is that of 
paternal inf-luences on childhood cancer 
risk. Spirz and Johnson (41) found rhat 
children who died from neuroblastoma 
more often had fathers who were employed 
in occupations thought to have clectromag
neric field exposures than controls did. 
The increased risk was concentrated among 
electronics workers. These results were repli
cated to some extent by Wilkins and Hundley 
(4.5) in a similarly designed case·-connd study 
of neuroblastoma, but Bun in cr a!. ( 46.) 
reported an absence of increased risk for ncu
roblasmma in relation to parerna! exposure ro 
clecrromagnetic fields. The mechanism f(>r 
SU(:h an e/Tect is tenuous, given rhar the agem 
is incapable of causing mutations in sperm, bur 
perhaps some other mechanism of interfering 
with sperm production is applic.'lble. 

Exposure Assessment Needs 

Evaluation ofNonutility Populatiom. 
Among electrical workers, decrric utility 
workers have been most actively consid·· 
en~d. Whik such studies arc in progress, 
there is a need to identify additional groups 
of workers who arc suirable for srudy. 
Studying other populations would provide 
an a.s.sessmcnt of rhc replic1bility of rhe evi
dence from utility workers. More impor
ranr, the actual exposure circumstances in 
terms of field fre<.ptencies and temporal 
patterns vary markedly among decaical 
workers, and if any such exposures arc car-

cinogcnic, rhere may be some more and 
some less potent forms of exposure among 
rhc different groups of workers. The vari
ability in exposure circumstances, borh 
quantirarivcly and qua!irativcly, i~ much 
greater in the workplace rhan in rhe home. 
This should produce more informative 
swdics in rhc occupational scuing if those 
exposures can be characterized adequately. 

ln the pasr, rhc interest has been in reb
rivdy rare cancers (leukemia and brain cancer), 
and rhe examined populations had to be sil'r 
able and there had ro be a mechanism for 
idcmif},ing them (company or union records, 
fi>r example). Starting wid1 a roster of candi
dare worker groups, exposure measuremem 
surveys would be essential to indicate that they 
truly have abovc~background exposures and to 

characreri:t..c the general patrerns of chat expo-
sure. Candidate populations widely discussed 
include aluminum workers, electric railroad 
workers, ;uc welders, and other workers who 
work near dccrric motors. 

Community-based studies may also 
address occupational exposures using sonw 
explicit or implicit job-exposure matrix 
rhar links job t"itle ro exposure. This is rhe 
basis of virtually all of the exisring literature 
based on death ceniflcatcs or cancer reg~ 
istrics. It seems that rhc inability ro charac
teri:.~_e exposures generically across widely 
divergent job tides and indusrries gives 
rhese studies limited potential ro advance 
the literature. Although it would be useful 
if widespread electric and magnetic field 
exposure surveys enabled us to characrerize 
adequately exposures associated with spe
ciflc job rides and indusrries, the variation 
within those groupings is likely ro limit the 
value of broad job rides. In conrrast", 
within an industry, rhe levd of rchnemenr 
can be much greater. 

lmprot,ed Historical Marlw:>. Because 
leukemia and brain cancer are so rare, it is 
nor f(~asible to undertake prospective cohort 
srudics for either, ah·hough future imeresr in 
more comrnon cancers such as prostate can~ 
ccr or female breast cancer would imroduce 
thar possibility. Nonerhcless, mosr future 
research will cominuc ro rely on historical 
markers of exposure, typically job rides and 
other documented informarion on work 
activities and locations. There is a need to 

validate such markers through presenr mea~ 
surements and by other indirect means. There 
is also a need f<)r imaginative approaches to 
recon,~tructing the historical exposures of 
inrcresr, including simulation of past work 
cnvironmcnrs and practices where possible. 
In a recenr srudy of workers who used video 
display terminals, for example, exposures 
associated with outdated equipmcnr were 
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esrimated by retrieving some of rhc old 
equipment fl.1r measurements (47). 

In addition to evaluating rhe adequacy of 
rhe sunogare marker in rhe future, it would 
be usel-l.d to assess just what exposures rhe 
surrogate marker predicrs. Preliminary 
examination of job ride~ of ekcrric utility 
workers (48) sug__~esrs rhar jobs d10ught robe 
exposed have a stronger gradienr f<H mag
neric than electric fields. Similarly, one 
might ask about d1e distincrions based on 
job ride f-()r differenr exposure indices (e.g., 
mean, median, peak) or !-l.>r dif-Tcrcm fre·· 
qucncics. Furure epidemiologic and labora
roJy research would bcndlt from obtaining 
more specific suggestions about rhc f(mn of 
exposure reHected hom job rides. 

A more ambirious advanccmenr would 
require incorporation of nonoccupational 
exposure sources into occuparional studies. 
This is more feasibh: rhan the converse, 
extending residential swdies to incorporate 
workplace exposures, since validated mark·· 
crs of nonoccupational exposure ;u·c avail~ 
able. Spcciflcdly, cohon mortality studies 
could be followed up wirh nested casc·-con
trol srudies rhar include inrcrvicws with liv .. 
ing sub jeers or next of kin for dccedems in 
which nonoccupational exposures would be 
estimated. Identification of rhe residences 
in which rhey had lived could be coupled 
with wire coding or measurements of those 
homes. Possible usc of appliances such as 
elecrric blankets and heated water beds 
could be queried and probably could be 
accurately reponed by a surviving spouse or 
child. Qualitative and probably even quanri
r<Hive indices of exposure rhar combine 
diverse sources of exposure could then be 
developed and analyzed in relation ro can
cer !'isle lf some measure of roral dose is 
dw imponam ont, such combined indices 
would be markedly better ar predicring 
cancer risk than either component alone, 
since a sizable contribution to roral dose 
comes ri·om each source (17,48). 

Health O!ltcomes 

As seen in rcsidt~nrial exposure, there is 
potential value in examining more spcciflc 
subtypes of cancer. This is predicated on 
the possibility that more specific fOrms of 
cancer, deflncd by histology and cyrogcner-
ics, may show stronger relations ro elccrric 
and magm~ric held exposure. The generally 
stronger associations found for acute myeloid 
leukemia compared ro orlwr leukemias (3.5) 
<1nd the recent evidence that astrocyromas 
show markedly strong(~r associations with 
electrical work than other forms of brain 
cancer (2 I) suggest rhat such effi)ns could 
yield imponanr information. 

On the other hand; there is no dc;lr bio
logical rationale for f(Kusing on leukemia and 
br<1in cancer only, ~md as noted above, ~lssocia
tions with melanoma, lymphoma, and malt 
breast cancer have also been rtponed. \Y/e 
should retain d1e ability ro discover that some 
odwr type of Cancer is stronph' rdated tO expo
sure or to conf-irm or refilte the reports of such 
associations in other studies. In general, srud
ics rhat ;tdcquatdy can address many f-(mns of 
cancer, such as hisrorical cohon srudics or 
casc·----conrrol studies used with a Glse group of 
all cancers, arc preferred ro rhose that can nor. 

In parallel with rhc sug.,ge5tion for residen
tial studie$, n1arkers of exposure or disease that 
arc prcvalcnr enough to be srudicd prosptc
rivdy would be highly desirable. C::urrtnt rcch
nology permits exposure asscssmcnr over 
periods ~ls long <1s several weeks, bur without 
som(~ end poim rhat can be observed in :l short 
time fi'ame and of adequate prevalence, such 
measurements can only se1ve to validate such 
exposure proxies as job ride. 

Study Design 

Gmsitlemtion of Otber E\:posures. Because 
of subsranrial coJHriburions from rhe resi·· 
dence and appliance me (which may have 
subsranria! bcrwecn-subjecr variability), ir is 
understood that rhe workplace is not the only 
or even rhe dominant source of exposure 
(49). Logisrical constrainrs make ir dif1-icult 
to integrate exposures across diverse sources, 
so fiuThcr examination of the consequences of 
ignoring nonoccuparional sources should be 
more carefully considered. Exposure surveys 
suggest dw absence of-' any associarion bcrwcen 
workpbcc and nonworkplacc exposures 
among utility workers (48,49), but rhc con
sequences fbr studies of workplace exposures 
are nor clear. There may also be reason ro 
believe that some highly expo~cd occupa~ 
rional groups would rend to have exposures 
in their hobbies, such as operating radios or 
other electrical equipment. Considering a 
number of possible relations between work 
and nonwork exposures f-(Jr dwir impact on 
observed dosc"-·rcsponsc gradiems would 
assist in the inrerprerarion of past studies and 
planning of future srudies. 

Confounding has betn of particular inter
est in rhis literature, because a job ride virtu
ally always suggest's exposures in addition to 
the electric and magnetic fidd exposure of 
int<~rest. Many groups of electrical workers 
have the potential for occupational exposure 
to solvcms, polychlorinated biphenyls 
(PCBs), soldering or welding fumes, ere. 'fhc 
impacr of many of rhesc agents on cancer risk 
is poorly undersmod, but furure studies 
should examine them as effectively as possi·· 
ble. Noncrhclcss, hypothetical calcularions 

F:.nvitonmenraf Ueaft!J Perspectives Supplements 
Volume 701, Supplement 4, Decemb(-1r 7993 

for the magnirude of confounding by a Cll'·· 

cinogen as porent as cigaretre smoking (50) 
suggest thar extreme and perhaps implausible 
scenarios arc rt~quired to invoke such con·· 
fi.nmding as a critical thrcar to the validity of 
these studies. 

An effl(icm approach to ex;Hnining can
cers that h~1vc nor been thoroughly consid
en~d, such as lymphoma and melanoma, 
would be ro pool results from the numerous 
surveys and cohon srodics using mera-analy
sis. By examining a wide arny of cancer 
types in rh~u- manner, panerns may emerge 
rh;n were nor previously appreciared. Even 
leukemia and brain cancer might be bener 
understood rhrough a more quanrirative 
integration of the !ireranJre. 

Effect-Modification by Timing rmd Other 
Agent~~ A critical deficiency in nearly all of rhe 
p<lSt studies thar have relied on registry data is a 
bilure to consider temporal aspects of exposure 
and diseast. The extreme version is rhc death 
cerrificarc··based study (42,51), in which rherc 
is no inl-(mnation whatsoever on the duration 
of employmenr in the lisred job, when work in 
dw job ceased, or what orhcr jobs were hdd. 
Presumably, if rhcre is an etiologic relation, 
like all others idcntiflcd tu dare, there is some 
specif-icity for d1e inducrion and larem periods. 
Restricting the windows of exposure ro rhe 
pertinent ones would enhance any causal asso
ciations. The assumption that dccrric and 
magnetic fields acr ar late stages should be 
addre8sed tmpirically by assessing cancer risk 
in relation w exposures in a recent rime win
dow. More generally, a flexible, rrial and error 
approach to specif),ing the porentia] windows 
of imporrancc should be adopted (27), espe
cially when considering an ag(~nr for which 
dw underlying biological processes arc so 
poorly undcrst"Ood. 

Finally, the possibility that rhe effects of 
denric and magnetic f-lclds are enhanced 
by exposure to orher agents should be ev;:~.l

uated. If sucb exposures arc thought m :Kt 

in concerr with genotoxic agtnts, then one 
would expecr some cf-I-Ccr modification to be 
discernible. As noted abov(~, there arc a 
number of potentially carcinogenic agents 
such as solvents and PCBs thoughr to be 
prevalcnr among electrical workers, so rhc 
abilit-y of such exposure to potenriatc the 
eff<'ct of electric and magnetic f-ields could 
be examined. Jf future study designs permit 
consideration of nonoccupational exposures, 
then cigarerre smoking would be of great 
interest as a porcmial cf-f<:~n modil-icr. 

Research Priorities in Studies of 
Occupational r:'.Xposnre 
Among rhe suggesrions offered {{H extend·· 
ing knowledge rcguding occuparional 
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exposure ro electric and magnetic fields and 
c.1.nccr, two avenues are the highest priorities. 
First, exposure patterns of groups of workers 
potentially am.cnablc ro epidemiologic study 
need to be assessed. Idemificarion of groups 
wit:h above-background exposure is an absolute 
requirement, but the likely diversity of expo
sure f-(mns and prtncrns (ficqucncies, temporal 
patterns of exposure, historical exposures) also 
should be understood in order for rhe epi
demiologic studies to begin to clarif)r the cir
cumstances in whid1 adverse dlCcrs arc and arc 
nor observed. 

Second, following identification of suitable 
groups f-Or epidemiologic study, more empiri
cal infi.)rmation on occupational groups with a 
diversity of forms and pancrns of decrric and 
magnetic field exposure is needed. Traditional 
cohort or nested Gl5c..._comrol studies within 
industries are most likely ro be informative. 
By studying workers with elevated but distinct 
exposure patterns, the consist·ency of any 
increased risk of leukemia, brain cancer, or 
other G'lOCCI-s <:.'ln be assessed and then~ is the 
possibility of identif),ing a group with a more 
potent exposure pattern. 

Conclusions 
The strategies outlined above can be divided 
into three groups by considering the clfect the 
methodological deficiencies would have on the 
estimated measures of effccr (i.e., the risk ratio 
or odds ratio). Improvements typically haw 
one of the f()llowing goals: a) tu reduce bias 
toward the null (false negative rcsulrs), enhanc
ing the magnitude of association if an underly
ing etiologic effect of electric and magnetic 
fields on cancer truly exist~<.;; b) ro reduce bias 
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Biologically Based Epidemiological Studies of 
Electric Power and Cancer 
Richard G. Stevens 
Pacific Notthwest Laboratory, 906 Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA 99352 

As societies industrialize, the health profile of the population changes; in general, acute infectious disease declines and chmnic disease increases. 
Use of electricity is a hallmark ot the industrialization process, but there has been no suspicion that electricity could increase the risk of cancer. 
F~ecently, however, a nwnl)el· of epidemiologic studies have suggested that electromagnetic fields {EMF} rYwy do just that Altl1ough few cancer 
experiments l1ave ))een done yet, there are a number of biological (~ffects ot EMF reported in the literature that might provide bases for designing 
cancer experiments and epidemiologic studies. These include effects of EMF on: a) DNA transcription and translation, b) calcium balance in cells, 
and c) pineal production of melatonin. Alterations in DNA transcr'1pf1on and translation could have pleiotropic effects. Disruption of calcium home
ostasis t1as many implications including oncogene activation, promotional activity via protein kinases and ornithine decarboxylase (ODC), and increas
ing oxidative stress. Reduction of melatonin suggests a possible increased risk of cancers of hormone-dependent tissues such as breast and 
prostate. The idea that a cancer-causing agent must either be an initiatm or a promoter should be discarded; indeed, the phenomenologic meaning 
of these two terms has become confused witl1 imputed mecllanistic necessity in recent years. Agents that affect division of normal cells or of fully 
transformed cells can play an important role in clinical cancer development quite apa11 hom initiation or promotion. Epidemiologic studies of EMF 
and cancer should attempt to take account of other products of electric power {e.g., light at night) or factors associated witl1 occupat"1ona! EMF expo
sure (e.g., toxic chemicals} tl1at may inc1·ease cancer risk and therefore act as cofactors or confounders. Epidemiology and laboratory studies should 
act synergistically in determining if tllere is a problem and identifying mitigation strategies if needed. - Environ Health Perspect 1 01 {Suppl 
4}:93-1 00 (1993}. 
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Introduction 

Industrialif_..<rion is associated wirh changes in 
the health status of a population. There arc 
large differences among counrries in the rates 
of cancer of specific sites (1 ). The ratio of 
colon cancer incidence in Connecticut (high 
rates) to that in Nigeria (low rates) is 1 0; the 
r;n·io of breast cancer incidence in Canada 
(high rates) ro that in the non-Jews in Israel 
(low rates) is 7. Total cancer incidence varies 
by about 3-fold among countries. Migranrs 
fi·om one area rake on d1e cancer rates of their 
new homes, and there are known, or strongly 
suspected, causes of some of the most com
mon cancers in each society such as hepatitis B 
virus and liver cancer in Taiwan, and cigarette 
smoking and lung cancer in the United States. 
These obscwarions suggest racial facrors do nor 
account f-{)1" the large variations in C<UlCCr risk 
around the world. Ra.rher, lifestyle is believed 
w play a major role in cancer occurrence. 
However, ir is nor clear how mud1 of the vari .. 
arion in risks can be accounted fOr by specific 
lifestyles. Ar one extreme is the confidence 
thar cigarerrc smoking accounts for 90% of 
lung cane<:r in high risk societies; at the other 
extreme is the lack of understanding of societal 
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diHCrences in stomach cancer risk and why it 
has declined in the industrialized world. 
Understanding ofbrea.<;r cancer lies somewhere 
in the middle. Although major risk f1crors 
have been identified f(H· breast cancer, they do 
not appear to account for the obse1ved inrerna
tional variation in breast cmcer rate<; (2). The 
reason fOr d1e large differences in risk among 
countries remains a myste1y. 

Umil recently there was no suspicion that 
any ;tspect of the usc of electric power might 
play a role in explaining cancer differences 
among societies. Motivated by the seminal, 
although limited, obseJvations of Wertheimer 
and Leeper (3,4) and by recently emerging 
evidence for biological effects of electromag
netic fields (EMF) from the laboratory (5), 
interest in the possible role of electric power 
in c-,mcer risk has increased dramatically. 

'fhis paper is deliberately speculative and 
suggests new avenues f(H epidemiological 
inquiry. Biological effects of EMF are 
described then reexamined afrer a presenta
tion of the rwo-stage model for cancer (6) 
in order ro determine how the biology 
might relate to carcinogenesis. Implications 
for riming of exposure, cancer types, cofac
tors (effect modifiers), and conf()UJH.krs in 
epidemiologic stu die<; are suggested. 

EMF Biological Effects 
The biophysical mech;misms of interaction of 
EMF with biological syst·cms is rhe subject" of 
intense inreresr, but is beyond the scope of rhis 
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paper (7-10). Many biological cffecrs of 
EMF have been reported in the literature over 
the years and it is not possible here to evaluate 
each f1irly as it might ~tfkct cancer risk. Many 
of these arc single repons that have nor yet 
been assr:ssed in orher laboratories. However, 
several biological cffcccs that do have such 
implications arc discussed as they mighr relate 
to cancer risk and as they mighr be accommo
dated in the design of epidemiological studies. 
The following discussion is selective and brief. 

DNA Mutation 

There is evidence th<H EMF does not damage 
DNA direcdy (11,12), although there is one 
report of increased micronuclei production by 
50-Hz electric f1eld exposure {13). Effecrs of 
EMF on chromosome segregation might lead 
indirecdy to mutation, alrhough this possibility 
is in the very early swges of evaluation. In 
addition, there has been very little swdy of 
possible cHCcts oF EMf.' on DNA repair (12). 

DNA Transcription and li·anslation 

Although direct DNA damage from EMF 
has not been demonstrated, rhcre have been 
reports of alrered mRNA and protein synrhe
sis (14,1.5). Goodman ct al. (16.) reponed 
increased RNA transcriprion in dipteran sali
vary gland cells ;lfter exposure to a magnetic 
field. Alterarions in protein symhesis have 
also been observed, and there is a shifi· to pro
reins of lower molecular weight wirh a higher 
ncr charge. These results arc consistem wirh 
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a model in which translation of protein from 
m.RNA is imerruptcd (17). Such an inter
ruption of protein synthesis would be inrcr
csring in lighr of the emerging theory of cell 
cycle regulation by a complex imcrplay ofRb, 
the protein product of the retinoblastoma 
anrioncogcne, wirh a series of other nuclear 
proteins (I 8). lf rhe intcracrion of Rb wirh 
orhcr proteins can be disrupted hy EMF due 
ro shortening of the polypeptides and conse
quent changes in conf<mn<uion, rhcn cffccrs 
on cell cycle rcgularion would be cxpcncd. 

Calcium 

Since rhc rcpon by Bawin and Adcy (19), 
there has been growing imcrcst in rhc role of 
EMF in calcium balance in cells and in ion 
flow in general (20). A window ofcHCCl' that 
depends on frequency and amplitude seems to 
determine whether EMF will affect calcium 
balance (21). This idea was tested by Smith 
et· al. (22) who reponed that diarom rnobility, 
which is dependent on calcium concentration 
in rhe growth m.edium, can be affecred by 
EMF at specified fi·ctluency-intensity win
dows. Reese et al. (23) replicated this result 
with considerably more variability in response. 

Electromagnetic stimulation has been 
used clinically to improve bone healing. 
Lubcn et al. (24) examined rhc biological 
mechanism::. f-t1r this and suggesrcd rhar rhe 
eHCcts arc mediated at the plasma membrane 
either by imerfCrencc with horrnone binding 
Hl osrcoblasts or by blocking rcccpror··cydase 
coupling in the membrane. They further 
speculate that Ca2

+ movem.cnt may be 
involved. Lyle cr al. (25) reponed !"hat a 13.6 
Hz magnetic fidd wifh a peak im-cnsity of 20 
~T doubled calcium liptakc of normal lym
ph<K")'tes and of a lymphoma cell line. These 
n~searchcrs point our lhat calcium concentra
rion and inrracdlular distribmion aflCcts 111al1)' 

cellular f'unctions, in particular rhc protein 
kinase C, which is imponant to lymphocyre 
activation and proli/'Crarion. 

Omithine Decarboxylase 

Ornithine decarboxylase (ODC) is required 
for polyamine biosynthesis, and levels of it arc 
high in rapidly dividing cells. ·rumor pro
mol'ers such as 1 2-0-l'erradccanoylphorbol-
13-acctaH~ (TPA) rapidly inc1·ease ODC 
activit)' in cells. Byus Cl' a!. (26) reponed thar 
a l-hr exposure of several diff-{~rcnt cell lines 
to a low-imensit)' (10 mV/cm) 60-Hz decrric 
fleld increased ODC ac(ivity (although still 
Ctr below the levels induced by TPA). They 
also reported that in Reuber 1-135 hepatoma 
cells, 3 hr of exposure first led to an increase, 
then to a decrease in ODC <-Ktivity. The 
monotonically increasing dosc-··response that 
might he expecred from a toxic chemical 
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modd is nor evident. lnstead, a 1-hr expo·· 
sure ro 10 and to 0.1 mV/cm increased 
acrivity, and 5 and 1 m V/cm h.1d no dlCcr. 

hnmune Function 

Lyle er al. (27) reponed that exposure to a 
450-MHz. field :Hnplitude modulated at 60 
J·-h inhibired rhe toxicity off' .. Jymphocyrcs by 
20%. The carrier wave had no cffecr, and 
amplitude modulation higher (up to 100 I-h) 
and !ower (dmvn to 3 Hz) showed lc~s inhibi .. 
rion rhan ar 60 Hz. Exposure ro a 60-Hz 
clecrric field yielded similar results (28). 
Ef-hxts of EMF on inrracellular c.'!lcium con
centration might account for rhis inhibirion 
(25). Experim.cnts in animals have nor 
shown cffCcts of EMF on immune fimLTion 
(29). ln humans, however, rhcre is a report of 
impaired immune function in aluminum 
rcducrion plant workers who have high mag
nc!"ic field and volatilized aromatic hydrocar
bon exposures (30). The study was undertaken 
because five cases of B-cell lymphoma occurred 
over a ?··year period in an aluminum planr in 
\XIashingron state when only 0.2 were expected. 
Among 23 apparcndy healthy volunteers fi·om 
this plant, there was a significant increase in 
mean T8 and '1'4 levels, and there was a sig
nif-lcanr alteration in T4/T8 ratios in rcn of 
rhe subjects due to dispropmtionatc elevations 
of rhc 'f8 subpopularion. Another investiga
tion, from Yugoslavia, reponed that workers 
occupationally exposed to microwaves had 
greater numbers of micronuclei and other 
genomic abnormalities in a sample of their 
peripherallymphocyl'cs than controls (31). 

Pineal Fwtction 
The pineal gland is a neuroendocrine trans .. 
duccr that provides a hormonal signal syn~ 
chroni?,cd ro the daily light and dark cycle 
(32). Melatonin, the principal pineal hor
mone, exerts a generally suppressive action on 
other endocrine glands. Reduced circulating 
conccnrrarions of melatonin can result in 
increased prolactin release by the piruira~y and 
increased estrogen and tesrosterone release by 
the gonads (33,34). Production of mehronin 
is suppressed by light perceived by the rcrina. 
Hence, circulating melatonin concentrations 
arc low in daylight and higher at nighr (3_5). 

Cohen er al. (.-36) suggested that reduced 
pineal mdaronin production might increase 
human breasr cancer risk because lower 
mdaronin output would lead to an increase 
in circulating esrrogen levels and would 
stimulare the proliferation of breast tissue. 
Jndeed, early menarche, !are menopause, 
and nulliparity arc e.1ch ;t<>.~ociated with an 
increased risk of breast cancer (37), and all 
result- in a longer period f()r proliferation of 
the breasr epirhdial stem cells ar risk (38). 

A nllmbcr of investigators have reponed 
that EMF, under some circumstances, can 
reduce or suppress mdaronin production by 
the pineal gland (39--15). These observ;l
rions provided a natural fi·;uncwork fi)r posru .. 
bring that EMF may influenc:c risk ofcenain 
c.u~eers, in particular breasr and prosrarc can .. 
ccr (46,47). Melatonin inhibirs the g1·owrh 
of' Dunning prostatic cancer cells rransplamcd 
inro rats (48), is oncost:uic to human brea.<;t 
cancer cells in vitro (19), ;-md inhibirs dwmi .. 
caHy induced breast cancer in rats (50). Ligh1 
at night (LAN) suppresses melatonin produc .. 
tion (34,.51). ·rhus, rwo products of elecl'ric 
power, EMF and LAN, may reduce mela
tonin in humans and infl.uence risks of breast 
,1nd prostate cancers. 

Two groups have reponed experiments in 
rals in which a 50··1--h magnetic Geld increased 
chemically induced mammary cancer yield 
(52,53). Bcn;ashv;J; cr al. (52) used a 20·[lT 
magnetic fidel, whereas Mcvissen er a!. 
(unpublished data) used a 100 ~T magnetic 
field. Should these findings be replicable in 
other laboratories they will be imporrant. 

Two-Stage Model for 
Carcinogenesis 
The term crm:inogenesi.1' is meanr ro convey rhe 
entire process fi'Om a beginning with normal 
cells in a healthy tissue ro an ending wirh a 
diagnosed malignant tumor. The terms i11iti·· 
iltion and pmmotion were originally def-ined on 
srricdy phenomenological grounds: an initia
ror is an agenr that alone docs not produce 
rumors, yet when fol!ow{~d by a promorcr 
yields many rumors. A promoter is an agent 
that alone yields no rumors, yet when pre
ceded by an initiator yields many rumors. A 
promoter followed by an initiator also yields 
no tumors. The mmors on mouse skin origi~ 
nally used to define iniriator and promorcr 
were not in Ctcr cancer; d1ey were benign 
lesions, many, if not most, of which regressed 
upon cc~sation of rhc promoter. In the last 
rwo decades, rhe terms initiator and promoter 
have come by some to be used as iC rhcy offer 
deep insight into rhe process of carcinogenesis, 
<L<; if a cancer-causing agent is either one or the 
other, and as if both musr be necessary f()r 
cancer to occur. An alrernativc view is rh<lt 
the original definitions of these agents ofl{~r 
evidence on rhe process of carcinogenesis, but 
do not dd1nc ir. The following paragraphs 
present a mode! for cancer and a specific inter .. 
preration of what: initiators and promoters arc 
and how they 6r itHo the larger scheme of 
carcinogenesis according I'O this model. 

Offering a definition of cancer in quami· 
rarive or even qualitative terms runs the risk 
or ignoring some or many of the myriad char
acterisric~ of cancer thar have bctn reponed. 
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Figure 1. Two--stage model for cancer, adapted Jrom Moolgavkw· and Knudson (6). A normal 
cell divides as part of a normal tissue. With small probability, a normal cell may divide to give 
one normal and one intermediate cell, which in turn can divide to become an intermediate 
lesion With srnall probability, an internredia1e cell may divide to give one intermediate and 
one cancer cell. A promoter greatly increases the chance tllat a malignant cell will arise by 
increasing the pool of intenTiediate cells. 

However, withour a model it is diHicult to 
Fonnulate meaningful studies rhat might 
contribute new understanding. Figure 1 is 
adapted From Srcvens c::r al. (54) and depicts 
rhc two-stage model f()l" cancer developed b)' 
Moolgavkar and Knudson (6). This model 
is biologically simple without, so f;u, being 
shown w be simplistic; it is currently the 
mosr parsimonious model consistent wirh 
rhe body oF knowledge on cancer. lt pro
vides an :lppealing Framework wirhin which 
ro evaluar(· rhe potcnrial carcinogenicity oF a 
putative cancer-causing agent, and ro design 
studies based on specific mechanisms. 

According to dw mode!, the drivers oF can·· 
cer appearance arc mutations ro DNA and rhc 
growrh kinerics of normal, imermediare, and 
cancer cdk A normal cell divides with growth 
rate A ro mainrain healrhy turnover of a nor
mal tissue. With low probability p 1, a normal 
cdl m:ly divide and produce a normal cdl and 
an intermediate cdl that has suffered one of 
the two DNA mutations required For malig·· 
nam transFonnal"ion. 'fhis imermediate cell 
divides wirh growth rate B ro Form an intermr...'-
diate lesion. An imcrmediate cell may also 
divide with low probability 11 2 ro yield an 
intermediate cell and a malignanr cell that has 
su!Tcred the second necessary mutation to 

DNA. A normal cell may suRCr both DNA 
nnnarions ar a single division with very low 
probability, p1 rimt\<; 112 . Malignant cdls can 
divide wirh growth rare C to {{)l"m a malignanr 
tumor (i.e., progression). After clinical diagno-

sis, behavior of the tumor is affected by the 
clinical rreannenr as well ;b· all the endogenous 
f<Kmrs previously aHCcring irs growth. 

Within the context oF the rwo-stagc model, 
an initiator is a mutagen delivered at low dose, 
rhus incm1sing mutation 1~1res p1 and ~l2 , and 
rhe probability oF muraring both oF the two 
genes necessary fi>r malignant rransfimnaeion is 
low. A promoter is an agem thar increases the 
prolif-(nrion oF intermediate cells, B (and per
haps normal cells, A). This increases the 
chance that the second rnuration will occur by, 
fi>r example, mirotic recombination if the two 
events must occur in borh homo!ogues oF the 
same gene (e.g., an amioncogene, also known 
as a tumor-suppressor gene), or by mutation of 
a second necessary gene (e.g., a second pro
rooncogene). A complete cm:inogen is either a 
muragen ddivcred at high dose or an agenr 
that is both mutagenic and mitogenic. An 
imermediare cell may not be subjected ro <1 

promorer bur may sril! suHCr the second mul":l
rion w become malignant (depicted by the 
diagon<ll arrow leading from rhe single inter
mediate cell ro the single malignam cell in 
Figure I). A premalignanr le$ion is a prolifera
rion of intermediate cdls that arc hereroJ~.ygous 
For an anrioncogenc, or 1htt have only one of 
two diHCrenr and necessary prorooncogcnes 
activated. A tnalignam tumor is a prolifcrarion 
of ma!ignalll" cells which have bot"h necessary 
murations. Ar present, behavior of a nulignam 
tumor is nor addressed in dw two-srage model. 
In panicubr, there may be funher geJH:tic 
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alterarions necess;uy f(>r rhe ability to metasta
size. lr must he non:d thu cancer can arise in 
the absence oF application of ;t promoter since 
normal cell rurnovcr will .q·ill allow fcH· mum
rion of DNA by a mutagen. C-:ancer can also 
arise in rhc absence of a muragen since 
spontaneous DNJ\ mutations do occur. 

A prediction based on rhc tWO··srage 
model is rhar app!icuion oF a low dose oF a 
mutagen ro a benign rumor will gn~ady 
increase malign;HH conversion of rhe rumor 
I so- called in i riation·-promotion~ini t ia tion 
(6)]. Experiments have confirmed this pre·· 
dicrion (.5.5). lr must be stressed thar agents 
rhar increase prolifCrarion oF normal or inter·· 
mcdiarc tissue will increase cancer risk apan 
(j·om any direct efFect on DNA. Such prolif
erarion stimulating agents (prommcrs are one 
class) may accounr for a grcarcr proponion of 
cancer cases rhan stricrly genOloxic agems in 
rhc environment (.56). 

The darkness of rhe arrows in Figure 1 
provides a very rough sense of the relative 
probabiliries of the respective pathways bid
ing to cancer. There is growing evidence that 
cancer arises fl·om rhe malignant conversion oF 
a single cell (.57). l( this is rrue, rhen although 
rhc probability oF transfimnation of a particu
lar cell is extremely low, the probabiliry thar ar 
least one cell of ;t tissue become,<; rransf(mned 
is much higher. The darkcsr arrow leads fl·om 
a normal cell to a normal tissue since rhis is 
the normal process. The probability rhar at 
kasr one normal cell will become malignant at 
a single cdl division cydc is the producr of~t 1 
and ~l): Typical murarion rate$ arc approxi
mardy J0···7 per cell per division (58), so rhar 
even wirh approximately 10 10 cells in a given 
tissue, the chance of a cancer cell arising is 
very low. However, the chance that an inrer
mediatc cell will arise is not so low. 
Inrcrmediare cells divide as do their normal 
counterparts, and they may have ;l growth 
advantage, as when a promoter is applied and 
an inrermediate lesion appe;Hs. \Xfithin an 
intermediate lesion, rhc chance thar a malig
nant cell will arise depends on the second 
mutation rate and the rare of division oF rhe 
cells of the lesion. 

Some heredit<uy cancer syndromes can be 
equated ro a germ--line mutation with inheri
tance of all cells in the intermediate sragc. 
Rcrinoblasroma is dw model f<lr this growing 
lisr of cancers (.5.9). The Rb gene confers a 
1 00,000-Fold increased risk For rerinoblas-
toma in rhose who inherit one absenr or 
deFccrive homologue. Whereas rhe probabil·· 
ity rhar a panicular cell will su/Ter the second 
mut;nion and become malignant is very low 
(and thereFore dw syndrome is recessive ar 
rhe cellular level), the probability that at lcasr 
one cell of the rissue will suffer rhe second 
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Table 1. Speculative table of how bioeffocts of electromagnetic fields might be related to cancer site, time of relevant exposum, cofactms, 
and confounders. 

Site Tirnea Cofactors (effect moditier·s) Confounders 

Toxic chemicals Transcription/translation 
Calcium Acute non lymphocytic leukGmia, 

oxygenated tissue (e.(!., lung) 

Promotion 
Promotion lonizino radiation; body iron stores Free radical producing 

toxic chemicals 
Ornithine clecarboxylase 
Pineal 

Promotion Chemical promoters 

Cancer cells 
Stem cells 
Immune 

Estrogen receptor breast 
All bn;ast/prostate 
Non"Hodgkin's lymphoma 

Progression 
Prior to initiation 
Progression 

Shift work, alcohol. 
linht·at-night 

iiWhen time is prior to initiation, then exposures in the distant past are likely to IJe important; when time is prowession, then verv recent r.xposures, perhaps evenlr.ss than 1 
vear, are likely to IJe important 

mutation over the life of the individual 1s 

extremely high, approaching one (and rherc~ 
fi)re dominam at the level of the tissue). 

Epidemiological Study 
Considerations 
Consideration of biological dlects of EMF 
suggests parricular design features for epi
demiologic studies (Table 1 ). Wirhin the 
context of the rwo-sragc model described 
above, temporal sequence of exposure, 
interaction with other agents, and con
founding facrors depend on how EMF is 
hypothesized to affect cancer risk. 

'T'he lack of dirccr effects on muration 
suggests that if EMF increases cancer risk, it 
is not by increasing ~L 1 . However, if rhc 
accurate functioning of mirosis is affected, 
EMF might indirectly lead ro mitotic 
recombination, and the fixation of an 
anrioncogene if one is involved; an interme
diate cell may yield a normal and a malig
nant progeny. In rhis way, tl 2 may be 
affecrcd and nor tlJ· 

Tinte of Exposure 

Tamarkin et al. (50) investigated rhc eHCct of 
melatonin on chemically-induced mammary 
cancer in rats. Sixty fcrnalc Sprague- Dawley 
rars received 15 mg of dimethylbem.anrhracenc 
(DMBA) in peanut oil by imragastric intuba
tion at age 50 days. Following the DMBA 
administration, 30 rats received daily injections 
of melatonin and 30 received vehicle injection. 
Ninety days after DMBA administration, 50% 
of the vehicle-treated rats had developed 
rumors, whereas none of the melatonin-treated 
group had rumors. Melatonin wa.'> discontin
ued in the latter group at this rime, and tumors 
began to appear later. Tlwir next experiment 
examined the effect of reducing melatonin. 
Thirty··six pincalectomi:t.cd and 36 shanHlper
ared rats received 7 mg of DMBA adminis
tered as bdCxc. Two monrhs afi.·cr DMBA was 
administered, 48% of the pincalcctomizcd rats 
had mammary tumors, whereas none of dw 
sharn group had tumors. By day 2.40 (tcnni-· 
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nation of rhe experiment-}, 88% of rhe 
pinealecromized rats had rumors, whereas 
only 22% of rhc sham group had tumors. 
'l11esc experimental observations showed that 
melatonin suppresses m;unmat)' rumorigenc
sis in rats, and lack of melatonin increases 
rumor formation. 

Despite the animal and in vitro evidence, it 
is not dear that alterations in melatonin allCct 
risk of breast cctncer in humans. However, if 
suppression of melatonin does raise human 
breast cancer risk, then the mechanism by 
which it acts has important implications for 
the conduct of epidemiological srudies of elec
nic power. As shown in Figure 2, if a mecha
nism of acrion is by virtue of a general 
stimulation of estrogen production, rhen the 
increased turnover of the normal brea.<>t epirhc-· 
!ial stem cells at risk could increase cancer risk. 
Past exposures ro agenrs such as EMF or light-

stem cells 

aH1ighr (LAN) rhat might suppress mebmnin 
would be imporram. This can be viewed in 
Figure 1 as EMF increasing A, the growth of 
normal ce!ls. Exposures as early as puberty 
mighr be cruciaL EMF exposure many years 
in rhe pasr should be assessed if srem cell 
turnover is rhoughr robe aHCcred. 

However, if suppressed melatonin pro
duc!"ion increased breast cancer risk by virtue 
of releasing estrogen-recepror positive (ER+) 
breast cancer cells from a quiescent state [i.e., 
progression (60)], then vel)' recent exposures 
could be crucial. This would be an increase in 
C in the two-stage model. Similarly, direct 
effects of EMF on immune cell function (27) 
also might increase C. Very recent EMF 
exposures should be assessed if cancer-cell 
growth is thought to be affecred (61). 
Perhaps even exposure within one yc~u· of 
diagnosis should be assessed. 

IJWtiJ!lrt:Y:tl Increased Increased Increased 
rnttlklKtm1n ~ estrogen ~ breast cell ~ DMBA mammary 

cancer cells 

DMBA 

prolactin turnover cancer 

mammary 
cancor cells 

rr¥iJJJ:t:r§JiJ 
IJJJ'YJfJ1®JJ1f) 

Increased survival 
and growth of 
cancer cells 

Figure 2. Tvvo possible mechanistic explanations for the observation of Tarn<:ll"kin et al. {52). 
In tile first. reduced melatonin leads to an increase in estrogen and/or prolactin that loads to 
an increase in the breast epithelial stem cells at risk. This msults in increased DMBA·· 
induced cancer cell production. The second mechanism postulates reduced melatonin lead
ing to tile release of existing DMBA-induced cancer coils fron1 tl1oir quiescent state. 
Melatonin 3lso may affect the immune function. 
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Effects of EMF on calcium balance that 
might influence promotion via incre._q.sed oxida
tive stress or disrupted signal nansducrion 
might aHL"Cr rhe growth ofinrermediarc cells, B. 
In studies of rhese possible mechanisms, rime of 
exposure, cofacrors, and cancer types are all 
influenced (sec below). Similarly, cHCcrs on 
ornithine decarboxylase (ODC) might ;tHCct B. 
Elkcts on promotion predict a rime fi-:oune fix 
rdcvam exposure rhar lies herwccn the distant 
pasr and rhe very ]'eccnr pasr, perhaps 2 ro l 0 
years prior ro cancer diagnosis. 

Cancer Types 
Certain leukocyrcs, such as neurrophils and 
macrophage~, generarc oxygen radicals in order 
to kill foreign cells (62). ln contrast, cc!!
mediated killing by lymphocyr<~s (e.g., cyro
roxic T-lymphocyrcs) appears to depend not 
on oxidative bursts but radwr on rhe calcium
dependent release of a pore-f(mning protein 
that pe1forares rhc membrane of dlC target cdl 
( 63). On this basis, nonlymphocytes thar use 
oxidative bursts for their funcrion may be 
more susceptible to the disruption of their own 
oxidative defence mechanisms rhan other cell 
types. Inrracellular calcium concemrarion and 
distribucion modulare cellular oxidative activ·· 
ity, degranularion, phagocywsis, and mobility 
( 64). Therefore, EMF"induced disruption of 
c.1lcium balance and increased oxidative srress 
may aHCct rhese nonlymphocyrcs more than 
orher hemampoietic tissues (65). The obser~ 
varions of increased nonlymphocytic leukemia 
in occupational srudies of EMF and cancer 
(66) are consistent with this possibility. A 
study of residenrial EMF exposure and acute 
nonlymphocytic leukemia (ANLI) did nor 
find evid(~nc(: for an association (67); however, 
occupational exposures were not assessed. 
A!t·hough carefully done, this study was small 
and docs not, by irsdf, offer strong evidence 
against a role f(>l· EMF in adult leukemia. 

Calcium is an important second messen
g(T for gene expression; Morgan and Curran 
( 68) reponed that c-.fos prorooncogene 
expression in PCI2 cells is induced by either 
receptor--ligand imcracrion or by alterations 
of voltage-dependent calcium channels. 
There is a report that exposure of human 
polymorphonuclear leukocytes to a staric 
magnetic field of 0.1 T dramacica!ly increased 
degranulation in :l time-dependent manner; 
the effect was inhibired by calcium-channel 
antagonists (69). A case·-Control study of 
acute nonlymphocytic leukemia in adulrs 
that takes account of both residenrial and 
occupational exposures should be performed. 

There have been three biological effects of 
rnclaronin investigated that might influence 
oncer risk (2) and account f/.)r the experimen
tal observations ofTamarkin et al. (50), which 

showed melatonin inhibited DMBA~induced 
mammary carcinogenesis in rars. Ther'~ is evi
dence that melatonin can a) srop the growth 
of hormone~dependenr cancer cells, b) sup
press producrion of sex hormones (e.g., estro
gen, tcsrosterone), and c) augmcnr immune 
hmction. '] 'hcse three mechanisms have dill(:J'· 
ent implications for c'..:1ncer types that mighr he 
aH(x:red (Fig. 3). If EMF or LAN suppresses 
mdawnin and the fim mednnism applies, 
rhen risk of hormone--dependent" tum.ors could 
be increased (e.g., ER+ breast cancer). If l"he 
second mechanism applies, d1en risi< of c.1ncers 
of tissues that arc dependent on hormones {-()!" 

growrh could be increased (e.g., all tumors of 
breasr and prostate). C.omprmnise of immune 
fimcrion was long a..<;sumed to increase risk fix 
cancer in general and fur all sires. However, 
recent evidence .~lOws a dear and large increased 
risk only of non-Hodglcin's lymphoma, particu·· 
larly of the brain. There also may be an eleva
tion of some mesenchymal tumors and 
perhaps melanoma. It is signiflcam w this dis
cussion that rhe evidence is against a role for 
immunologic suppression in rhe etiolob>y of 
most common cancers such as breast" and 
colon Glllcer (70). 

Among 370 patients diagnosed with 
malignant melanoma who were followed 
prospectively, a second primary cancer of 
breast later developed at a rare six times rhar 
expected (71), which suggesrs a common et"iol
ogy fiJr melanoma and breast GUKer rhat may 
involve reduced melatonin. Mclaronin has 
been reported to slow the growth of trans·· 
planted melanoma ceHs in athymic mice (72). 
Thus, swdies of breasr cancer and of malig-

IF 

Mechanism 

18 Effects on Cancar 
C<llls 

@ Effects on stem coif 

fi6~;~~~~~ sax 

® Effects on !mmuno 
function 

THEN 

Cancer Sites 

Hormono dapandanl 
lull10fS (o.g., ER+ 
breast cancer) 

Cancers of 
hormonn-dcpandont 
tlssuo (e.g., olf 
breast llnd prostotn 
cllncer) 

non.Hodgkln's 
lymphoma 

Figure 3. The cancer types that might be 
influenced by agents that suppress mela
tonin depend on ITtelatonin's action. Thus, 
both the timing of exposure and the cancer 
site chosen tor epidemiological study depend 
on the postulated mechanism of action. 
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nam melanoma in fi.'.males and in males and of 
prosrate c.1ncer in rnales should be perf-Cxmcd. 

Cofuctors (Effect Modifiers) 

Calcium is imponant in many :1specrs of cel
lular physiology, and ir plays an imponam 
role as an intncdlular messenger for the acti
varion of genes and in intercellular communi
cation. Calcium homeosrasis also is 
important (-()r protection from oxidative stress 
(73,74). EMF-·induced disruptions of cal
cium balance rhar might lead to increases in 
free radicals may inhibit a cell's ability to pro
tect irself from some other oxidarive arrack 
such as a toxic chemical or ionizing radiation. 
Many tumor promoters arc agcnrs that 
increase radical production in cells (75); this 
may then provide a mech:mism for EMF pro
motion or copromotion. A proposed test of 
whether EMF can increase oxidarive stress is 
based on a hepatocyte roxicity assay. It was 
long speculated rhat rhe final event in the 
dead1 of hepatocyres after exposure m toxins 
was the influx of exrracdlular calcium. 
However, Smith et a!. (76) reponed that 
incubation of freshly isola red hepatocyres in a 
calcium-free medium gn~arly increased their 
susceptibility ro damage from carbon re~ 
trachloride and other heparoroxins. The ol
cium~i-1-ee medium was not itself roxie in the 
absence of the chemical toxins. Reed and 
Fariss (77) speculated abour these results and 
suggesred that the calcium-free medium led 
to a disruption of intracellular calcium, which 
led ro increased oxidarive stress and suscepci
biliry w the toxins. If EMF can disrupt 
intracellular calcium balance and lead to 

increased oxidative stress, rhen EMF may 
increase the toxicit-y of carbon tetrachloride 
ro freshly isolated heparocytes (65). 

Subrle effects of EMF on calcium home
osra.sis that might lead to ;m increase in oxida
tive stress could go entirely undetected unless 
they occurred in conjunction with another 
agent. By rhis mechanism, EMF may stress a 
cell not to the point of damage bur to the 
point of increasing susceptibility to other 
agents. This reasoning leads to rhe specula~ 
tion rhat EMF, under some circumstances, 
might be a radiosensitizer by increasing 
oxidative stress and reducing rhe cellular 
compliment of reducing equiva!ent"s ( 65 ). 

Increases in oxidative stress could pro
mote or copromote by increasing B, the 
growth rate of intermediate cells. Balcer
I<ubiCLek and Harrison (78) used a rransfor~ 
marion assay of CJH/IOTI/2 cdls ro 
determine the interactions of an X-ray, ·rPA, 
and a 2.4 S~Gf-Iz microw;lVe pulse modulated 
at 120 Hz. They fl.mnd rhar the microwave 
alone had no effect and did nor increase dw 
d}Ccr of the X~ ray. However, rhe microwave 
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signihcandy increased rransformarion when 
used in combination with rhe X~ray and TPA 
as compared ro the X~ray plus TPA without 
microwave. In addition, microwave and 
TPA together increased transformation in dw 
absence of the X-ray; neither increased trans
formation alone. Sruchly er ctl. (79) have 
reported copromotion by magnetic fields in 
rhc mouse skin. 

Adcy (80,81) sugge.m~d a synergism of 
EMF with chemical tumor promoters rhar 
leads ro auronom.ous cdl growth via dis
ruptions of inrcrcdlular communication. 
Rcccnr data in support of this speculation 
(82) showed that imennirtent exposure to a 
1-G, 60-Hz magnetic field significantly 
increased the expression of transformation 
by TPA of C3H/1 OT.1/2 fibroblasts. 

Another possible cof;_~.cror f()f oxidarivc 
stress resulting from effCcts on calcium bal
ance is body iron stores. There is evidence 
that high body iron stores increase cancer risk 
(83), and the role of iron in catalyzing oxy
gen radicals is one possible mechanism (65). 
Phillips et al. (84) reported that e>:posure ro a 
60-l-h magnetic f-ield or to a combined elec
tric and magnetic fidd produced constitutive 
expression of transferrin receptors on human 
colon cancer cells in vitro. 

Finally, EMF-induced loss of iron frotn 
irs inrracellular storage protein, ferritin, might 
increase oxidative stTcss. ThcrchHc, higher 
iron might increase the efTecc of any EMF 
increases in oxidative stress due ro disruption 
of calcium., and, in contrast, EMF itself may 
increase reacrive iron availability wirhin the 
cdl and cause further oxidarive stress. There 
is a need for a study of EMF effects on sus
ceptibility to radiation-induced cancer and 
cancer induced by chemicals that increase 
oxidative stress. Body iron stores also should 
be assessed in these studies. 

Confounding 

The group of confounders that arc based on 
incretsed oxidarive srrcss fi·om disruption of 
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Neurobehavioral Effects of Power-Frequency 
Electromagnetic Fields 
by Nigel Paneth 
Program in Epidemiology, A206 E. Fee Hall, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Ml 48824 

Son>e labm~ltory experirnents have suggested that power-ft"equency electric and magnetic fields {EMF} may be capable of influencing calcium efflux 
from cell rnen1branes, pineal function, and cir·cadian rlwthrns. As yet, however, no consistent, replicable laboratory ITIOdell1as been developed for 
any of these effects. Most assessments of l1uman volunteers exposed to EM I: 11ave been negative, but occasional effects on vigilance or alertness 
and some modest effects on circadian r·hythlllicity have been reported. Several carefully pel·forrlled studies of work('li"S occupational!'{ exposed to 
high electric··field strengths have failed to find effects on behavior or cognitive functioning. Although the bulk of hurnan research on the effects of 
EMF on cognitive perlonnance is negative, the1·e has been less assessment of behavior and psychiatric symptomatology. Because some studies, in 
both humans and animals, have described effects of EMF on circadian rhythms, future rese..arch ntight concentrate profitably on the assessment of 
EMF in relation to depression and other cyclically mediated psychiatric disorders. - Environ Health Pc0rspect 101 (Suppl LJ): 101-106 (1993). 

Key Wmds: [lectmmagnetic fields, 60+1z fields, cognitive testing, behavior, suicide 

Introduction 
Assessmenr of rhe relationship between expo
sure Lo decrromagneric fields (EMF) and 
behavior and cognit"ion in humans and ani
mals is especially difilculL Three rnerhod
ologic problems stand our. 'The first, which 
applies for rhe most part ro animal swdies, is 
rh~l.r !aborarot)' EMF exposure is not easily 
scpararcd from concomimm exposures, such 
as noise, vibrarion, hair srimularion, and 
even mild electric shocks. When the our
come of interest is cancer or birth defects, 
these scconda1y exposures arc unlikely m be 
confounding; but when changes in motor 
activity or cimtdian rhythm are found, or 
anim.als appear averse to an exposed location, 
the role of these other potentially noxious 
stimuli musr be considered. 

The second diHlculty, a feature of both 
anima! and human studies, is the subjective 
and rransienr nature of many behavioral and 
cognitive measures. Although mismca...;;ure
mem can occur with any human healrh out
come, rhe condition mosr studied in relation 
ro EMF, cancer, has the vinue of being 
based, in most cases, on tissue diagnosis. 
Characteristics of behavioral and cognitive 
measures, however, arc their dependence on 
the specific conditions under which they arc 
obtained, the cooperativeness of the subject, 
and the skil!s of the examiner. 

The third diH1culry, specific ro human 
studies, is that many measures of cognirion 
and behavior are corrcl:u-ed powerfully with 
socioeconomic sratus and educational back
ground. Teasing our the impact of rlwse 

Tttis manuscript vvas prepared as part of 1110 Environ· 
mc:mtal Epidmtoiology Planning Pmject of the Health 
Effects Institute, Scptc;mber 1990·- SGptembcr 1992. 

factors can prove a challenge tu investigators. 
These concerns should be kept in mind as 
one reviews rhc specific srudies below. 

A remarkable amount o( the research in 
this flcld is nor fimnd in the peer-reviewed liter
arurc bur in rhe form of rcpons ro govcrnmem 
agencies. Not only does this rnakc retrieval of 
rhe findings difflcu!r, bur ir indicates that 
many of the results described may not have 
been subjencd to adequate peer review. 

Suggestions from the Laboratory 

A wide variety of experiments has been per
formed w investigate the effects of EMF on 
several ccHu!ar, subcellular, and whole ani
rna! preparations. Major differences in 
cxpcrimemal set-up, in frequency and 
intensity of EMF exposure, and in choice 
of end points characterize rhc literature as a 
whole. Alrhough many findings have been 
reported, th<: vast majority have nor been 
replicated consistently, partly because of 
rhc heterogeneity of the expcrimemal models 
currently in use. So far, no single experi
mental model can be poinred to as a con
sistent biological marker of EMF exposure. 
In s<~arching for clues for the more effective 
framing of epidemiological research, rhis 
paper concentrates on d10se laboratory ilnd .. 
ings thar have been at least panly replicated 
in more than one laboratory. 

Calcium Efflux 

Among t-he few replicated laborar01y findings 
in this field is the elfen of 60-Hz clcctric-·ficld 
exposure on the eHiux of c.tlcium across brain 
tissue cell membranes (1-4). Because calcium 
effiux serves as a messenger of elecrrochcmical 
signals in rhe brain, it could be rhe basis f()l" 

cf1CCfs of EMF on behavior in the whole ani-
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mal, although it is uncertain precisely what 
dysfunction would be predicted by this bio
chemical disturbance. Lovely has suggested a 
possible eHCct on m.cmory skills (.5). 

Alrhough the calcium eillux eHCcr has 
been replicated, irs direc!"ion has nor. Bawin 
cr al. found, in chick brain tissue, rhat cal-
cium cfHux decreased with EMF exposure 
(1), but Blackman er al. found, in the same 
preparation, an increase (2,3 ). Another sur
prising finding was an absence of gradienr of 
risk with gradient of exposure; rather, only 
specific combinations of hcquency and imcn
siLy produced rhc effects described. Moreover, 
these effect windows were nor idcmica! in rhc 
two sets of experiments. For Bawin et al., 
effects were seen ar 10 V/m with fi-cqucncies 
of 6 and 16 Hz; for BhKkman ct al., an imen
siry window ;n 60 Hz was found f()r 35 to 4.1 
V /m. Inasmuch as rhcsc precise effect win
dows were not hypothesized prior to rhc 
experimenr, one cannot rule otll" the role of 
chance in tl1cir specif1cation. 

Blackm~m, in replicated experiments, also 
fOund that the calcium efflux dlCcr induced 
by EMF exposure was sensitiv<~ ro prcnaral 
(egg) exposure to 50- and 60-Hz flclds ar a 
wricty of inrcnsiries (6 ). Gunderson, work
ing with chick spinal cord (as contrasred ro 
chick bntin), failed w find effects of f·~MF 
exposure on calcium dRux ( 4 ). 

Pineal Function and Circadian 
Rhythms 
Two srudics have nored depression in 
nighttime melatonin producrion in rats 
(7,8). Related ch;wges seen in single 
investigations include period shifts in nor
epinephrine, serotonin, and dopamine secrc·· 
tion (9), and rcdunions in cerebrospinal 
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Huid and 5-hydroxyindole acetic acid wirh-
our period shifts (10). These studies, 
which point to EMF eH-Ccts on the pineal 
gland or rhc suprachiasmaric nucleus, arc 
paralleled by laborarory findings of the 
eA:Cct of EMF cxpost1rc on circadian rhyrhms. 

Dowse and Palmer (I I) and Ehrer (12) 
were able to show cirher entrainment of 
mice, phase delays, or orhcr changes in nwta·· 
bolic rhythms wirh clccrric-fldd exposure. 
'T'hc Ehret smdics used very high field 
strength 030 kV/m), which may limit rhc 
imponancc of rhcir findings. The Dowse 
and Palmer studies arc among those th;n 
have been cririciz<~d for lack of singularity of 
the experimental exposure; Robens (13) Ius 
argued thar noise and corona discharges 
might account for rhc findings. Dowse (14) 
huer .showed phase changes in the locom.otor 
activity of drosophila. Ehret and co-workers' 
success in enrraining mice rhyrhms was nor 
paralleled by rheir cxperimems in rars 
(1.5,16), whose body temperature, activity, 
and f()od intake cycb; were nm af-fcctcx:l by 
exposures of4.5 to 55 kV/m at 60 l-Iz. 

Sulzman and M urrish ( 1 7) showed 
some dfens on the circadian rhythmicity of 
food inrake and oxygen consumption in 
squirrel monkeys with f-airly high exposures 
(26~39 kV/m), but not all exposed animals 
showed rhe efl-Ccr. The circadian cycle of 
fungal spore formation, however, seems unper
turbed by magnel'ic f1dds as high as 32 C (J 8). 

Although nor a srudy of rhythmicity, 
the work of Thomas er al. ( 19) has impli·· 
cations f-{)r human cyclical disorders, such 
as bipolar depression. Four of five rars 
exposed to a cmnbincd 60-l··h. nugnctic 
field and magnerostatic field of 26 pT 
showed consistent", large increases in their 
responses ro a differential reinlorccmcnr of 
low rate schedule in which a food pc!lct 
resulted only if the rat pressed a lever twice 
18 to 24 sec apan. Because the exposure cor
responded to the cydorron rcson.1ncc condi~ 
ri'm h)r lithium ions, the authors speculated 
that the effccr might be related to enlux of 
lithium ions in brain cells, paralleling the 
changes that mighr be occurring with lithium 
carbonat{~ treatment of bipolar disorders. 

Human Studies 

Three kinds of investigations in humans have 
been reponed: a) neurobehavioral resting or 
assessment of experimcnrally exposed volun
teers, b) assessments of occupationally 
exposed workers, c) correlarional srudies of 
EMF rcsidcmial exposure with suicide. 

Ncu.robehavioral Effects in Volunteers 

H.uman volunreers exposed to EMF have 
been studied for changes in circadian 
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rhythmicity, verbal reasoning, anenrion 
skills, mood, and perceprion of elccrric rldds. 
The literature is modcsr, and scvcr.1.l reports 
arc nor in !he pecr~reviewed press !e.g., 
Johansson ct al. (2.9) and Rupilius (30)--· 
cited by Sro!lt:l)' (20), <llso Sander cr a!. (21), 
Fotopoulos ct al. (22), and Graham cr a!. 
(23··2.5)·-···citcd in Cambcralc ct al. (26 ), and 
Roberge (3.5), and Sropp.~ and Janischcwskyj 
(.36)- ---cited in Broadbenr cr a!. (33)]. 

Several of rhe human srudies do not 
choose as outcomes rhe besr-·known and 
most reliably adminisrcred behavioral and 
cognirivc measures. ldiosyncnnic choice of 
resr procedure seems rhe norm, and replica·· 
rion of the same cognitive or behavioral 
!"est by more rhan one investigator is r:ll"e. 

A remarkable and much-cited study of 
rlw efTecr of EMF (27) exposure on circadian 
rhythm is an <~xamplc of this experimental 
idiosyncrasy. The investigators construcred 
two underground cham.bers, one q{-" which 
was lined with marerial thar prcvenred entry 
of rhc ca1Th 's narural clectro··magnetic field 
into rhe chamber. Both chambers avoided 
any indication of solar time (no windows, 
docks, etc.). With humans living in these 
chambers 1-l.)r 3 to 8 weeks :H a rime, it was 
found that the naturally occurring circadian 
rhythms were lengthened about 15 minutes 
by shielding but shortened about 70 min
utes when an electric field of 2.5 V/m at 10 
Hz was applied to the shielded room. These 
changes represent less than a 5%J change 
from the natura! 24- ro 25~hour cycle and 
arc not known ro carry any clinical signifi .. 
cance. 

This work is considered "probably the 
most significant work on the effects of elec
tromagnetic fields on circadian rhythms" 
(28); yet it is unlikely ro be replicated by 
other investigators because of the expense 
of the experimental arrangcmenr, the need 
for human volunrcers to spend a great deal 
of time in whar is surely ;m unpleasant set
ring, and rhe modcsr effecrs observed even 
under these strenuous condirions. 

Srollery (20) examined 76 volunteers 
in a cross-over trial. The subjects (all male) 
were exposed to a 500-fla current (50 Hz) 
via skin electrodes. In the control situa
tion, no current was passed, but rhe blindness 
of the experiment was partly compromised 
by the ability of some subjects to perceive 
the electric field. No effects were f(mnd on 
self-reported stress, semantic reasoning, 
vigilance, or concentration. Some effects 
were found on a subset of rhe vigilance resr 
(time taken ro idenrify nomarget num
bers), on arousal, and on some parts of the 
synracric reasoning tesr. However, these 
effects were resnicrcd ro rhc second day of 

this 2 day expcrimcnr and thus wer(~ 1-Cmnd 
only in one half of the cxpcrimenrs. 

Studies by Johansson (2.9) in Sweden 
and by Rupilius (30) in Cermany app;u-endy 
f8.iled ro show ncurobchavioral eHCcrs or 
exposures of 20 kV/m. \XIirh exposure ro 
100 kV/M, Kan'l. (31), cited in Knave er :1!. 
(32), hnll)d subjecrive reports of chanw's in 
hearing and tasre and "pains in rhc nerves." 
How rhe subjccrs knew rhar rhe origin of 
their pain was neural is nor clear. 

Graham and colleagues have perhmned 
several expcrimcnrs on young, male, hurnan 
volunteers exposed ro 60~Hz electric and 
magncric fields ar a variety of field strengths 
(23-·25). Among behavioral and cognitive 
paramerers asse.~sed, mood, simple reacrion 
rime, memory span, f:nigue, and decision·· 
making abi!iry were not consistently a/Tccrcd 
by the exposure, though some effects wen: 
seen in some exposure condit-ions, panicu·· 
larly with a 1-:.tsr, intermittent pan ern of dec·· 
rric-1-idd exposure. More consisrcnt elfcns 
were noted in slowing of rhe heart" rare. 

Studies of Occupationally Exposed 
Workers 

A wider variety of neurobchavioral out
comes has been studied in workers exposed 
occupationally to EMF. These studies 
have assessed reaction rime, vigilance, 
shon~rerm memory, perception, psychiatric 
symproms, self-reponed memory loss, and 
manual dcxreriry. Several of rhesc rests 
have been used in more rhan one study. 
EEC findings have been assessed in two 
studies. Moreover, a group of four occupa·· 
tiona! srudics, to be described in derail, ver
ified rhe occupational exposure through 
measuremcnr of decrrical and/or magnetic 
fields in the workplace. 

Early studies of clecrrical workers in rhe 
Soviet Union have nor been considered use
ful comributions. These srudies described 
nonspecif-ic symptoms, such as dizziness and 
headache, in workers with unmeasured and 
uncertain exposure, and the studies Gtiled to 
include comrols. 

Knave et al. (32) assessed 53 Swedish 
men who had worked for more t:han hve 
years in high--voltage (400 kV) subsrations. 
An equal~sized comrol group consisting of 
low-voltage (220/380 V) disrriburion work· 
ers was matched individually to rhc exposed 
cohon by location, age, and duration of 
cmploymenr. No adverse dlCcrs of high~ 
volmge exposure were found in eight psycho·· 
logical pcd-(mnance tests (reacrion time, rwo 
n1emory tesrs, manual dexterity, addition, 
rapping, perceptual speed, and matrices), nor 
on EEG examinarions, nor on self-reported 
(on a standardized qw:stionnaire) anxious or 
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depressive symptoms. In f:tn, for several 
resrs, scores were higher for rhe exposed 
group, who had :t higher level of cduc:l·· 
tiona] achicvenH~JH dun the controls. 
Comrol for educational background in the 
analyses was nor arrempred. 

Broadbcm ct aL (33) inrerviewcd 390 
elecrrical power rransmission and dis1rihurion 
workers and obrained exposure measure·· 
mems in 287 of rhem. No correlation was 
found between cith:r measured or esrimarcd 
EMF exposures and sclrrcporrcd headaches, 
anxiety, obscssioJul or somatic symproms, 
depression, or episodes off()rged~dness. 

Baroncclli cr ;tl. (31) examined four 
groups of male employees who worked in 
and around rhe 258 electric power suhsra
rions (220 kV) of the Jralian State Railways. 
The {-()ur groups were ddlncd by the num

ber of hotus per week rhcy were csrimatcd 
ro haw been exposed ro nMximum dcnric·· 
field strengrh. One group, employed in the 
same dep:nnnents as the others, had no 
exposure, while the orher three groups were 
exposed for 1, 10, and 20 hr per week No 
differences were found am.ong the four 
groups in acousric reaction time, visual 
reacrion time, !PAT-anxiety stare, and 
state-trail ;mxiety. 

Camberale ct a!. (26) srudicd 26 lines
men during 2 working tbys immcdi<1rely 
before and immediardy afrer performing a 
simulated rourinc inspection on a 400 kV 
power line. On one of the days the power 
line was in operation; on the orher, it was 
nor. The workers worked on rhe line from 
10:00 a.m. fO 2:30 p.m. except h)r a 30-
m in lunch break, which w:cts raken in a 
trailer placed under the line to insure conri
nuiry of exposure. No differences were 
found in rhe cxposun: and control condi-· 
rions in a variety of self-reponed symproms, 
such as wakefulness, stress, concenrration, 
energy levd, hea<bche, and anorexia. No 
changes were nmed in ;t v;triery of test"s of 
color word vigilance, rime ro pair symbols 
and digirs pn:viously prcsenred as pairs, 
and nu1nber of presemed digits thar could 
be remembered. Simple reaction rime did 
nor differ overall between rhe two condi·· 
rions, but rhe improvcmenr from morning, 
ro afternoon testing seen in borh condi
tions (possibly a pranicc effect) was slighrly, 
bur signiflcanrly, less in dw exposed condi
rion, even though borh reaction times were 
bctrer in the exposure condition. This ht-· 
rer obscrv:nion was dw only significant dif
ference among rhe doi.em of behavioral 
variables assessed. 

Each of rhese h)llr studies included a 
measure of exposure over and above the 
worker's job classification. In three studies, 

Knave er <lL (32), Broadbenr cr a!. (33), 
and Camberalc ct al. (26 ), srudy subjccrs 
wore an exposure. meter during or shonly 
befiH"c rhc period of invesrigarion. 

Knave c-r ~1/. (32) measured decrric-ficld 
S!Tcnr,rhs at a height of l .8 m in rlw high·· 
voltage substations using ;~ Add inrensity 
mcrer but did not provide the findings in 
rhcir paper. The study subjects also wore 
dosimerers for an unspecified period of rime, 
during which the pcrcenr of rime spen! 
exposed ro four ranges of elecrric~field 
wcngth (<5, 5-10, 10--15, 15--20 kV/m) 
W<lS measured for four differenl· types of 
work. h was found that less th<tn YM1 of 
work rime was spent in ;-1 field of J 0 k V /m 
or grearer during inspecl"ion work, "every
day" work, and resting, bm that revision of 
breakers (which involves ascent w the same 
level as the breaker, G--8 m) involved expo
sure ;tbove 10 k\1/m f()r .34% of d1e rime 
and above 15 kV/m 16% of the rime. 

Broadbent er al. (3.3) h;Hf their workers 
\vear a single-channel decrrochemicd expo
sure mcrer strapped ro rheir left arms fOr 
two weeks closely preceding rhc question
naire administration. About J ()<!;() of rhe 
sample received exposures ;tbove 6.6 kV/m. 
1'hcy concluded th;lt rheir subjecrs received 
exposures an order of m:1gnirude lower 
rh:1n those of Knave et al. (32). Gamberale 
cr al. (.26) used a BE-log dosimeter, which 
derecrs borh clccrric :md magncric fields, 
and which w:ts worn during borh the 
exposed and control conditions. Aver;1ge 
exposure was 2.8 + 0.35 kV/m, and 23.3 + 
4.2 pT in rhe exposed condition. 

Baroncclli et al. (31) did nor obt<lin 
personal dosimetry bur me;lsured electric 
field c1nd magnetic-fiux density at two sub·· 
srarions (:tll Italian railway substations 
apparenrly were built to identical specifica
tions). Electric fields ranged from 1 ro 5 
kV/m and magnetic fields r;mged fl-on1 4 w 
15 pT ar 1.5 m. Two unpublished Can:ldi;m 
studies cited by Bro;tdbtnt (33) failed to find 
neurobchavioral cffecrs in workers. 

Epidemiologic Studies of Suicide 
and Depression 

Two English swdics have ;tsscssed, each Jn 
a different way, rht· distance between rhe 
last known address of 598 suicides and of 
598 control subjects (selected randomly 
from rhe dcctoral regisrer) and overhe:1d 
high~volrage rransmission lines. 

ln the first publication (35), exposure 
was assessed based on calcuhnions of the max
irnum electric~ and magnct·ic-ildd strength at 
any address using rhe known configurations 
of voltage, (urrenr, oriemarion, :md orher fK
tors specific to the nearest high--volragc trans-
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mission line. Three rdarionships are pre-· 
senred: d1e proportion of addresses in borh 
series with csrimared decrric fields exceeding 
0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 V/m; rhc number of rank
ordered pairs (based on r;tnking the case and 
conrrol series separately on dcctric--fie!d exp()
sure) in which rhc value for d1c suicide 
address exceeded rhc control address; and, 
within tach of the three ddlncd decuic-fidd 
rhrcsholds (0.1, 0.5, l .0 V/m), the number of 
suicides and controls fining into each decile 
of exposure. 

The proponion of addresses above the 
0.5 and 1.0 V/m threshold is slightly 
higher among conrrols, but no statisric:d 
tesr or mc<1sure of ;lssoci~nion is prescnred. 
The number of pairs in which rhe controls 
exceeded rhe suicide in decrric-hcld expo
sure was significandy more rhan the con·· 
verse condition. \\lirhin each exposure 
level, a significant diHCrence between rhe 
rwo groups for exposure is reponed, hut 
inspccrion of rhe data docs not indicate rhis 
is necessarily b<Ised on highn exposure 
dcciles among the suicide victims. 

This fairly strong rcsulr, indicating sui
cides were less exposed to clecrric and mag
netic fields, is inrerpreted by rhe :nnhors ;ls 

evidence that a corrdarion between the rwo 
variables had been established, but that it is 
~t relationship whose direction (i.e., whether 
suicides were less or Jn<>r<.: exposed w EJ\1f.' 
than controls) is uncenain. They state dwir 
conclusion as follows: "Jr is not poss-ible ro 
determine whether more or less rhan rhe 
expecred number of suicides occurred ar the 
higher f-icld-strcngrh addresses" (3.5). 

In a second paper (36"), rhc group me:t·· 
sured magnetic-field strength 0.5 m hom the 
from door of all bur 12 of the 1196 subjects 
described in rhc previous srudy. The mean 
magnctic-ildd srrcngrh was 867 pG in the sui
cidt~~. 709 pG in the comrols, a signific.am (p 
< 0.05) difference, bur one rh:H" represcms just 
one-sevenrh of the pooled standard devicnion 
of more rhan 1000 ~tG. Ofd1e suicides, 47% 
had magnetic-field exposures above the 
median as compared to 39°Al of conrrols (p < 

0.01). TIH~ aurhors provided a calculation 
[ch;tllcngcd by Bonnell er ;tl. (37)] indicating 
rhc median nMgnctic fldd measured in their 
sl"udy (400 ~tG) could induce an electric fidd 
inside the human body simibr to thar h1und 
to af-fect" behavior in monkeys (i.e., 3,5.-4.0 
Vim). Notewonhy arc rhe authors' condu·· 
sions thar mosr of this magnetic field must 
have come from indoor appli;mces <ll1d wiring 
and not the high~vohage transmission lines, 
which were ;lssumed ro produce no more rhan 
50 ~lC in the residences. 

Perry e!" a/. (38) continued rhc theme 
of rhis work in the :wnc region of England 
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by measuring magnetic fields at the 
addresses of patients discharged from the 
hospital with depression and myocardial 
infarction. Again, the addresses were com
pared with addresses of controls obtained 
from electoral registers. The only statistical 
result presented is the one-sided probability 
(0.033) associated with the regression coef
ficient for suicide case status prediction of 
measured magnetic field, controlled for 
electoral ward and distance from the near
est roadway (thought to contribute to noise 
and pollution and thus possibly con
founded with depression). No relationship 
was found for myocardial infarction. The 
average field strength was considerably higher 
than in the previous study, 2.26 J.lG in the 
depressive patients, 2.07 J.lG in controls. 

In an earlier paper, Perry and Pearl 
(39) found that residents of an apartment 
block nearer to the main electrical supply 
cable, and to the corresponding higher 
magnetic field, were more likely to be 
admitted to the hospital both for depressive 
illness and myocardial infarction than resi
dents of the same block living at a greater 
distance from the supply cable. 

This series of epidemiologic papers 
leaves much to be desired. The influence 
of confounding factors that might link 
depression or suicide to place of residence 
or to use of electrical appliances is not 
addressed. Indeed, there is virtually no 
exploration of the sociodemographic char
acteristics of the compared populations. 
Suicide victims and patients with depres
sion arc unlikely to be comparable to a ran
dom sample of individuals who are well 
and stable enough to be entered onto the 
electoral rolls. Although little work has 
been done on the socioeconomic aspects of 
power-line and electric-cable siting, it 
would not be surprising if there were asso
ciations between, for example, urbanization 
and crowding and location of EMF expo
sure sources. These variables might, in 
turn, be linked to depression or suicide. 

More recently, a British study of suicide 
by occupational classification reported essen
tially no relation with job titles associated 
with EMF exposure. A slight excess of sui
cide was seen in radio and TV mechanics in 
two vital data sets obtained a decade apart, 
but this group did not have particularly high 
occupational EMF exposure (40). 

Implications for Future 
Epsdemiologic Research 

Hypotheses Worth Pursuing 

At times, epidemiologic research ts m a 
position to pursue in the population clues 
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about disease causation that are reflective of 
well-established pathophysiological mecha
nisms. More often, however, having such 
variables available is an unattainable lux
my. Indeed, in many of the triumphs of 
epidemiology, the biological mechanisms 
were revealed after, and not before, the epi
demiologic association had been estab
lished. This was true for smoking and lung 
cancer, prenatal diethylstilbestrol (DES) 
and vaginal cancer, aspirin and Reyes syn
drome, prenatal rubella and cataract, 
cholera and water supply, and a host of 
other epidemiologic discoveries. 

However, in each of the examples listed 
above, and perhaps in virtually all epidemi
ologic discoveries, there was a body of 
knowledge that made the association bio
logically plausible. Both cigarette smoke 
and DES were known laboratory carcino
gens (though not known to produce the 
specific disease studied by epidemiologists); 
aspirin is a liver mitochondrial toxin, and 
prenatal viral infections have long been 
known to produce fetal damage. A reading 
of John Snow's 1854 treatise on cholera 
and water supply will show how he adhered 
closely to known biological principles and 
evidence even though microbes were not 
yet known causes of disease. True epi
demiologic associations do not emerge out 
of the blue. 

Thus, even if the mechanisms of the 
disease in question have not been worked 
out fully, an important epidemiologic pre
cept is, or ought to be, that epidemiologic 
studies must have a serious biological basis. 
Studies that simultaneously examine sui
cide and ischemic heart disease, such as 
those ofPeny eta!. (38,39), appear to have 
no basis in plausible biology. No labora
tOJy experiment points to an effect of EMF 
on a biological mechanism common to sui
cide and to ischemic heart disease, if such a 
mechanism exists. 

A particular risk in exposure-based epi
demiology, such as environmental epidemi
ology, is that the exposure of interest will 
be assessed in relationship to any disease, 
symptom, or complaint available for study, 
regardless of biological plausibility. Under 
such circumstances, whether because of 
chance or bias, associations surely will be 
demonstrated. Biological plausibility is an 
important constraint not just on the interpre
tation of results but on the design of studies. 

In the field of neurobehavioral relation
ships to EMF, there has been considerable 
expenditure on laboratory experiments but 
a failure to develop a consistent experimen
tal model that would lend itself to extrapo
lation to epidemiologic research. In the 

absence of this mechanism, what directions 
ought to be pursued? 

There appear to exist two sets of biologi
cal mechanisms in this area where findings 
have been replicated. The first is calcium 
effiux across the cell membrane; the second 
is in the function of that part of the nervous 
system involved in circadian rhythmicity. 

A limitation of the calcium effiux model 
is that it seems to lend itself to a large variety 
of disease states. Pending the prediction of a 
specific neurobehavioral finding based on 
this model, even whole animal researchers, 
let alone epidemiologists, have nowhere to 
turn if they wish to verify this model on 
their study populations. 

On the other hand, rhythmicity, both 
circadian and seasonal, is a potentially 
powerful mediator of psychiatric state in 
humans. Psychiatric disorders of rhyth
micity, such as seasonal-affective disorder 
and premenstrual syndrome, are well estab
lished. There exists, therefore, a plausible 
biological basis for linking these disorders, 
or similar ones, to EMF exposure. In the pre
sent state of laboratory-based knowledge, the 
hypothesis that EMF exposure might be a con
tributing cause to depressive illnesses seems 
worthy of epidemiologic assessment. 

Studies Worth Undertaking 

Although most scientists have a conscious or 
unconscious bias in favor of studies that pro
duce positive findings, the most impressive 
human studies in the EMF-neurobehavior 
field are the careful investigations of cogni
tive performance in occupationally exposed 
men, studies whose results are negative. 

Inasmuch as the subjects of these stud
ies had been exposed occupationally for a 
considerable period of time, usually years, 
and their exposure in typical work situa
tions had been measured and found to 
exceed the general population exposure by 
orders of magnitude, the absence of any 
real effects on a variety of cognitive measures 
must be viewed as a strong and reassuring 
negative result. These studies suggest there 
is little or no value to larger scale epidemio
logic research that attempts to link cognitive 
outcomes to EMF exposure. 

The strength of these studies indicates 
that populations occupationally exposed to 
high intensities of electric- and magnetic-field 
exposure are likely to be excellent candidates 
for studies of the incidence or prevalence of 
depression in relation to EMF exposure. A 
few questionnaire items in several of the 
occupational studies [e.g., Broadbent et a!. 
(33), Knave et a!. (32), Gamberale et a!. 
(26)] assessed mood and similar parameters. 
However, standardized instruments for the 
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detection of depression were not used, and 
none of the studies had a large enough sam
ple to detect elevated levels of clinical 
depression. Inasmuch as women arc more 
liable to depression, at least at younger ages, 
it will be important to look carefully for 
exposed female populations. To clarifY the 
linkages to the abnormalities of rhythmicity 
observed in the laboratoty setting, it will be 
necessary to screen especially for seasonal 
disorders, and this may require studies that 
cover several seasons or that take account of 
the menstrual cycle in the assessment of 
depressive symptoms. 

of the actual work experience to demon-· 
strate that the exposures are indeed high 
rather than relying on estimates based on 
work classification. Case-control studies of 
depression in relation to occupational 
exposure might be of some value but are 
unlikely to have access to measured expo
SL!fes. Moreover, employees in whom 
exposure causes major health effects may 
leave the work force and thus be excluded 
from case-control studies. 

tions of overhead transmission lines, trans
formers, and electrical substations? One 
needs only to think of the expression "the 
other side of the tracks" to note the possible 
association of social class with exposure to 
the electricity associated with railroads. 
Until we have a better understanding of 
these patterns of association, all epidemio
logic studies based on residential exposure 
will remain suspect for confounding, partic
ularly for neurobehavioral health issues, all 
of which are powerfully linked to social class 
and economic opportunity. 

These studies will be more valuable if 
conducted using prospective cohort or 
matched-exposure approaches, as contrasted 
to the case-control method. Important 
information is conveyed by using a sampling 

Occupational studies obviate some of 
the unresolved issues surrounding residential 
EMF exposure. It is surprising that wiring 
codes and electrical distribution patterns in 
neighborhoods have not been studied socio
logically. Is it likely that neighborhoods in 
the United States, so carefully segregated by 
income and class, have identical distribu-

For this reason, case-control studies of 
depression in relation to residential exposure 
to EMF do not seem a promising avenue of 
research, at least until the above-noted issues 
have been addressed. .,g 
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Concerns have been raised regarding a relation between residential and occupational electromagnetic (EM) field exposures and adverse reproductive 
effects. This paper reviews the epidemiologic evidence for this possible relation, including some pertinent methodologic issues, notes relevant find
ings from the experimental literature, and discusses areas for future research. Evidence is lacking for a strong association between a woman's use 
of a video display terminal (VDT) during pregnancy and spontaneous abortion. The evidence for a strong association between a women's use of a 
VDT and other adverse reproductive endpoints is also lacking, with some suggestive findings for congenital malformations and too few data to reach 
a conclusion about other endpoints. With respect to low-level EM field exposures other than VDTs, the paucity of data prevents one from determin
ing whether there are reproductive health risks associated with such exposures. Therefore, this is an area that needs further investigation. Given 
that altered growth may be an underlying biologic effect of EM field exposures, endpoints that might be pursued in future studies include congenital 
malformations not associated with chromosomal anomalies, intrauterine growth retardation, and chromosomally normal spontaneous abortions. 
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Introduction 

In the last 10 years, public concern regard
ing possible human health effects from 
exposures to nonionizing electromagnetic 
(EM) fields has been mounting. Although 
the primary focus has been on potential 
carcinogenic effects, there has also been 
concern that exposures from electric and 
magnetic fields will result in adverse repro
ductive effects. This concern is at least par
tially attributable to numerous reports of 
clusters of female video display terminal 
(VDT) users who have experienced a spon
taneous abortion. Interest has also height
ened because of the ubiquity of EM fields 
and the consequent prevalence of exposure. 
Clearly, even if risks from exposures are low, 
the extent of populations exposed in modern 
society could result in a large disease burden. 

Since Wertheimer and Leeper (1) reponed 
the initial observation of an association 
between electric power lines and childhood 
cancer, several other investigators have 
looked for associations between various EM 
field exposures and childhood cancers (1-6), 
adult cancers (7-11), and adverse reproduc
tive outcomes (I 2-36), including congenital 
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malformations, spontaneous abortion, 
reduced birth weight, and prematurity. 

A number of reviews (37-41) offer an 
overview of the epidemiologic literature for EM 
fields and human health effects. This paper 
will: a) summarize some of the epidemiologic 
literature on reproductive endpoints and low
level EM fields, b) note some findings from 
experimental work possibly relevant to humans, 
c) discuss some methodologic issues related to 
epidemiologic research of reproductive out
comes and EM fields, and d) identifY areas for 
future research regarding adverse reproductive 
outcomes and EM field exposures. 

Previous Epidemiologic Research 

Studies on reproductive health have investi
gated a variety of residential and occupational 
EM field exposure sources including electric 
blankets, type of home heating, occupations in 
electrical industries and occupational use of 
VDTs. For the purposes of SLlmmarizing pre
vious epidemiologic findings, studies are 
grouped into those examining residential and 
occupational EM field exposure sources 
(excluding VDTs) and those examining expo
sures from VDTs. Potential EM field expo
sures in these rwo groups are not mutually 
exclusive (i.e., VDT use may result in expo
sures to both extremely low frequency and ve1y 
low fi·equency EM fields). 

Residential and Occupational 
EM Field Exposure Studies 
Studies that have investigated a possible reJa .. 
tion between EM fields and reproductive 
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end points are summarized in Table 1. 
Wertheimer and Leeper conducted two 
investigations of residential exposures to 
EM fields (14, 15). The first (14) involved 
an examination of possible fetal effects 
from parental use of electric blankets or 
heated waterbeds. Parents whose baby's 
birth was announced in the local newspa
per were contacted and interviewed about 
electric blanket and waterbed use. Data 
were collected from 1256 index birth fami
lies, representing 29% of the total number 
of births in the study catchment area and 
time period. Length of gestation was 
observed to be somewhat longer for infants 
whose parents used electrically heated beds 
when those infants were conceived during a 
season when the need for electric bed heat
ing was greatest. The biologic basis for 
that observation was not given. This study 
found no difference between the user and 
nonuser groups in the proportions of infants 
weighing less than 2500 g at birth. It did 
find, however, that among low-weight 
infants in the user group 46% had gestations 
of 37 weeks or more, whereas 21% of the 
low-weight infants in the nonuser group had 
term gestations. This suggests that parental 
use of an electrically heated bed may be asso
ciated with having a child that is growth 
retarded. The prevalence of congenital mal
formations was too low to evaluate among 
the 528 siblings. Abortions (induced or 
spontaneous) occurring in the one year pre
ceding conception of a live birth (index 
birth or sibling) were more common among 
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Table 1, Studies of electric and magnetic field exposures 
~~- --~---····~····-----~-....•• -·--·--·······---

Heference 

Residential exposures 

Wertheimer 
and Leeper ( 14) 

Wertheimer 
and Leeper ( 15) 

Dlugosz et al. ( 16') 

Eckert[J4) 

Occuptional exposures 

Knave et aL ( 12) 

Nordstrom et al. ( 13) 

Guiatti et al. ( 17) 

Hemminki et aL ( 18) 

108 

Study design 

Colton 

Subjects included 
in study 

1256 Denver births 
692 earlier siblings 

Cohort llfl9 Oregon liveborns 
with traceable addresses 
of and information on type 
of home hetJting 

Matched case~control 542 casGS, 542 controls, 
New York 

Case study 294 infants who died from 
Sudden Infant Death 
Syndrome, Gennany 

Cross-sectional 53 workers in high 
voltage jobs in Sweden, 
53 workers in low 
voltage job 

Historical cohort 880 pregnancies among 
372 male vvorkers' 
spouses in Sweden power 
occupations 

Case--control 112 infertile males and 
127 male controls with 
normal sperm counts, Italy 

Historical cohort 195 spontaneous 
abortions among 35,000 
female members of Union 
of Metal Workers, Finland 

Study outcome~ 
definition 

GirthweifJht. previous 
alwtions, gestationul 
length 

Fetal losses< 20 11veeks 
gestation 1 year prior to 
conception of live birth 

Neuml tube and oral 
cleft defects 

Sudden Infant Death 
Syndrome 

Fertility measured by 
numbe1· of children 
and sex ratio 

Girthweight. perinatal 
death. spontaneous 
abortions, and congenital 
malformations 

Male infrmility 

Spontaneous abor1ion 

Source of outcorT1e 

infonnation 

Birth annoum:ements, 
earlier birth CGrtificates. 
qu1~stionnaim 

Girth certificates 

New York Malformation 
Begistry 

Questionnaire 

Mail survey and medical 
records verification 

Sinnle hospital/clinic 
population 

Hospital discharge registry 

Study 
period 

1982 for 
index births 
1975~1901 

for previous 
pregnancies 

1983, 1985 

1903-1986 

19611967 

1952-1975 

1953··1979 

1979~19111 

1973~1976 
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(residential and occupational) and adverse reproductive outcomes, 

Exposure definition 

Use of ;:m electric 
blanket or lwated 
previous !3 years 

Home with ceiling cable heat 

Use of electric blankets and 
waterbeds by setting and 
season 

Floo1·1evel of residence 

Employment in high
voltage job for more 
than 5 years 

Occupation groups: 
high-voltage switchyard 
workers (400 kVL 
construction workers in 
switchyard (130-200 kVL 
other electric field exposure 
1<70 kVI 

Occupation in the 
radioelectric industry 

Occupations in 
electronic branch 
of metal industry 

Source of exposure 
information 

Telephone inte1view 

Assessor's officG files 

Mail survey 

Address books 

Employment records 

Employment records 

Face-to"face interview 

Union records 

Environmenta111ealth Perspectives Supplements 
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Timing of exposure 

Selected periods around 
pregnancy durinn 

Time of fetal loss 

First trimestGr 

Time of infant death 

Gefom child's birth 

Conception 

Longest held occupation 

Wllile member of union 

Maternal or paternal 
exposure 

Maternal and paternal 

Assumed maternal 

Maternal 

Paternal 

Paternal 

Paternal 

MatGrnal 

Results 

No difference not8d for low 
birthweight. some Gvidence 
for intrauterine growth retar
dation among exposGd births. 
abortions higher in previous 
pregnancies among exposed, 
and abortions followed a 
seasonal pattern of need for 
blanket use 

Abortion frequency not higher 
in homes with ceiling cable 
heat A positive correlation 
was found between the fetal 
loss ratio for ceiling cable 
heated homes and the 
increase in heating degree 
days 

Risks for neural tube 
defects (odds ratio"' 0.9), 
cleft !ip +/~ palatG (odds 
ratio"' 0.7). and cleft palate 
(odds ratio'~ 0.8) not 
increased for electric blanket 
users vs. nonusers; results 
similar for waterbGd use 

Larger number of cases lived 
on basement or first floors 
than on higher floors 

Fewer cl1ildren born to 
exposed fathers but 
difference present before 
"exposed" workers had 
started high voltage jobs; 
fewer boys among exposed 
fathers 

Smaller proportion 
of male births among 
swtichyard workers. 3-fold 
higher prevalence of 
congenital malformations 
in switchyard offspring, 
switchyard workers reported 
more difficulty fathering chil
dren no other endpoint 
elevated among exposed 

Increased risk observed for 
mGn employed in radioelectric 
industry; odds ratio 5.9, 95% 
confidence interval (0.86, 40.2) 

Age-standardized rate of 
spontaneous abortions for 
electronics workers was 
0.0% and for radio and 
television workers 12.0% 
compared with 5.5% and 
4.8% before becoming 
a mGmber 
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electric blanket users (7.8%) and waterbed 
users (6.3%) than among nonusers (4.2%). An 
uneven seasonal distribution of abortions was 
observed among electric blanket users, with all 
24 occurring between September and June. 
This uneven distribution was not observed 
among waterbed users or among nonusers. 

While this study suggests an association 
between electric bed-heating devices and fetal 
growth or fetal loss, the following method
ologic considerations may have influenced 
results in a direction rhat is difficult to predict: 
the method for identifYing subject> (i.e., pub
lished birth announcements), the source of 
reproductive end-point and covariate informa
tion (i.e., birth certificates), the nonindepen
dence between index births and rheir siblings, 
and the exclusion of fetal losses an1ong prima
gravida women. In addition, as the authors 
note, results do not differentiate whether the 
associations might be related to the thermal 
effect of the bed heating devices or to rhe EM 
field produced by the bed heaters. 

In an effort to disentangle thermal versus 
EM field effects, W crtheimer and Leeper (15) 
investigated whether homes with ceiling cable 
heat (EM fields are higher from this heating 
source than from baseboard heating) were 
associated with increased fetal losses compared 
to homes with other types of heating sources. 
The investigators selected a sample of Oregon 
births from 1983 and 1985 and identified 
prior fetal losses (less than 20 weeks gestation) 
among their mothers, as reported on the birth 
certificate of the index birth. They compared 
the ratio of fetal losses in cable heat homes to 

the ratio in homes with other types of heating 
and did not find a difference (0.076 versus 
0.075). (The number of previous fetal losses 
was the numerator, but the denominator did 
not include the number of births from the 
same cohott of conceptions as the fetal losses; 
rather, it was the number of index births.) A 
positive correlation was obsetved between a 
monthly ratio of fetal loss at ceiling cable heat 
homes (relative to homes without cable heat) 
and the increase in heating degree days 
reported for that month. 

These data, along with their previous obser
vations from Colorado, were interpreted by the 
investigators as evidence that the number of 
fetal losses (not computed as a rate) was elevated 
in months when cold weather was increasing, a 
time period they argue was also associated with 
increasing EM field exposures resulting from 
increased use of ceiling cable heat. As in their 
previous study, history of pregnancy loss was 
obtained fium a cohmt of women who had a 
more recent pregnancy resulting in a live binh. 
Thus, fetal losses among primiparous women 
were not eligible for rhis study. Data on possi
ble confounders, such as infections or possible 
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risk factors that might follow similar seasonal 
distributions (but also would have to be related 
to homes with ceiling cable heat), were not 
available. Nevertheless, these obsetvations are 
suggestive and need follow-up by more rigorous 
smdy merhods. 

The only study done to date that has inves
tigated a possible relation between congenital 
malformations and residential exposures to 
extremely low frequency EM fields was per
formed by Dlugosz et al. (16). However, 
details of this investigation have not yet been 
published so that a critical assessment of the 
study's null results is premature. 

Another study of residential exposures to 

EM fields concerned sudden infant dearh syn
drome (34). Alrhough the sudden dearh of an 
infant is a postnatal event, the possibility of 
death resulting from a prenatal event may war
rant consideration of this condition as an 
adverse reproductive outcome ( 42). The inves
tigator observed that among 294 infants who 
died of sudden infant death syndrome in 
Hamburg, Germany, more had lived in base
ment or first floors, and he argued for an associ
ation between EM fields and sudden infant 
dearh based on the assumption that lower floms 
arc more lilcely to have "unco111111on magnetic 
fields or stray electric currents in rhe grmmd." 
The cmde exposure defmition and the compar
isons of number of infant deaths by floors wirh
out an estimate of rhe population at risk malce 
rhe interpretation of this study difficult. 

The earliest epidemiologic study of repro
ductive healrh effects fi-om occupational expo
sures to EM fields was conducted by Knave et 
al. (12). TI1ey sought to identifY wherher fertil
ity (and other chronic healrh effects) was com
promised among men working in high-voltage 
(50 Hz and 400 kV) substations in Sweden for 
more than 5 years as compared to men having 
occupations with low-voltage EM fields. 
Results showed rhat men exposed to high-volt
age EM fields had fewer children than men 
working in low-voltage occupations. This dif
ference, however, was seen prior to the date the 
exposed men began work in a job that involved 
high-voltage EM fields. The difference in 
number of children might have indicated that 
the men working in high-voltage conditions, as 
a group, were less frequently attempting to have 
children. The investigators also observed an 
altered sex ratio, with a paucity of male chil
dren, <rnd concluded that work in high-voltage 
substations could not be ruled out as a possible 
explanation for this result. This nonspecific 
result may be suggestive of reproductive damage 
associated with occupations in areas having 
high-voltage EM fields. 

N ordsrrom et al. (1 3) also studied men 
working in high-voltage areas for increased fre
quencies of spontaneous abortions, perinatal 

death, congenital malformations, altered sex 
ratio, and reported fertility problems. A 
cohort of 542 male employees of Swedish 
power facilities completed a questionnaire 
about employment characteristics, pregnancy 
and fertility problems (spontaneous abortions 
verified in medi~'ll records), and possible con
founders. Pregnancies among spouses of male 
switchyard workers in 400-kV substations 
were considered exposed. Pregnancies among 
spouses of males not employed as switchyard 
workers, but employed with the power facili
ties, were considered the reference group. 
Some pregnancies among the spouses of 
switch yard workers were also considered in this 
group for the periods the male workers were 
not employed in the switchyard. The preva
lence of congenital malformations among chi!-· 
dren of switchyard workers was three times 
that of the reference group. The malforma
tions among these infants reflected a heteroge
neous group of diagnoses. Switchyard workers 
were about twice as likely to report fertility 
problems and had somewhat fewer male off
spring compared to reference workers. The 
latter finding is consistent with the altered sex 
ratio noted by Knave et al. (12). Spontaneous 
abortions were not more common among 
switchyard workers. Results were not influ
enced by adjustment for parental cigarette 
smoking, alcohol use, medication use, mater
nal age, or a variety of other possible con
founders. These data, although too sparse for 
analyses of specific end points such as detailed 
malformation groupings, arc suggestive of an 
association with males' prcconceptional expo
Slues and subsequent malformed offspring. 
Because the separation of groups with dif
fering exposure levels may have been incom
plete, a true association could have been 
underestimated in this study. 

In a case-control study of 112 infertile 
males (azospermic or oligospermic) and 127 
males with normal sperm counts, Buiatti et al. 
(17) found an odds ratio of 5.9 associated with 
employment in the radioelectric industry. The 
elevated risk was imprecise (95% confidence 
interval = 0.86, 40.2), and no details were pro
vided about the possible electric and magnetic 
field exposures that might be associated with 
occupations in the radioelectric industty. 

Hemminki and colleagues (18) obseiVed an 
increased rate of spontaneous abortion (sponta
neous abortions/births + induced abortions + 
spontaneous abortions) for electronics workers 
among a cohort of 35,000 female Finnish mem
bers of the Union of Metal Workers. The 
increase was primarily among women involved 
with the production of radios and televisions. 
The age-standardized rate among radio and tele
vision workers was 12%, comp<u·ed wirh 4.8% 
in rhe same women before joining the Union. 
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\X'ithin the subgroup of radio and television pro
duction workers, the investigators noted an 
excess of spontaneous abortions among women 
who were exposed to solder. Finding an increase 
of spontaneous abortions among electronics 
workers may be interesting in light of increased 
risks for women employed in the semiconductor 
industty found by others (43), but it does not 
specifically implicate EM field exposures. 

Video Display Terminal Use Studies 

Many studies have researched reproductive effects 
related to VDT use during pregnancy and have 
focused primarlily on potential risks for sponta
neous abortions (19,20,22-28,35,36) and con
genital malformations (23,24,26;27,29-33) and 
given less attention to other specific adverse repro-· 
ductive outcomes (20,2 1,2&-28,32,33). The 
technical aspeas associated with the use ofVDTs 
along wirl1 a discussion of possible health irnplica
tions of working with a VDT have been reviewed 
by Bergqvist ( 44). Further, others ( 45,46) have 
reviewed much of the epidemiologic research 
regarding VDT exposures, <utd a detailed sum
ma~y of rl1e studies done to date is provided in 
Table 2. Became the recent study by Schnon et 
al. (25) has not been revitwcd elsewhere, details of 
this study a~·e SLUl1111aJized below. 

Schnorr et al. (25) compared the prevalence 
of spontaneous abortions in a cohort of female 
telephone operators who used VDTs at work to 
a cohott of female telephone operators who did 
not use VDTs at work. These two cohorts had 
similar work situations with the exception of 
VDT use; rl1erefore, some control for physical 
and psychologic stre._<;S was obtained. A total of 
730 m<mied women between rl1e ages of 18 and 
33 who had pregn<mcies dming the study time 
period participated in the study. Among the 
323 VDT users, 14.8% of the pregnancies 
ended in spontaneous abortion, compared to 

15.9% aJnong the 407 who did not use a VDT. 
The percentage of sponta11eous abortions was 
also sin1il<tr between nonusers and users of 1 to 
25 hours per week (15.6% versus 17.2%) a11d 
>25 hours per week (15.6 versus 15.4%). 
Analyses involving potential confounders, early 
versus late abortions, a11d only physician-verified 
abortions did not alter the findings. A sa~nple 
of the work environments in this study were 
subjected to measurements of electric and mag
netic fields. The VDT users were exposed to 
levels of extremely low-fi·equency emissions in 
the range of exposmes similar to exposures in 
the home and for comparison operators. 
Unlike others, rl1is study provided some control 
for psychosocial stress and ergonomic factors 
a11d some measurement data on EM field emis
siom from VDTs. However, it did not have 
the power to rule out the weak association 
(approximately a 20% increased risk) observed 
in earlier investigations. 

.IEindings fmm Experimentall Work 
Studies using va~·ious animal models have been 
conducted to investigate potential biologic 
effects resulting from exposures to electric a11d 
magnetic fields, and conflicting evidence 
regarding the ability of these fields to influence 
prenatal development has emerged. Juuti!aJlen 
( 47) has recently summarized the effects of 
low-level fields on embtyonic development. 
While some studies, mainly of chide embtyos, 
have reported developmental effects (48-62), 
several other studies found no effects ( 63-69). 
In studies where effects have been reported, the 
observed developmental deficits include vari
ous congenital anomalies, developmental 
delay, altered sex ratio, fetal loss, reduced fertil
ity, and demasculinization. The mechanisms 
underlying these developmental abnormalities 
a~·e mumown (70). These studies have included 
a variety of exposure paradigms, such as differ
ent waveforms, field intensities, exposure 
durations, and field types (electric, magnetic, 
or both). The effect of the earth's magnetic 
field has not always been considered, yet has 
been shown to influence results in some 
studies (71). Dose-response relations have 
generally not been observed. Rather, effect 
windows have been noted in some studies 
where animal embtyonic models subjected to 
particular field strengths exhibited aberrant 
development, while animals exposed to field 
strengths above or below did not ( 48,57). 

Studies with cellular test systems have 
shown that electric and magnetic fields at spe
cific frequencies and intensities a~·e capable of 
resulting in biologic effects (72,73). Although 
the exact mecha11isms for these interactions are 
unlmown, one themy suggests that cells have 
their own we<tk electrical signals that enable 
them to "whisper together," which allows for 
cell-to-cell communication for normal health 
(73). Disrupted communication by exposure 
to EM fields may result in unregulated growth 
(73). Evidence from other studies suggest that 
electric and magnetic fields may alter growth 
(74,75), enhance DNA synthesis (76), and 
influence the modulation of calcium binding 
to cell surface molecules (77). Growth, DNA 
synthesis, and calcium binding are relevant 
mecha~1istically to normal embtyogenesis, a11cl 
alterations to the._>e processes by EM fields sug
gest that exposure to these fields could result in 
adverse reproductive effects. 

Conclusions that may be drawn from 
the experimental studies are limited by the 
inconsistent findings resulting from differ
ences in swdy design, animal model, and 
exposure paradigm considered. Many of 
the positive associations observed among 
animal models have not been replicated 
across laboratories, and effects observed 
from in vitro studies have been less evident 
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or not present in in vivo systems (78), 
which suggests that the developing fetus 
may be protected by physical or physiologic 
maternal attributes. It is clear that exposure 
t:o various aspects of EM fields can produce 
biologic effects in experimental systems; 
however, the interpretation of these effects 
in terms of risks to human reproduction 
needs substantial clarification. 

Meclwdologic Issues 

Previous epidemiologic research in this area 
can be interpreted in the methodologic con
texts of: a) issues with swdy endpoints, b) 
issues with exposure assessment, and c) other 
design and analytic considerations. The 
emphasis of discussion here is on the more 
common end points studied (i.e., spontaneous 
abottions and congenital malformations). 

Srudy End Poin.t Issues 

The decision to investigate a pa~ticular repro
ductive health effect in relation to a putative 
exposure is generally based upon the biologic 
plausibility of such an association as suggested 
by previous epidemiologic or teratologic data, 
anecdotal reports made by astute clinical 
observers, or reports of disease dusters. Based 
on the concern derived from reports of seem
ingly unusual aggregations of spontaneous 
abottions and congenit<ll malformations occur
ring among VDT users ( 44), and on the 
observed association between chilcll10od C.CLI1cer 
and residential exposure to EM fields (1,3,4,6), 
a variety of reproductive health effects from 
both residential and occupational EM field 
exposures have been investigated (Tables 1, 2). 

An issue relevant to some of the end 
points studied is the specificity with which 
they have been defined for analysis. For 
example, among the studies that investigated 
congenit<ll malformations in relation to vari
ous EM field exposures (Tables 1, 2), many 
considered all malformations as a single ana
lytic group. Based on observations with 
known teratogens, exposures are unlikely to 
result in a general increase in <UI types of mal
formations, although, depending on the tim
ing of exposure, they may increase the risk of 
more than one type. However, based on the 
nonspecific biologic effects observed in exper
imental work of EM exposures, it is not dear 
how one might better define malformation 
groups for analysis. Studies of spontaneous 
abortions might also be criticized for hetero
geneous endpoint definitions. Although a 
few studies (20,25) have analyzed early and 
late spontaneous abortions separately, no 
study has included katyotype information on 
aborted fetuses. Spontaneous abortions are 
etiologically heterogeneous, with approxi
mately 30% to 50% being chromosomally 
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Reference Study design 

Lewis et at (35) Case·~contml 

McDonald et aL (24) Historical coho1"t 

Kurppa et aL (29,31) Case-control 

Ericson and Kallen (26) Historical cohort 

Ericson and Kallen (27) Case·-control 

Westerholm and Ericson (36') Historical cohort 

Butler and Brix (28) Historical cohort 

Goldhaber et al. {23) Case-control 

Nurminen and Korppa (21) Historical cohort 
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Subjects included 
in study 

30 South Australian 
spontaneous abortion 
cases and 60 controls 
matched on maternal 
age and on delive1y date 

9471 pregnancies from 
among 56,012 women 
in Montreal; also 8161 
previous pregnancies 
from same women 

1475 rinnish infants 
with malformations; 
1475 paired referents 

10,025 Swedish women 
wmking in selected 
white collar occupations 

429 cases t.ll1d 926 
controls of similar 
maternal age who worked 
outside home in Sweden 

4117 pregnancies among 
female clerks t1t social 
security bureaus in 
Sweden 

817 pregnancies among 
728 female clerical 
workers in Michigan 

452 cases and 723 
liveborn controls 

Finnish women. referents 
from ea1lier malformation 
study, 60 VDT working 
mothers, 179 non·VDT 
working mothers 

Table 2, Studies of exposures to video display terminals (\lOTs) 

Study outcon1e 
definition 

Spontaneous abortions 
(:::; 20 weeks) 

Clinically recognized 
spontoneous abortions, 
congenital malformations 

Malformations of central 
ne1vous system. cardia, 
vascui<H system. 
skeleton or oral clefts 

Stillbirth. neonatal death. 
birthweight <2500 g, 
malformations, clinically 
recognized spontaneous 
abortions 

Stillbirth. neonatal death 
birthweight <1500 g, 
malformations. 
clinically recognized 
spontaneous abortions 

Hospitalized spontaneous 
abortion rate, malfonntl-
tions. birthweight, 
perinatal monality, stillbirth 

Stillbirth, spontaneoos 
abortions 

Spontaneous abortions. 
malformations 

Threatened abortion, 
length of gestation, 
bi1thweight, placental 
weight. and maternal 
blood pressum 

Source of outcome 
information 

Study 
period 

~~-- -·-·~~-

Questionnaire 
(self-administemd) 

Medical records 
maternal inte1view 

Finnish Register of 
Congenital Malformations 

Swedish Begistries 

Swedish liegistries 

Swedish F!egistries 

Ouestionnarie, 
medical records 

Medical mcords. 
birth certificates 

Medical records. 
questionnaim 

1960-1978 

1982-1984 

1976-·1962 

1976·1977 
1960-1981 

1960-1961 

1980-1983 

1980-1985 

1981-1981 

1976·1981 
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and adverse reproductive outcomes. 

Exposure definition 
.~

Average number of hr/wk 
using VDT at work 

Number of hr/wk 
using VDT at wo1k 

VDT use determinGd by 
industrial hygienist, 
based on occupational 
title grouped as 1 to~ 
hr use/day or 4+ hr use/day 

Occupational groups 
assumed to have high, 
medium, low potential 
for VDT use 

Number of hr/wk 
using VDT at w01k 

VDT use at work classified 
into 5 exposure groups 
based on frequency of use 

Number of hr/wk 
using VDT at work 

Number of hr/wk 
using VDT at work 

VDT use rl8termined by 
industrial hygienist based 
on occupational title 
grouped as 1 to 4 hr 
use/day or 4+ hr use/day 

Source of exposure 
information 

Questionnaire 

Ow;stionnaire 

Questionnaire 

Census data 

Mail SUIVey 

Trade union and 
employment records 

Questionnaire, 
employment records 

Mail/telephone 
questionnaire 

Questionnaire 

EnvironmenttJI F/ea!th Perspectives Supplements 
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Timing of exposure 

During pregnacy 

VVI1en woman first 
suspected she was pregnant 

First trimester 

One or two years 
prior to delivery 

Selected periods 
during pregancy 

During 1900····1983 

During pregnancy 

First trimester 

First trimester 

--···--------------- --·-
Maternal or paternal 

(~xposure 

Maternal 

Maternal 

Maternal 

Maternal 

Maternal 

Maternal 

Muternal 

Maternal 

Maternal 

Fiesults 
--
Odds ratio for any vo·r 
use was 1.7 for all 
spontaneous nbortions 

Spontaneous abortions 
among current 
pregnancies: observed/ 
expected for nonusers was 
0.89, for users 1 toG hr/wk 
1.2~,for users 7 to 29 hr /wk 
and 1.25, for 30+ hr/wk 1.12. 
Malformations: among cur
rent pregnancies prevalence 
was 3.3% in VDT users vs. 
3.7% in nonusers. Among 
previous pregnancies the 
prevalences were 3.8% vs. 
3.6%. 

Odds ratios for any VDT use 
were 0.4 for central nervous 
system, 0.9 for oral clefts, 
0.8 for skeletal defects, and 
1.6 for cardiovascular defects 

Higher frequency of infants 
bom weighing <1500 g or 
<2500 g among women in 
medium exposure group; no 
excesses noted for 
malformations, spontaneous 
abortions, or neonatal deaths 

Odds ratios for VDT use 20~ 
hr/wk '" 2.3 for birth defects, 
1.2 for spontaneous ab01tions 
and for any VDT use, 1.6 for 
bil1h defects and 1.1 for span 
taneous abortions 

No deviance from expected 
for stillbirths, perinatal mort
ality, spontaneous abortions 
or birthweight; a 2-fold 
excess was observed for 
significant malformations 
among exposed <10 hr/wk 

Stillbirtlls and spontaneous 
abortions 1.2 times highe1 
than expected among users 
of VDTs >20 hr/wk 

Odds ratios for VDT use 20+ 
hr/wk = 1.0 for spontaneous 
abortion, 1.4 for birth defects, 
and for any VDT use, 1.2 for 
spontaneous abortions, and 
1.2 for birth defects 

No difference noted between 
VDT workers and non-VDT 
workers 

{Continued) 
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Reference Study design 

Bryant and Love (22) Case-control 

Nielson and Brandt ( 19) 

Brandt and Nielson (30) Case-base 

Tikkanen et al. (32) 

8jerkedal and Egenaes (33) Historical cohort 

Windham et al. (20) Case-control 

Schnorr et al. (25) Coho11 

abnormal (79). One would expect that if 
exposures ro EM fields increase the risk for 
spontaneous abortions then the timing of 
exposures would be diff-Crent for early and 
late spontaneous abortions. The inability ro 
form etiologically homogeneous endpoint 
groups f-Or analysis may result in an attenu
ated measure of a true effect. 

Another issue of general concern regards 
the source of endpoint information. Studies 
have used a variety of sources, including vital 
records, parental interviews, medical records, 
pathology records, and malformation reg
istries (Tables I, 2), to ascenain reproduClive 
health effects. The usc of different sources 
probably results in di!Terenr prevalence esri·· 
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Table 2. Studies of exposures to video display terminals (VDT's} 

Subjects included 
in study 

334 spontaneous 
abortion cases, 334 
prenatal controls, and 
334 postnatal controls 
in Canada 

666 spontaneous abortion 
cases and 764 prGgnancies 
in referent group fmm 
clerical and commercial 
workers in Denmark 

421 congenital malformations 
and 1365 pregnancies in 
referent group from Denmark 

Study outcome 
definition 

Spontaneous abortions 
where women required 
hospitalization 

Clinically recognized 
spontaneous abortions 

Malformations 

Source of outcorTte 
infonnation 

Medical records 

Medical registers 

Medical registers 

Study 
period 

1984-1985 

1983--1985 

1983--1985 

500 infants with cardia" 
vascular malformations; 
1055 nonmalformed 

Car·diovascular malforma
tions, length of gestation 
birtllweight, placental weight 

Finland malformation 
registry and children's 
cardiac registry 

1982-1984 

infants from Finland 

1820 pregnancies among Malformations, stillbirth, Norway malformation 1967-1984 
female postal employees early neonatal death, 
in Norway perinatal death, birt11-

weight, prematurity, 
multiple birth 

~39 spontaneous Spontaneous abortion 
abor1ion cases; 909 (:5:20 weeks), low birth-
live-born controls in a weight, intrauterine 
California county growth retardation 

323 VDT using operators Spontaneous abortion 
and 407 non-VDT using (528 weeks) 
operators in U.S. 

rnates for a given adverse reproductive om
come. A woman's report of a spontaneous 
abortion, her child's binhweighr, or congeni
tal malformation has been shown to be sus
ceptible to error when compared to hospital 
records (80,81). This flnding would also 
suggest that birth certificate data on prior 
pregnancy loss, as reported by mothers, 
would also be suspect. At least two studies 
relied on such inf(mnarion (14,1_5). 

Further, the studies done ro date have 
ascertained clinically recognized spontaneous 
abortions. However, many pregnancy losses 
occur prior to the recognition of pregnancy 
(82). Inrcrestingly, at least one study (20) of 
spontaneous aborrions f-i-om VDT usc f-Ound a 

registry, medical 
birth registry 

Pathology labs 1986-1987 

Questionnaire, 1983-1986 
vital records 

higher risk for early ( < 1 3 weeks gestation) 
sponraneous abortions than for !arc abortions. 
Even among recognized spontaneous abor
tions, rhe riming of diagnosis during preg
nancy has varied in these studies [e.g., .~ 20 
week<; (20) or .'5. 28 weeks (25)]. The oppor
nmity f-()r bias is presem if a subject's exposure 
is related to when her pregnancy is recognized. 
The earlier a pregnancy is recognized the 
greater the likelihood is that an early spoma·· 
neous abortion will be recognized. Goldhaber 
ct al. (23) norcd that pregnancies among VDT 
users were d iagnoscd an average 4 days earlier 
than nonusers, and they rhcrd-(:Jrc controlled 
fi)r this diHCrcnce analytically. Cultural, cth·
nic, or educational variations might result in 
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and adverse 1·eproductive outcomes (continued). 

Exposure definition 
Source of exposure 

information Timing of exposure 
Maternal or paternal 

exposure Results 

Number of llf/wk using 
VDT at home or work 

Questionna·lre Period between 3 months pri01 
and 4 months post"LMP 

Maternal Odds ratio for any VDT use 
was 0.81 usill[J prenatal 
controls and 1.1 using 
postnatal controls; odds ratio 
for >21 hr/wk use was 1.1 
using either prenatal or 
postnatal eon\lols 

Number of hr/wk using 
VDT at work 

Number of hr/wk us·lll[J 
VOT at work 

VDT use determined by 
industrial hygienist, based 
on occupational title gi"Ouped 
as 1 to 4 l1r use/day or 4+ hr 
use/day 

Questionnaire 

Questionna·lm 

Questionnaire 

During pmgnancy Maternal 

During pre[Jililncy Matemal 

First trimester Maternal 

Time period when VDT s 
present in work place 1979~ 
1984 

Employment records Employed at end of of pregnancy Maternal 

VOT use at work defined as 
number of hr/wk and 
number of weeks during 
pregnancy 

Questionnaire During pregnancy Maternal 

Hr/wk and weeks Employment records First 28 weeks of pregnancy Maternal 
during first trimestm 
employed as a directory· 
assistance operator 

differences of when a prc-gn:mcy is diagnosed, 
and therefore result in differences in the 
obse1vc::d number of clinica!ly rccogni:t.ed spon
taneous abortions (45,83). If such variations 
arc related to a woman's exposure, rhe oppmtu
nity for biasc'tl eftCct estimates may exist. 

Exposure Assessment Issues 

Differences in biologic effects are associated 
wirh various frequencies in rhe EM spectrum 
(84). Power frequency fields (50.--60 1-h), in 
contrast ro ionizing radiations like X rays, are 
incapable of breaking chemical bond'>, and in 
contrast w micro\V"Jves, do not cause tissue 
hearing (84 ). Also noteworthy is thar some 
physic1l and biologic properrics of electric and 

magnetic fields are distinct. Methodologic 
issues relevant to srudies concerning exposure 
penain to the definition of exposure: what it is; 
to whom (mother, father, or fet11s) and when in 
the pcriconceprional period ir occurs; the 
amounr (dose) experienced by a study subject; 
how it is measured; from where infOrmation 
about it was obrained. 

Definirions of exposure (Tables 1,2) have 
involved seemingly heterogeneous expo
sures, such as working in a 400-kvV switch~ 
yard (13) and home i!Se of an electric blanker 
(14, 16 ). Studies have diHCrcd in both rhe 6-e
quency range stud icd and the type of field 
(electric or magnetic) invesrigated. Those 
examining risks fi·om VDT use were primariiy 
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Odds ratio for any VOT use 
was 0.92. and 0.76 for >30 
hr/wk compared to no VDT 
usc 

Odds ratio for any VDT use 
was 0.96. and 1.0 for >30 
hr/wk compared to no VDT 

Odds ratio for any VDT use 
was 1.2 and for 20+ hr/wk was 
1.4 compared to no VDT use 
for cardiovascular malfonna
tions; no relation between 
VDT use and fetal growth 
indicators 

Perinatal mortality 1.7% vs. 
0.8%, low birth weight 1.1% 
vs. 0.8%, prematurity 9.0% vs. 
6.5%, congenital malforma 
lions 6.2% vs. 5.2% among 
exposed vs. before period 
or after employment 

Odds ratios for all abortions: 
<20 hr/wk"' 1.2, ;;:.20 hr/wk = 
odds ratio for early (<13wk) 
abortions: <20 hr/wk = 1.5,?. 
20hr/wb U 

Percent of spontaneous 
abortions were 14.8°/o vs. 
15.9% for VDT users vs. 
nonusers; 17.2 vs. 15.6% for 
1-25 hr/wk use and 15.4 
vs. 15.6% for 25+ hr/wk use 
among users versus nonusers 

interested in very low frequency EM fields, 
and invesrigarions of clecrrically heared bed
warmers f(>cused on exposure to extremely low 
frequency fields. In the occupational studies of 
electrical workers (2, 12, 13, 17, 18 ), it is not 
clear whether risks from electrical fields or 
magnetic fields were being assessed. In addi-· 
tion, higher frequency fidd exposures have 
been examined by other investigators (85-90). 
Even though there is a general bck ofinformk 
tion regarding the biologic effects on rcproduc·· 
tion from cenain areas of the EM spectnun, a 
discussion of rhcsc exposures and srudics is 
beyond the scope of this review. 

Aspects surrounding when and ro whom 
;lB exposure occurred arc also important to 
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consider. A genera! principle of terarogcn~ 
esis is that the ability of an (~x:posurc to 
result- in an adverse e!-Tccr is conditional on 
rhc riming of that exposure relative ro the 
developing fetus (90). Failure ro specifi
cally obtain exposure information for a 
critical rime period may produce a risk csti·· 
mate biased toward the null value. EM 
fldd cxposmcs to a man or woman prior ro 
conccprion may be rdcvant to reproductive 
health cffccrs, such as subfccundity or germ 
cell damage, but may not be relevant ro 
chromosomal damage in the conceptus, 
given rhat EM field exposures have nor 
been shown to be mutagenic (.91). ln gen
eral, various types of exposures (e.g., med
ications) a mother encounters during 
specif-ic periods of pregnancy arc plausible 
risk factors for congenital malformations 
(92), spontaneous abortions (79), reduced 
birth weight (93), and n~rtain childhood 
cancers (94). However, there is less sup
porr for the notion rhat various exposures 
rhe f:1.ther or mother receives prior ro con
ception or the father receives during preg
nancy may act as risk facrors for these 
outcomes. Srudies on risks of VDTs 
(Table 2) were exclusively imcresrcd in 
maternal usc and predominantly for expo
sure during early pregnancy [but not exclu
sively (19,30,35)_1, whereas 8tudie.~ involving 
other EM field exposure$ (Table 1) involved 
borh maternal and paternal exposures hx several 
periconceptional time periods. 

Another relevant issue concerns the 
extent or dose of exposure. There arc mulri
plc sources of low-level EM fields in our 
environment (84 ), resulting in some level of 
exposure to most individuals. With the 
exception of the study by Bryam and Love 
(22), who sought inhmnation on both hon1e 
and work exposures to VDT\, no study con
sidered other sources of possible exposures to 

EM fields beyond the single exposure of 
interest The implication of neglecting these 
other sources is that variations in EM field 
exposure among individuals in the study 
populations might be overlooked. Such mis
classification errors probably would reduce 
rhe magnitude of estimated effects (95). It is 
unclear, however, wh:n rhe ctiologicaHy rele
vant mea5urc of exposure is (e.g., rime
weighted average, peak frequency, or some 
other paramerer of exposure). Some experi
mental work (48) implies that certain bio
logic cffcns arc nor monotonically related to 
dose bur depend on windows in the exposure 
range. In t·crms of measuring exposures, 
only one study (25) incorporated direcr f-idd 
exposure measures. Mosr studies have relied 
on self-reported surrogate exposures (e.g., 
number of hours per week using a VDT) 
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(19,20,22--24,27,30), occupation in electron
ics industry ( 17), or residence in cable heat 
homes (1.5 ). 

Potential errors in assessing exposure in 
these studies may be associared with the 
source of exposure information. Exposure 
infi1rmarion (Tables I, 2) was derived primar·· 
ily from self-reported quesrionnairc data, 
employmem records, and orhcr existing data 
sources. Que11'ing study subjects allows for 
collection of detailed data on characteristics 
of possible field exposures, such as S<)Urce and 
timing. However, this approach may be sus
ceptible to information bias (96), as sug·· 
gestcd by some investigators (24,27). 
Although studies concerning reproductive 
outcomes arc often criticized on the basis that 
the group with the endpoint under study will 
remember pasr evcms better than those in the 
referent group, studies rhar have te.<;ted specif~ 
ically for recall bias have been unable to 

dem()nstrate irs presence (97-99). However, 
potential {())· recall bias may increase as public 
concern about EM field exposures heightens. 
Studies that used cmpl<)ymem records to 
obtain exposure infimnarion arc not sub jeer ro 
problems with recall, bur information on an 
individual's work habits that may be relevant 
to EM f-ield exposure.~ may not be available. 
Similarly, the assignment of exposure status 
by an indusrrial hygienist (21,26,29,31,32) 
based on occupational title or group informa
tion may nor ac:coum adequately f-()r individ-· 
ual variations in exposure within an 
occuparional classif-ication. Either limitation 
might result in misdassif-icarion of cxposlirc 
status and a resulrant dilution of measured 
effect estimates (95). 

Other Design and Analytic Issues 

Because all humans arc exposed t() electric 
and magnetic fields to some extent, rhe 
selection of a completely unexposed refer
ence population is impossible. If a sizable 
proportion of the reference population is 
also exposed, ability to uncover risks associated 
with those exposures may be diminished. 
However, if information on multiple sources 
of exposure is available for both rhe case and 
referent populations, estimation of risks from 
selected exposures will be enhanced. 

An examination of possible confounders 
in studies of risks from EM fields, although 
important, may be problematic for two rea·· 
sons. First, because there is a bck of infor
mation on what rhe exposure is, it is diffimlr 
to idenri[y other factors that are related to the 
exposure and increase the risk for the repro
ductive outcome of interest. A second problem 
is rhat, in general, there are not many esrab
lished risk factors for adverse reproducrivc 
outcomes other than low birth weight. 

Sample size is often a problem in studies of 
specific rcproducrive endpoims. Because some 
rcproducrivc cndpoinrs are rare, the practice of 
broadly grouping endpoinrs is often undertaken. 
However, this is of dubious biologic validity. 
This issue is of JXUtic·ubr concern fiJr some of the 
srudir,~ that invesrigared congenital malkmna
rions (13,24), but ir also may be rdevanr to 

smdics of spontaneous abonions that" do not 
include karyotype informarion. 'f'cratogenic 
agcnrs appear tn incrc-J.se the risk f-(>r speciflc mal
fiwmations. One would not expecr that ,J] l)l)CS 

of malfonnarions would be increased fi·om !ow
level EM field exposures during pregnancy, nor 
would one expecr to see a!! type$ of spont~IIWOUS 
abortions (i.e., early versus late or dunmosoma!ly 
normal versus abnormal) increased. The deler
mination of sample size requirt\~ considemtion of 
these biologic issues. 

Future Research 
Concems regarding the porenria! for resi
dential or occupational EM field exposures 
ro result in adverse reproductive dTccrs have 
been raised. Overall, epidemiologic cvi-· 
dence is lacking for a strong association 
between a woman's VD'f use during preg
nancy and for that pregnancy to end in 
spontaneous abonion. The relations noted 
thus fu· have, with the exception ofGoldhaber 
cr al. (23), shown about a 20% increased 
risk for VDT users. lf this small increase 
rcHects causality and is not due to uncon
trolled confounding or to arrifacr, it would 
be imp(m·.tnr fi-om a public healt-h perspec
tive, given the large number of women who 
use VDTs during pregnancy. Evidence for 
increased risks for other adverse rcproduc-· 
tivc end points from VDT usc is equivocaL 
Some sl!ggcstive findings for malfonnadons 
will require follow-up. Even increased risks 
for early spontaneous abortions (20), which 
may be indicative of a teratogenic effecr if 
the fi·equency of ma!l-(mncd fetuses is greater 
among these earlier abortuses thm among later 
abortuses (100), will need follow--up. Too few 
data exist to reach a conclusion about other 
reproductive health effects from VDT use. 

·ro elucidate rhc potenrial rdarion berween 
VDT usc and spontaneous abortion risk, fur
ther investigations will require large numbers 
of study subjects, improved measures of expo
sure (e.g., direct rneasuremenr of field emis
sions from VDTs, disrancc from VDT, 
proximity to od1er sources of EM fields, orien
t-arion of worker to VDT'), considemtion oft-he 
heterogeneous nature of the end point studied 
(i.e., chromosomal versus nonchromosomal), 
inclusion of early as well as late spontaneous 
abortions, and considerati()n of rhe com·· 
pering hypotheses related to physical and 
psychosocial srrcss (1 OJ, 1 02). 
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Monson (103) has suggest-ed that fumrc 
investigations of reproductive risks in rela·· 
tion ro VDT use will need ro be prospec
tive in their design. Although common 
adverse reproductive effects sud1 as sponta
n<~ous abortion or reduced birth weight 
may be amenable w a prospcnivc design, 
the rarity of specific malformations (e.g., 
prevalences at birth of 1 per IOOO for com·· 
mon malformations), argues against rhe 
prospective approach based on pragmatic and 
economic considerations. Unless large occupa
tional cohons arc available, prospective srudic.s 
of malformation risk resulting from marcrna! 
VDT use would be hard to justifjr. 

Clearly, rhe heightened public aware·· 
ness about possible reproductive risks from 
VDT usc may inrroduce difficulty in 
obtaining accurate exposure information 
from retrospective studies. Therefore, ret
rospective studies involving reproductive 
end points, such as congenital malf(mna
rions, will need to be creative in validating 
exposure information. For example, in 
addition to collecting derailed information 
from a parent about VDT use, studies 
might attempt to acquire information from 
employers abour a parent's work schedule 
and conditions surrounding VDT usc. 
Other reproductive end points like low binh
weight and intramerine growth retardation 
may be studied economically by using refer~ 
ence groups from retrospective investigations 
of mal6:mnations and spontaneous abonions, 
::L~ some investigators have done (20,21 ,32). 

The epidemiologic evidence regarding the 
porenrial reproductive risk.<> £:om exposure ro 
low-level EM fields other rhan VDTs is even 
more lacking (Table l ). These studies reflect 
a variety of endpoints and field exposure 
sources, yet caken as a whole, they do not 
suggest strong associations between adverse 
reproductive effects and EM field exposure. 
However, it seems prudent to resist drawing 
conclusions about the potential reproductive 
risks from low-level field exposures until 
additional investigations arc performed. 

To date, only three studies have investi
gated residential exposure ro EM fields and 
adverse reproductive effects: two explored 
exposures from electric bedwarmers and spe
cific congenital malfOrmations (16) and fetal 
loss ( 14 ) , and one examined pregnane)' loss 
and power-frequency field exposures from 
home heating (15). All d1ree studies focused 
only on maternal exposures. In contrast, most 
occupational studies have invesrig.ued paternal 
exposure to EM fields. 

There is a need for investigations of 
other sources of residential EM field expo
SUITS (e.g., transmission and distribution 
lines, electric appliances and power tools, 

or decrric train lines). In addition, fmurc 
research needs to incorporate additional 
methods, such as persona! monirors or spot 
measurements or wiring codes, f-()r assessing 
rhe exposure (or irs surrogate) that appears 
to be related ro childhood cancers (1,3). 
Retrospective studies could provide much 
needed descriprive data (primarily hom the 
referent group) on the prevalence of expo
sures from these and orher sources. 
Wirhout this infOrmation, the choice of 
exposed groups to follow in prospccrive 
studies of adverse reproductive effects 
would be diff-icult ro make. 

Although cl1erc is little support for pater
nally mediated adverse reproductive effects 
(104), some studies have suggesrcd altered sex 
ratios among dw offspring of exposed fathers 
(12,13), and ar least one study has suggested 
an association benvcen paternal EM field 
exposures and childhood cancers in offspring 
(2). Thus, paternal residential exposure to 

EM fields, fi·om a variety of sources and pn .. '
conceptional time periods, may be an avenue 
worcl1y of additional investigation. 

Furure occupational studies might 
focus on maternal exposures ro EM fields. 
] ob exposure matrices, as used for studies 
of other occupational exposures and disease 
endpoints, would be useful to develop. 
However, to avoid errors associated with 
exposure misclassificarion, a sizable amount 
of exposure-based research would first have 
to be completed to ensure that occupations 
were accurately classified with respect to 
EM field exposures. 

No study has considered any adverse 
reproductive health effect from combined 
home and work exposures to low-level 
fields. Schnorr et al. (25) reported that 
VDT users had abdominal measuremenrs 
in the range of exposures that would be 
experienced at home, but no study has 
attempted to cstimare a person's total expo
sure to low-level fields. Certainly, srudics 
that have not found associations between 
EM field exposures and adverse reproduc
tive effecrs may have ftiled to do so because 
roral exposures were nor considered. 

Given what little is known about the 
attributes of rhe exposures being estimated, 
it seems unlikely that more descriptive 
types of epidemiologic srudy designs 
employing existing data sources will be very 
revealing. For example, studying seasonal 
variations for reproductive endpoinrs based 
on the assumptions about risk used by orh
ers (14,15) is simple if existing data sources 
can be utilized, bur rhc interpretation is 
quire difficult given the nonspecificity of 
the analysis and the underlying assumprions 
about seasonal variation in risk. 
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The experimcnral work thus far offers 
little direction to epidemiologists interesced 
in reproductive health effects, except it 
shows thar numerous aspccrs about expo
SlJres appear ro be rdevam (e.g., waveform, 
frequency) and rhar growth may be alrered 
by EM fields. Alrcred growt"h may be 
mechanistically imponanr ro many adverse 
reproducrivc endpoints, but it is nonspe
cific. Given that EM field exposures do not 
seem ro result- in murarion, candidate study 
end points would nor include chromosomal 
abnormalities. Endpoints in which abnor--
mal embryonic growth--·--such as congenital 
malformations nor r4ssociared with chromo·· 
somal anomalies, intramerine growth retar
dation, and perhaps chromosoma!ly normal 
spontaneous abortions~is d10ughr ro be an 
underlying mechanism thar would be suit
able for study. To study rhe latter group, 
all abortions would have ro be karyotyped, 
which mighr be prohibitively expensive. 

Exposure assessment is a crucial issue, 
although it is not clear what rhe ideal, or 
perhaps even the most relevant, exposure 
measure should be. It seems important 
that both occupational and residential 
exposures be considered. Community con
cern has emphasized the dangers of high 
rension power lines. Although these expo
sure sources are less prevalent than many 
others, they should not· be ignored. For 
research to be revealing, emphasis needs to 

be placed on developing exposure assess
ment techniques that are adaptable for epi
demiologic investigations of reproductive 
outcomes and thar will not suffer from 
large measurement errors and consequently 
reduce our ability to identify posirive rela
tions that may exist (e.g., items that can be 
included in quesrionnaires and can dis
criminate levels of field exposures). After 
more information how a person's exposure 
changes over time is available, direct mea
sures obtained after rhe critical period of fetal 
development may be useful. Consideration 
of the many merhodologic issues discussed 
above (e.g., sufficient sample size) may 
allow for greater specif-Icity of findings 
regarding these common low-level field 
exposures. 

In general, there are many concerns 
about reprodunive healrh. The possibilil)' 
that the normal reproductive process may be 
perturbed by EM field exposures has height
ened rhese concerns further. Given the lack 
of epidemiologic data w address these con
cerns and rhe experimental evidence that 
certainly docs not argue against a possible 
effect from these exposures, there seems ro 
be sufficieM justification for additional 

l . I . h stm y Ill t us area. Oj:i 
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